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FOREWORD

"THE Association of Latvian and Esthonian Jews in Israel have decided

to publish a collection of essays dedicated to the memory of our martyrs

who were exterminated in the Second World War; and in this way to show

how much World Jewry and we ourselves lost by the annihilation of this

community which numbered almost one hundred thousand souls.

"The essays should give a description of normal Jewish life in Latvia;

the struggles of Latvian Jewry as a national unit, its cultural, social and

economic existence including organisations, institutions, political parties, etc.,

from the beginnings of Latvian independence till the end came in the

Ghettoes.

‘The essays should be written, as far as possible, by people who took

part in public life, on subjects connected with their former communal or

professional activities.

“As most local Jewish Archives perished during the war, these essays

will be of historical value for future generations and will, at the same time,

serve as a fitting memorial to a Jewish community that has been almost

entirely exterminated.”

The above passage is taken from a circular letter sent in connection

with the publication of the Hebrew memorial volume on “Latvian Jewry”;

and it also exactly defines the purpose of the present volume, namely, to

perpetuate the memory of Latvian Jewry.

“Latvian Jewry” appeared in 1953 and contains a wealth of material

on the political, cultural and economic life of the Jews of Latvia during

Latvian independence, as well as the memories of surviving participants

on the early days of public life before the establishment of the Latvian

State.

Thanks to the Association’s initiative another work entitled: “Chapters

in the History of Latvian Jewry”, by M. Bobe, was published in 1965. This

dealt with the Jews residing in the territories which united as 20th century

Latvia, from the Sixteenth Century until the Declaration of Independence

in 1918.

The above volumes give an almost complete account of Latvian Jewry.

Since they are written in Hebrew, however, they cannot meet the require-

ments of those Latvian Jews—their number is not inconsiderable—who live
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outside Israel, particularly in U.S.A., England and South Africa. These

are unable, even if they so desire, to tell their children the history of their

immediate ancestors in the country of their origin.

We have therefore decided to publish the present volume on “The Jews

in Latvia" in English. We have tried to give a detailed historical account

of public and cultural life, of various towns and communities; of people

who made their mark in Latvia and abroad, and, finally, a description of

the annihilation of Latvian Jewry.

A detailed bibliography is included so that those interested can study

the history in detail.

We hope that for Latvian Jewry and their offspring, dispersed in dif-

ferent countries of the Exile, the accounts in this book will bridge the gap

in their knowledge of the past and will be received with appreciation.

We wish to thank all persons and institutions who gave us kind and

attentive assistance in preparing this work.

Our deepest thanks and appreciation are expressed to those who parti-

cipated in preparing the material, writing the articles, editing and publishing

them.

Association of Latvian and Esthonian Jews in Israel.



INTRODUCTION

by Dr. S. Levenberg

During my innumerable visits to Israel and Jewish communities in the

Diaspora I have encountered many Jews of Latvian origin. The majority

of them, especially those of the younger generation, know little about their

own background. The purpose of this volume is to describe the history of

Latvian Jewry — a story of creativity, struggle, suffering and destruction

during the Second World War. Let the remnant of a great community

learn something about their ancestry. “And thou shalt relate to thy son . .

.”

Latvian Jewry consisted of various elements : The Jews of Kurland,

Livonia and Latgale. Each of these groups had its own history. They be-

came one unit after the establishment of the independent Latvian Republic

(1918-1940). During the Nazi period the community was almost totally

wiped out. Only those who emigrated, escaped or were deported make up

the handful who survived the Holocaust. It is their moral duty to pre-

serve the cultural heritage of the historic community from which they

sprang. Its chequered story, stretching over hundreds of years, has been

vividly painted in this volume by Mendel Bobe, a veteran Zionist leader

and author of the fascinating Hebrew book, “Chapters in the History of

Latvian Jewry (1561-1918)” published in 1965.

Latvian Jewry always maintained its special characteristics. Influenced

by German and Russian culture and its contacts with the majority of the

population, it remained intensely Jewish in spirit and aspiration. When the

idea of a Jewish National Renaissance was first voiced, it found an imme-

diate echo among the Jews of Riga, Kurland and Latgale.

In the Eighties of the last century Hovevei Zion groups were formed

in Riga, Libau, Dvinsk, Kreizburg and other cities. Rabbi Mordechai

Eliasberg (1817-1889), the religious leader of the Bausk Jewish community,

played an outstanding part in spreading the idea of Jewish national revival.

Two delegates from Latvia were present at the First Conference of the Ho-

vevei Zion, held in Kattowitz (1884).

Leib Shalit of Riga and S. Zaks of Dvinsk were delegates at the First

Zionist Congress (1897). Soon afterwards a group called “Zion” was

established on the initiative of A.M. Teiz, a shoemaker by profession.
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The Jews in Latvia

Among its members it had two personalities who played a leading part in

the history of Latvian and World Zionism: Lazar Ettingen and Yoshua

Tron, both of whom died in Israel. Another outstanding Jewish figure was

Dr. Nissan Katznelson of Libau, a close collaborator of Theodore Herzl and

a member of the First Russian Duma.

Latvian Jewry was represented at the Second Conference of Russian

Zionists in Minsk (1902). The delegate from Mitau was Rabbi Mordechai

Nurok who was for a number of decades an outstanding leader of the

community, a Member of Parliament, a prominent figure in World Jewry

and later in Israel’s public life. He was a National Religious Party Knesset

member* a member of the Government for a time and a candidate for the

high office of President.

A delegation of Latvian Zionists took part in the famous Helsinki

Conference (1906). It included Meir Berlin, a Jewish public figure from

Riga.

After the collapse of the First Russian Revolution (1905) and the vic-

tory of the reactionary forces, Zionist activities became illegal but thanks

to the ingenuity of a number of people the work was carried on and

younger elements joined the Movement.

The first Latvian Zionists were nationally-minded people who followed

the religious way of life. Later on some felt an affinity with “Mizrahi”;

others were General Zionists. But gradually social ideas began to play their

part in the Movement.

In 1897 a Zionist Socialist Students’ Circle was established in Riga.

Dvinsk emerged as an important centre of the Poalei Zion. The party

adopted a revolutionary programme. A few years later, in 1901, a group

of Zeirei Zion was formed in the same city and laid stress on personal ties

with the Yishuv in Palestine. In 1912 a similar group was formed in Riga.

Its leaders were Zeev Levenberg who was a delegate at the 11th Zionist

Congress (1913), and Yerahmiel Vinnik, who later became a leading jour-

nalist and a well-known figure in the Labour Zionist Movement. The

former went on aliya, the second died in a Siberian labour camp during

the Second World War.

In spite of difficulties encountered from the Tsarist authorities and

the hardships and deportations of the First World War, Zionist work was

never interrupted. It came to new life after the overthrow of the Imperial

Regime (March 1917), and especially with the establishment of the In-

dependent Latvian Republic (November 1918). This new and glorious

chapter in the history of Diaspora Zionism is described in the present
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Introduction

volume by Itzhak Maor (Meirson), a highly respected leader of the Zionist

Socialist Party, who is now one of the foremost intellectuals of the Kibbutz

Movement. In addition, a picture of Jewish traditional and religious life is

given in the special article written by Abraham Godin.

During this period Latvia became an important centre of Jewish life,

as depicted in this volume by the essays of the late Professor Mattatyahu

Laserson, scholar, lawyer, journalist and Parliamentarian who in due course

became Professor at Columbia University; and Z. Michaeli (Michelson),

a renowned Jewish educationalist both in Latvia and Israel, a leader of

the “Zeirei Zion” and a founder-member of Hashahar—the Zionist Social-

ist Students’ Organisation. The Jewish part in Latvia’s economic life is

described by the late Professor Dr. B. Sieff, scholar and journalist, who
settled in Palestine and played an important part in the initial stages of the

Tel-Aviv University.

Jews of Latvian origin made a notable contribution to Eretz Israel.

Some of them left their mark on the old Yishuv, especially in Jerusalem;

others settled in the country in pre-Herzl days. In 1891 a group of Jews

from Riga were among the founders of Hedera. They faced great difficulties

and suffered from many diseases. Some died at an early age but the re-

mainder stood the test of pioneers. In 1901 a group of “Zeirei Zion” mem-
bers from Dvinsk settled in Palestine.

Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook (1865-1935) was one of the outstanding

personalities which the small Kurland city of Bausk gave to the Yishuv. He
arrived in Jaffa during the summer of 1904 and later served as the Chief

Rabbi of Ashkenazic Jewry in Eretz Israel (1919-1935).

Pioneers (halutzim) from Latvia made a vital contribution to the devel-

opment of the kibbutz movement. The collective settlements which they

helped to establish on sound foundations include Afikim; Ashdot Yaakov;

Kfar Blum; Kfar Giladi; Shfaim; Geva; Kvutzat Kinneret; Mishmarot; Ein

Gev; Ein Harod; Genossar and Glil-Yam. Their members have distinguished

themselves in various fields including the Hagana and the Israel Defence

Forces.

Jews from Latvia also played an important part in setting up commer-

cial and industrial undertakings and in the leadership of the Israel Manufac-

turers’ Association (Zalman Susaieff, Marc Moshevitz). They have made a

valuable contribution to Government service, municipal life and Israel’s

diplomacy.

The following is a partial list of outstanding Latvian Jews who have

taken or are taking a leading part in the life of Israel

:
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The Jews in Latvia

Members of the Knesset

:

Rabbi M. Nurok, Z. Susaieff, Dr. Ben-Zion Harel,

Raphael Bash, Isser Harel, Zalman Shuval, Dov Milman, Benzion

Keshet;

Judges

:

Leah Ogen, Eleazar Selikson, Boris Rapoport;

University Professors: Yeshayahu Leibovitz, Benjamin Akzin, Yehoshua

Leibovitz;

Editors and Journalists: Arye Dissentchik, Shabbetai Daniel (Dan-Yahia),

Elhanan Kramer;

Medical Services: Ephraim Sinai; Sport: Baruch Bag, Emmanuel GO.

According to incomplete statistical data of the Jewish Agency, 4547

Latvian Jews settled in Palestine during the years 1919-1941. Of these, 503

went on aliya during 1920-1924; 2253 during 1925-1934; 1715 during 1935-

1939; 76 during 1940-1941. It is important to bear in mind the difficulty of

obtaining Immigration Certificates prior to the State of Israel.

A second centre of Jewish emigration from Latvia was the United

States; 2207 left during the years 1923-1936. The number would have been

far larger that it not been for the limited American immigration quota.

The Jewish population of Latvia, about 100,000 souls in all, took full

advantage of the democratic regime established in 1918 and created a net-

work of institutions which became a model for many other Jewish com-

munities. The Zionists met with great opposition from the Labour “Bund”

and the extreme orthodox “Agudat Israel,” but became the leading force

in the community. They established a wide network of Hebrew schools,

cultural institutions, clubs, youth and student bodies and Yiddish news-

papers and journals. The Zionists also took an active part in Parliamentary

and municipal elections. An influential figure in Latvian Jewish life was

the late Dr. Jacob Heilman; a dynamic Zionist figure, scholar, journalist

and man of action, who made a deep impact on the Jewish community.

While a leader of the Labour Wing in the Zionist Movement, he deeply

influenced the general development of Jewish life. A well-known figure at

international Jewish gatherings, he spent his final years in Poland as editor

of the Yiddish daily “Unser Wort,” and in Argentine where, as represent-

ative of the World Jewish Congress, he became an outstanding figure in

South American Jewry.

There was close cooperation between Latvian Zionists in many fields,

but there were also divisions on political and social issues.

The large majority of the General Zionists were supporters of Dr. Chaim

Weizmann. One of their younger leaders was Boris Gurevitch, now Guriel,

former Archivist of the Weizmann Institute.
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Riga was the cradle of the Revisionist Movement, led by Dr. Jacob

Hoffman, who died in Israel. A lecture by Zeev Jabotinsky in the Russian

language led to the formation of “Brit Trumpeldor”, the first offshoot of

the new world movement (1923). Among its founders were Aaron Propes,

who has played a great part in the development of Israel’s tourist industry;

Arye Dissentchik, now editor of “Maariv”, Moshe Gold, later head of the

“Betar” in Israel; and Benjamin Eliav, now one of the leading Israeli

Labour intellectuals, a journalist, scholar and expert on Soviet affairs.

In 1933, the last time Zionist Congress elections were held in Latvia,

there were 22,536 shekel holders. A total of 19,474 voters elected 8 dele-

gates: 3 Labour Zionists, 2 Revisionists, 2 General Zionists, 1 Mizrahi.

Each Jewish community in Latvia had its own special characteristics.

The cultural background of those bom in Riga, Kurland or Latgale was

different in many ways. Even within the various Latvian regions each city

had something of its own and produced a special type of Jew. Some were

closer to Russian culture, others to the German way of life. Some used the

Latvian language, others did not. But the large majority of Latvian Jews

understood Yiddish and many knew Hebrew. Some Jewish communities of

Latvia are described in the accompanying pages by M. Amir (M. Bliach),

a wellknown public figure in Dvinsk, head of the Zionist Socialist Party, a

noted journalist and lecturer; and by Dr. Shaul Lipschitz—former Director-

General of the Israel Ministry of Commerce and Industry, now a prominent

businessman and Chairman of the Association of Jews from Latvia and

Esthonia.

For a number of years Latvia served as an important transit centre for

aliya from the Soviet Union. It also had famous Hachshara (training) farms

of its own for halutzim. Visits by Hayim Nahman Bialik, Ben-Gurion, Berl

Katznelson, Hayyim Arlosoroff, Zalman Shazar, Zeev Jabotinsky, Rabbi

Meir Berlim (Bar-Ilan), Leib Jaffe and many other writers and personalities

were memorable occasions.

The Fascist coup d'etat in Latvia (May 1934) came as a serious blow

to the Zionist Movement. All public activities came under strict supervision

on the part of the Government. Zionist work, in a greatly restricted form,

took on a semi-legal or illegal character. The following report from the

“Zeirei Zion—Z.S.” to the XIXth Zionist Congress gives a picture of the

situation:

“The recent revolution deprived the party of all its fruitful work

in the past and rendered all further activity impossible. During the

first few weeks of the revolution many leading members of the party
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The Jews in Latvia

were arrested, which ruined the whole organisation. About 30 mem-
bers were taken to concentration camps and detained for six months,

when they were released on the condition that they left for Palestine.

All the members who occupied positions as teachers, even those in

Jewish autonomous schools, or as employees of the Sick Fund, have

been dismissed from their posts without any reason being given, with-

out getting any compensation, and without having any prospects of

employment elsewhere. The material position of those members is

therefore very precarious, and there is no solution for them except

emigrating to Palestine. The only domain of activity left to the mem-
bers of the party, though in a restricted form, is the training of halut-

zim and all that directly relates to emigration to Palestine.”

The General Zionists tried to carry on their activities but encountered

great difficulties. In 1934 Professor S. Brodetsky, a member of the Jewish

Agency Executive, came from London and interceded with the authorities,

but the practical results were small.

Latvian Jews played an important part in the history of the general

Labour Movement. Dr. Robert Feinberg of Mitau took part in the German

revolution of 1848. He was deported and sent to Siberia where he died in

1860. In the year 1889 Jewish radical circles engaged in illegal activities

already existed in Riga and Dvinsk. Jewish revolutionaries took part in the

organisation of various strikes and celebrations of the May Day ‘"Labour

Festival”. At the beginning of the present century Latvia became an im-

portant centre of the “Bund”, whose members took an active part in pre-

paring the first Russian Revolution (1905).

A number of Jewish revolutionaries from Latvia made a name for

themselves in various fields. Among them were Abraham Braun (“Sergei”);

Raphael Abramovitch—a leader of both the “Bund” and the Russian So-

cial-Democratic party; Dr. Itzhak Nahman Steinberg—a leader of the Social

Revolutionary Party, who was “Commissar of Justice” in the first Lenin

Government (1917-18); W. Latzky-Bertholdy—a leader of the Zionist So-

cialists (S.S.) and Volks-Partei in Russia, and later a prominent figure in

both Latvian and World Jewry (he died in Palestine). A number of leaders

of the American Jewish Labour Movement were also of Latvian origin.

The “Bund” had deep roots in Latvia, especially in Latgale. After 1918

the Party developed an intensive activity in many fields. It had a represent-

ative in the Parliament—Dr. Noah Maisel-—and a number of members in

the municipalities; it was also active in the Trade Union Movement. It

helped and fostered a number of Yiddish schools and cultural institutions.
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including the Riga “Peretz Club”. The “Bund” fought against the Zionist

Movement and the Hebrew education system.

There were other non-Zionist groups. Among them were the National

Democratic Party led by Jacob Landau, head of the Jewish Department

in the Ministry of Education; L. Fishman, a member of the Constituent

Assembly; and Professor P. Mintz. Its programme was similar to that of

the “American Jewish Committee” and the “Anglo-Jewish Association.”

The strongest anti-Zionist force in Latvia was “Agudat Israel,” led by

Mordechai Dubin and Shimon Wittenberg. Both were members of Parlia-

ment. Dubin, who died in the Soviet Union, was immensely popular because

of his readiness to help people irrespective of party, and his close contacts

in Government circles. Right-wing in his political views, his great influence

was due not to his ideology but to his warm Jewish heart, hassidic upbring-

ing and care of individual Jews who were in constant need of help. These

qualities made Dubin into a unique personality in Latvian Jewry and a

powerful opponent during Parliamentary elections, when the Jewish voter

had to choose between the “Shtadlan” (intercessor) and the various political

leaders. After the Ulmanis coup d’etat and the victory of reactionary forces

(May 1934) Dubin’s influence increased, to the great disadvantage of the

Jewish illegal Socialist parties and the General Zionist groups. This was a

period of decline in Jewish public life, the beginning of the tragedy which

reached its climax with the outbreak of the Second World War, the Soviet

Occupation and the Nazi invasion.

The extermination of Latvian Jewry is described in this book by Max
Kaufman, one of the few survivors and author of “Die Vernichtung der

Juden Lettlands” (Munchen 1947), who now resides in the U.S.A.

The fate of Latvian Jewry is clearly illustrated by one figure mentioned

in Gerald Reitlinger’s authoritative study “The Final Solution” (London

1968). He states that at the very least 24,000 Jews from Riga were murdered.

He adds that after the mass extermination on November 30th 1941 and

December 8th 1941, only 4,500 men and 300 women remained from the

Riga Jewish community. Most of them did not live to see the Day of Libe-

ration. Latvian Fascists played a leading part in the murder campaign

against the Jewish population. One of the victims was Simon Dubnow, the

famous Jewish historian.

According to the census of 1935 there were 93,479 Jews in Latvia, or

4.7% of the total population. During the subsequent five years their num-

bers declined on account of emigration and low natural increase. Between

4,000 and 5,000 Jews were deported to the Soviet Union during the Plebiscite
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The Jews in Latvia

of July 14—21, 1940, sponsored by the Communist authorities; and some

Jews fled to Russia prior to the Nazi invasion on June 22nd, 1941.

Some of the Latvian Jews in the Soviet Union perished during the war,

others survived in the Asian Republics to which they were deported, and in

other parts of the U.S.S.R. A few of the remnant found their way back to

Latvia after the defeat of Germany.

Of those who survived the Nazi occupation and the various concentra-

tion camps—their number was small—some managed to reach Eretz Israel.

Others now reside in many parts of the world.

A new phenomenon are those Jews from Latvia who in recent years

have managed to obtain exit visas for Israel. Among those Jews who have

raised their voices in the Soviet Union, demanding the right of emigration

to their Homeland, the voices of Riga speak the language of faith and

heroism. These men of courage continue the great tradition of Latvian

Jewry.

London , October 1970
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Mendel Bohe

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF THE JEWS IN LATVIA
(A Historical Survey)

FIRST evidence of Jews in Latvia may be found in the ledger of a mer-

chant from Riga of the year 1536, who recorded: “From the Jew Jacob,

received for sale and also sold to him...” Their end came with the transfer

of the remains of the Kaiserwald Concentration Camp to Germany in 1944.

Hence the reckoning of four hundred years.

The districts of which Latvia consisted are referred to below by the

names in use from the days of the Teutonic-Livonian Order in the 16th

century to the times of Tsarist Russia and the establishment of independent

Latvia in 1918:

A. Livonia, with the regions of Riga, Walk, Wenden and Wolmar,

constituting part of the Tsarist Russian province of Liflandia. Under Latvia

the district was known as Vidzeme.

B. Kurland, corresponding entirely to the Kurlandia province of the

Russian regime, and divided into Kurseme and Zemgale under Latvia.

C. Latgale, with the districts of Lucin, Rezekne and Dvinsk of the

Tsarist Russian province of Vitebsk. The name Latgale was also in use

during Latvian independence.

All these three districts had been settled in early days by tribes which

developed into the Latvian nation. Historical developments brought the

country under the rule of various peoples, different civilizations left their

imprint on the local population, and as a result the country was divided

into the districts mentioned, each with its own history. In the course of

the present survey we shall refer to historical events which affected one

or another region more particularly.

Each district had its own history, and correspondingly the attitude to

Jewish settlement was also not uniform. In accordance with the legal posi-

tion in most districts, as we shall see, the Jews were regarded as undesired

aliens, and the prohibitions and restrictions applied to them were as a rule

similar to those imposed on the Jews of Western Europe before the Eman-

cipation. Some of these laws and regulations were, in fact, copied from

Western patterns; but in each district the developments varied according

to local conditions. To know the course of Jewish Settlement in Latvia it

must be studied separately for each district; and accordingly Jewish history
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in Latvia should be divided into three periods

:

1) The period of Poland, Sweden and the Duchy of Kurland;

2) The period of Tsarist Russia; and

:

3) The period of Latvian independence.

I. POLAND, SWEDEN AND THE DUCHY OF KURLAND

1. The legal status of the Jews.

2. Livonia — Riga.

3. Kurland.

a. The District of Pilten.

b. The Duchy of Kurland.

c. Tax-farming.

d. Expulsions and fines.

e. Fixed payments for residence permits.

f. The persecutions of 1760 and the end of the Duchy of Kurland.

The Legal Status of the Jews

Before Jews made their way into Latvia, the entire country was under

the rule of German Christian Knightly Orders : first the Order of the

Knights of the Sword (“Schwertritter”), later the Teutonic Order, known

in the Baltic countries as the Livonian Order. The Orders imposed a total

ban on the presence of Jews in their territories, with a few rare exceptions.

The situation changed in 1561, however, when the rule of the Orders came

to an end and the country was taken over by Poland — Livonia and Latgale

directly, and Kurland as an independent duchy, with Gotthard Kettler, last

Grand Master of the Livonian Order, as first Duke.

Once the rule of Poland commenced, Jews began to enter Latvia. In

Polish Lithuania, on the southern borders of Kurland, there had actually

been a considerable Jewish population ever since the 13th century. How-

ever, the instrument by which the Order submitted to Poland contained the

provision that it should be forbidden to Jews in Livonia to engage in

commerce or act as tax and excise farmers. The local authorities inter-

preted this to mean that Jews were not permitted to live in the country

at all. Hence their initial presence was at best illicit. Jews entering the

territory were regarded as aliens without rights of residence and the cities

and nobles exploited the situation by levying all kinds of imposts, fines,

licence fees, and the like, even when they had special entry permits in order

to visit fairs, accompany goods in transit, etc.
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This legal situation lasted for hundreds of years, continuing under the

rule of Sweden, which held Livonia for nearly a hundred years. Even

after the country was taken over by Russia, the legal situation was not

regularised simultaneously or in all places. Nor were the taxes and imposts

levied in a uniform fashion. Some old ones were abolished and new were

introduced, all according to the current attitude to the Jews whose situation,

and the measure of injustice with which they were treated, remained con-

stant.

Livonia — Riga

The focus of attraction for the Jews was always the port city of Riga

which handled most of the regional export trade, with its large area and

numerous population. It was the seat of the Grand Master of the Livonian

Order, and the Russian provincial governor hundreds of years later. In due

course it was to become the capital of independent Latvia. The Jewish

population in the rest of Livonia always remained small and insignificant.

The Jews of Riga experienced long generations of oppression and

suffering. The German burghers, who administered the city for hundreds

of years and were always the dominant element, exploited the Jews without

restraint though they were well aware of the important part they played in

the city’s development. Indeed, they did all they could not to recognise

even the most elementary rights of the local Jewish population. As late as

1903, when the Russians proposed to include Riga in the Pale of Settlement

where Jews were free to reside, trade, work and move from place to place,

the German citizens protested and Riga stayed outside the Pale. It is enough

to remark that while the Jews appeared in the second half of the 16th

century, the Jewish community of Riga was not granted legal status until

1842, when the number of Jews registered as enjoying the right of domicile

was no more than 409 in all. In 1913, on the eve of the First World War
some seventy years later, their total number was more than 33,000.

The conditions under which the Jews who came to Riga had to live

are shown by the following taxes and restrictions to which they were sub-

jected :

A. Every Jew arriving in Riga had to a pay a Convoy Tax (Geleit)

of one guilder for the right to trade within the city limits. In official docu-

ments of the year 1611 the tax is mentioned as having been levied since

time immemorial, meaning that it must have been in force for a great many

years. The charge originated from the protection (Geleit) provided during

the 12th and 13th centuries to groups of merchants or individuals as pro-
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tection against brigands in certain parts of Germany. When conditions

changed and the convoy or “Geleit” was no longer necessary, the fee levied

for it was converted into a frontier due payable to the local ruler when

passing from one region to another. For Jews, who were regarded as aliens,

the fee remained in force as a permanent impost under the name of “Geleit-

zoll” or “Judengeleit.” Regions under German or associated rule, like the

territory held by the Livonian Order, adopted the custom. This charge

continued to be levied in Riga under Poland (1581-1621) and Sweden (1621-

1710). When the Russians entered Riga in 1710 they found it still in force.

In 1723 Jewish merchants from Poland complained that it had been raised

from one guilder to three thaler — two for the mayor and one for the town

beadle. This complaint, like many others, had no effect. When the pro-

vincial Governor inquired about its legal basis, the Civic Council replied

that it was an ancient municipal privilege and formed part of the salaries

of the mayor and civic functionaries. The Jews, the Council explained,

were wont to resort to all manner of pretexts to avoid paying the tax, whose

purpose was that “these people, notorious for their rapacity, who are of no

benefit to the community but, on the contrary, are harmful to commerce,

shall not be desirous to make their way into this place or settle therein.”

The charge, levied by the City Council with no statutory basis, purely

customary and never approved by higher authority, remained in force until

1766, when Catherine the Second abolished it as an illegal tax.

B. In 1621, Riga was taken by the Swedish king Gustavus Adolphus.

The Swedes of the Seventeenth century did not allow Jews to set foot in

their country. Nevertheless the share of the Jews in Riga’s commerce in-

creased markedly under their rule, and so, accordingly, did the number

of Jews arriving and departing. No particular friction between the Jews

and the civic authorities seems to be noted under the Swedes. Not incon-

ceivably, the absence of complaints was an outcome of the very considerable

economic prosperity of the period, in which the Jews played a major part.

For all that, under the Swedes a “Juden-Herberge” or Jews’ Shelter was

established for the first time as the only place where Jews were permitted

to lodge while staying in the city. The date when this institution, which

was run by non-Jews, was actually founded is not known. It is mentioned

in documents from 1666 onwards, and we have the regulations for its

management. From these we learn that the purpose of the Inn’s establish-

ment was to tighten control for the prevention of customs evasion, parti-

cularly the excise on the manufacture of brandy which was largely in

Jewish hands, and to ensure that the Jews did not trade with “aliens” but
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only with local residents. The rate for lodging was ten marks (shillings) a

week per person, and 3 groschen a night for a horse. Complains of poor

accommodation at the Inn were of no avail, and requests by merchants

for permission to stay elsewhere were not granted. There were cases of

riotous behaviour on the part of the “Judenwirt” (Jews’ host). On one

occasion the City Council decided to reprimand him, and in another case

when he had beaten a Jewish lodger, he was sentenced to eight days in

jail or a fine of ten thaler. In 1685 the Inn was moved to another, more

suitable place. The degree to which conditions had improved may be judged

by the fact that the Council itself passed a rule against lodging more than

two people in one room. In 1689 the rates were raised. In the same year,

the Judenwirt petitioned the Council to compel any Jew who came to the

city to stay at the Jews’ Shelter, or else come to terms with him. This was

aimed at Jews who came to Riga by raft along the river Dvina. These

rafts were extremely important for the city’s trade 1

. They were mostly

constructed of timber destined for export, and were loaded with goods

from Poland and the inland provinces of Russia. This trade was mostly

in the hands of Jews, who were accustomed to sleep on board to guard

their merchandise. The Council did not grant the Judenwirt’s petition, for

the privilege permitting the Jews to stay with their merchandise had been

confirmed by the king of Sweden (1690). During the “Northern War” the

Shelter was destroyed (in 1700 or 1701). For the next twenty years there

were no special lodgings for Jews in Riga. Incidentally, an application made

by a Jew for permission to open a hostel for Jews was rejected on the

grounds that he would not be strict enough in observing Customs Regula-

tions.

Riga came under Russian rule in 1710. The city’s articles of capitula-

tion, stipulated that all its privileges were to remain in force, which meant

that all restrictions applying to Jews remained unchanged. Following re-

peated applications by the Merchants’ and Artisans’ Guilds, which waged

unceasing war against Jewish penetration for fear of commercial competi-

tion, a non-Jewish resident was licenced in 1724, for 50 years, to establish

and run a hostelry for Jews. The Regulations were similar to those of

1666, but the tariff was far higher than it had been, and a special fee was

charged for storing barrels of brandy. Moreover, a payment of half a

guilder a week was imposed on Jews arriving on rafts, even if they did not

lodge at the Hostel. The reason for the introduction of the new payment

was that the privilege granted under the Swedes had expired. In the course
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of time, however, the payment was remitted for those who could find no
place at the hostelry.

The situation remained unchanged until 1742, when the Jews were

expelled from the entire Russian Empire by order of the Empress Elizabeth.

The city fathers made great efforts to ensure that Riga should not be in-

cluded in the decree, thereby revealing the hypocrisy of their constant

complaints about the “damage” done by the Jews to the Christian popula-

tion. But in vain: Riga and Livonia were emptied of Jews.

Not until 1764 were a few Jews—three in number—permitted to live

in Riga by order of the Empress Catherine the Second, so as to “organize”

Jewish migration to Southern Russia: The “New Russia” where they were

to help develop commerce, agriculture and crafts. Migration to Southern

Russia soon became a convenient excuse under which Jews began to travel

to and from Riga. The City Council took an unfavourable view of Jewish

visitors and protested. When the Provincial Governor asked for instructions

with regard to the Council’s complaint, the ruling was received from higher

authority that no obstacle should be placed in the way of the new arrivals,

but their stay in the city should not exceed six weeks. Since Jews were

thus allowed to stay in Riga, but on the other hand the city was entitled

not to permit them to take up permanent residence, the question of the

Jews’ Shelter came up again. It was re-established in 1764, in the Johan-

nispforte suburb. The rates were approved by the council together with the

“three merchants from New Russia” referred to above; and all Jews were

ordered to move to the shelter within eight days. By January 1765 the

three “merchants” had received permission to dwell outside the Shelter

with their families, assistants, clerks and servants; 36 persons in all. These

were the first nucleus of “Schutzjuden” (protected Jews), in contrast to

all the others who were regarded as aliens, allowed to live only at the

Shelter, and required to limit their stay in the city to six weeks only.

In 1785 an order was issued under which settlement in the region

adjoining the Baltic Coast, including the towns of Shlok, Dubeln, etc., was

also permitted to persons coming from abroad “without distinction of race

or religion.” Since the region was only fifteen miles or so from Riga, this

order provided a measure of relief for the Jews of Riga, nearly all of whom

registered in the town of Shlok and in dealing with the authorities styled

themselves “the community of Jews of Shlok dwelling in Riga.”

Thus, notwithstanding all restrictions and prohibitions, the number of

Jews who came to Riga grew steadily as the result of several factors: The

opportunity of establishing residence in Shlok, the gradual extension of per-
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mission for foreigners to stay in Riga for more than a few days, and in

due course, the War of 1811, which prevented a number of merchants from

leaving the city and let to the opening of two new Shelters in 1813, when
it was laid down that the persons in charge had to be chosen from the

“Schutzjuden”. This was despite the objections of the City Council, which

demanded that the revenue from this source should go to citizens. The
regulations provided that a tariff was to be established for lodging, board,

stabling of horses and vehicles. In 1822 new regulations for the stay of

Jews in the city were issued and the number of Shelters was increased

to five : One for traders in the city, two in the Moscow suburb, and two

across the River Dvina. The hostelries only came to an end at about the

time when the Jews of Riga were allowed to set up an official community,

in 1842.

From the time a Jewish community was established in Riga, information

is available about customary Jewish institutions, such as membership fees

for the Hevra Kadisha (Burial Society) and contributions to the synagogue.

The first meeting of the Hevra Kadisha took place in 1765. Membership

fees ranged from half a thaler to five thalers, and the fine for failure to

observe the Society’s Regulations was 5 thaler. Regulations issued by the

City Council of Riga in 1783 on the duties of the “Elder” of the community

and synagogue arrangements show that a fee of five farthings was charged

for the use of the ethrog (citron) during the Sukkot Festival, The synagogue

also derived an income from the sale of wine for Kiddush and of aliyot

(the right of “ascending” to the reading of the Torah).

Kurland

As a result of historical developments, Kurland consisted of two sepa-

rate political entities. This division also exerted a certain effect on the

settlement and treatment of Jews in the region. The Livonian Order distri-

buted its lands among the bishops and knights, who became vassals of the

Order. The ties between the Order and its vassals were actually rather

loose, and each vassal soon came to regard himself as an independent ruler

and his estate as hereditary. That land is a national asset which cannot be

transferred to foreign elements was a conception that played no part in

the thinking of the rulers of those days; and so it came about that the

Bishop of Kurland, who held the province of Pilten including the districts

of Grobin and Hasenpoth and part of the district of Windau, decided,

because of the precarious condition of the Order, to sell his estate while

there was still time to the King of Denmark. The sale was effected in 1559.
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King Ferdinand of Denmark presented Pilten to his brother, Duke Magnus
of Holstein. Without recapitulating all the complications which arose from

this situation, it is enough to note that after almost 26 years of disputation

and occasional fighting between Duke Magnus, the local nobles, Duke
Gotthard Kettler of Kurland and the King of Poland, the province was

sold to Poland in 1585. The outcome was that while Kurland was an in-

dependent Duchy under the protection of Poland, Pilten was a kind of

enclave under the direct rule of the King of Poland. This state of affairs

had its effect on local laws and practice regarding the Jews. Even before

the district was sold to Denmark, the Bishop of Pilten had seen fit to

improve the condition of his estate by allowing wealthy Jews to settle and

contribute to the region’s economic development: To the no small benefit

of the episcopal purse, as the historian Wunderbar hints.

Since Pilten lies near the sea, it is believed that Jewish merchants also

settled there from Prussia, since it was generally held that people could

live there undisturbed, buy property and acquire citizenship. All this was

possible because of the peculiar status of the province, which was not

under the jurisdiction of the Duchy of Kurland and so not subject to the

prohibition of 1561 against the entry of Jews agreed to by Poland. It is

therefore necessary to consider the development of taxes and imposts sepa-

rately for the two regions: Pilten, where the treatment of the Jews was

determined by the Polish Sejm, and the Duchy of Kurland, which was

ruled by the duke and the local nobility.

a. The Province of Pilten

Nothing is known about special taxes or imposts on the local Jews

before the year 1717. It is possible that the close connection between the

duke and the Pilten nobility resulting from the “Treaty of Union” which

they signed in 1635 affected the situation of the Jews of Pilten adversely,

for from that year the discriminatory laws and imposts in the two regions

ran somewhat parallel. In 1717 a charge of two thalers a year was imposed

on every resident, and was doubled in 1719. Between 1727 and 1738 four

decrees of expulsion were issued against the Jews of Pilten: In 1727, 1730,

1731 and 1738. As a result part of the Jews left. Others remained or some

returned, otherwise there would have been no need for new decrees. In

1750 the Polish Sejm decided to grant residence rights to Jews in the

region against payment of 1000 Albert florins or about 330 thaler; which is

comparable with the 400 thaler demanded in or before 1719 from the Jews

of Kurland. The collection of the payment was entrusted to guarantors.
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Upon demand by the latter the Jews would come to the district capital

Hasenpoth for individual assessment. The levy was subsequently divided

by parishes and according to the number of Jews in each parish. The

guarantors were also given the right to collect the convoy tax from the

Jews of Mitau, who resided in the Duchy of Kurland, just as the Jews of

Pilten had to pay convoy tax when they came to Mitau. In 1733, the

annual levy was set at 400 thaler. In addition merchants were required to

pay 40 thaler cash quarterly to the municipal treasury (apparently in Ha-

senpoth).

A Sejm decree of 1783 ordered “the preservation of the civic and

general rights of the Jews, since they pay all taxes in accordance with

the law The Jews of Hasenpoth were permitted to build a synagogue

and establish a community. When the region was annexed by Russia in

1795, the Jews of Pilten retained the right to register as merchants in the

guild of Hasenpoth and to vote — but not to stand — for municipal office.

In 1817 administrative practice in Pilten was brought in line with the

the remainder of Kurland, and thereafter the rights of the Jews in Pilten

and Kurland were identical.

b. The Duchy of Kurland

In the Duchy of Kurland, the attitude to the Jews was one of open

hostility, insult and contempt for aliens who had made their way into the

country against the wishes of the local owners. Here and there a measure

of tolerance could be felt. This was not uniform but dictated by class

interests. The townsfolk, merchants and artisans regarded the Jews as com-

petitors even when their numbers were small. The aristocracy, as we shall

see, were interested in their presence. This interest was primarily one of

commercial relations: The Jews acted as agents (“Hofjuden”), selling the

agricultural produce of the landowners and importing commodities that

were not manufactured locally. The gentry also derived an income from

fees for residence permits, fines, etc., paid by the Jews.

The burghers, noblemen and bishops were all represented in the Diet

(Landtag), a parliamentary body whose decrees required ducal ratification.

The duke himself did not refrain from exploiting the Jews and profiting

from their presence, and when in financial straits sometimes even farmed

out the state resources to them.

c. Tax-Farming

In 1692, for instance, when the ducal exchequer was in a precarious
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situation, Jews were allowed to lease the collection of taxes and rents for

several years. The nobility was opposed to the duke’s transaction and that

year's Diet passed a Resolution to the effect that “eight days after the

coming Easter the right of the Jews to collect Customs duties shall expire,

and thenceforward and forever they shall not be entitled to lease the col-

lection of Customs and rents in this land or to engage in any commerce

whatsoever . . The Resolution was not implemented. The duke was neither

able nor willing to dispossess the Jews of their rights in this transaction;

but the moral harm caused was considerable, and similar Resolutions were

passed by the Diets of 1698 and 1699. Nevertheless the Jews in the villages

engaged in peddling, leased inns and brandy distilleries and acted as

brokers. In the capital, Mitau, they lived in a special quarter, the “Juden-

gasse” or Jews’ Lane. In 1710 they were allowed to buy a plot of land

for a cemetery.

d. Expulsions and Fines

In 1713, the duke issued an Order to expel the Jews from Mitau and

elsewhere. This seems to have been possible in Mitau, but in the villages

and at the courts of the noblemen it proved difficult because it was by no

means easy to locate them, and also because the landowners gave them

shelter. At the end of the year the Order was therefore followed by another

imposing a fine of one thaler per day on those Jews who had not left the

country.

In 1714 the Order was repeated in such a form as to leave no doubt

of the intention of converting the fine into a permanent source of revenue.

The wording of the order was: “.
.

.

Notwithstanding the instructions in

respect of their expulsion by reason of their activities which cause harm

to the towns and villages, the Jews continue to be present in the country

contrary to the law. Steps shall therefore be taken to assure that all Jews

leave within six weeks from this day, and if any Jew be found within the

borders of the Duchy after that date he shall be imprisoned and be re-

leased only upon payment of one thaler for each day . .

.

Likewise this

amount shall be levied upon all those who are present in the Duchy from

the beginning of this year. Payment on behalf of those who have left shall

be made by the Jews who remain — the sum of one thaler a day shall be

collected immediately, before the expiry of the term of six weeks .

.

The fact that the fine was to be levied retroactively, and the joint

responsibility for those who left without paying, clearly show that the real

purpose of the Order was the revenue to be obtained from the fines.
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In the opinion of the historian Wunderbar, neither the expulsion nor

the collection of the fine was observed strictly. Insofar as the fine was

paid, it was regarded as payment for permission to remain.

e. Fixed Payments for Residence Permits

A fixed payment of 400 thalers is first mentioned in a decree of the

Diet of 1719, even though the wording encourages the conclusion that the

decree merely repeats an earlier one: “Jews shall be entitled to stay against

a payment of 400 thalers. Since this amount has not been paid, local officials

shall be required to secure its payment . . . Collecting officials shall be

accompanied by a Jew competent to determine who can pay, and how
much.” This payment of 400 thalers a year, known as “Schutzgeld” (Pro-

tection Money) went to the landowners and continued to be paid for twenty

years, until 1739.

Most of the Diets between 1719 and 1735 dealt with the Jews and the

annual payment of the 400 thaler. At first, it may be assumed, the com-

munities assumed the obligation of payment in succession, but payments

were belated and only partial. Cases are known of rabbis appealing to

community members who were in arrears to pay in time, so as to avert the

danger of expulsion from their brethren.

The delays in payment resulted in the accumulation of a debt amount-

ing to no less than 2000 thaler. In 1732 the sworn assessors Abraham Joel

and Leiser Salomon were appointed from among the Jews and charged

with determining the amount payable by each individual. The order provided

that any Jew who could not produce a tax receipt would be fined 1 0 thaler,

and if the receipt was not forthcoming within 28 weeks after publication

of the order, his property would be confiscated for the benefit of the

nobleman on whose lands he would be apprehended. The assessors were

exempt from payment and received 10 thaler each. Any nobleman who

concealed a Jew and caused non-payment of the fee would be liable to a

fine of 500 thaler.

The system of appointing assessors from among the Jews themselves

did not always yield the envisaged results. Jews failed to pay because they

were unwilling or unable to do so, and there were cases in which assessors

were charged with defalcations, while some of them requested to be released

from their onerous duties.

In 1730 the Diet passed a decree confirming earlier enactments requiring

Jews to leave, but at the same time providing that all those who were

craftsmen, distillers of brandy or the like, who did not harm the local
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population, were allowed to stay. Likewise those who came for purposes

of trade would be permitted to enter, though not to take up permanent

residence. The decree permitted Jews who exercised a trade to stay per-

manently, and it is also thought that they were not required to pay their

share of the 400 thaler fee. This resulted in an unusual “increase” in the

number of Jews engaged in the trades concerned, which in turn caused the

Diet of 1733 to decree that, contrary to ancient laws and the decrees of

earlier Diets, this Diet was unanimously resolved to rid the country of all

Jews including goldsmiths, artisans, tradesmen, brandy distillers and others;

and this time not by announcements, but by actions in which the nobles

would also cooperate. However, working out ways and means of imple-

mentation would have meant extending the Diet session, so the matter was

postponed until the next session in order that the Jews would have an

opportunity of preparing and collecting what was owed to them. Here was

an ambiguous attitude to the Jews. On the one hand there was the desire

to get rid of them, and on the other the realization of the advantages they

presented; a conflct of interests between the burghers who wished to be

free of competitors, and the nobles who derived revenue from them and

found them so useful as brokers that they sometimes helped Jews to obtain

documents enabling them to transfer goods abroad so as to exempt them

from Customs duties. The result was the postponement of a final solution

from one session to the next. One has the impression that some of the

expulsion decrees were passed only to appease the townspeople, who wished

to be rid of the Jews at all costs.

The Residence Permits seem to have ceased on account of the absence

of the ruling duke; for Duke Biron, who was connected with the Russian

government, was arrested and sent to Siberia, and Kurland remained to all

intents without any duke until 1758.

f. The Persecutions of 1760 and the End of the Duchy of Kurland

Decrees of expulsion were, as we have seen, issued in 1727, 1733, 1739,

1740 and 1754. Some of these were not carried out at all, others only in

part. A change for the worse occurred with the decree issued in 1760 by

Duke Charles, the son of the King of Poland, on whom the Duchy was

conferred while Duke Biron was in exile in Siberia. Under this decree all

Jews were required to leave Kurland within six weeks. Those found in the

country contrary to the law were to be whipped and expelled from the

towns. All those who claimed that they were strangers and had come only

to trade, were required to register with the mayor and obtain a licence for
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a limited number of days, according to the nature of their business. Resi-

dents of Pilten coming on the business of noblemen in their district had

to pay a “sechser” (about 30-40 farthings), and were also confined to

special lodgings. The authorities were very strict in carrying out this order,

and many Jews undoubtedly had to leave the country.

The situation improved when Duke Biron returned in 1792 and ousted

Duke Charles with the aid of the Russians. Under his son, Duke Peter,

the Jews were able to live unmolested. During the final years of the Duchy’s

existence, several solutions were proposed for the Jewish problem. The

Jews of Mitau themselves suggested that the number of Jews be reduced

in accordance with the absorptive capacity of each separate place. If this

proposal had been adopted, recently arrived Jews would presumably have

been the main sufferers. The proposal of the Mitau Jews was referred to

a Commission which in turn suggested the grant of residence permits to

Jews against payment of protection fees to the amount of 2 thaler per

person for adults and one thaler for each child. The proposal was not dis-

cussed at the last Diet, and in 1795 the Duchy ceased to exist as a result

of the Third Partition of Poland.

II. THE TSARIST EPOCH

1. The official Russian attitude towards the Jews.

2. The Jews of Riga and Kurland outside the “Pale of Settlement”.

3. The Jewish Share in Baltic Commerce and Industry.

4. Jewish Citizenship in Riga and Kurland.

5. Movement from the Pale of Settlement to Riga and Kurland.

6. Double Taxation of the Jews.

7. The Meat Tax (Korobka) in Riga.

8. The Riga Jews offer to increase the Meat Tax for the upkeep

of Schools.

9. The law abolishing the Kehillot (Semi-autonomous Jewish Com-

munities).

10. End of the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries.

11. Latgale.

12. The First World War: The Expulsion from Kurland; the German

Occupation of Latvia; the Russian Revolution.

Note: — The term “Pale of Settlement” is frequently used in this volume.

It was the name used for those provinces in Western Russia, the Ukraine,
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White Russia, Lithuania and Russian Poland in which Jews were permitted

rights of domicile, employment and trade, namely

:

Vilna, Kovno, Grodno, Minsk, Vitebsk, Mohilev, Volhynia, Podolia,

Kiev (not including the city of Kiev), Chernigov, Poltava, Bessarabia, Kher-

son (not including the city of Nikolaiev), Yekaterinoslav, Tauris (Crimea),

Warsaw, Kalish, Kielce, Lomza, Lublin, Piotrokov, Plotsk, Radom, Suwalki,

Siedlce.

The residence of Jews was prohibited outside these provinces, apart

from certain exceptions which were the subject of special legislation.

The Pale of Settlement comprehended 4% of the territory of Russia

and contained 94% of the Jewish population.

The Official Russian Attitude Towards the Jews

The Russian epoch does not commence from any specific date that mark-

ed a change in Government. In actual fact Latvia came under Russian rule

in several stages. Thus Riga was taken over in 1710, Latgale in 1772 and

Kurland in 1795. Hence the term ’’Russian” is used rather to mark a

period of special laws applying to all the Jews under Russian rule, and,

apart from certain exceptional provisions described below, to the Latvian

Districts as well.

It is true that the previous section, dealing with the Jews of Riga,

refers to the refusal of right of domicile, the special “Hostels” of the Jews,

etc., under Russian rule as well as earlier. This, however, was a survival

from the Swedish regime. The Russians did not intervene in what was re-

garded as the exclusive concern of the City of Riga.

The relations between Russia and its Jewish population, and the course

taken by Anti-Semitism within the Russian Empire where most of the

Jews of the world were concentrated during the Nineteenth Century, have

a long history of their own and this is not the place to deal with it.

However, certain facts should be mentioned. The dominant Russian Or-

thodox (Pravoslav) Church, like others, was not prepared to tolerate any

other religion within the boundaries of Russia. Only thanks to the support

of Peter the Great (1689-1725) were Protestants permitted to conduct re-

ligious services and ceremonies. The Jews suffered from a particularly

restrictive attitude on account of the repeated emergence of certain here-

tical Old-Testament and Judaizing sects within Russia proper, which the

official Church regarded as endangering its own existence. The influence

of the Church on the benighted and ignorant population as a whole was

overwhelming and the reiterated sermons about “the Enemies of Jesus”
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was one of the main reasons for those anti-Semitic excesses which took

place in the course of several centuries. Thus in 1563 Ivan the Terrible

ordered that the Jews residing in the city of Polotzk, which he had captured,

were to be drowned in the River Dvina. In the Peace Treaty concluded

between Poland and Russia in 1686 it was stipulated that Jewish subjects

of Poland were prohibited from entering Moscow. In 1742 the Empress

Elizabeth issued an Order of expulsion against all Jews in Russia, except

those prepared to adopt Christianity. When the city of Riga submitted that

consideration should be given to the losses that would ensue for the mer-

chants of the city through that expulsion, the Empress wrote with her own
hand :

4T do not wish to obtain any benefit or profit from the enemies of

Jesus Christ.”

Russia was brought face to face with the full dimensions of the Jewish

problem after the Partitions of Poland in 1772, 1793 and 1795 when close

on a million Jews came under its rule, and extermination or expulsion

could not be engaged in. The method adopted by the authorities was to

reduce the Jews to the level of second-class citizens and make use of discri-

minatory legislation in order to degrade them and diminish their possibilities

of making a living.

The attitude was not consistent or uniform, and fluctuated in both

directions. From time to time the approach became tolerant and liberal

with the aim of making the Jews more or less equal to other sections of

the population in the hope that this would facilitate their assimilation and

ultimate absorption. When this method met with difficulties and the ties

with Jewish faith and tradition were found to be more powerful than the

authorities had assumed, compulsory measures were initiated together with

openly-displayed official animosity accompanied by incitement and riots,

through which the term “Pogrom” has obtained international currency.

Furthermore, the supreme authority remained autocratic to the very end,

relying on the clergy, a corrupt leadership and a secret police who viewed

the Jews as a revolutionary element opposed to the Government.

As a result there was a steady multiplication of special laws and re-

gulations restricting the freedom of the individual. Jews were permitted

the right of domicile and freedom of movement only within the “Pale”

referred to in the note at the commencement of this section. Even within

the Pale they were allowed to reside in large cities and country towns, not

in the villages; with a handful of exceptions. Jews were absolutely prohibited

from obtaining Government employment and were not allowed to stand for

election to municipal office or hold officer rank in the army. There were
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numerus clausus restrictions on secondary or university education. This

state of inequality lasted for more than a century and a quarter.

The above paragraphs most certainly do not exhaust the restrictive con-

ditions under which the Jews of Russia lived. At the same time it is instruc-

tive to list a few of the prohibitions and restrictions on Jewish rights of

residence in the region, and the specific Jewish taxes.

The Jews of Riga and Kurland Outside the Pale of Settlement

Between 1794 and 1804 there was an exacerbation of the conditions

under which Jews could live, work, trade and move from place to place

within the Pale of Settlement.

In our survey there is a clear distinction between the “Latgale” region,

which was annexed to the Polotzk-Vitebsk Government District and in-

cluded in the Pale; and Livonia-Riga and Kurland. Until the end of the

Tsarist period the two latter districts remained outside the Pale of Settle-

ment. The presence of Jews there was regarded as exceptional and the

outcome of special historical circumstances; and this quite often found

expression in an amelioration of the laws and regulations current towards

the Jews in other parts of Russia.

In the 1897 Census there were 80,753 Jews in Livonia and Kurland;

i.e., 40% of all Jews living outside “the Pale” within European Russia.

What was the reason for this special attitude towards the Jews of Riga

and Kurland ?

The Jewish Share in Baltic Commerce and Industry

In spite of the obstacles placed in their way by the Russian Government,

the latter could not ignore the fact that thanks to the Jews the Russian

Baltic had become a very important region for imports and exports through

the ports of Riga, Libau and Windau. At the commencement of the Twen-

tieth Century, indeed, 10% of all Russian exports passed through Riga.

The Jewish share in this export was 33%, although they were no more

than 6%—7% of the population. The Jews handled the greater part of the

exports of cereals, timber, flax and eggs. They also controlled a quite

considerable part of the saw-mills, tanneries, etc. A similar state of affairs

was to be found at the Port of Libau. In both places the Jews supplied

the necessary capital for large-scale and variegated commercial activities,

opening banks, credit societies, etc.

This economic development also explains the attitude towards Jewish
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Merchants of the Third Guild who under the Law of 1865 were permitted

to visit Riga for commercial purposes, whereas the Law of 1835 had

granted this permission to Jewish Merchants of the First and Second

Guilds only.

The local Jewish population grew simultaneously with the expansion

of the businesses and industries in Jewish hands. Clerks and assistants were

employed by the exporters and merchants. Most of the clothing stores

were in Jewish possession, together with the factories and workshops for

manufacturing the clothes, in which the majority of the workers, male and

female alike, were Jews. This Jewish population in turn supported all kinds

of craftsmen and members of the free professions, lawyers, physicians, etc.

On the eve of the First World War there were 33,600 Jews in Riga,

and the estimate for Kurland was 68,000. These totals were the fruit of

many years of toil, and resulted from the combination of the special oppor-

tunities afforded by the Baltic Seacost and Jewish initiative and energy.

It should be admitted, however, that this state of affairs would have

been impossible without an attitude that was in some measure sympathetic

on the part of the higher authorities in St. Petersburg. The local and pro-

vincial authorities, on the other hand, were largely influenced by the re-

sident German population which was vigorously opposed to the expansion

of the Jews. More than once, indeed, the Jews were aided by the higher

authorities in spite of the opposition of the provincial governors and the

municipalities.

The central authorities supported the local Jews for yet another reason.

The historic past had influenced the latter and made them carriers of

German culture. Under the influence of Russian schools, press, etc., how-

ever, the Jews had in the course of time become a Russifying element in

the region and constituted a counter-weight to the centuries-old German

culture of Riga.

Jewish Citizenship in Riga and Kurland

In the account of Livonia details were given of the difficulties met with

by the Jews until 1842, when the Riga Kehilla (community) was granted

a permanent or legal status. Here a brief account is offered of the develop-

ment of Jewish rights of domicile, work and livelihood in Kurland after

the latter had been annexed by Russia. This development had a certain

influence on the grant of rights to Riga Jewry, and also on the subsequent

attitude towards Jews who lived in the two gubernatorial regions affected.

The question first arose in 1797, two years after annexation, in connec-
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tion with the need to collect an exemption levy from the Jews for not being

called to compulsory military service. (Only in 1827 were Jews made liable

to serve in the army; and before that time they paid a charge of 500 roubles

in cash for each person who would otherwise have been conscripted.) The
total amount of roubles owing under this head was 13,743 roubles; a

considerable sum in those days, when the total Jewish population of Kur-

land was 4531. The provincial Governor asked the St. Peterburg authorities

how this amount was to be collected from a virtually nomad group, who
had no legal status and were very poor for the greater part.

The Senate inquired as to the legal status of the Jews of Kurland and

the Governor, not uninfluenced by German circles, sent a negative report

detailing the illegality of their presence for generations, with the exception

of a handful of Jews in Pilten who enjoyed citizenship. There was no firm

basis of any kind for the livelihood of the majority, he stated. With the

exception of a handful of merchants in Mitau they were mostly on the

move, peddling in villages, and there was no hope of transforming them

into productive citizens. To sum up, they should be treated as aliens and

the majority should be expelled from the Province.

The Senate was not impressed by the report and its reply stated inter

alia

:

“.
.

.

It can be seen from the documents that in actual fact the Jews

have been in that region for more than two hundred years, and it is there-

fore impossible to regard them as furtive arrivals. The Provincial Authorities

are hereby required to prepare regulations for Jews similar to those in

other provinces of the State.”

In 1799 a law was passed permitting Jews to be registered with the

status of merchants or city-dwellers in the cities, to reside in the Province,

to engage in trade and handicrafts, to establish communities, open slaughter-

houses and cemeteries. In virtue of this law the Jews of Kurland became

subjects with civil rights. In 1804 the Code for “the Committee for Regula-

tions affecting the Jews” was issued, and defined the provinces included

in the Pale of Settlement. Kurland was not among them, and this led to a

confirmation of the view that only those Jews who had been registered

locally in 1799, and their offspring, were entitled to reside in Kurland and

enjoy citizenship there. Several attempts were made over the years to expel

from Kurland those Jews who had entered illegally. In 1835 a new Code

was published interpreting that of 1804, and containing two sections which

at last defined the status of the Jews in Kurland and Riga. This inter-

pretation of the law remained in force until the end of the Tsarist period,

and it enabled the Jews of Riga as well to register in the city.
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The provisions of the 1835 Law were as follows

:

a) In the Province of Kurland permanent residence was allowed to

Jews who had dwelt there together with their families and had been re-

gistered locally at the time of the last previous Census of population.

b) The restrictions applied in the Province of Kurland were also appli-

cable in the Province of Livonia;, in the city of Riga and in the town of

Shlok.

In accordance with the latter provision the Jews of Riga submitted

an application for registration in the city. The Provincial Governor, to be

sure, had certain doubts as to whether the correct interpretation of the

law actually did permit the Jews of Riga to benefit from it. The German
Guilds of Merchants and Craftsmen were opposed, and the Riga City

Council therefore expressed opposition as well.

Although a special law confirming the right of the Jews of Riga to be

registered in the city was approved by the Emperor in 1841, the Guilds

did not despair. In 1841, 1844 and 1845 they appealed to the Senate and

bargained about the number of Jews to be registered. And whereas 517

persons were approved by the Police in 1842, a total of 409 were finally

permitted to settle and establish an independent community. Right of

domicile was restricted in practice to the city of Riga and the town of

Shlok, where the Jews had been granted rights as early as 1785. Apart

from these places Livonia remained “beyond the Pale”, even to the Jews

of Riga.

Movement from the Pale of Settlement to Riga and Kurland

The difficult situation within the Pale of Settlement and the ampler op-

portunities of livelihood within Russia caused Jews to leave their homes, and

settle in places where their presence was legally prohibited. The part played

by Jews in the economic life of Riga and Kurland caused both to attract

many Jews from the provinces near the Baltic. Thanks to a tolerant

attitude on the part of the Authorities and in some degree to the “kindness”

of the Police, Jews dwelt there for decades without being registered.* In

* The Law of 1865 permitting craftsmen to reside outside the Pale included an

appendix : A Memorandum by the Governor of the Livonian and Kurland Pro-

vinces in which he reported to the superior authorities concerning Jews who had

entered the said Provinces in contravention of the law, but who were tolerated

there on account of their ties with their correligionists, who were so important

for the foreign trade at the Baltic Ports.
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1880 a special Circular was actually issued specifying that no action should

be taken against Jews who were living outside the Pale. This tolerant

attitude came to an end in 1893, when Jews who had no right of residence

were expelled from the inner provinces of Russia. In certain places the

law was carried out to the very letter, while elsewhere it was deferred

“pending further instructions”. Only in the Provinces of Livonia and

Kurland was this inhuman practice completely abrogated. The Jews who
had lived there in the Eighties became permanent residents.

After describing the hardships undergone by the Jews of Riga and

Kurland until they received permanent permission to reside in those regions,

we turn to another field in which Jews were also differentiated from other

inhabitants. This is the field of taxation, which included several taxes that

were payable exclusively by Jews.

Double Taxation of the Jews

In 1794 a Law was published requiring Jews registered in the categories

of merchants or town-dwellers to pay a double tax, compared with taxes

levied on Christians of the same class. The law provided that Jews who

did not accept this law were permitted to leave the boundaries of the Rus-

sian Empire following payment of this double tax for a period of three

years. When Jews were given their legal status in Kurland in 1799, the

law provided for the levying of double taxes as described above, together

with the alternative of refusing to accept the double taxation and emigrating

from Russia.

The main taxes levied at this period were : A Poll-Tax of 4 roubles

payable by town-dwellers (instead of 2 roubles payable by Christians), and

2% of the capital declared by merchants upon registration in their specific

class (instead of 1% payable by Christians), In addition the taxes for up-

keep of the Posts were doubled to 24 hopeks per person, against 12 kopeks

payable by Christians. It is held by some that the double tax was imposed

with the aim of putting pressure on the Jews to proceed to become farmers

in South Russia (where Jewish Colonies had been planned and were being

set up). These double taxes were abolished in the years 1805-1807.

The Meat Tax (Korobka) in Riga

The Meat Tax was a specific charge levied on every unit that was

slaughtered in accordance with the laws of Kashrut. It had been introduced

by the Jews themselves during the Seventeenth Century in several East
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European communities, as can be seen in a surviving Report dated 1650

to be found in the Pinkas or Register of the semi-autonomous “Council of

Lithuania”. This tax was intended to meet a series of specific Jewish re-

quirements deriving from conditions then current, such as aid for refugees

from the widespread anti-Jewish “Chmelnitzky Massacres” of 1648, and

payment of debts owing to the Catholic Clergy who had lent money to the

Jews.* In the course of time other debts accrued to the Government for

arrears in tax payments, particularly by those of limited means; for the

upkeep of synagogues and their functionaries, aid to the sick and, at times,

rental payments to landed gentry or municipalities for the use of their

lands.

In Riga the meat tax or Korobka (the Russian translation of the Hebrew
term for Charity Box”) was introduced in the year 1809. The needs of the

community had previously been covered through the Charity Box in the

Synagogue. It should be noted that in the year 1811, before the community

had been authorised, the Jews of Riga amounted to 736 in all according to

official figures. However, the number of Jews in the city increased steadily,

and it was therefore decided to introduce the tax on meat. This meant that

the slaughterer had to increase his charge for the slaughter of each head

of cattle from 20 marks to 30 marks, and handed the additional 10 marks

to the Head of the community. Both private and official slaughterers were

required to impose this levy. The amount was agreed upon with the City

Council, on the understanding that the meat tax would serve to cover the

cost of synagogue upkeep and to support the needy. The slaughterer of the

Hassidim in the city refused to comply with the demands of the Head of

the community, until the City Council required him to behave like the

other slaughterers.

During the early years of Russian rule the Government did not interfere

* Historians of the Korobka Tax have collected facts showing that very few of

these debts derived from actual cash loans received from and repayable to the

Catholic Clergy. However, the communities did undertake certain obligations in

order to obviate various kinds of false charges and libels, which might otherwise

have brought calamity upon them. Such obligations were also undertaken in lieu

of participation in public religious disputations between Christians and Jews,

which the Catholic Clergy were always anxious to arrange. Debts of this kind

weighed on the Communities for centuries, and there was no hope of being rid

of them. As a rule only interest was paid, and the money for this purpose was

taken from the tax on the slaughter of meat. As a result a number of Catholic

Monasteries were maintained by money extracted from Jews by force and cunning.
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with the Slaughter Tax, which was viewed as an internal affair of the Jewish

Communities.

In the course of time, however, the importance of the tax and the neces-

sity of defining its precise purposes became evident. In 1839 a general Law
on the Tax was promulgated, and was applied to “all the provinces in

which Jews customarily reside.” The first paragraph of the law specified

that the “Slaughter Tax” belongs to the Jewish Societies, namely, to the

communities.

Its purpose was to provide help and ease the burden of debts weighing

on the community, to pay off taxes and imposts and upkeep charges, and

to provide for the requirements of charity, general education and social

welfare. The sources of income which had to be met by all communities

were “the General Tax” levied on the ritual slaughter of each unit of

cattle or poultry and the sale of kosher meat. This was a kind of indirect

tax. In addition there was an auxiliary tax — a direct tax, so to say, con-

sisting of percentages charged or agreed payments made on Jewish trade,

income from houses and store-houses belonging to Jews, preparation of

Jewish clothing, legacies, bath-houses and ritual baths (Mikveh). The

“General Tax” was legally imposed everywhere, while the “Auxiliary Tax”

was levied whenever found to be required, in consultation and agreement

with the local Community, if and when the general tax was found to be

insufficient to cover the budgeted outlay.

Income and expenditure were supervised by the Municipalities, offices

of the Provincial Governor and the higher institutions of the State Ministry

of Finance. Unused surpluses from any community in the province were

collected and handed over to the supervisory authorities, being regarded as

supplementary income.

Riga Jews Offer to Increase the Meat Tax for the Upkeep of Schools

In 1838 the “Community of Jews of Shlok residing in Riga” — the

official name of the Jewish Community in the city until its existence was

recognised in 1842 — applied to the Provincial Governor for permission to

establish a school in the city. To cover the upkeep and maintenance of the

school the Community proposed the introduction of a special payment

amounting to 50 kopeks on each head of cattle, in addition to the regular

slaughter tax.

The proposal was approved by the Minister of Culture and was en-

dorsed by the Tsar. Here we shall not go into details about the opposition
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shown by the City Council to this new Jewish institution, whoch was
established in spite of the constant resistance of the Municipality and the

Guilds to all Jewish expansion. It seems reasonable to assume that the

steps to obtain permission were taken over their heads and without their

knowledge. The school was opened in 1840 with German as the language

of tuition. It contained two classes and its curriculum included Languages,

Arithmetic, Geography, History, and Religious Studies based on the Bible

as translated into German by Moses Mendelsohn. In accordance with the

authorisation the school had to be headed by a Jew from abroad with the

requisite higher education, and the person appointed was Dr. Max Li-

lienthal.

(In due course he took charge of the Governmental educational

measures for Russian Jewry in accordance with the theories of the Haskala

or Jewish Enlightenment Movement during the year 1840-1844, on behalf

of the Russian Government.)

The Riga School was one of the first four “modern” Jewish schools of

Russia.

The additional meat tax which the Jews of Riga proposed of their

own free will had a certain effect on the development of the Korobka

taxes. Historians point out that this was first introduced as a tax for the

upkeep of schools. A few years later it was included in the Korobka group

of taxes law in the form of a “Sabbath Candles Tax”.

The Jews of Riga were exempt from this “Candles Tax” because they

had introduced it of their own free will for the upkeep of their school.

The authorities viewed all extraordinary expenditures from the supple-

mentary reserves of the Korobka with suspicion. In the year 1899 the

“Society for the Dissemination of the Haskala” in Riga decided to set up

a school for handicrafts. The budget for the building and the necessary

tools and implements was estimated at about 75,000 roubles, but in actual

fact the institution cost a total of 141,000 roubles in all. Prior to its erection,

application was made to the “Supplementary Fund” of the Province for

an allocation of 40,000 roubles for the purpose. Although the erection of

new schools was one of the purposes of the Korobka the authorities refused

to approve the amount requested, claiming that the Society would not have

the necessary resources for building and maintaining the school. Only

thanks to the intervention of Baron J. G. Guenzburg, head of the Central

Committee of the Society for the Dissemination of Haskala in St. Peters-

burg, and on his personal responsibility, did they consent to allocate the

amount requested from the said source.
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The Law Abolishing the Kehillot

On 19th December 1844, two laws were published simultaneously. One
abolished the Kehillot or Communities. The other was a new law regulating

the slaughter taxes (Korobka) which remained in force until the end of the

Tsarist regime in Russia.

The principal change in the new Slaughter Tax Law was the omission

of the provision that the slaughter tax was the property of the “Jewish

Societies"’, i.e., the Communities. The other changes, with the exception

of the “Candles Tax” referred to above, were in essence “technical”, but

had the operative effect that the greater part of the tax was a heavy burden

on the poorer sections of the Jewish population.

This is not the place to consider the reasons for abolishing communal

autonomy. Maybe it was the intention of providing the Jews, administratively

speaking, with what was ostensibly the same status as the other inhabitants

of the country. Alternatively the intention may have been to destroy the

only institution which sustained an independent Jewish way of life, with

the aim of encouraging assimilation and the disappearance of the Jews

among the rest of the population.

This ambiguous policy towards the Jews became evident when the

new laws made it clearer than ever that the Government did not intend

to relinquish any fiscal demands in respect of either the direct taxes which

had hitherto been collected through the communities, or such special taxes

as the Slaughter Tax. Special officials were designated to collect the direct

taxes, and constituted a miserable relic of the former communities. Other

appointees who retained special powers included the “Recruit Kidnappers \

whose function was to secure the Jewish quota for military conscription.

The latter was a painful episode, marked with boundless suffering, which

overshadowed the lives of Russian Jews for thirty years (1827-1856).

The only institution of which the Jews continued to retain control was

the synagogue. Together with the wardens of all kinds of charitable in-

stitutions, this served to maintain the restricted and unofficial autonomy.

Legal status was also given to “the Associations of Jews” in each place.

For in spite of all the distortions and perversions of Russian legislation

pertaining to the Jews, it was impossible to ignore the local Jewish repre-

sentatives in respect of certain functions such as : Consultation regarding

the budget of the Korobka; requests for use of surplusses deriving from

these monies; appointment of rabbis; provision for the old and sick; etc.

These functions of “the Associations of Jews” which retained legal status

in spite of the abolition of the Kehillot, were also supported by the Senate,
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which was the highest authority in the State for the interpretation of legisla-

tion.

In any case, both the law for the abolition of the Kehillot and the New
Slaughter Fax Law specified that these provisions did not apply to Jews
residing in Riga and the Jews of the towns of Kurland, who enjoyed

special rights.

As far as Riga was concerned the community, as seen in the previous

section, obtained its legal status only in the years 1842-1845. Further to

the law abolishing the Kehillot, Directives were issued in 1863, specifying

that the Jews of Riga and Kurland were to elect 3-5 representatives con-

stituting a body to be known as the “KahaT, who would deal with all

matters affecting taxes and dues payable by Jews in those places.

The Kehillot in Riga and Kurland were finally abolished in 1893.

End of the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries

Thanks to the branches of commerce, particularly import and export,

which were in Jewish hands as described above, there was a group of

well-to-do persons within Latvian Jewry. Among them were great magnates

and a relatively not inconsiderable proportion of persons with university

training such as physicians, lawyers, etc., whose economic situation was

satisfactory. However, there was also numerous persons of limited means,

including workers, clerks, craftsmen and small shopkeepers, among whom
a fairly large proportion needed assistance in respect of education, economics

and social welfare.

To the credit of Latvian Jewry it should be said that, in spite of the

difficulties in obtaining permits to set up public bodies of any kind, the

Jews of Riga and Kurland succeeded in establishing a number of cultural,

economic and relief institutions.

In 1898 a branch of the Society for Dissemination of the Haskala

(Enlightenment) was opened in Riga. This was the third branch in Russia,

and had the largest budget apart from the headquarters at St. Peterbourg.

The Riga society established a school for handicrafts, with evening courses

and a large library. Mention has already been made of the Community

school set up in 1840 and known as the Kaplan School. In addition another,

the Stoppel School, was established together with a network of model

hadarim (Hebrew Classes) which were the equivalent of a school system.

A “percentage norm” for Jews in Secondary and High Schools had been

introduced in the year 1871. In order to surmount the difficulties resulting.
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private schools were opened both in Riga and in Kurland. Close on 20(

Jewish students at the Riga Polytechnicum added considerably to the intel

lectual coloration of the Jews in the city.

The communities of Riga and the towns of Kurland were regarded aj

lively centres, not only economically but in respect of their communa
initiative as well. The 4

Tvria” Club in Riga was a centre of Zionist acti-

vities and also the Jewish club for the well-to-do. The Left-wing circles

found their place in the “Carmel” Club.

There were all kinds of charitable and social aid societies such as those

for visiting the sick, providing hospitalisation and aiding orphans; an Or-

phanage, a People’s Kitchen, etc.

The first Riga synagogue was built in 1850. In the course of time several

more were added in the centre of the city and the suburbs. The most out-

standing was the Great Synagogue of Riga in Gogol Street, where the well-

known Cantor Baruch Leib Rosowsky officiated and gave the first inspi-

ration to the famous singers Joseph Schwartz and Hermann Jadlowker.

Kurland sent Jewish representatives to all the four Russian Dumas

which met between 1906 and 1917. This was thanks to the political blocs

established with Latvian and German minorities.*

The Deputy elected to the First Duma was the well-known Zionist

leader Dr. Nissan Katzenelson, who was a resident of Libau. Jacob Shapiro,

a merchant and exporter who resided in Windau, was elected to the second

and the Advocate Lazar Nisselovitch of Bausk, who was so outstanding

and energetic a protagonist of Jewish rights and planned to submit a law

for the abolition of the Pale of Settlement, was elected to the third. Dr.

Ezekiel Gurevitch, a Physician in the city of Jacobstadt, was elected to the

fourth Duma.

Outstanding rabbis officiated in several cities in Kurland, including

members of the following rabbinical families : Rabbiner (Bausk, Schoen-

berg); Samunov (Mitau, Windau); Lichtenstein (Tukum); Nurock (Mitau);

etc. The Rabbis of Riga included Rabbi Jacob Elijah Rivlin, Moshe

Shapira and his son-in-law Menahem Mendel Avin.

In Riga attempts were made to issue a Russian monthly and a Yiddish

daily.

In 1881 Aaron Pumpiansky, who served as Crown Rabbi of the Riga

Community, published a monthly called “Yevreiskiya Zapiski” (Jewish

Comments), with twelve issues in all. The first Yiddish organ was the

* A similar state of affairs was to be found only in the Kovno Province.
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“National-Zeitung of which only eleven issues appeared. The second paper
was established on the initiative of the writer and publicist Judah Leib
Kantor, who served as Crown Rabbi* in Libau in the years 1890-1904,

and exercised a similar function in Riga from 1909 until his death in 1915.

The name of the Journal was “Die Iddishe Stimme” (The Jewish Voice)

which appeared in 1910 and was edited by Dr. A. Eliashiv, better known
by his pen-name “Baal Machshavot” (The Penseur). This was an organ

of high standing. However, it had few local readers as most of the local

Jews read the German or Russian press while the authorities did not view

a Jewish journal with favour, and there was a lack of funds. After fifty-

one issues the journal ceased publication.

Latgale

Livonia, including Riga and Kurland, is correctly regarded as the ori-

ginal nucleus of Latvian Jewry, both on account of the numbers who con-

centrated there and also because of their national and economic importance.

In addition these regions had a distinctive history of their own, as has

already been recorded.

The fate of Latgale, the third region of Latvia, was entirely different.

After the liquidation of the Livonian Order in 1561 the region passed to

Poland, which governed it for more than two hundred years until 1772.

It was retained as a separate administrative unit under the name “Inflantia”.

Jews appeared there in the second half of the Seventeenth Century, following

the Chmelnitsky Massacres and Cossack Raids of 1648-1653.

The Census of 1766 recorded that in the region there were 2996 Jews

who paid a poll-tax of 3 zloty per person. This number did not include

children. In 1772, following the First Partition of Poland, the region passed

under Russian rule. It may be assumed that at the time there were about

5,000 Jewish residents. The territory was annexed to the Province of Po-

lotzk-Vitebsk and was included in the Pale of Settlement.

As a result the Jews of what was subsequently Latgale experienced the

same hardships as all other Jews within the Pale. They were registered

in the class of merchants or townsfolk and were expelled from villages in

1786 and 1808, which led to their excessive concentration in the cities. They

were also subjected to double taxation as long as this existed. They had

to pay the Korobka and Candle Tax, and face all the other restrictions to

* The Crown Rabbi was officially appointed in the larger Jewish Communities of

Russia to keep the Register of Births, Marriages and Deaths, and to act on behalf

of the Community in its official relations with the Russian Government.
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which the Jews of Russia were subjected. Unlike Riga and Kurland, which

were developing and expanding economically, the economic position of

Latgale was a regressive one. Apart from several small factories, and a few

merchants who made their living by trading in timber and cereals, most

of the Jewish population were workers, craftsmen, and employees in the

branches of clothing, footwear, etc. Most of the workshops were very small.

According to the data of the Jewish Colonial Association (ICA) in 1893,

some 18.5% of all the Jewish families in the Province of Vitebsk were in

need of social aid. On the eve of the First World War there were close to

80,000 Jews in the region, whose numbers had declined to 31,000 by the

end of the War and subsequently continued to fall.

The First World War
Latvian Jewry experienced a severe crisis in August 1914, at the out-

break of the First World War. Libau and the western part of Kurland were

occupied by the Germans during the first days of hostilities. In Riga steps

were taken to evacuate the factories, educational institutions, etc. Some

of the inhabitants abandoned their homes and migrated to the centre of

Russia.

Tn order to account for the military defeats, the Russian authorities

invented stories of Jewish treachery. It was claimed that the Jews had

signalled to the German Forces, provided hiding-places for German soldiers

who attacked the Russians from the rear, etc., thus bringing about the

collapse of the Russian army. The purpose of these stories was to divert

public attention from the incapacity of the commanders, and from the

corruption that was rife in upper military and civilian circles.

Incitement grew more severe and was followed by the expulsion of

Jews from a zone extending 50 versts behind the Front. At the end of 1914

and beginning of 1915 mass expulsions of Jews began from the Western

Provinces including Kurland.

The Expulsion Order for Kurland was issued on 27-28 April 1915.

Almost 40,000 Jews including old people, women and children were cruelly

and indiscriminately expelled.

The Expulsion was completed on 5th May. Only a small amount of

belongings might be taken. There was a complete ruination of property,

and the liquidation of every branch of economic life.

A Relief Committee was set up in Riga, through which the expelled

people passed. It was headed by the Communal Workers : Paul Mintz, E.

Ettingen, W. Luntz, E. Shalit, B. Mayer, Mendel Lulov, M. Magidson, etc.
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With the aid of the Jewish “Committee for the Relief of Victims of
the War (IKOPO), which was set up in the larger Russian centres, all

possible aid was provided. The exiles and their possessions were received

and they were temporarily housed in schools, synagogues, etc. Warm food
was provided, with medical aid and legal assistance in special cases. Most
of those expelled were directed to various provinces in the heart of Russia.

The expulsion from Kurland marked the end of the longest-established

section of Latvian Jewry. For generations the communities of that territory

had lived in various towns and large villages : Mitau, Pilten, Talsen, Ha-
zenpot, Sasmaken, Tsabeln, Goldingen, etc. The provincial surroundings,

the influence of German culture of the Romantic period, the meticulous

conservatism in religious practices and traditions, all these created a unique

Jewish type. Their dispersion throughout Russia ended their special life

and practices. Few of them returned to their former homes after the War.

Kurland was occupied by the Germans as early as 1915, though they

took Riga only in 1917.

The attitude of the German authorities was quite fair. There was no

unfavourable discrimination in life and work. The Germans regarded the

Jews, most of whom spoke German, as a group who could help in im-

planting the German language, particularly as there were more Jews than

Germans in Riga. The authorities planned to set up a “Baltic Duchy” in

the region and to settle Germans from East Prussia there. The army occu-

pying Kurland established a local “Landeswehr” (Reserve) Force for which

locally-born members of the Baltic German gentry were recruited.

The February 1917 Russian Revolution took place, and was followed

by the Bolshevik seizure of power in October that year. A rift emerged

between the Allied Powers in the West and Soviet Russia. Unler the impact

of the events within the country and the German attack along the entire

Front between the Baltic and the Black Seas, the Soviet rulers signed the

Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk on the 22nd February 1918. This incidentally

provided that Latvia should also pass under German rule.

However, war continued in the West and the victories of the Allied

Powers led to the surrender of Germany. A German Republic was proclaim-

ed in November 1918.
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Declaration of Independence
, Struggle Against Foreign Powers

Following the collapse of Germany, the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk was

declared to be invalid by both the Allied Powers and Russia (on 13th

November, 1918). The Russian Army began to move on Latvia by way

of Latgale, in order to conquer the country and restore it to Russian rule.

The German army fell apart, but still held out in Kurland under the

command of General Von der Goltz who was supported by the Landeswehr

Units. Behind this army stood the Western Powers.

It was a period of political instability, with the Russians attacking from

the East and a German army still present in Kurland. At this time, on 18th

November, 1918, a National Council attended by representatives of Latvian

political parties proclaimed Latvia a sovereign and independent State.

It should be remembered that at the time the West supported the prin-

ciple of national self-determination for small nations. This also provided

the moral and ideological backing for the creation of a “Cordon Sanitaire”

west of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (i.e., the former Russia)

by the establishment of the States of Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania.

A new epoch began for the Jews of Latvia, under the rule of the

Latvian majority.

The Provisional Latvian Government headed by Karl Ulmanis took its

first steps, and began by setting up a Government Military Organisation.

The Bolshevik army was advancing and its Latvian representatives,

Stutzka and Danishevsky, proclaimed the Dictatorship of the Proletariat in

Latvia. This led to cooperation between the army of the Provisional Gov-
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eminent, the Germans in Kurland and the Landeswehr. All their combined
efforts, however, could not prevent the occupation of Riga by the Red
Army on 3rd June, 1919. The Provisional Government and the National

Council had to withdraw to Libau under the protection of the British

Forces, which supported the struggle against the Bolsheviks.

The Stutzka Government took its seat in Riga, and promptly began

to introduce harsh reforms in all fields of life. This was a difficult period

for the entire population including the Jews. Almost from the first day
until 22nd May, 1922, a Yiddish newspaper was published called “Der
Roiter Ernes” (The Red Truth) and containing the Orders and Ordinances

of the Bolshevik Government. Most of the articles were dedicated to attacks

on the bourgeoisie and the “Jewish clerics”.

Joint efforts by the Government forces and the German army in Kur-

land led to the reoccupation of most of the urban centres of the country.

The Red Army was compelled to withdraw from Riga on 22nd May, 1919.

Even before the Provisional Government returned to Riga there was

an internal revolt of the German army and the Landeswehr in Libau,

headed by the Latvian Pastor Andrei Niedra who set up a rival Govern-

ment. With the aid of the Esthonian army the Latvian Government suc-

ceeded in suppressing the Niedra coup d'etat and on 3rd June, 1919, the

Government returned to Riga.

This was not the end of the struggle for power. In October, 1919, a

new army was organised from the remains of the German forces and

Russian prisoners of war, under the command of Bermondt-Avaloff, a

former Russian army officer, who began to advance in the direction of

Riga. After many efforts, and with the aid of the British Marines, the

Government succeeded in repulsing this attack as well.

Only in 1920 was Latvia free from foreign armies, both in the East

and the West. On 1st May, 1920 the Legislative Assembly, called the

Satversmes Sapulce, met and on 27th May adopted Basic Laws.

Minorities in Latvia

The Latvians constituted between 73% and 75% of the population of the

country. Thus a quarter of the population consisted of minorities, and at

times when Governments were being formed they often turned the scale.

The largest minority consisted of the Russians (12%), then the Jews (5%)
followed by Germans, Poles, etc.

The establishment of the State of Latvia came about at a period when,

as remarked, there was a general recognition of the principle of self-deter-
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mination for small nationalities. It was only logical that the youthful State,

which had been established in accordance with that principle, should adopt

a positive attitude towards its own minorities. In addition the necessity

for obtaining their support during the struggle for power that marked the

years 1918-1920, and the wish to appear at the League of Nations as a

State without Chauvinist tendencies, had the effect that from the very first

the Provisional Government recognised the national rights of the minorities.

The latter were invited to send their representatives to the Legislative

Institutions of the State, they were to participate in the National Council

and the Provisional Government, and their civil and national rights were

to be secured by the basic laws of the country.

At the session of the Provisional Council held on 4th December, 1918,

three Jewish Delegates were co-opted. They included Aaron Papiermeister

and Samuel Henkin. Participants in the Libau sessions of the Council

included : Isaac Rabinovitch, J. Bann and J. Himmelfarb, all three re-

presentatives of the “Bund”, Yudel Mark, representative of the “Volks-

partei”; and Max Goldberg of the Non-party Association.

On 13th July, after the Government returned to Riga, the following

composition of the Jewish representation was published : Simeon Zacha-

rovitz and Isaac Berz, the “Bund”; Advocate Philip Latzky, Poalei Zion;

Professor Paul Mintz and Leib Fishman, National Democrats; Advocate

Z. Tron, General Zionists; and Mordechai Dubin, Agudat Israel.

Professor P. Mintz entered the Government as State Comptroller, and

was replaced on the Council by Engineer Jacob Landau.

The Provisional Government’s wanderings from place to place, the

temporary occupation, etc., led to the addition as required of additional

Jewish representatives including : Dr. Julius Eliasberg and Dr. L. Gri-

beshok.

The State gradually established itself and was recognised by the Great

Powers. The support of the minorities was no longer quite so necessary

in the struggle against external enemies, and a more independent line to-

wards the League of Nations could be adopted. The influence of the

minorities began to diminish and earlier promises were forgotten. The first

Government was the only one which contained representatives of the

minorities — Professor Paul Mintz for the Jews, and certain German

representatives.

At the end of the period of the Constituent Assembly all the Jewish

Delegates voted against the Government established in July 1922 for the
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following reasons: No facilities were provided for Jewish refugees to return

to Latvia; Antisemitic pamphlets were being printed at the Government
Press; matters of citizenship and property rights were not being justly or

fairly treated, etc.

The attitude towards the minorities grew worse with the increasingly

Chauvinist tendencies that marked the final years of the State, as will be

told below.

The struggles affecting a series of specific Jewish questions continued

during the entire period of Independent Latvia and the change for the worse

will be illustrated by various characteristic instances.

Alumber of Jews; Urban and Rural Distribution; Occupations

In 1914, on the Eve of the First World War, there were between 185,000

and 190,000 Jews in Latvia.

The expulsion from Kurland in 1915, the abandoning of homes in other

parts of Latvia on account of transfer of enterprises and higher educational

institutions to the heart of Russia, flight because of fear of conquest, etc.,

reduced the total population, including that of the Jews.

The first Census held in Independent Latvia during 1920 gave the

number of Jews as 79,644; a decline of 58%, as compared with one of

47.5% for the total population. The return of the refugees to their former

homes, together with natural increase, raised the number of Jews to a total

of 95,675 by 1925.

This was followed by a decline to 94,388 in 1930 and to 93,479 in 1935.

The proportion of Jews in the total population fell from 5.19% in 1925

to 4.79% in 1935.

The reduction in the number of Jews was an outcome of several pro-

cesses. The younger generation left Latvia, proceeding inter alia to Eretz

Israel, while natural increase declined from 5.75% in 1925 to 2.32% in

1935. (The birth rate fell from 4.25% to 3.75%, and the death rate rose

from 3.5% to 4.10%.)

Occupations were typical for the countries of the Diaspora at the period,

and derived from the distribution of the Jewish population in town and

country. The Jews were the highest proportion among town-dwellers,

amounting to 92.5% of their total number. In the country there were only

7.41% to be found.

As a result, 48.6% of Jews were engaged in trade and 28.7% in in-

dustry, the highest proportions compared with the general population. In
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industry they were largely small craftsmen or clerks in factories, and only

then came an actual industrial proletariat. In the free professions, con-

sisting of physicians, lawyers, engineers etc., they were 7.3% while in

agriculture they were 1.1% — the lowest proportion in the whole country.

The Riga Community grew steadily, as shown by the following figures:

1920 — 24,725 Jews.

1925 — 39,459 Jews.

1930 — 42,323 Jews.

1935 — 43,672 Jews.

This growth came about on the account of the provincial towns and

villages which were emptied of their Jewish inhabitants. Riga attracted

them by her size, her connections, the number of Jews who played a

leading part in her economic life, and the possibilities of finding a living

there.

Reconstruction Activities , the Joint and the Central Committee

of the Communities

Both those who remained where they were during the War and those

who returned to Latvia following the close of hostilities were largely in very

serious economic straits, and assistance was urgently necessary from the

outside. The American Joint Distribution Committee (The Joint), which

opened an office in Riga found a wide field of activities. Its aid by the

provision of both commodities and constructive help was provided through

the Central Committee of the Communities, which was elected twice, in the

years 1919 and 1921. The Communities organised themselves in most of

the cities, and although they had no legal basis the Government Institutions

recognised them de facto.

From the beginning the Communities were envisaged as the nucleus

for achieving National Autonomy. At a Committee of the Central Committee

of the Communities headed by Professor P. Mintz, regulations for autonomy

were prepared for submission to the Seim. Owing to the political situation,

however, this dream of autonomy was not fulfilled. That part of the Con-

stitution which included the proposed national autonomy of minorities was

not approved by the Seim.

The Central Committee of the Communities was headed by Dr. Isaac

laffe. Dr. Jacob Heilman, and Rabbi Mordechai Nurock. In 1922 Mor-

iechai Dubin was elected in place of Dr. Heilman.

The Central Committee was supported by various Sub-committees

through which the Joint conducted its activities. These were the Committees
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for: Aid to Orphans; re-establishment of Vocational Schools in Riga and
Dvinsk; establishment of a network of cooperative banks; establishment of

a Bikkur Holim Hospital in Riga; etc.

The Joint correctly regarded its functions as provisional. Once the in-

stitutions were established it handed them over to local public bodies. The
Hospital was taken over by the Bikkur Holim Society; the Trade Schools

by the Society for the Dissemination of Enlightenment, etc. The Cooperative

Banks established an Association of their own. Insofar as they received

aid from the Joint they were under the supervision of its European Centre

in Paris.

All these institutions continued to function normally. As they came to

be withdrawn from the supervision and influence of the Central Committee

of the Communities, however, the latter lost its content and functions and

had to liquidate. This meant the elimination of an institution which might

otherwise have been the central administrative body of the communities,

and the focal point of Jewish communal life in Latvia.

In Independent Latvia all the Jewish social institutions which had existed

before the War renewed their activities, e.g., the Orphanage, People’s

Kitchen, etc. The one exception apart from the Bikkur Holim Hospital,

founded by Ulrich Milman and restored with the aid of the Joint as already

mentioned, was the Linat Hatzedek Maternity Hospital, set up in Riga by the

Philanthropist A. Sobolovitch. In speaking of medical and social assistance

mention must be made of OZE, the Jewish Health Society, which had

branches in most towns of Latvia. It specialised more particularly in pro-

viding care and treatment for children of school age, including medical

examinations and supervision, treatment in dental clinics, provision of play-

ing fields, etc.

Press

The new communal life, the challenges faced by the Jewish Community

within the new State, its internal reorganisation and external political stand,

all required suitable forums where the problems of the day could be dis-

cussed and brought to public attention. That, however, was possible only

if there was an independent Jewish journal, which was not easy to establish.

We have already described the attempts made in this direction under

Russian rule. Mention should again be made of the main difficulty that had

to be faced: Most of the local Jews were under the influence of the German

and Russian cultures, and did not feel that a Yiddish journal was a neces-
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sity. Steps therefore had to be taken not only to set up a Yiddish paper

but also to create the reading public which would find it of interest and take

steps to ensure its existence.

It can be said that the Jewish press in Independent Latvia was establish-

ed by public bodies only, and any journal that did not maintain a satis-

factory communal level was bound to fail. The public was wide-awake,

critical and unforgiving.

Most of the journals established by public movements were marked

by the energy and self-sacrifice of the founders and staffs. However, they

could not always succeed in concealing their shortcomings; namely, an inade-

quate reading public and insufficient working capital.

Below we give an account of the more imporant papers : Iddishe

Folks Stimme. Dr. J. Heilman, Professor A. Guliak, J. Vinnik, I. M. Mov-
shovitch Gertz, published the Journal in July 1919 with the financial

support of Nahum Moskovsky.

Apart from various slight changes it was concerned with the same

problems as the journals which appeared later: The struggle for civic rights,

national and cultural autonomy, equality of the Hebrew and Yiddish lan-

guages with other languages in the schools, support for the constructive

Movements of the Jewish people, etc.

The journal was of high standard and apart from local journalists,

outstanding writers from abroad also contributed. Yet the number of readers

did not exceed 300. There were financial difficulties and the attack of the

armies of Bermondt-Avaloff broke up the normal course of life in Riga.

The paper had to close after the publication of 75 issues.

Dos Folk . This journal continued to appear for seven years. It was the

first to gain an appreciable reading public in Latvia, and also in Lithuania

a few years later. Its rise and fall was characteristic of Jewish communal

life in the country.

“Dos Folk” was established as a communal journal, the initial capital

being contributed by Abraham Becker and Jacob Hoff. The editors were

Dr. J. Heilman, I. Vinnik and M. Movshoviach-Gertz; and most of the

journalists and communal workers in the country participated in it. From

the very beginning, however, there were disagreements with regard to its

ideological line, and these continued almost the whole time of its existence.

In due course it passed from public control to the private ownership of

Messrs. T. Eidus and Z. Uhrmacher.

T. Eidus, a gifted journalist and former member of the Bund, regarded
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the journal as a source of livelihood, while his partner had no interest in

either literature or public affairs.

Dr. Heilman left the paper within a month of its first appearance. J.

Vinnik left it in 1921, returned in 1924 and a year later withdrew for good.

In 1922 the paper was left by a number of writers who published an organ

called “Di Gelle Presse” (The Yellow Press) protesting against the ideolo-

gical chopping and changing of the journal, the absence of a consistent

policy, etc.: “.
.

.

Left today, right tomorrow, Zionist and in favour of

Hebrew today, Yiddishist and Socialist a little later, a pious newspaper

today, and heretical tomorrow . .

.”

All this led to the establishment of new journals, about which more

will be told below, and which had a clearcut communal and ideological

character. “Dos Folk,” whose chief merit was a creation of a Yiddish

reading public, had some 6,000 readers. On Fridays it appeared with 6-8

pages. It passed through various transformations, the editorship was trans-

ferred to wellknown communal workers, it was closed and then reappeared

with the active help of the Agudat Israel, but finally had to close for good

in July, 1927.

Der Weg, Unser Weg. These journals came into being because of the

struggle for an ideological press. The founders were the Zeirei Zion Party,

which played a leading part in the establishment of journals worthy of the

name. The editors and chief co-workers were Dr. J. Heilman, J. Vinnik, etc.,

who belonged to this party. Special mention should be made of the self-

sacrifice of Mr. Arie Tagger, who invested his capital in the undertaking.

“Der Weg” appeared between September 1922 and April 1923, when

it had to stop because of lack of funds. However, on 17th April of the

same year it appeared again under the name “Unser Weg” and was sup-

ported by the General Zionists headed by E. Ettingen. The paper developed

well, having ample and varied contents and achieving a circulation of 4,000

copies. But this time as well there was not enough working capital and it

finally had to close down in February 1924.

Letzte Neies. This was a purely Yiddishist paper whose chief editor

was Z. Kalmanovitch. It lasted for four months, from 30th January to

29th May 1925. This was a paper of high public standards but was dogma-

tically anti-Zionist. The founders and staff invested great efforts in this

paper too, but their devotion and self-sacrifice could not prevent it from

closing down.

Frimorgen. The above three journals, to be sure, were unable to main-

tain themselves permanently; but they did affect the position of “Dos Folk”
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as the only paper, and prepared the way for the appearance of “Frimor-

gen .

Thitf was published by Dr. Polack and V. Brams, who put out the

Russian daily “Sevodnia”, one of the best-selling papers in Latvia and

abroad. They also published a Russian evening paper and one in Latvian.

After they acquired a large printing press, it was only natural that they

should add a Jewish paper to the others. “Frimorgen” began to appear in

January 1926.

To begin with the publishers also included the Communal leaders:

Advocate M. Finkelstein, Dr. L. Gribeshok and Dr. Dubinsky. From 1929

onwards, however, the sole owners were Dr. Polack and Brams.

To begin with the Chief Editor was J. Stupnitzky. After “Dos Folk”

was closed down, Z. Latzky-Bertholdy and Dr. J. Heilman joined the staff,

and became chief editors when Stupnitzky left.

The practical commercial sense of the owners was opposed to any

specific party line, but the paper always maintained a high communal stand-

ard. It was rich and colourful in content, and responded to everything

that happened in Jewish affairs, in Latvia or abroad. Ample space was

given to the new life which was assuming form in the Land of Israel.

In 1932 the “Ovent-Post” began to appear and after a time passed into

the hands of the Revisionist Party under the editorship of Messrs. A. Dis-

sentchik and D. Wahrhaftig.

The publishers of “Frimorgen” also began to issue an afternoon paper

that year, called “Batog” and edited by Mr. Gertz.

From time to time single-issue papers appeared, or the weeklies of

various parties: “Der Ruf” of the Zeirei Zion — Zionistim Sozialistim

(corresponding to Mapai in Israel); “Die Arbeter Stimme” of the Bund;

“Dos Iddishe Folk” of the General Zionists, etc.

The “Arbeter Heim” and “Kultur Liga” were the organisations of the

Communists and their left-wing fellow-travellers. From time to time they

also issued broadsheets and newspapers such as the “Neie Tseit”, of which

40 issues appeared in 1924 before it was closed down by the authorities;

“Arbeter Veit” which appeared in 1927-1928; and a number of other

publications.

The entire liberal and political press was closed down on 15th May,

1934, when the Fascist coup d'etat toofl place in Latvia.

A daily Yiddish paper, “Heint” then appeared, details of which are

given in the chapter on “The Decline”.
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Jews in the Legislative Institutions and Parties

Under the Russians the following Jewish parties, all functioning without

official authorisation, were to be found: The Bund; the General Zionists;

and rather later the Zeirei Zion Party.

In the conditions of freedom that followed the establishment of the

new republic, additional movements came into being. These were the

Agudat Israel, the Mizrahi and the National Democrats. The previous

parties steadily increased their activities. Though they did not all have a

considerable number of registered members it can be said that several out-

standing personalities represented each movement; and their popularity could

be judged by the number of voters who supported them.

The following are the numbers of the representatives of the Jewish

population in the Constituent Assembly and the four Seims, which met

between 1st May 1920 and 15th May 1934, when the Fascist coup d'etat

took place. They indicate the forces within the community that shaped

public opinion and led Latvian Jewry.

Party Representatives: Constituent Assembly

Agudat Israel 1

National Democrats 2

General Zionists 1

Mizrahi 1

Zeirei Zion — Z.S. 1

Bund 2

Total 8

The Seims12 3 4

2 2 I 2

112 1111 —111 —
6 5 5 3

There were 150 members in the Constituent Assembly and 100 Dele-

gates in each of the Seims. In spite of the party divisions among the Jews,

their representation was about 5%, corresponding to their proportion in

the general population. In the Fourth, final Seim their number fell to three

for reasons which were partly coincidental in character. These included the

fact that they were a hundred or even less votes short, the splitting of forces,

and a tendency to support the right-wing candidates.

The National Democrats and the General Zionists both vanished from

the scene in the early years of the State. The National Democrats repre-

sented the well-to-do upper-middle-class group, which was largely in-

fluenced by German culture and was more assimilationist than the rest of

the Jewish population. They were never a properly organised movement
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and were characterised largely by their outstanding leaders, such as Pro-

fessor Paul Mintz, Engineer Jacob Landau, the teacher and educator Leib

Fishman, etc. They were all familiar within the Jewish community for many
years, and were therefore chosen as suitable representatives when the Re-

public of Latvia was established.

In some degree this description also applies to the General Zionists.

Communal workers like E. Ettingen, Advocate Z. Tron, Dr. A. Salkind,

Dr. H. Wasserman, etc., were also among the outstanding figures of Jewish

public life.

However, in the new period that accompanied the development of com-

munal post-war activities they were superseded by new parties and men.

Parties with an organised membership, which functioned all the year round

and not merely before the elections, were left-wing in character, being the

Zeirei Zion — Z.S. and the Bund. The representative of the Z.Z. — Z S.

in the Constituent Assembly was Dr. Jacob Heilman, while during the first

three Seims it was Professor Matatyahu Max Laserson. The Bund repre-

sentatives at the Constituent Assembly were included in the Social Democrat

list and were Isaac (Julius) Rabinovitz and Engineer Isaac Berz. The Bund

put up a list of its own for each of the Seims, where its representative was

Dr. Noah Maisel. The Bund representative belonged to the Latvian Social

Democrat faction, and collaborated with the other Jewish delegates only

in respect of specific and fundamental matters of exclusively Jewish concern.

The representatives of the Mizrahi were the Brothers Aaron Ber and

Mordechai Nurock, who belonged to an old rabbinical family of Tukum
and Mitau. Their roots had been set for many generations. Rabbi Mordechai

Nurock, the personification of the Mizrahi Movement in Latvia, was the

more active of the two and exerted a great influence not only in Latvia

but also in World Jewry, and finally in the State of Israel as well.

As for the Agudat Israel, its establishment and activities turned on its

representative, Mordechai Dubin, a dedicated Jew heart and soul, who

worked for the needy of all sections and classes. He can be described as a

Shtadlan (Intercessor) par excellence , at home with the authorities. He ex-

ploited all opportunities and methods in order to aid any Jews who needed

his help. He was exceedingly popular. During the first two Seims his party

companion was Reuben Wittenberg of Dvinsk who was, however, no more

than his shadow. In the final Seim, however, his companion was Simon

Wittenberg, a trained lawyer, teacher and educator who was a rising force

and made a great impression when he spoke on general political matters.

The Aguda had a failure in the third Seim. Only Dubin was elected
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Municipalities. When the establishment of the Republic was proclaimed in

1918, and the provisional legislative body, the National Council, was consti-

tuted (it was not elected), Jewish representatives from all the existent poli-

tical trends entered it. The Constituent Assembly which was elected in 1920

had a smaller representation of Jewish parties since they did not all gain

representatives. In the Seim, the permanent legislative body, the number of

Jewish parties decreased even more. Those represented were the Agudat

Israel; Bund; Mizrahi; and Zeirei Zion.

Most of the Jewish population of Latvia were Zionist, but this state

of affairs was not fully reflected in the political representation; for in the

elections to state and municipal institutions the Jewish citizen was mostly

swayed not by ideological considerations but by practical daily needs. For

example, in political elections the Agudat Israel gained more votes than

the other parties, relatively speaking. Those unfamiliar with the conditions

and character of the community might mistakenly suppose that the Aguda

was the strongest political group. In actual fact, however, it was not a

political party in the ordinary sense of the word. The Agudat Israel of

Latvia shared little more than the name with that party as it functioned

in other countries of the Exile. Its communal weight was not considerable,

but the personal activities of its chief representative, Mordechai Dubin,

were largely directed to the daily requirements of the average Jew. Thanks

to his personal popularity he was elected for two different Districts, Riga

and Latgale. During the early years he turned the second seat over to his

comrade R. Wittenberg of Dvinsk, who was not particularly outstanding

either spiritually or as a man of action. In due course Simeon Wittenberg

of the Zeirei Agudat Israel in Riga was chosen as the second representative.

He was a talented lawyer with an excellent general education, who set out

to give his party a political-clerical character and to introduce the practices

of the World Agudat Israel into the communal life of Latvian Jewry as

well. He was not particularly successful under the Democracy, but the

situation changed entirely after the Fascist coup d etat. We shall refer to

this in greater detail below. The martyred Simeon Wittenberg is known to

have perished in tragic circumstances in the Nazi Concentration Camp at

Stuttgart.

While most of Latvian Jewry were deeply rooted in popular traditional

Judaism, they had no particular interest as a general rule in any political

religious Movement. For the reasons above, however, even non-religious

Jews used to vote for the Aguda representatives. In really they voted not

for the party but for its representative, Dubin. He was a Habad Hassid
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were also sports movements with a political tinge, such as the Peretz Sports

Society of the Bund. In 1932 the Latvian Maccabi participated in the First

Eretz Israel Maccabiad. Most of the participants from Latvia did not return

home, but remained in Eretz Israel as illegal immigrants.

The Jewish Fraction in the Seims; Special Jewish Problems

No Fraction of Jewish Delegates with a common discipline, such as

was to be found elsewhere in Eastern Europe, came into existence in the

Latvian Seim. This was because of political and class differences.

In accordance with the Bund tradition, the Bund representatives be-

longed to the Social Democrats. M. Laserson, the representative of the

Tseirei Zion, agreed to join the Jewish block provided that he was not

to be bound by majority decisions on social questions. The other members

of the block who represented the Aguda and the National Democrats (the

latter took part in the First Seim) supported right-wing governments. The

representatives of the Mizrahi were progressive in tendency and supported

the left-wing Coalition Government, the only one of its kind in Democratic

Latvia, which functioned during the term of the Second Seim.

Only in the external defence of specific Jewish interest was there a

common front on the part of all Jewish delegates to the Seim.

The Aguda did not agree to the setting-up of a Council called “Beirat”

(Advice) by the delegates to include representatives of all parties and

professions, such as economists who were not represented in the Seim.

Maybe the reason was the fear that the decisions of the majority of the

proposed Council, who were largely indifferent on religious matters, would

be morally binding on them even if they were opposed and did not accept

its discipline for reasons of religious conscience.

One of the most important problems faced by the Jews of Latvia was

that of citizenship.

Under the National Council a law was passed according to which

a Latvian citizen was deemed to be any former subject of one-time Russia

. . . residing within the territorial frontiers of Latvia who originated from

the provinces included within the frontiers of Latvia ... or places which

had belonged to those provinces according to the laws that had been

current in Russia until 1st August 1914.

The term had belonged could be interpreted as “entered in the local

registers.” However, the greater part of Latvia except Latgale had been
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outside the Pale, and there were many Jews who had not been entered

in the local registers but who had resided there on the basis of administra-

tive regulations; such as, for example, the instructions of the Russian Min-

istry dated 1880, not to expel Jews who had proceeded there in spite of

prohibitions, or the subsequent regulations of 1893 which authorised their

presence in the Provinces of Livonia and Kurland. These persons were

described as “Achtsiker” (persons with the right to reside according to the

Regulations of 1880) and were treated as residents in all respects. Similarly,

according to a circular of the Prime Minister Stolypin dated 1907, an Order

was issued not to expel those who had entered the region illegally before

1st August 1906.

On the basis of these administrative orders such Jews were residents;

but they had not always been entered in municipal or other registries. This

left room for various interpretations and applications of pressure on the

part of the Authorities.

The struggle to change the law lasted eight years. Only in 1927, when

a Leftist coalition was in power, did it prove possible to pass a supplement

to the law providing: “The citizens of the State include all former Russian

citizens who have been residing within the frontiers of Latvia since 1st

January 1925, who resided there for six months prior to 1st August 1914 ..

.

who resided permanently in Latvia prior to the year 1881, or any des-

cendants of such persons.”

The most important achievement of Independent Latvia was the Agra-

rian Reform — the restoration of the land to its original Latvian owners,

who had been deprived of it hundreds of years earlier by the conquering

German knights.

The distribution of the land was by no means easy, and unfortunately

some Jews were among those who suffered most from it. Redistribution

commenced in villages and small towns, where Jews had been residing

on the basis of agreements with the Local Council or, as in Latgale, in

accordance with “Tsins” rights; i.e. the hereditary right to lease land

belonging to others in return for a regular payment. Thus “Tsins” was

actually the renting of land without any restriction on the period of rental.

As a result of the First World War, with its accompanying expulsions and

displacements, the original documents were sometimes lost. When the land

was redistributed the local authorities, supported by the relevant Committee

in the Seim, were in a position to reject the claims of the Jews and give

preference to all kinds of other claimants. The Jewish representative on
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the Committee had a difficult, unremittent struggle to safeguard the rights

of such Jewish lessees, and prevent them from being deprived of their

rights and compelled to leave the places where they and their ancestors

had been living for many generations.

Naturally there were specific Jewish problems in respect of economics,

culture, etc. The Jewish representatives in the Seim played a very active

part in connection with these, as is told in the coming sections.

The Jews in Economic Life

Earlier sections of this essay have drawn attention to the important

part played by the Jews of Latvia in expanding local trade and industry.

This process, which began under Russian rule, also continued to some

degree in Independent Latvia. Although the extensive hinterland with

its ample supplies of raw materials was no longer available, there were

nevertheless certain economic fields where the Jews had their tradition,

experience and connections both inside and outside the country.

From the very commencement of the State it became clear that in order

to stabilize Latvian currency increased exports were necessary, for the

purpose of increasing the arrival of stable foreign currency from abroad.

The Jews had ample experience of exports, particularly the export

of timber and flax. They also played a big part in industry, even though

industrial plants had been evacuated during the War and their equipment

transferred to Russia, while what was left behind was pillaged. In the

timber, match-making, beer, tobacco, textiles, overshoes, conserves and

other industries the Jews were the first to establish or reestablish factories

and plants.

The Jews were also the representatives and agents of international

companies, which supplied petroleum products and coal.

In order to obtain the resources needed for the economic branches in

which they were engaged the Jews re-established or founded a number of

banks, such as: The Libau Bank; the Northern Bank; the Riga International

Bank; etc. They succeeded in attracting foreign capital for these institutions.

In order to promote small-scale industry and commerce a number of Co-

operative Banks were established with the aid of the Joint, with an Own
Capital that was far greater than that of the Cooperatives established by

the Latvians, the Germans and the Russians.

In the economic structure of the Jews the percentage engaged in trade

and industry and making their livings from these sources was greater than

among the rest of the population.
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The whole range of Jewish economic activity was of unquestionable

benefit for the country as a whole. It brought in foreign currency by means

of exports, provided employment for factory workers, and secured capital

and credit abroad through the banks. Yet in spite of this the Government

took all kinds of steps to restrict their activities, with the aim of protecting

Chauvinist interests and Latvian groups and associations.

Thus from the very beginning of the State a Government monopoly

for the export of flax was introduced. This led to such great losses that

the monopoly was cancelled in 1921.

The unfair treatment of the Jews was particularly striking in respect

of the official Cooperative Credits provided for petty trade and industry.

The following table shows the sources of capital, in percentages, which

were made available to Cooperatives in 1931 :

Latvian Jewish

Own Capital 14.8 22.9

Deposits 22.9 65.0

Loans 57.3 3.8

Various 5.0 8.3

The main source for loans granted to the Cooperatives was the State

Bank, which supplied 57.3% to Latvian Cooperatives as against 3.8% to

Jewish Cooperatives.

All the complaints and efforts made by the Jewish Seim members to

secure a place for a Jew on the Board of Directors of the State Bank

proved useless.

The Latvians also begrudged the development of the large Jewish

banks. In 1929 the “Darmstaedter” Bank in Germany suspended payment.

There was a wave of distrust such as appears in such cases among depo-

sitors, who engaged in a run on the banks to withdraw their deposits, which

could have shaken the entire economy. The Darmstaedter Bank was con-

nected with the Libau Bank,

In such cases it is the practice of State Banks to come to the aid of

private Banks and advance them the necessary resources until the emergency

is over, the private depositors regain confidence and replace their deposits.

That was the way the Lithuanian Central Bank behaved, for example.

The Latvian financial authorities were of another mind. They felt the

time had come to clip the wings of Jewish banking. The National Bank

refused to provide the necessary assistance to the banks affected. As a

result the state of emergency also spread to Latvian Banks, which likewise
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had to suspend payments. A general moratorium was proclaimed and

led to economic difficulties in all branches of trade and industry.

The Jews suffered in particular during this period. While the other

sections of the population could divert their unemployed to agriculture,

this was impossible for the Jews, whose share in agricultural activities was

negligible.

Among the Jews there were 3,500 craftsmen, or close on 9,000 souls

with their families, constituting 10% of Latvian Jewry.

In order to meet competition and improve their economic condition

the craftsmen established their own special organisation and also published

a monthly called “Der Handwerker”. They set up their own Cooperatives

for loans and the purchase of raw materials.

Particularly fruitful activities were carried out among the craftsmen

by the ORT Society, which had branches in Riga, Dvinsk and Libau. The

Society organised Girls’ Schools which taught sewing and millinery. It ran

evening classes for adults, and in Dvinsk and Libau had Vocational Train-

ing Schools for locksmiths, carpenters and electricians. The Society also

supported craftsmen by providing machines through a Fund established

thanks to contributions by kinsfolk and philanthropists abroad. In Riga

it set up the “Mavera”, an auxiliary society for the purpose of acquiring

foreign machinery, which was supplied to craftsmen at reasonable prices.

Cultural Autonomy

The most important achievement of the minorities in Latvia was the

Law of Cultural Autonomy, an exceedingly democratic piece of legislation

which served as a model for its period.

The Law, which was passed while the National Council was still in

session, laid down general provisions such as: Free education in elementary

schools; the requirement of the study of the Latvian language; inclusion of

local history and geography in the syllabus; rights and duties of the

teachers; relations between the cultural institutions of the minorities and

the central authorities of the Ministry of Culture; etc.

Administration of the educational institutions of minorities was en-

trusted to special departments of each minority. The law provided that

the state and municipalities were to allocate to the minority schools such

sums as were required in proportion to the number of pupils belonging

to the given minority in each place.

The Jewish Culture Department, or the Jewish Department as it was
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generally called, was administered throughout its existence by Engineer

Jacob Landau, two assistants, inspectors, a Secretariat, etc. Besides the

administration there was a Public Council consisting of representatives of

the legislative bodies and Teachers’ Associations: The Centre for Yiddish

School Organisations, the Hamoreh Federation of Hebrew Teachers, and

the Moriah Federation of Orthodox Teachers.

As a result of the history of Latvian Jewry, there were three linguistic

trends

:

Supporters of Yiddish, headed by the Bund Party. This trend was

naturally comprehensible to a large part of the Jewish population. Yiddish

was their mother tongue and their vernacular, and attracted all those who

regarded the Yiddish language as the one that linked and would continue

to link World Jewry and its literature.

The Zionists supported Hebrew, which they regarded as a security

for the hopes of the Jewish National Revival in Eretz Israel.

A large part of the public, who had grown up under the influence of

German and Russian, took steps to ensure that their children studied

European languages that had a present and an actual future. They were

not apprehensive regarding the assimilation of the younger generation,

which would inevitably follow education of that kind.

This autonomy made it possible to direct the education and culture

of the younger generation, and to encourage those aspirations which were

held to be desirable. As a result it was the subject-matter of severe struggles

within the Jewish community. An active part was played by the political

parties and their representatives in the Seim and the Municipalities, the

teachers and educators, Jewish leaders and public opinion as a whole. At

the same time this struggle helped to shape the Jewish consciousness of

the Jews in general and young Jews in particular, crystallizing points of

view and deepening an awareness of the value of both Yiddish and Hebrew.

The first registration of children took place in 1918 and was conducted

by a Committee on which Yiddishist teachers were represented. As a result

Yiddish was recorded as the “mother tongue.” Yiddish schools were the

first to be opened. In 1921 there was a Conference of Yiddish teachers

which laid down the principles of secularist education in the Yiddish

schools, and an organisation was established under the name “Tsentrale

Iddishe Shul Organisatzia in Lettland” (Central Yiddish School Organisa-

tion in Latvia).

The Hebrew language was first introduced at the Kaplan and Stoppel
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Jewish Community Schools in Riga. Since the Community did not have the

resources for maintaining them, they were transferred to the Municipal

School system.

In 1921 the “Society for the Advancement of Knowledge and Art”

was founded in Riga and headed by the veteran Zionist Dr. Hermann
Wasserman. Much of the development of the Hebrew language in Riga

may be credited to him. The Society founded the Hebrew Gymnasium
(Secondary School) in the city, together with a popular Music Conservatoire

headed by the Composer Solomon Rosowsky, a Hebrew kindergarten, etc.

The “Ivrit” Teachers Society was founded in 1919, and became the “Ha-

moreh Hebrew Teachers’ Federation in 1922, with the aim of organising

modern schools in which the language of instruction would be Hebrew.

In 1925 an All-Latvian Teachers’ Conference was held and adopted

the proposal of the Yiddishist Teachers: To support Yiddish as the Jewish

vernacular and to introduce an amendment to the law whereby the language

of instruction in all Jewish schools supported by the State and the Muni-

cipalities would be Yiddish.

This resolution served as a warning to Hamoreh. In 1926, when Z.

Michaeli (Michelson) was elected chairman, the Hamoreh Federation began

to take political steps against the Yiddishist attacks. A party struggle com-

menced between the Bund and its supporters on the one hand and the

Zionists on the other, and support was mobilized by both sides.

The first step was taken by “Hamoreh”, which entered the All-Latvian

Teachers’ Federation. The Latvians agreed to accept “Hamoreh” into

their organisation in spite of the epithets “Reactionary gang”, “Anti-

Pedagogues”, etc., which the Bund used in plenty to villify it before the

Latvians.

A Latvian Teachers’ Conference was held in 1926. “Hamoreh” in-

creased its membership, organised public meetings and issued a journal

in Latvian whose contributors included, among others: M. Laserson, Mem-
ber of the Seim. J. Vinnik, Z. Latzky-Bertholdy (a member of the Folks

-

partei who nevertheless supported Hebrew), etc. They also appealed to

the Latvian national poet J. Reinis, who afterward visited Eretz Israel and

was then serving as Minister of Culture, to support the Hebrew language.

All this was done in order to modify the resolution calling for priority to

Yiddish in the schools.

Laserson delivered an address presenting the scholarly and practical

foundations of living Hebrew. He was attacked by Dr. N. Maisel, the
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Bund representative, who disparaged the Zionists as a reactionary group

and Hebrew as a clerical language. Then came the Latvian poetess Aspasia,

who enthusiastically supported Hebrew as the language of the Bible and

the Halutzim (Pioneers) in Eretz Israel.

A resolution was passed to defer the implementation of the resolution

adopted at the previous Conference.

The struggle continued both in local government bodies and at the Seim.

This was the period of the Left-wing Coalition, which was supported by

both M. Laserson and M. Nurock. Speeches were delivered at Plenary

Sessions of the Seim. The Opposition hoped that the dissatisfaction of the

Zionists regarding the language of instruction in Jewish schools would make
it possible to break the Left-wing Coalition. In the Cultural Committee

of the Seim, however, the Social Democrats, despite the dissenting vote

of the Bund, supported the formula submitted by Laserson providing for

the equal rights of the two languages in the Jewish schools maintained by

the Government and local authorities. The actual language of instruction,

whether Hebrew or Yiddish, in the existent schools and those to be opened

was left to the decision of the parents. On occasion, as a result, there

ensued quite a struggle between the protagonists of the two languages.

Elementary education was compulsory, but not secondary education,

which in addition was not free. However, the Government supported second-

ary education, and took the numerical ratio of the minorities into con-

sideration. The amounts lacking for the upkeep of the schools were provided

by the local Jewish population and by tuition fees. There were secondary

schools in Riga, Libau, Dvinsk, Rezekne, Mitau, Windau and Lutzin. Some

were governmental, others municipal or public, and some were private.

Their languages of instruction were Hebrew, Yiddish, Russian and German.

Traditional education was provided by the “Reformed Hadarim”, which

were included in the Elementary School System and were continued in the

“Tushia” Secondary Schools, supported by Mizrahi circles. The Agudat

Israel maintained its own “Torah ve-derech Eretz” system of elementary

and secondary schools.

There were also vocational training schools in Riga, Dvinsk and Libau.

In order to regularise the connection between schools and any given

educational system, regulations were issued in due course according to

which any school containing at least 60% of pupils belonging to a recog-

nised minority was under the cultural administration of that minority.

The decline in the birth rate during the First World War and the

decline in the Jewish birth rate during the period of Latvian independence
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(amounting to 26% in the years 1925-1936) had the result that the number

of Jewish pupils in elementary schools was 12,402 in 1922/3 and was no

more than 12,235 in 1935/36.

The following was the distribution of Jewish school children by lan-

guages of instruction at schools

:

Hebrew and

Years Yiddish Russian German Latvian Total

1922/3 8,872 1,898 1,252 390 12,412

1935/6 10,562 18 100 1,551 12,231

The changes between the two periods were due to the influence of

nationalist trends and cultural autonomy, as well as the law that the children

of the minorities were required to attend their own minority schools or

those of the Government, i.e., the Latvian schools.

The number of pupils at the Secondary Schools showed the following

development:

Language of Instruction

Years Hebrew and Russian German Latvian Total

Yiddish

1922/3 1,241 2,032 494 101 3,868

1935/6 1,577 27 19 704 2,327

The steep decline of some 40% in the number of pupils was the result

of the emigration of part of the adolescent youth, primarily to Eretz Israel.

Official figures show that between 1920 and 1941 some 4,547 persons

emigrated from Latvia to Eretz Israel. These figures are known to be far

from correct, particularly insofar as they refer to Halutz immigration.

The decline was also largely due to the fact that secondary education

was a privilege but not a duty, and the tuition fees were often beyond the

capacities of those with restricted resources among the Jewish population.

The number of Jewish students in Higher Educational Institutions also

display the same characteristics

:

Years 1920/25

Faculty :

Law & Economics 62

Architecture,

Engineering,

Chemistry, Nature 319

Medicine 140

Agriculture 20

Philology, Philosophy 4

Total 545

% 1935/6 %

11 159 30

60 247 50

25 31 6

3 23 4

1 50 10

100 510 100
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Thus the number of students had undergone a decline. Their distribution

by Faculty had been affected by considerations of subsequent earning

power as well as the difficulty of obtaining admission to certain Faculties,

particularly Medicine. The great increase in Philology and Philosophy was

due to lack of choice and the hope of subsequently transferring to other

fields of study.

In the High Schools for the Arts the number of Jewish students was as

follows :

The Conservatoire of Music Academy of Art and Sculpture

1925 — 25 students 1926jl — 8 students

1930— 48 students 1930/1 — 14 students

1934 — 52 students 1934/5 — 6 students

At the Conservatoire the number of Jewish students fluctuated between

8% and 17%. In the Academy they were 3% of all students. At the time

the Jews were about 5% of the population.

At the High School of Economics the number of Jewish students was

:

In 1933/4 — 89 Jews or 15.5%.

In 1934/5 — 58 Jews or 11.6%.

The Decline and the Holocaust

As remarked, attempts were made here and there to undermine the

rights of the Jewish Community in Latvia. In spite of this, Latvian Jewry

was a lively national entity in all respects: Education and culture, economics

and finance. It had its own charitable and social welfare institutions, political

parties of every kind with their youth, clubs, sports associations, press, etc.

However, the developments of the Thirties in Europe, the Right-wing

Revolt in Lithuania and the frequent visits of the Prime Minister to Ger-

many brought a cloud over the general situation and led to an increase in

the extremist national trends, which derived from the deeply rooted chau-

vinism of a large part of the Latvian people. A National Socialist journal

was published called “Ugunkrust” and semi-military organisations called

the “Perkonkrust” were set up.

The democratic forces grew steadily weaker. The Social Democrat Party

declined from 30 and 31 delegates at the First and Second Seims to 25 in

the Third and 20 in the Fourth Seim. Finally, the two votes of the ZZ-ZS

and Bund representatives were also lacking. The Communist delegates of

set purpose refrained from participating in any activity that was liable to

weaken the reactionary forces in the Seim.

The end of the Third Seim and the period of the Fourth, which was
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the last, were marked by an undermining of the country’s democratic

foundations as, for instance, by the misuse of the Government authority to

legislate while the Seim was not in session. Thus the Health Insurance Law,

a fundamental factor in the life of the workers, was revised to the advantage

of employers. Restrictions were introduced on freedom of meeting and

association. Proposals were made for the direct election of the President

by the people instead of appointment by the Seim; and for ministers to be

responsible not only to the Seim but also to the President. It was also

proposed to set up a new Constituent Assembly without the participation

of the Minorities.

The weakening of democracy and strengthening of Chauvinism helped

to speed up the decline of Latvian Jewry. This decline had several stages,

each of them more tragic than the one before.

On 15th May, 1934 Karl Ulmanis, the Prime Minister, carried out a

Fascist coup d'etat which passed without bloodshed. There were none who
opposed this step against democratic freedom in the country. The Seim

was dispersed, the Left-wing parties were closed down, and the Social De-

mocrat fraction in the Seim together with the heads of the Left-wing parties,

including ZZ-ZS and the Bund, were sent to a Concentration Camp at

Libau.

The Jewish political parties liquidated included the Zionist parties,

ZZ-ZS, the Bund, and their associated Youth Movements. The Eretz Israel

Office was allowed to function, together with the Hehalutz Movement which

changed its name to “Olim” (Emigrants). The authorities did not interfere

with those who wished to leave the country.

Cultural autonomy was liquidated. The Jewish schools were entrusted

to the Agudat Israel, which was regarded as a supporter of the new regime.

A new teaching system was introduced according to the programme of the

Aguda, which provided for study with covered heads, etc.

The existent press was closed down and replaced by the “Heint”,

administered by the leaders of the Aguda. The lack of freedom of expres-

sion, the need to accept the official line, the absence of public criticism,

all had the effect that the paper was very poor both in content and ap-

pearance.

In the economic field the aim of the authorities was to restrict Jewish

activities by the introduction of a Permits System in all branches of trade

and industry. Jewish owners of large factories were compelled to sell them

to Latvians. The employment of domestics under a certain age was prohi-
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bited, provision of work depended on residence in a given place for a cer-

tain number of years, etc.

The second stage in the decline of Latvian Jewry was marked by the

Soviet Occupation.

Under the Ribbentrop-Molotov Agreement of 1939, Latvia was included

in the sphere of Russian influence. In October 1939 bases in various parts

of the country were placed at the disposal of the Russians, and on 17th

July 1940 the Russians took over the country.

With the Soviet annexation of Latvia all parties were liquidated, eco-

nomic enterprises were nationalised, education became secularised, and the

language of instruction in Jewish schools was Yiddish. Zionists and the

leaders of other parties were persecuted. M. Nurock and M. Dubin were

arrested and exiled, together with many others including Revisionists, ZZ-ZS,

Mizrahi, etc.

A few days after the German attack commenced in June 1941, a mass

evacuation of Jews began. It is estimated that ten thousand persons were

exiled to various places in Siberia and Central Asia. Many of them met

their deaths from sickness and starvation in concentration camps. Only a

few remained alive.

The fate of these exiles was bitter. Often they were sent with little

children to Northern Siberia unmder very severe climatic conditions, and

were engaged in the hardest possible labour. Yet it must be admitted that

some of them were saved from the Nazis thanks to the evacuation and in

due course, after investigations, purges, etc., were permitted to return to

their original homes.

The German-Russian War began on 21st June, 1941. On 29th June the

Germans occupied Libau and Dvinsk. On 1st July the Germans took Riga,

and the final, tragic stage of the history of Latvian Jewry began.

The Nazis found dedicated assistants for their murderous activities in

the Latvian population. In spite of the common sufferings of the Latvians

and the Jews under the German Barons in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth

Centuries, and the common front they had established during the revolu-

tionary years at the beginning of the Twentieth Century against the Tsarist

regime, there were savage Jew-haters among the Latvians who revealed

themselves under the Nazis.

Latvia was regarded as a place where “there were convenient con-

ditions for extermination”, according to the evidence of the Chief of the
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Gestapo in that country, (It is also estimated that about 16,000 Jews from

other lands were transferred there.)

During the early days, and even before the Germans had issued detailed

instructions, the Latvian Antisemites very energetically commenced exter-

minating the Jewish inhabitants, thus helping to solve the Jewish question

by their own efforts. They themselves murdered the Jews in most of the

smaller towns of Kurland and Latgale. Some of the survivors were trans-

ferred to the Ghetto in Dvinsk. Within a few days of the German occupa-

tion Judenrein* (Cleared of Jews) Notice-Boards were to be found at the

entry to many small towns.

Ghettoes were set up in Libau, Dvinsk and Riga. However, their

establishment was preceded by mass slaughter on the part of special groups

of the Latvian “Perkonkrust”, Jewish property was pillaged and synagogues

were set on fire. In Riga only one synagogue remained. It could not be

put to the torch without endangering the surrounding buildings.

On 27th July about 4,000 persons were slaughtered in Libau. In August

the Jews were ordered to wear the yellow badge, and “actions” were re-

sumed from time to time. By Summer 1942, 800 persons remained in the

Ghetto. In October 1942 the Ghetto was liquidated, and the survivors were

transferred to the Kaiserwald Camp near Riga.

At Dvinsk the Ghetto was established in July 1941 within the surviving

fortifications of the one-time Dvinsk citadel, and Jews from the small

towns of Latgale who had not already been liquidated were also transferred

there. In all there were about 15,000 persons in this Ghetto, living in dread-

fully overcrowded conditions. Old people, the sick and ailing and women
were taken out of the town and killed in order to “ease” the congestion.

In November there was an “action” which lasted for three days and left

a total of about 1,000 persons. In October their number was reduced to

350, who were also transferred to the Kaiserwald Camp.

During the first few days of the German occupation about 8,000 per-

sons were murdered in Riga by Latvian volunteers. An Order was published

requiring the yellow badge to be worn and requiring Jews to walk in the

gutters. In October the Ghetto was established with more than 30,000 in-

habitants. During the ten days from 30th November to 9th December 1941

some 27,000 persons were taken from the Ghetto to the forest near Rumbuli

and were shot in front of mass graves that had already been dug. A total

of about 4,500 persons were left in what was called the “Small Ghetto”,

and were mostly employed on outside work. Jews from Germany and

Austria were brought to fill the places left vacant in the older Ghetto,
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which was then called the "Reichsjuden Ghetto” and existed until No-
vember 1943, Part of the inmates were transferred to Treblinka and died

in the Gas Chambers.

The rest were transferred to the Kaiserwald Camp, the inmates of which

were regarded as criminals. Every prisoner had a number and a badge.

The regime was one of terrorisation, and starvation reigned supreme, many
perishing of sheer exhaustion. When the Russians approached in August

1944, most of the Kaiserwald Camp inmates were taken to Danzig and

from there to Stutthof, being driven from one Camp to another. About
1,000 in all survived until the Liberation.

In Riga itself a few score survived in all kinds of hiding-places. A
handful of Latvians had the moral strength to risk their own lives and

safeguard them and the places where they hid. The names and deeds of

these rare persons have not yet been placed on record.

It is a sacred duty to record, among the martyrs of the Riga Ghetto,

those who took steps to organise resistance, to store arms, to train them-

selves and to accumulate medicines and food for the rebels.

Engineer Ovsei Okun of Dvinsk and Advocate Jacob Joelson of Riga

were among those who preached resistance and took the earliest steps.

They were joined by some members of the “Ordnungsdienst” (Ghetto

Police), Isaac Bag and the teacher Elijah Latt, Engineer M. Michelson, the

locksmith Botvinkin and others. With the assistance of Fisher, head of the

group that worked in the “Pulverturm” Warehouse which contained the

weapons the Germans had taken as spoils of war, they set out to steal

machine-guns, hand-grenades and sub-machine guns and transfer them to

the Ghetto in the boxes in which food was taken every morning to the

groups outside the Ghetto, and which were brought back empty in the

evening. A hiding-place for the weapons was found in a bunker, a store-

house was set up containing food, medicines, mattresses and water; and

a cellar was occupied near an engineering workshop whose noise covered

the sounds of the shots of those who were undergoing training.

In the Camp there was a debate whether to remain on the spot and

forcibly oppose the liquidation of the Ghetto, or to escape and join the

Partisans. In October 1942, eleven men made their way eastward by lorry

in order to join the Partisans. They ran into a Gestapo ambush which

opened fire on them. The Jews returned fire. Some were killed, others

escaped into the neighbouring forest. This was a warning to the Nazis

that the Jews had arms. Fisher, head of the group working at the Pulver-
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turm, was arrested soon after. All members of the Oidnungsdienst were

summoned to the Kommandatura (Headquarters) and accused of betraying

their trust, since they had not heard of the escape of persons bearing

weapons. When they left the Commandatura and it was clear that they were

about to be liquidated, they attacked their guards. Fire was opened and

41 men were killed on the spot. As a result the autonomous administration

of the Small Ghetto was liquidated, and it was made part of the larger

Ghetto where the Jews of the Reich were held.

Activities recommenced some time later. Cells were organised, each

consisting of ten active members of the Underground, and disassembled

arms were again smuggled in. Moshe Glaser was particularly active in ob-

taining supplies from army stores. A mishap came about again when Da-

mski, one of the survivors of the liquidated Ordnungsdienst, was found

in hiding. Once again there were arrests and investigations of a kind it is

unnecessary to describe. The persons who had helped Damski to find a

hiding-place were discovered and three men were killed, including Willi

Cohen and S. Machtus who were active in the Underground. In due course

the Gestapo set hands on another survivor of the Ordnungsdienst, Moshe

Israelovitch. After prolonged examination he revealed the hiding-place of

the arms, foodstuffs, etc., prepared by the Underground. Following this,

dozens of persons were arrested, including many active members of the

Resistance Movement.

The arms cache was discovered when a young man of Riga named

Hayyim Freidberg was arrested. He succeeded in getting away as soon as

he was detained. However, an order was issued that if he returned no

harm would be done to him, and the entire Ghetto feared that there might

be a new action if he did not return. He appeared on the scene after taking

poison. What caused him to return is not known. A physician summoned

by the Gestapo succeeded in preventing his death. After two days of

questioning the Gestapo came to the arms bunker. Everybody who had

any connection with the affair was liquidated. It is to be assumed that the

bunker contained a list of members of the Underground.

That was the end of the resistance in the Riga Ghetto. Although no

active steps were ever taken by it, the Underground Movement shows the

firm intentions and resolution of activists in the Ghettoes, particularly among
the younger generation, under conditions of absolute destitution and in the

absence of all hope of rescue. They set out to protect their honour and not

be destroyed like sheep led to the slaughter.
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The final destruction of Latvian Jewry marks the end of four hundred

years of history.

However, in accordance with Jewish tradition it is customary not to

close with words of reproof and sorrow . .

.

It should be noted that Riga, the centre of Latvian Jewry, once again

has a Jewish population consisting of tens of thousands.

Only a few formerly belonged to Latvian Jewry. Most of them come

from various places in all parts of Russia.

Will they also have a history of their own? Only time can show.
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THE COMMUNAL IMAGE OF LATVIAN JEWRY

LATVIAN Jewry was a singular tribe. It continued within itself the best of

the popular and community tradition of Russian Jewry, to which it belonged

until 1918, when the independent Democratic Latvian Republic was estab-

lished. It absorbed the cultural influence of Western Jewry which was so

close a neighbour; yet the assimilationist trend never took deep root there.

In its spiritual life it combined the Lithuanian scholarly approach to Torah

with Habad Hassidim, the intellectualism of old-time Ashkenazic Jewry with

the ardour of the Safed Kabbalists, the spiritual Rabbinical aristocratic

awareness with the simplicity of the Jewish masses, the yearnings for na-

tional redemption with a revolutionary social ferment. There you would

find traditional piety and a secularist environment dwelling at ease together.

The Jews of Latvia were not of a single kind from the social and eco-

nomic viewpoint either. There was a recognizable social differentation among

them, and they engaged in manifold and widely-differing crafts, trades and

professions. Among them you would find merchants large, medium and

small; industrialists and craftsmen of every kind; manual and skilled work-

ers, clerks and members of the free professions.

All these elements together, economic and spiritual alike, found full

expression in the lively and active Jewish national community life and the

general political life of the Latvian Republic. There were political parties

of all the colours of the rainbow: Trade Unions and craftsmens’ associations;

federations of merchants and industrialists, engineers, physicians, lawyers,

students and high school pupils. There were teachers’ federations and cul-

tural workers, scientists and artists, writers and journalists, actors and

musicians. There were youth movements of every kind—Scouts, Pioneers,

political groupings, sports societies and cultural clubs. There was an exten-

sive network of credit and consumer cooperatives, besides manifold societies

for charity and aid. All of these derived from and set their stamp upon the

rich and colourful life of this community with its hundred thousand souls.

Thousands of Jewish children attended Hebrew and Yiddish schools in

accordance with the Compulsory Free Education Law of the land, and

thanks to the practice of national cultural autonomy. The Ministry of Educa-

tion and Culture had special departments for the National Minorities: Jewish,

Russian, German, Polish and Lithuanian. Each of these departments was
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directed by members of the minority concerned. The activity of the Jewish

Department was very complicated on account of the language dispute be-

tween the Yiddishists and the Hebraists. The extreme Yiddishists were most
aggressive and wished to eradicate the Hebrew schools. In this they were

assisted by the Bund, which was a Jewish section of the Latvian Social

Democrat Party, and put pressure on the Social Democrats to adopt a

resolution requiring all members of their party in the Seim (where they were

the largest single group) to vote against Hebrew schools.

However, the Zionist Delegates in the Seim, consisting of Rabbi M.
Nurock of the Mizrahi and Professor M. Laserson of the Zeirei Zion, to-

gether with Yerahmied Vinnik, Zeirei Zion representative in the Riga Muni-

cipality, came to the defence of the Hebrew schools and demanded equal

rights for the two languages. The Latvian Socialists, who had enough

troubles of their own, usually used to answer the Zionist Socialist leaders

and Hebrew teachers more or less as follows: “You come to terms with

our Jews of the Bund, and then we shall not interfere at all with your

private affairs ...”

On this question, however, it was easier to come to terms with the non-

Jews than with their Jews . . . We used to answer the main argument of the

Bund, namely that Hebrew is a “clerical, bourgeois and reactionary lan-

guage” by pointing out to the Social Democrats that this was the language

of Jewish workers in the Land of Israel and that thousands of Jewish parents

of the labouring classes in the Latvian Republic were accustomed to send

their children to Hebrew schools. In this quarrel of the languages the

Bundists and the Jewish Communists used to collaborate. However, the

communal weight of the Communists was very small. The Latvian Com-

munist Party, of which the Jewish Communists formed a Section, was quite

a minor body, apart from being illegal. They operated under the labels of

Cultural and Sports Societies, etc.

The Zionists and protagonists of Hebrew stood firm, so the Hebrew

schools grew, expanded and flourished. Yet apart from the extreme Yid-

dishist attack the Hebrew Movement had to face another—that of the

Jewish assimilationists, who maintained schools in Russian and German

for Jewish children. However, in the final years of the Democratic Republic,

shortly before the Fascist coup d’etat of 15th May, 1934, a law was issued

placing Jewish schools conducted in other than the Jewish languages under

the authority of the specific Education Department whose language served

as language of instruction. Finally they were ordered to go over to the

national language of instruction, Latvian, to be included in the general school
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system and the supervision of the Ministry of Culture. To be sure, the

general Latvian cultural level was too low to attract Jews or induce them

to assimilate. In spite of this a number of Jewish foreign language schools

submitted to the order, in order not to have to go over to Hebrew or Yid-

dish. This dispute came to an end with the destruction of Latvian democracy,

while all the others were terminated by the destruction of the entire Jewish

community.

The vital spirit in Hebrew education was the “Hamoreh” Federation,

to which belonged teachers of various Zionist schools of thought among
whom the supporters of Labour Eretz Israel were the most influential. The

most active of them was Z. Michelson (Michaeli); the martyred Samuel

Gram who was murdered by the Nazis in Riga, Zvi Maimon, Samuel Herr,

J. H. Port and, of other Zionist groups: the martyred M. Latt, a Revisionist

murdered by the Nazis in Riga, Meir Weinberg, a Revisionist; Rabbi Levin,

M. Breitbart, a General Zionist; and others.

The Yiddish schools were organised chiefly by the “Tsentrale Iddishe

Shul Organizatzia” (The Central Jewish School Organisation), known as

CISHO. Participants in this organisation included Bundists, Folkists and

supporter of Communism. The active Folkists were Mendel Mark and his

brother Yudel Mark the wellknown writer and philologist, who afterwards

moved to Lithuania and headed the Yiddishist Gymnasium in Wilkomir.

(Both brothers are now in U.S.A.) The active Bund members were Israel

Braun, Isaac Berz and his wife Bertha. Among other Yiddishists mention

should be made of the two sisters Wolfson, Zadok Levin, Dr. B. Lifshitz

and Joseph Fabricant.

Apart from the Yiddish schools organised by the CISHO there were

others, chiefly in the smaller towns, with a “synthetic” approach; meaning

that Yiddish was the language of instruction but Hebrew studies played

a prominent part. Hebrew was also taught in the CISHO schools but on a

very minor scale. In addition there were the religious Yiddish schools of

“Torah Vederech Eretz” under the influence and guidance of the Agudat

Israel; these being both Elementary and Secondary Schools. There were also

religious schools, in Hebrew known as “Hadarim Metukanim”, which were

elementary schools leading to the Tushiya Secondary Schools under Mizrahi

influence. As remarked, all these schools operated within the setting of

national cultural autonomy, which permitted freedom of educational trends.

There were three central institutions in Riga where teachers were trained.

These were: 1) The General Teachers’ Seminary founded by the Jewish

Section of the Ministry of Culture, headed by Zeev Polotzkoi, Assistant
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FIRST COMMITTEE OF THE “SOCIETY FOR THE DISSEMINATION
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Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook Rabbi Meir Simcha Cohen Rabbi Joseph Rosen
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Rabbi Levi Ovchinsky Rabbi Ben-Zion Dan-Jahia Baruch Leib Rosowsky
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Director of the Department of Culture; 2) The (Yiddish) Teachers’ Seminary

of the CISHO; 3) The Froebel School of Kindergartners, established by

the Hamoreh Federation. This school was headed by Z. Michelson.

II

Religious and secular leaders, renowned scholars and sages, dwelt among

Latvian Jewry. Here let us mention great Torah scholars such as the

world-famous Rabbi Reb Meir Simha, author of the work “Or Sameah”

(Joyous Light) and Rabbi Joseph Rosen the Gaon of Rogatchov, author

of “Tsafenat Paaneah” (Interpreter of Secrets) both of whom dwelt in

Dvinsk, a city and mothefl in Israel. Then there were the rabbis of the

ancient Don Yahia family, whose ancestors had come from Spain and

Portugal and who lived in Lutzin: Rabbi Eleazar of blessed memory fol-

lowed by his martyred son Rabbi Ben Zion, who was tortured and mur-

dered by the Nazis. Both of them wrote and published commentaries and

novellae on the Shulhan Arukh. There was the martyred Rabbi Zack, Chief

Rabbi of Riga, who was also tortured and murdered by the Nazis. In Mitau,

the capital of Kurland, lived Rabbi Levi Ovchinsky, who published a valu-

able work on the history of the rabbis of Kurland. For several years Rabbi

Joseph Isaac Schneurson of Lubavitch also lived in Riga before transferring

his seat to the United States. Here as elsewhere he had his following of

thousands of Habad Hassidim. Last but by no means least was Rabbi

Abraham Isaac Hacohen Kook of blessed and saintly memory, former Chief

Rabbi of the Land of Israel, who spent several years in Kurland as Rabbi

of Bausk.

Of the secular scholars and spiritual leaders mention should be made

of the writer and communal worker Z. Latski-Bertholdy; The leading Jewish

Communist writer and publicist Dr. M. Schatz-Anin; Professor P. M. Mintz,

who lectured on Criminal Law at the Riga University; Professor Asher

Guliak, author of “The Foundations of Jewish Law,” who lectured on Jew-

ish History at the Teachers’ Seminary in Riga and was afterwards Professor

of Jewish Law at the Hebrew University; Professor Max Matatiahu Laser-

son, who published many outstanding works on the Theory of the State

and the Philosophy of Law; Professor Zentnerschwer, who was Professor of

Chemistry at the Riga University; Professor Pereferkovitch, who translated

the Mishna into Russian; Dozent Weintraub, Instructor in Philosophy and

Logic. For some time the Jewish Sociologist Jacob Lestchinsky also lived

in Riga. The famous Lawyer O. O. Gruzenberg, who defended Mendel

Beiliss in the Russian Blood Libel Case shortly before the First World War,
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also lived for several years in Riga and took a very active part in Jewish

communal life. Last of all, the martyred historian Professor Simon Dubnow
spent his last years in Riga and wrote his reminiscences there, being mur-

dered by the Nazis.

Famous artists and musicians also came from Latvian Jewry. To men-

tion only a few: Marc Lavry the composer and conductor; the composer

and musicologist. Professor Salomon Rosowsky, son of the famous Cantor

Baruch Rosowsky, at one time Director of the Jewish Peoples’ Conservatoire

in Riga; and two outstanding pupils of Cantor Rosowsky, who afterwards

became world-famous singers; Hermann Jadlowker the Tenor, and Joseph

Schwartz the Baritone.

The following played a leading part in the Jewish press: Dr. Jacob Hell-

man; Yerahmiel Vinnik; Z. Latski-Bertholdy; Tanhum Eidus; Michael Kitai;

M. Gertz-Mowshovitz, who wrote a volume on “Twenty-Five Years of the

Jewish Press in Latvia”; also Mikhail Yo the painter and art critic.

Naturally this is not a full list of all those whose names deserve special

mention, yet even the brief list given here indicates the spiritual image and

cultural quality of Latvian Jewry.

Mention should also be made of the part played by the various clubs

in fostering cultural life. Some of them enjoyed Government support. Those

in Riga included: The General Jewish Club, whose building served for per-

formances by the Peoples’ Jewish Theatre and public meetings of the various

parties; The Peretz Club of the Bund; the Kultur Liga, which was Com-

munist-orientated and had a like-minded students’ organisation, the Akade-

misher Farein; The Bialik Club of the Zeirei Zion with its outstanding

Oratorio Choir, directed by Abramis; the Brenner Club of the Z.S., which

merged with the Bialik Club when the two Zionist Socialist Parties united

in January 1931.

The Zionist House in Riga was a large club at 11, Merkelia (Pauluzzi

Street) which played a part like No. 10 Meinecke Str. in Berlin, and was

the initial centre for all the Zionist Institutions: The Jewish National Fund,

Keren Hayesod, Palestine Office, etc. But in due course these grew larger

and established offices of their own. The building served whenever necessary

as a home for any Zionist Party or Youth Organisation which needed

quarters.

Ill

The Jewish political parties engaged in their activities not only in the

Jewish community but also in the elected institutions of the State and the
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Municipalities. When the establishment of the Republic was proclaimed in

1918, and the provisional legislative body, the National Council, was consti-

tuted (it was not elected), Jewish representatives from all the existent poli-

tical trends entered it. The Constituent Assembly which was elected in 1920

had a smaller representation of Jewish parties since they did not all gain

representatives. In the Seim, the permanent legislative body, the number of

Jewish parties decreased even more. Those represented were the Agudat

Israel; Bund; Mizrahi; and Zeirei Zion.

Most of the Jewish population of Latvia were Zionist, but this state

of affairs was not fully reflected in the political representation; for in the

elections to state and municipal institutions the Jewish citizen was mostly

swayed not by ideological considerations but by practical daily needs. For

example, in political elections the Agudat Israel gained more votes than

the other parties, relatively speaking. Those unfamiliar with the conditions

and character of the community might mistakenly suppose that the Aguda

was the strongest political group. In actual fact, however, it was not a

political party in the ordinary sense of the word. The Agudat Israel of

Latvia shared little more than the name with that party as it functioned

in other countries of the Exile. Its communal weight was not considerable,

but the personal activities of its chief representative, Mordechai Dubin,

were largely directed to the daily requirements of the average Jew. Thanks

to his personal popularity he was elected for two different Districts, Riga

and Latgale. During the early years he turned the second seat over to his

comrade R. Wittenberg of Dvinsk, who was not particularly outstanding

either spiritually or as a man of action. In due course Simeon Wittenberg

of the Zeirei Agudat Israel in Riga was chosen as the second representative.

He was a talented lawyer with an excellent general education, who set out

to give his party a political-clerical character and to introduce the practices

of the World Agudat Israel into the communal life of Latvian Jewry as

well. He was not particularly successful under the Democracy, but the

situation changed entirely after the Fascist coup d'etat. We shall refer to

this in greater detail below. The martyred Simeon Wittenberg is known to

have perished in tragic circumstances in the Nazi Concentration Camp at

Stuttgart.

While most of Latvian Jewry were deeply rooted in popular traditional

Judaism, they had no particular interest as a general rule in any political

religious Movement. For the reasons above, however, even non-religious

Jews used to vote for the Aguda representatives. In really they voted not

for the party but for its representative, Dubin. He was a Habad Hassid
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and a timber merchant by profession. He was a typical faithful popular

Shtadlan (Intercessor) who made no distinction between one Jew and an-

other, treated them all as equals and was not concerned whether the man
he helped had voted for him or not. He would do his best to free a young

Jew arrested for illegal Communist activities, just as he saw to it that Jewish

soldiers should be given leave for Jewish festivals. He would try to obtain

a permit for a flax merchant, demand Government support for synagogues

or Yeshivot, or would vote in the Seim for a Government grant to the

Jewish Theatre. In his “political” alignment, if he had any such thing,

Dubin went his own way. He regularly and systematically supported the

Right Wing in the Seim, arguing more or less as follows: The Socialists

have to support the Jews anyway according to their programme, but the

Right Wing have to be kept on friendly terms so that they should not harm

us... After the Fascist coup d'etat on 15th May, 1934, when Karl Ulmanis,

leader of the Conservative Peasant Society, became a dictator, the latter

remembered the past kindnesses of Mordechai Dubin and appointed him

“leader” for Jewish Affairs.

Dubin continued to engage in Shtadlanut under the new conditions, and

entrusted all communal affairs, particularly culture, education and schools,

to the young men of the Agudat Israel. These abandoned all communal

fairness, exploited their preferential position and wrought havoc in the

secular school system. They compelled the teachers to wear skull-caps, and

dismissed those who refused, declaring that any teacher with liberal views

was unsuitable for the Fascist Authorities. Incidentally, they prohibited the

teaching of Bialik and Jewish history according to Dubnow in the schools.

At the same time Dubin, in accordance with his own practice, saw to it that

the dismissed Jewish teachers all received compensation or regular pensions.

In 1940 Dubin was arrested by the Russians. He was released in due

course and continued to deal with communal matters, baking Matzot and

dealing with the affairs of the Hevra Kadisha Burial Society. He was there-

fore re-arrested and died in a Concentration Camp. In spite of all difficulties

he held firm and fast to his principles, remaining Orthodox and observing

all commandments until the last moments of his life.

Rabbi Mordechai Nurock, head of the Mizrahi, was a communal leader

of quite a different type. The Mizrahi in Latvia was also hardly a mass

political movement; although its representatives, unlike those of the Aguda,

supported the communal democratic tradition of the World Zionist Move-

ment. Many voted for the Mizrahi list largely because they so esteemed the

personality of Rabbi Nurock. He was the son of an outstanding family in
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Kurland that belonged to the Rabbinical family Lichtenstein, the son of the

Rabbi of Mitau, capital of Kurland, enjoyed an extensive Jewish and general

education and was popular among Baltic Jewry. As a modern member of

Parliament in every sense of the world (he was a Delegate to the Inter-

national Congress of Minorities) he was also highly respected by non-Jewish

circles. In the Seim he usually supported the Democratic and Left Wing,

and every combination of a Leftist and Liberal Coalition took him into

account. For many years Rabbi Nurock was Chairman of the Keren Ha-

yesod Centre in Riga, and he was constantly returned as a Latvian Delegate

to Zionist Congresses.

Apart from Rabbi Nurock, the active leaders of the Mizrahi included

his brother. Rabbi Dr. Aaron Nurock of Libau, who was also a Seim

member for some time; Rabbi Ben Zion Don Yahya of Lutzin; Moshe

Weinberg; Menahem Mendel Gor; Hayyim Yaffe; Rabbi Zeev Arie Rab-

biner; and Reuven Hovsha. Sympathisers with the Mizrahi included the well-

known industrialist Abraham Sobolevitch, a man of outstanding qualities,

a philanthropist, Keren Hayesod leader and head of several charitable

societies.

There were two Jewish Socialists in the Seim: Professor Max Matatiahu

Laserson of the Zeirei Zion (whose representative in the Constituent As-

sembly had been Dr. Jacob Heilman) and Dr. Noah Maisel of the Bund.

They were elected by the Jews of Latgale, the easternmost province of

Latvia, which contained most of the poor and toiling Jews. Naturally they

were both included in any Left-wing Coalition, but waged a harsch com-

munal struggle with one another, chiefly with regard to Hebrew schools.

About this we have written above.

However, there were also occasions when all the Jewish delegates in

the Seim united together. This happened whenever the Antisemitic parties

tried to restrict the rights of the Jewish minority or their representatives

spoke against the Jews. At such times all the Jews rose as one man to repel

the attack, and each hit back in his own style.

The Jewish Seim delegates mostly spoke only on Jewish questions, but

Professor Laserson, as an expert on International Law, also used to parti-

cipate in general discussions, and would sometimes address Plenary Sessions

on behalf of the Legal Commission.

The Bund, as already remarked, was organised as a section of the Lat-

vian Social Democrat Party. In spite of this it was fully involved in Jewish

life and was very active among the Jewish workers. At the same time it

always did its best, in accordance with long-established Bundist practice, to
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appear as “the only representative of the Jewish Proletariat.” This monopoly
was not unsuccessfully contested by the Zionist Socialist Movement, of

which more will be told below. The Bund had their Youth Organisation

and the “Zukunft” Student Organisation. Apart from Dr. N. Maisel the

following were among the outstanding leaders: In Riga I. Rabinovitz was
a Delegate to the Latvian Constituent Assembly and an active Trade

Unionist. Engineer Isaac Berz, Head of the Yiddishist Gymnasium, was
also a Delegate to the Constituent Assembly. The teacher Israel Braun was

the brother of an Underground leader known as “Sergei” in the days of the

Tsar. In Dvinsk were P. Meiksin and the journalist Isaac Levin-Shatzkes.

In Libau there was the teacher Alkishik, Bann and the Dentist Berzner.

The leaders of the Youth and Students’ Organisation were Moshe Dribin,

Isaac Seligmann and Jungelson.

IV

Yet political activity was only part of the communal life of Latvian

Jewry. As remarked, the Jewish population was largely Zionist. The Zionist

parties engaged in widespread and continuous activities on behalf of the

National Funds. The Labour Eretz Israel Movement also worked for His-

tadrut institutions in Eretz Israel. Shekel-selling and Congress elections en-

gaged thousands of Jews in every town and village, while Halutz training

absorbed hundreds of youngsters of both sexes and all Zionist currents.

As a rule representatives of all groups were elected to the Zionist Con-

gresses : Mizrahi, General Zionists, Socialist Zionists, Revisionists and later

the Jewish State Party (the Grossmanists) which was small and had little

communal influence.

The General Zionists were almost all Progressives of Group A. They

were headed by Eliezer Ettingen, representative of the Shell Company in

Latvia, who virtually maintained the party he represented. The General

Zionists gave the Movement a group of active and faithful leaders, some

of whom we mention here: Advocate Z. Tron, Delegate to the Latvian

Constituent Assembly and for many years Chairman of the Latvian Jewish

National Fund Centre; Dr. J. Jaffe, Director of the Jewish “Bikkur Holim”

Hospital; Dr. H. Wassermann, head of the Society for Art and Science and

founder of the Riga Hebrew Gymnasium; Mr. Payenson, Chairman of the

Eretz Israel Office, and Mr. Scheinberg, its long-standing Secretary; Dr.

Raik, member of the Eretz Israel Office; the well known merchant Mendel

Lulov, supporter of Hehalutz and Labour Eretz Israel, with Mrs. Lulov

who also actively supported Hehalutz and the League for Labour Eretz
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Israel; Mr. Finkelman, veteran worker for the Jewish National Fund, first

in Dvinsk and later in Riga; Zalman Rabinovitch; Dr. Abraham Salkind;

Professor Benjamin Sieff, the wellknown publicist and economist, who after-

wards lectured at the High School of Law and Economics in Tel-Aviv;

Schechter the Hebrew teacher, a veteran Latvian Zionist; the veteran Zion-

ist Abraham Groys, Hayyim Joseph Gordon, Hayyim Tov; and of the

younger men who were active in the Herziia Zionist Youth and the Hehaver

Students Organisation — Dr. J. Shraga and Advocate Boris Gurevitch. Last

of all, the Zionist “patriarch” and honorary chairman of National Zionist

Conventions, Rabbi Naphtali Levin of Lutzin, who came to Eretz Israel

and lived with his grandson in Kvutza Kinneret, where he passed away at

a ripe old age.

The Wizo and Young Wizo Organisations did a great deal for the Na-

tional Funds, and many of the members of Young Wizo came to Eretz

Israel. Among their leading figures mention should be made of Mrs. J.

Friedlaender, Mrs. Raissa Rabinovitz, Mrs. Rachel Pernik, Mrs. R. Wein-

berg, Mrs. Lydia Dolgitzer and Mrs. J. Genin.

The visit paid by Zeev Jabotinsky to Riga in 1923 led to the foundation

in Latvia of the Zionist Revisionist Party and the Betar Youth Movement.

(This was the first branch in the world.) The Revisionists were headed by

Dr. Jacob Hoffman, a very active and faithful Zionist. Together with him

were A.B. Gamzu of Lutzin, Elhanan Halperin, M. Sussman, A. Crystal

and others. For several years there lived in Riga and worked on the edi-

torial staff of “Dos Folk”, with Z. Latzki-Bertholdy , the well-known jour-

nalist Dr. Joseph Schechtman, companion and follower of Zeev Jabotinsky,

who in due course became the representative of the Revisionists in the

highest institutions of the Zionist Organisation.

The Betar Organisation gathered its own dedicated and active Zionist

youth. Among its leaders mention should be made of Aaron Propes, En-

gineer Michelson, Advocate M. Joelson, M. Zelikovitch, M. Gold, Z. Le-

venberg, A. Dissentchik, B. Lubotzky (now Benjamin Eliav), Nathan Michlin

and D. Wahrhaftig. Throughout the years of its existence the Latvian Betar

maintained an agricultural training farm. Special mention should be made

of their marine training ship. They acquired the “Theodor Herzl” of 300

tons with the assistance of the “Yacht Club” and the contributions of

Rudolf Kaplan, owner of the Delka Textile Factory in Riga; and they gave

marine training to scores of youngsters.

The Revisionist Party, together with its youth movements of Betar and

the Hashmonai Students Cooperation, was a very active Zionist group
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indeed; and this was reflected in the elections to Zionist Congresses. For

some time they issued their own newspaper, “Qvent-Post”, which was closed

at the time of the Fascist coup d’etat.

When the Revisionist Party split a “Grossmanist” Group was established

in Riga and headed by Nahum Moskowsky. Its active leaders included

Moshe Cohen. Both of them had formerly been members of the Zeirei Zion.

The largest and strongest Zionist Party, which operated in all fields of

communal and political life, was the United Zionist Socialist Party (Zeirei

Zion — Z.S.). It received a relative majority in all elections for Zionist

Congresses.

The Zeirei Zion Party in Riga was founded as a “Peoples’ Fraction”

as early as 1912 by Zeev Levenberg, a delegate to the Zionist Congress

before the First World War, Hadassah Schneurson-Litwin and Abba Kar-

nibad.

When the Latvian Republic was established the Zeirei Zion became

one of the leading parties of the Jewish Community. Apart from Dr. Jacob

Heilman and Professor Max Laserson who have already been mentioned,

the party had a number of active members who left their impression in

every field of communal life. The chairman of the Central Committee was

Engineer Mendel Bobe, one of the leading workers for the Kupat Holim

of Riga, who was also active in Credit Cooperatives and the Clerks’ Union.

Other active members included: the gifted journalist Yerahmiel Vinnik; his

wife, nee Rivka Rasby; the teacher Zvi Gorfinkel; Judah Yatskan and his

wife Zosia nee Wittenberg (who perished under the Nazis); Meir Ziegler

and his wife Rivka nee Meirson, who also perished under the Nazis; Ad-

vocate Philip Latzki who was a Delegate at the National Council; Sussman

Galle who perished under the Nazis; the teacher Z. Michelson and his

brother Zvi Michelson; Dr. Z. Gordin, a member of the Dvinsk Municipa-

lity who was active in the OZE; the pharmacist Feibush Riebush of

Rezhitza; Engineer Zalman Chanutin; Judah Jaffe who was engaged in

the Credito Cooperation of Dvinsk; Isaac Weisspap and Antonovsky of

Lutzin; Leib Tagger, one of the founders of the journal “Unser Weg”;

Moshe Gerson, a founder of the Hashahar Student Society; the Pharmacist

Ber Levin; the publisher Moshe Lvovitch; Joseph Krupkin, Vice-Chairman

of the Eretz Israel Office in Riga; the Dentist Dr. Zvi Liknaitsky. Hehalutz

leaders included Moshe Levius and Jacob Seltzer; Ezekiel Magidson and

Baruch Cohen, both of Libau; Dr. Zeev Merlin, Zalman Etkin, etc.

The Zeirei Zion played a large part in setting up the general Jewish

press in Latvia. In addition the Party published the Zionist daily “Unser
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Weg” whose chief editor was Dr. Jacob Heilman while the Editorial Secret-

ary was Moshe Schattenstein.

The Z.S. Party was founded in 1922 from the left wing of the Zeirei

Zion after the split in that party. The first group was established a year

earlier in Dvinsk on the initiative of Samuel Sragovitch, but the party began

to operate on a countrywide scale only shortly after the split. It expanded

activities following the arrival of Dr. V. Adler from Russia. (In 1929 he

received a visa to visit his family in Moscow and stayed there. In 1939 we

learnt that he was no longer alive.)

The members of the last Central Committee before the Union with the

Zeirei Zion were I. Meirson (Maor), Chairman; Engineer Joshua Hayyimo-

vitch. Secretary; Jacob Shlez; Engineer Abraham Ribovsky, who was active

in the ORT; the teacher J.H. Port; Agronom Arieh Liak; Dr. Abraham

Liak the lawyer; the teacher Moshe Bliach; Dr. Shneour Levenberg. Active

members were: Dr. M. Zand, member of the Dvinsk Municipality; and in

Libau Moshe Elkes, Engineer P. Leviatan and the brothers Eidelman.

Among other founders mention should also be made of Zalman Slivkin and

Alta Rachman.

The Z.S. party succeeded in bringing to the Halutz Movement large

groups of working and studying youth who had formerly been far from

Zionism. It also brought in Jewish workers and working intelectuals. The

representatives of the party were actively engaged in Hehalutz, in Zionist

Institutions, Trade Unions, Municipalities and Jewish Communities. A Zion-

ist Socialist Youth Organisation known as “Z.S. Jugendverband (Noar Bo-

rochow)” was organised by the Party. Its active members included: Alter

Goldman, Nathan Neishul, Abraham Burstein, Arie Liak, Simeon Draznin,

Naphtali Joel, Moshe Schwalb, Zvi Chernobrod, and Dr. Maharik. Mention

should also be made of some of the active female members: Golda Pitke-

vitch, Luba Levi and Bella Liak. Special mention should be made of Haver

Minkov (Hayyim Leib).

After the union between the two Labour parties Ahdut Haavoda and

Hapoel Hatzair and the establishment of Mapai in Eretz Israel in 1930, the

two Latvian Zionist Socialist parties were the first to unite in the Diaspora.

The Union Conference met in Riga in January 1931 and set up the United

Zionist Socialist Party. This union aroused a considerable echo in local

Jewish life and many young working and studying Jews joined on that

occasion.

Zionist Socialist youth was organised in three groups: The Hashomer

Hatzair (NETSAH, initials of Noar Tsofi Halutzi, Pioneer Scout Youth);
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Noar Borochow (Z.S. Yugent); and Gordonia. There was also the “Hasha-

har” Zionist Socialist Students* Federation. Many members of the Latvian

Hashomer Hatzair are to be found in kibbutzim: Abraham Ettingen; Moshe
Averbuch; A. Pruver; Eliezer Drobish; Moshe Tel-Tsur; etc. Special men-
tion should be made of Sioma Sheinkman, who drowned in Lake Kinneret

shortly after his arrival in Eretz Israel. Most of the Gordonia members are

to be found in Mishmarot, others in Geva. Active Hashahar members now
in Tel-Aviv include Immanuel Glickman and his wife Etia Gamosh; Baruch

Bag; Judge Eleazar Selikson; Joshua Hayyimovitch; etc. The Hashahar

representative on the Riga University Students’ Council was Dr. Shneour

Levenberg, now at the head of the Jewish Agency Offices in London.

The United Party Central Committee organised all the Zionist Socialist

Youth Movements in a single Federation and ensured friendly relations and

cooperation between them. Representatives of the Youth Organisations at-

tended meetings of the Party Central Committee in an advisory capacity.

As remarked, the Zionist Socialist Party faced the severe public com-

petition of the Bund, in both the Jewish and general Socialist Movements;

for the Bund lost no opportunity of impugning the Socialism of Zionists

in the eyes of the Latvian Socialists. Yet in spite of the ideological and

political contests between the two parties, animosity was absent between their

members. Indeed, there were cases of personal friendship. The same may
be said regarding the other communal currents in Latvian Jewry; an indica-

tion of their cultural level.

Both sections of the Poalei Zion were also found in Riga. They were

small groups of no particular public weight. The Left-wing Poalei Zion were

headed by Moshe Herzbach. The members of this group did not participate

in any Zionist activity, but were close to the Jewish Communists. At first

they collaborated with the latter in the Kultur Liga. Later they set up

their own Club called “Licht” (Light), but merged with the Communists in

due course.

The Right-wing Poalei Zion were a very small group. When this party

joined the Z.S. in Vienna in 1925, the veteran Hebrew teacher Samuel Herr

joined the Z.S. Central Committee as their representative.

To round off this description of community activity, mention should

be made of two other groups which, to be sure, were not large-scale political

movements; but they were important on account of the personalities that

headed them. These were the National Democrats, and the members of the

Folks-Partei. The former consisted largely of the leaders of the “Society

for the Dissemination of Culture (AFE)”, and were non-Zionists. At first
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they were openly anti-Zionist, but during the final years they also worked
for the Land of Israel and even supported the Training Centres. In Riga
this Society maintained not only an excellent Vocational Training School

in Riga but also a Training Farm for agriculture, almost all of whose stu-

dents were members of Hehalutz. They were trained by expert agronomists.

The leaders of the National Democrats were: Jacob Landau, Director of

the Jewish Department at the Ministry of Culture; L. Fishman, who was a

Delegate to the Constituent Assembly and the first Seim; Professor P.M.

Mintz; the banker Lebstein, who represented the non-Zionists on the Keren

Hayesod. The “Vetulia” Students Cooperation was associated with them.

The members of the Folks-Partei were not all ideologically akin. Among
them were avowed Yiddishists who stood firmly in the anti-Zionist camp
like the CISHO Group; and as against them stood a man like Latzki-

Bertholdy, once a leader of the S.S., the companion and disciple of Nahman
Syrkin. Long before he went to Eretz Israel he had virtually joined the

Labour Eretz Israel Movement, and was a member of the Jewish Agency

as a non-Zionist. When he came to Eretz Israel he joined Mapai.

Among other Folks-Partei leaders in Riga mention should be made of

Zalman Levitas, who was engaged with the ORT, and the journalist Dimant-

stein of Rezhitsa.

Other non-party communal workers were wellknown in the city, as

well as various party men who chose themselves special fields of activity.

Particular mention should be made of: Engineer Abraham Wolfson, a gen-

eral Socialist worker who was one of the leaders of the Sick Fund and

actively engaged in the Trade Union Movement; S. Schmuelson, a Sick

Fund leader from the Bund who had a poetic soul and tried his hand at

literary work, translating into Yiddish Alexander Blok’s “Twelve”, some

of Krillov’s Fables and passages from the children’s books of Chukovsky;

Dr. Boris Lifshitz, a Social Democrat, formerly a member of the “Iskra”

Group, who worked for the Sick Fund, gradually came over to the idea

of Eretz Israel and in 1929 visited the country together with Yanis Reims,

the Social Democrat Minister of Education who was the great poet of the

Latvian People; Dr. S. Lipshitz whose field was Credit Cooperation and who

is now a Director of the Ford Company in Israel; Advocate Libenson of

the Bund who was dedicated to the ORT; Dr. B. Herzfeld, a non-Zionist

Keren Hayesod supporter, and Director of the Linat Hatzedek Communal

Maternity Hospital; Dr. J. Eliasberg of the Bund, Physician and supporter of

the communal Sick Fund; Dr. B. Dubinsky of Left-wing circles. Chairman

of the OZE Society; Dr. Shabtai Kramer, one of the founders of the Sick
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Fund for Industrial and Commercial Workers (a general public institution

with a Jewish character) and its Head Physician; Dr. H. Tsivian, who re-

placed him after his death. However, we shall be doing far less than our

duty if we do not particularly mention the outstanding and exceedingly

wealthy philanthropist E. Mushkat, whose heart and hand were open to

every Zionist and Hebrew cultural activity, and who was a faithful friend

of the Halutz Movement.

V
In its public life Latvin Jewry was not isolated or self-enclosed. It was

in close touch with World Jewry through the representatives it sent to World

Jewish gatherings and the visits made by leaders, emissaries, writers and

poets. Riga was frequently visited by outstanding writers and thinkers, to-

gether with other cities of Latvia. Those who came included: Ch. N. Bialik;

Saul Tscheraichovsky ; the Yiddish writer David Bergelson on his way to

Russia; the poet David Hofstein on his way to Eretz Israel, though he after-

wards returned to USSR; the poet Itzik Manger; Dr. Hayyim Zhitlovsky;

the Hebrew and Yiddish writer Z. Anochi. Then came the leading figures

of the Jewish Scientific Institute IVO, the philologists Dr. Max Weinreich

and the martyred Z. Kalmanovitch, who was murdered by the Nazis; R.

Abramovitch, leader of the Russian Social Democrats and the Bund; Dr.

Syngalowsky, a leader of the ORT; and others. Riga was also the first

station of Habima, the Hebrew National Theatre, on its way from Russia

to Eretz Israel. Its performances were a national festival for Latvian Jewry

and a deep experience for the actors, who came into close touch with a

Zionist public and youth here for the first time.

Latvian Jewry also warmly welcomed the leaders of the Zionist Move-

ment when they came to Riga on various missions. Among them were:

Menahem Ussishkin, Berl Katnelson, Hayyim Arlosoroff; Zeev Jabotinsky;

Rabbi Meir Berlin (Bar-Ilan); Leib Jaffe; Alexander Goldstein; Shlomo

Kaplansky; David Remez; David Ben-Gurion; Zalman Rubashov (Shazar);

Eliezer Kaplan; Meir Grossman; Baruch Zuckerman; Isaac Gruenbaum;

Professor Selig Brodetzky; Kurt Blumenfeld; Nathan Bistritzky; Levi Shkol-

nik (Eshkol); Engineer J. Friedland of Haifa; the writer S. Zemach; Nahum
Verlinsky; Dr. Arie Tartakover; Joshua Manoah; Gershon Hanoch; A. I.

Juris, etc.

Those who visited Latvia on behalf of the Labour and Halutz Move-

ment included: Ada Fishman (Maimon); Isaac Tabenkin; Joseph Baratz;

Aaron Zisling; Eshed (Eisenberg); Engineer Anshel Reiss; Z. Feinstein
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(Shefer); Nahum Ben An; David Sverdlov; Zifroni of Ayelet Hashahar;

and others. Persons who passed through Riga on the way from Russia to

Eretz Israel included Eliahu Epstein (Eilat) who was afterwards Israel

Ambassador in London; and Zalman Aharonovitch (Aranne, afterwards

Minister of Education and Culture in Israel).

Emissaries of the Histadrut to Hehalutz and the Zionist Youth who
stayed in Latvia a longer time included the following members of Afikim:

Eleazar Galili; Joseph Yisraeli; Arieh Golani and Arieh Bahir. Others were

Zeev Shaaref (now a Minister in the Israel Government); Moshe ben-Ellul

who came from Riga and is now a member of the Davar editorial staff;

Pesah Gamadi (Krollik, now on the Histadrut Central Committee); David

Hagai of Mishmarot, originally a member of Gordonia in Latvia; and others.

In these few pages we have not given a detailed description of the

communal and political life of Latvian Jewry. We have only sketched a

few characteristics showing the spiritual and public image of a single tribe

in Israel which was not very large in numbers but had a rare quality, a

nobility of spirit, wealth of culture and ample activities.

We have mentioned only those whose names came to mind while we

were writing. There are certainly a great many more who deserve to be

mentioned, among both those who are now living in Israel and the Diaspora

and those who have passed away.

We have done our best to describe the activities and essential character

of all communal and political currents without discrimination. If we have

dedicated rather too much space here to Zionist Socialism, it was not be-

cause of any intention to make the others appear less important. This, it

should be remembered, is only a brief collection of memories. It is only

natural that details about the group he himself belonged to should be

engraved most deeply in the memory of the writer.
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THE JEWS AND THE LATVIAN PARLIAMENT, 1918-1934

Note : Professor M. Laserson was a Member of the First, Second, and Third

Latvian Seims, In addition to the sources listed in the course of this essay,

the author made use of the following Minutes :

1. Minutes of the National Council — Latvijas Tautas Padome.

2. Minutes of the Constituent Assembly — Satversmes Sapulce.

3. Minutes of the Four Seims.

L THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
(November 1918—April 1920)

THE first period of Latvia’s independent existence was not a convenient

one for any open efforts of the Jewish minority to ensure its rights.

Enemy forces had not yet left the country. They continued to threaten

the independence of the youthful State, and hence the time was not yet ripe

for the preparation of an organic Constitution. On 18th November, 1918,

to be sure, the National Council had met in Riga and solemnly proclaimed

the Independence of Latvia. This, however, was only a first step intended

primarily for the outer world, particularly the victorious Allies in the West.

At the time the Members of the Council were concerned only with sketching

the basic foundations of the future political and social structure.

These foundations were published as a “Political Programme’" which

proclaimed the sovereignty of the New Latvia. The document expressed

the need for calling a Constituent Assembly with members chosen in free

elections; and the interim establishment of a Provisional Government.

Although the First Meeting of the National Council was attended only

by representatives of Latvian parties and groups (who themselves were

appointed or nominated, not elected since there was no possibility of holding

proper elections under the conditions then current), it was resolved on that

occasion that representatives of the National Minorities in Latvia ought

also to participate under Article Four of the political platform

:

1) The national minorities are to send representatives to the Consti-

tuent Assembly and the Legislative Institutions on the basis of

elections by proportional representation.

2) The national minorities participating in the National Council will

also participate in the Provisional Government.

3) The social and national rights of the national minorities shall be

secured by the basic laws of the State.
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Nor was that all. At its first Meeting the National Council gave ex-

pression through the speeches of its members to its firm desire to bring

the minority groups into the structure of the new State. This desire found

expression on the part of both right-wing and left-wing circles. Karl Ul-

manis, whom the National Council elected as the first Prime Minister of

the Provisional Government, declared inter alia in his programmatic address:

“In this task of renewing the fife and restoring the economic progress

of our country all the citizens of Latvia can participate. All of them

will be able to benefit from the fruits of our independence. All

citizens without distinction of nationality are invited to help us in

our work, for all the peoples of Latvia are assured of their rights.”

In the Official Declaration read at the National Council by Dr. P.

Kalnin in the name of the Social Democratic Labour Party of Latvia, we

read in Section 8:

“All languages will be given equal rights in schools and life. National

minorities will enjoy national and personal autonomy.”

Both the Government programme and the speeches of the Council

members attest to the fact that the main groups of the Latvian people

aspired, from the earliest days of their independent State, to recognize the

cultural rights of the minority peoples, as well as their right to take an

active part in the political life of the country. In view of the great im-

portance of this aspiration for the fate of the Jewish minority in Latvia,

it is only proper to consider the matter in greater detail.

In the ample literature dealing with national minority rights there is a

general opinion that the liberal attitude of the Baltic Republics, and more

particularly of Latvia, towards their national minorities, derived from their

international obligations to ensure minority rights. In actual fact, however,

there is a clear distinction between the Minority Treaties signed by Poland,

Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Roumania and Greece when established or

reestablished in the years 1919-1920* (in which they undertook to base

their constitutions on equal rights to all citizens of the country without

distinction of race, language or creed, and including national minority rights),

and the declarations which were signed by the Baltic States immediately

after their political establishment in the years 1918 and 1919.

* Although Roumania and Greece had been in existence for many decades before

the First World War, they were so much transformed after the Versailles Peace

Treaty of 1919 (their areas being expanded and the nationalities resident within

their territories being increased), that they also had to sign national minority

treaties together with Poland, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia.
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Even more important, however, than the legal distinction between those

treaties and the Declarations was the political character of the youthful

Baltic States. The majority peoples dominating them, particularly Latvia,*

had been minorities themselves within the Russian Empire. The Latvians,

like several of the peoples of the Caucasus, had taken an active part in the

Russian Liberation and revolutionary movement of 1905-1906. Like the other

minorities in the frontier areas of Russia, and like the Jews who were

dispersed throughout the Western part of its territory, the Latvians had

been among those who demanded natianal minority rights and were opposed

to Tsarist Russification and centralisation. In Latvia close ties had actually

been established between the Latvians and the Jews as minorities deprived

of rights from the beginning of the Twentieth Century. These ties had

found expression in particular during the 1905 Revolution when the Central

Committee of the Revolutionary Movement in Riga, known as the Federa-

tive Committee, had been composed of representatives of the Latvian So-

cial Democrats and the Jewish Bund. During the subsequent years the

moderate Latvian and Jewish circles united for the elections to the Russian

Duma. Their blocs of electors joined together against the German electors.

It is therefore clear that the political past of the Latvian People as an

opposition national minority under Tsarist rule in Russia did not permit

it, during the establishment of its independence, to proceed immediately

to an extreme Chauvinism. This is one of the basic factors which led the

Latvian National Council to adopt a positive attitude towards its national

minorities, long before it signed any international obligation in this respect.

There were also a number of incidental considerations which compelled

the Latvians to respect the rights of the national minorities.

After November 1918 Latvia was in a state of chaos. The country had

been split in two by one of the principal Fronts of the First World War,

and was ruined and desolate. Its industry had in part been destroyed by

artillery bombardment and in part had been transferred to inner Russian

provinces in 1915. Tens of thousands of Jews had been expelled from

Kurland in Spring 1915 by order of the Russian Commander-in-Chief,

Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolayevitch, and had been followed by hundreds

of thousands of Latvian peasants, workers and intellectuals.

* It should be noted that in political-juridical-historical literature before the First

World War only Latvia and Esthonia were regarded as Baltic Provinces, as they

had originally been under the rule of the Livonian Order.
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It was absolutely necessary to establish a united front against the re-

actionary Junker regiments which were still concentrated in Kurland under

the German General Von der Goltz, and against the Red Army which

was still stationed in Latgale and was prepared to advance at any moment
against the weak new country. The minorities included a considerable

number of industrialists and business men with foreign ties, and persons

who still retained part of their property and money. They included a

large number of members of the liberal professions who were also a very

useful group in the emergency conditions.

Besides, the youthful Latvia wished to prove to the Allies — Great

Britain, France and U.S.A., on whose kind graces it was dependent —
that it was not a Chauvinist country but a modern parliamentary state that

respected law and order and aimed at peace and compromise.

The convenient position of the national minorities could also help to

prevent hesitant groups among the Germans of Latvia from joining the

reactionary Activists of the “Landeswehr” and Von der Goltz. And it

would also prevent hesitant Russians from joining the counter-revolutionary

forces of Bermondt-Avaloff or Yudenitch.

In view of all these considerations the third Meeting of the National

Council, held on 4th December 1918, co-opted three Jewish and four

German representatives, while the total number for all Latvian Parties at

that session was only 47. (The names of two of the Jewish Representatives

have been preserved in the Minutes of the National Council. They were :

Aaron Papiermeister and Samuel Henkin.)

At the Fifth Session of the Council, which was held on 6th December,

1918, the Jewish Delegate Aaron Papiermeister, supported by the Social

Democrat group, submitted the following question to the Ministry of In-

terior :

“Is the Minister of the Interior aware that Latvian citizens returning

from Russia are being subjected to persecution by the local author-

ities, who arrest them and impose various hardships upon them?

What steps does the Ministry of the Interior propose to take in order

to put an end to these malicious activities on the part of the local

administrations towards citizens returning to the homeland, and in

order to secure their undisturbed return ?”

At the same meeting a draft law was presented for Latvian Courts,

which provided that those appearing before them would be granted the

right to make use of the Courts and submit documents thereto in the
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Russian and German languages; and that the judges were to have a

knowledge of those languages. Delegate Henkin submitted a proposal that

Yiddish should be given identical rights, particularly in Latgale, but his

proposal was rejected.*

As remarked, two of the larger neighbours of Latvia, Germany and

Soviet Russia, set out to interfere with the growth of the new State, although

they had different objectives. Both of them retained vestiges of their armed

forces in Latvia. The Soviet units held the capital, Riga, and compelled

the Provisional Government and its institutions, including the National

Council, to proceed north-west into Kurland. On the other hand the Allies,

headed by Great Britain, were interested in intensifying the struggle against

Soviet Russia, and permitted the forces headed by Von der Goltz to re-

main in Latvia after the collapse of Germany. This General held under

his command not only the purely German units, consisting largely of ad-

venturers who had been promised that the land of the country would be

shared out among them at the end of the War, but also units of the local

Landeswehr, a force consisting chiefly of soldiers of Baltic German origin,

whose officers belonged to the landed German gentry of the region. Among
them were Baron Manteufel, Von Strick, Pfeffer, etc. There were also

young Jews in the Landeswehr, who belonged to pro-German “aristocratic”

Jewish families of Kurland and Riga.

The Landeswehr also tried to attract “Quislings” from the Germanized

and conservative Latvians. They succeeded in exploiting, not without a

certain diplomatic gift, the fears that the Latvian Provisional Government

entertained in respect of Russian Bolshevism. They continuously reiterated

that they and the Latvians were united in their common desire to defend

their Homeland against the domination of “Russian Bolshevik Barbarism.”

The Baltic Germans made every effort to win the approval of the Allies,

imputing Bolshevik sympathies to all the Latvian peasants. The Baltic

Barons presented themselves to England and France as “the only defenders

of Western Civilization against the anarchy of Moscow Bolshevism.”

On the other hand, the Germans did not reveal any sign whatsoever

of anti-Semitism at the time. Indeed, as long as the Jews of Kurland and

a not inconsiderable part of the Jews of Riga continued to be influenced

* The attack of the Soviet Forces on Riga led the Provisional Government and

National Council to move to Libau. We have in our possession the regular

Minutes of Meetings of the Council only from the time that these were renewed

on 12th May 1919.
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by German culture, spoke German and were anti-Russian in their feelings,

— opposing first the anti-Semitic Tsarist Russia and later the anti-bour-

geois Soviet Russia — there was no fear of anti-Semitic manifestations.

One may go further: The Germans regarded the presence of Jews in Latvia

as of benefit to themselves. For the Germans constituted only 4% of the

population, and found it convenient that the existence of a Jewish minority

reduced the overwhelming weight of the Latvian majority.

Here a sociological phenomenon, which emerges so clearly throughout

the history of the Jewish Exile, made itself manifest once again. Wherever

the German minority met the Jewish minority (until the time of Hitler,

naturally), a friendly partnership was established between them, in which

the Germans were generally the gainers while the Jews were the losers. In

the Province of Posnan (or Posen), for example, which passed into German
hands after the partition of Poland, the Germans had used the Germanized

Jews as an auxiliary support against the Poles. And indeed, as soon as

Posnan was restored to Poland in 1919, the Jews felt all the depth of Polish

rancour. Something similar happened in Czechoslovakia. As long as Bo-

hemia and Moravia were included within the Austro-Hungarian Empire

the Jews of those two countries were regarded as Germans because they

spoke the German language. After Czechoslovakia came into being, the

local Jews had to bear the consequences of their ties with the Sudeten

Germans and those who lived elsewhere.

The activities of the Landeswehr circles against the Provisional Gov-

ernment of Latvia continued during the Winter of 1918-1919. On 16th

April 1919 a revolt came about in Libau. It was headed by the Latvian

Priest Andrei Niedra, who joined the Germans together with his Latvian

supporters. Pfeffer’s Regiment and part of the Landeswehr disarmed the

Latvian Unit that was stationed at the Military Port of Libau, pillaged the

Government stores, arrested two Members of the Provisional Government

and several high officials, occupied the Printing Press where currency notes

were printed, and seized the Provisional Government House itself after

murdering the guard.

At the first session of the National Council following the April Revolt,

which was held on 12th May 1919, Menders, representative of the Latvian

Social Democrats, announced that in order to achieve victory over the

German landed nobility who were supported by the Occupying Forces of

Von der Goltz, the Latvian Social Democrat Party would henceforward

support the Government of Ulmanis to the utmost. Menders went so far

as to publicly denounce the German Social Democrat Minister of War
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Noske, who “dared to lie to the German Constituent Assembly, where

he declared that the Latvian Social Democrats had requested General Von
der Goltz to remain in Latvia with his forces.”

At the same time L. Schreiner, Representative of the German Pro-

gressive Party, did his best to dissociate himself from the other Germans

who had revolted and were enemies of Latvian Democracy. To the applause

of the Assembly he demanded that Democratic Germany should pay atten-

tion to the voice of Democratic Latvia, and aid her in her difficult position.

At this historic session of the Council, which closed with an appeal

to the German Government in Weimar and the Allied Governments to

withdraw the German Occupation Forces at once from Latvia and provide

her with economic and political existence, no Jewish representative made

his voice heard. This in spite of the fact that when the Council met in

Libau J. Rabinovitz, J. Bann and J. Himmelfarb, three representatives of

the Bund, participated as members of the Social Democrat Faction. Also

present were Yudel Mark, representative of the Jewish Folk Party, and

Max Goldberg, an additional representative of the non-party Jewish Asso-

ciation.

The Jewish Left identified itself with the Latvian Soviet Democrats,

while apparently the representative of the non-party Jewish middle class

did not manage to declare his political position. At the time the Zionists

had no representative. Possibly the complete silence of the Jews can be

interpreted by the fact that the Council was meeting at Libau in Kurland,

whose Jewish population had been expelled by the Tsarist military rulers

and had not yet returned.

The Jewish representation changed in July, when the National Council

returned to the capital. At the session of 13th July, 1919, the following

composition of the Jewish representation was published: Simon Zacharovitch

and Isaac Berz for the Bund; Philip Latzky for the United Jewish Socialist

Party; Paul Mintz for the Jewish National Party, afterwards joined by L.

Fishman of the Middle Class Jewish Assimilationists; Zhano Tron for the

General Zionists and Mordechai Dubin for the Agudat Israel.

Most of those mentioned above were afterwards elected as Delegates

to the Constituent Assembly or to one of the Seims.

At the above Session of 13th July the Prime Minister, Ulmanis, in-

formed the National Council of the composition of the Government, whose

nine members included two German representatives and one Jewish repre-

sentative — Paul Mintz as Government Comptroller.

The composition of this Government met with very strong opposition
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because it did not include representatives of the Progressive groups while

its members included two local Germans, one of whom had been an active

supporter of the pro-German Government of Niedra shortly before. Even
the Radical Democrats who voted for the Government declared in their

speeches that they were supporting it purely as a transitional body, in order

that Latvia should not remain without a Government during that period

of international crisis when vestiges of enemy armies were still to be found

in the country. The speeches of Opposition delegates showed that this com-

position of the Ulmanis Government was in part the result of pressure on

the part of the Allies who wished it to appear as a Coalition of all the

anti-Bolshevik forces in the country, which should be composed of repre-

sentatives of the Latvians and the national minorities alike.

The attitude of the Jewish Delegates towards the new Cabinet varied.

As a representative of the Middle Class circles (one of them. Professor

Mintz, was a Member of the Government), Delegate L. Fishman spoke of

the national character of the new Government and confined himself to the

statement on behalf of the Jewish, Russian and German minorities that

they would vote for the Cabinet. On the other hand S. Zacharovitch of

the Bund, speaking as a Member of the Social Democrat group, declared

that only in so far as the new Government followed the lines laid down

by the Social Democrats could it expect their support. “We declare”, said

he, “that Mr. Mintz who has entered the Government is not the repre-

sentative of the Jewish people or of the toiling Jewish masses, but repre-

sents only the Jewish bourgeoisie and plutocracy.” The other remarks of

Zacharovitch on that occasion constituted the first clear and well-presented

Parliamentary address specifying the demands of the Jewish minority for

the recognition of its cultural and national rights, and particularly its right

to educational and administrative institutions.

In August 1919 a “purely” Jewish question was submitted to the

Minister of the Interior, and was signed by seven Jewish delegates and

three Latvian Social Democrat delegates. The contents of this question

were: 1) Why were letters to America which were written in Yiddish not

accepted at the Post Office? 2) Why had a Police Officer demanded, at a

meeting called in Riga by the Bund, that the proceedings and the debate

should be conducted in Russian; and when this illegal demand was not

complied with, why had the Police had broken up the meeting?

The National Council rejected the proposal to regard this question as

urgent, and it was referred to the Questions Committee.

Of greater importance was the discussion on the proposed Citizenship
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Law, which was held on 23rd August 1919. The Citizenship Law was of

major importance on account of the principles involved in all the new
States founded after 1919 and previously included within the three pre-

War Great Powers Russia, Austria-Hungary and Germany. These States

were not ethnically homogeneous. All of them contained a dominant national

majority and two, three and on occasion even more national minorities.

Hence all the Treaties known as National Minority Treaties, and dating

from 1919-1920, contain a paragraph confirming the rights of all permanent

residents to receive their citizenship without distinction of race, language

or creed.

In August 1919, however, Latvia was not yet bound by any international

obligation in respect of its Citizenship Law, and was free to act in ac-

cordance with its own sovereign decision.

However, in Latvia as well the question of citizenship immediately

involved the protection of the national minorities. As already pointed out,

in the middle of 1919 when the Citizenship Law was discussed, the country

had not yet been cleared of the forces of General Von der Goltz and the

Red Army Units. The Latvians still remembered the decisions of the shadow

Parliaments called Landrathen in Kurland and Riga, which met in 1917-

1918 and were participated in by German Barons and other nobles, together

with Germanized Latvian Quislings. These had humbly appealed to Kaiser

Wilhelm II to graciously annex them to Germany.

The affairs of the Jews were now combined with those of the other

two nations that had formerly been the rulers of Latvia, and whom the

vicissitudes of History and Fate had transformed into national minorities:

namely, the Germans and the Russians.

The debates at the National Council and the proposed Law of Citizen-

ship must be regarded as of major significance for any future political history

of Latvian Jewry. They concentrated on the first paragraph of the proposed

Law, which the Committee concerned had adopted in the following form:

1. A citizen of Latvia is deemed to be any subject of former Russia

without distinction of nationality or creed who dwells within the boun-

daries of Latvia, who originates from the districts comprehended

within the frontiers of Latvia, and who has not adopted any foreign

citizenship prior to the publication of this Law.

The majority of the Committee proposed the addition of an amend-

ment following the words “comprehended within the boundaries of Latvia”:
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“And which under the laws of Russia also belonged to those districts

even before the 1st of August ,
1914!'

This amendment deprived thousands of Jews of the right of automatic

citizenship at a single stroke. The reason was as follows: The term “be-

longed” could be interpreted as implying registration in an urban centre

or in some village. However, a very considerable proportion of the Jews

who dwelt in Riga and the surrounding Province, and who had settled

there from the Eighteen-Seventies until the First World War, were not

registered in the local communities but merely resided there in accordance

with administrative regulations. Only Jews holding land in Kurland and

Latgale had been registered in the towns and villages under the Tsar. Apart

from them the only Jews registered were a small number with special pri-

vileges, who resided in Riga and Livonia.

Accordingly the Jewish representative Philip Latzky, who at the time

belonged to the Social Democrat group, proposed another amendment

whereby the formal registration implied in the term “belonged to” was re-

placed by “resided in.” This amendment read: “And any persons who re-

sided in Latvia until 1st August, 1914”, i.e. until the outbreak of the First

World War. All representatives of the National Minorities supported

Latzky’s amendment, yet it gained only 18 votes in all. It is interesting that

the Latvian Social Democrat Group did not wish citizenship to be granted

to German colonist peasants whom the German Baltic Barons had brought

to Latvia on their own account in the years 1906 and 1907, after Latvian

peasants actively participated in the 1905 Revolution and burnt and destroy-

ed baronial mansions and estates. After 1905 the Baltic German nobles

took steps to settle their estates with German farmers and peasants in the

hope that they could rely better on them in case of agrarian disturbances.

It should be noted that Noske and the other German Right-wing Social

Democrats did their best in 1918 to support the “cultural and national

positions” of the German national minorities wherever the latter were to

be found, including the large landed estates of the German Junkers in

Latvia and Esthonia.

In the years 1906 and 1907 these German peasants were registered in

the village communities of Kurland and Livonia, but during the crisis

period of 1919, when all concerned were waiting for a decision regarding

the political fate of Latvia, many of them joined the Landeswehr alongside

the Germans and against the Latvians. To be sure, these German peasants
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numbered no more than some 4,000-5,000 in all.* In spite of this the Social

Democrat Group proposed an amendment to this paragraph which, if adopt-

ed, would automatically have deprived all German colonists of their Latvian

citizenship. This Amendment read: ‘ or any person who resided there for

not less than ten years before 1st August, 1914.”

German settlement, of course had commenced only about seven or

eight years before the specified date. But this amendment was also rejected.

On this occasion the Social Democrats did not refrain from displaying their

apprehensions regarding the Germans and Russians, and expressed their

full support of the Jews, particularly the toiling Jewish masses,** whom
the Tsarist Government had deprived of the right of registration in Riga

and Livonia.

Finally adopted was the amendment of the majority of the Committee,

which required proof that the intending citizen had been registered before

1st August, 1914.

In surveying the further activities of the National Council from the end

of August, 1919 until it ended its existence, it may be said that the Jewish

Delegates did not display their powers in carrying out their duties at this

first pre-parliamentary institution of the youthful State, which was struggling

for its existence.

It is instructive to observe the position of the Jews in discussing the

proposed law on the rights of languages in Courts, administrative institutions

and local Government bodies. The Jewish delegates were of the opinion

that it was their duty to endeavour to ensure absolute equality between the

rights of Yiddish and those of Russian and German. They paid no atten-

tion to the peculiar historical and political background of the country, and

also ignored the fact that all the intellectuals and a large part of the towns-

folk and peasants knew either German or Russian or both languages to-

gether, but did not know Yiddish. Two of the Jewish Delegates, Zacha-

rovitch and Latzky, made every effort to prove that the inclusion of Latgale

(the districts of the Catholic Latvians which had formerly constituted part

of the Province of Vitebsk and comprised the Districts of Dvinsk, Rezhitza

and Lutsin) would be impossible without the aid of the Jews of Latgale;

* There were also a certain number of Russian colonists whom the Tsarist Govern-

ment had settled in Latgale in the days of Minister Stolypin in order to russify

the province.

**See the speech of Tselen (L.T.P.) I, (pp. 238-240): “We are struggling against

speculation, but we shall not permit any attack on the toiling Jewish masses.”
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and therefore the Latvian administration had to know Yiddish. (“He who
wishes to rule in Dvinsk has to master the language of the Jews.”)*

It should be noted that the Germans and Russians, whose languages

had greater prospects of enjoying legal status in the Courts and other insti-

tutions, displayed a more cautious stand and did not stress that there was,

as it were, any link between the political future of the country and the

adoption or otherwise of the liberal law involving the languages of the

national minorities. The behaviour of the Jewish Delegates appears even

stranger in view of the fact that the attitude of the Jews towards Latvian

independence was basically more sympathetic than that of extensive circles

among the Russians and Germans, who had formerly ruled over the Latvian

majority.

The immaturity of the Jewish delegates at the Council was chiefly

displayed by the absence of the courage and capacity to stress a specific

Jewish approach in all problems affecting the political fate of the country.

Particularly characteristic were the debates conducted at the National

Council during September and October, 1919, when the political situation

of Latvia came under discussion. It then became clear that in order to

strengthen the State it would be necessary to make an alliance with Soviet

Russia. The Russian and German delegates had the courage to adopt a

firm and open stand against any peace negotiations, and in general against

the establishment of any diplomatic relations with the mighty Eastern

neighbour. The Delegate Presniakov, representative of the Russian National

Society, declared:

“Peace is impossible with Russia as long as the Bolsheviks are the

rulers there. Where is the security that the Russians will keep the

Peace Treaty and will not try to attack us when we are in a state

of peace . . .? After making a Peace Treaty with a new State the

Bolsheviks will direct all their forces against Democratic Russia . .

.

because in fact neither Denikin nor Kolchak exists and there is only

Democratic Russia.”

The German delegate Dr. P. Schiemann, speaking in the name of the

Democratic Group, also spoke against peace with Russia:

“Democracy will never be able to proceed shoulder to shoulder with

the Bolsheviks. Only the Reaction will be able to do this . . . Peace

with the Bolsheviks means nothing but continuous Civil War.”

These declarations were made by the Russian and German delegates

* Speech of P. Latsky, L.T.P. I, p. 268.
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at a time when Keller in Mitau raised a military force in order to attack the

Provisional Government of Latvia from Kurland. Latvian national interests

then required the conclusion of a Peace Treaty with Soviet Russia in order

that the country should be able to turn all its forces against the anti-demo-

cratic units of the Russian and German armies, headed respectively by

Rermondt-Avaloff, Keller, Von der Goltz and others. Yet throughout this

violent discussion of peace and the best methods of defending Latvian in-

terests in the New Europe, while the Allies were opposed not only to the

defeated Germany but also to Soviet Russia — throughout these discussions

of burning, intricate problems the voice of the Jewish delegates was never

heard. One may go further: Abroad it was possible to gain the impression

that the Jewish delegates did not in any way wish to utter any reservations

against the spokesmen of the other national minorities. This was exceedingly

short-sighted behaviour, particularly as the Kurland threat of the Keller

and Bermondt units was about to become a serious attack.

At the stormy Session of the National Council held on 9th October,

a formula was adopted which gained the support of all the Latvian groups.

In this formula the Allies were called upon to safeguard the Independence

of Latvia, and the need was also stressed for commencing immediate nego-

tiations for peace with Soviet Russia. Among the minorities, the German

Progressive Group was the only one to support this formulation. This small

group of Schreiner and Kluge was not represented subsequently in the Lat-

vian Parliaments, but at that critical hour it joined the fateful struggle of

the Latvian People for independence. The Jewish delegates, however, were

absent from the political arena. At that historic session a Latvian delegate

asked: “Where have the other Minorities vanished?” The reply came from

the seats of the Social Democrats: “They must have gone to Mitau!” (i.e.,

to the Headquarters of Keller and Bermondt.)

When the National Council had to leave Riga because of the advance

of the German and Russian military units from Kurland, and proceeded

to Wenden, the Jewish delegates were absent from the First Session held

in that city on 11th October, together with all the other Minority delegates

except the German A. Schoenhof, who represented the afore-mentioned

Progressive Group. Matters continued thus during the entire brief Wenden

period.

Early in November the military escapade of Bermondt was repulsed

with the aid of Lithuania and Esthonia, and the National Council returned

to Riga. At the meeting of the National Council held on 12th November,

the Latvian Delegates charged that the German delegates had been colla-
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borating with Bermondt. But Dr. P. Schiemann, the German delegate who
had been absent from the Council for several weeks, strongly protested

against these accusations. At this Meeting the Delegate Z. Tron was chosen

as Jewish representative on the Committee for amnestying political pri-

soners.

From November 1919, after the victory over the Bermondt Units and

until the final session of the National Council on 18th March 1920, the

Jewish delegates refrained almost entirely from participating in the delibe-

rations, although there were ample opportunities for letting themselves

be heard.

During the discussion on the Draft General School Law Dr. Eliasberg,

the Representative of the Bund, delivered an orthodox Marxist speech

against the Church and religious instructions in schools. Dubin, the Dele-

gate of the Agudat Israel, reacted by declaring that the words of Dr. Elias-

berg reflected his personal opinions only, while the Jewish masses had

widely different opinions on this matter. It is astonishing that even in the

debates on the schools of the National Minorities held on 2nd December,

1919, the Jews refrained from participating. The brief remarks of Berz

of the Bund, who restricted himself to speaking against the surviving russi-

fying or germanizing tendencies which had formerly reigned supreme in

Latvian schools, merely confirmed the opinion that the Jewish delegates

in the National Council did not appreciate the significance of this law,

which afterwards became famous in the History and Theory of National

Minority Rights in Europe as a model piece of legislation.

No less peculiar is the fact that the Jews did not participate in the

debates of 8th and 9th December 1919 on the composition of the new

Cabinet under Ulmanis, although a member of the Jewish group. Professor

P. Mintz, was included as Comptroller General. The German Delegate

Schiemann then expressed the views of all the minority groups regarding

a number of matters.

And it should be remarked that even in respect of so important a matter

for Jewish economic life as the establishment of the Latvian Economic

Council and the rehabilitation of industry from the ruins of war, not a

single authoritative Jewish voice was heard. Instead of supporting the Lat-

vian Social Democrats who struggled to renew industry and revive the

cities. Engineer Landau, the only Jewish delegate who participated in the

debate, rested satisfied with demanding that the State should not sell the

industrial enterprises of foreign companies since it would have to pay large

sums for them as compensation.
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Hence throughout the initial period of Latvia the Jewish delegates at

the National Council made no serious attempt to penetrate into everyday

political life and seize their proper position as representatives of the interests

of urban masses, who were not concerned with providing further pre-

ferential treatment to the upper strata of the well-established peasantry.

II. THE PERIOD OF THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
(May 1920-1922)

DURING the preparatory period that went before the Latvian Constituent

Assembly, the entire atmosphere of political life was transformed. The

uncertainty with regard to the political independence of the country had

gradually faded away. Her economic and diplomatic relations with the West

had assumed form. The complete separation of the state from Russia had

been achieved with the agreement of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Once Soviet Russia had recognised the independence of Esthonia by the

Peace Treaty of 2nd February 1920, there was no longer any doubt that

it would soon recognise Latvia too as an independent State. And indeed

the Peace Treaty between Latvia and Soviet Russia was signed on 11th

August, 1920. De facto recognition and the establishment of diplomatic

representation by the more important Western Powers reached their peak

in January 1921, when the League of Nations legally recognised Latvia and

Esthonia.

About 200,000 Latvians returned to their country during the period

that preceded elections to the Constituent Assembly, and while that body

was in session. Most of them were peasants, but they also included several

thousand Jews, chiefly from Russia.

Though we have no precise statistical information on the matter, it is

known that several thousand Jews who left Latvia either willingly or un-

willingly (namely, by order of the Tsarist Military Authorities), did not

return after the War. There is considerable interest in the following summing

up: The number of Jews in the area which afterwards constituted the State

of Latvia (i.e., Latgale, Kurland and Livonia) was as follows:

in 1897 — 142,000, or 7.4% of the total population;

in 1920 — 79,000, or 5.1% of the total population;

in 1925 — 95,000, or 5.3% of the total population.

Dvinsk can be taken as an example of the movement of Jewish popula-

tion in the cities of Latvia:

In 1897 it contained 32,000 Jews;
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In 1920 it contained 11,000 Jews;

In 1925 it contained 12,000 Jews.

In certain of the country towns of Latvia, where the Jewish population

had formerly constituted an absolute majority (e.g., Rezhitsa and Lutsin

in Latgale, and Bausk and Friedrichsstadt in Kurland) they were a minority

after the First World War.

The stabilisation of the general political situation, the slow improve-

ment of the economic position and the restoration of normal conditions

in town and country all helped the Jewish population to settle down and

awakened hopes for the future among them. The sense of general revival

in the country, the implementing of the land reforms, the repair of the

roads and the railways, the extensive building activities, all helped to bring

about an economic upsurge and increased the purchasing power of the

peasants and other consumers.

The large factories of Riga and other cities, to be sure, were only par-

tially restored; and an appreciable section of the skilled Latvian workers

who had been taken from Latvia in 1915 and 1916 and transferred to the

heart of Russia together with the factory machinery, did not return to

Latvia after the War was over. The timber industry, the sawmills, the

plywood factories continued to be held and managed by Jews in the new

Latvia as well. These Jews were not only owners of the plants but also

worked there as clerks and experts. All of these, together with other

branches of minor industries and handicrafts in which the Jews were en-

gaged, promised a flourishing period for Jewish enterprise as well during

the early days.

The political visage of Latvian Jewry began to change rapidly. The

days of the Tsar had passed never to return, taking with them the pro-

vincial paternalism of the well-to-do groups. All the Jewish communal

movements had been in a process of slow emergence before 1914 (apart

from the Socialist groups, particularly the Bund in Riga and the other

cities, which had displayed considerable political awareness and activity

even before the Russian Revolution of 1905-1906 and during that Revolu-

tion as well). Now all these Movements were compelled to display fresh

energy in order to participate in the political life of the youthful State and

help to shape its elected democratic institutions, and the Constituent As-

sembly first and foremost.

It was characteristic of the new situation that political representation

as well as the political struggle now assumed ethnic forms. In 1906 and

afterwards, during the period of the Russian Dumas, joint Jewish and
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Latvian blocs had come about during the Elections, thanks to which there

were Jewish Delegates from Kurland in each of the four Russian Dumas
in spite of the fact that the Province was not included within the Pale of

Jewish Settlement. In the new Latvia, however, there was no possibility

of establishing blocs of Jews and Latvians, or of Jews and Germans. Apart

from the dominant Latvians, all the other peoples residing in the country,

Jews, Germans, Russians, and Poles in Latgale, were organised in an auto-

nomous political federation. Even the Bund, which at the elections to the

Legislative Assembly had joined the general list of the Latvian Social De-

mocrats, had appeared with a list of its own from 1922, when the first

Seim commenced functioning in Latvia, and had appealed to Jewish elec-

tors only; and naturally the same was done by other Jewish groups and

parties. The Jewish representation went the same way in the first Parliament

of Latvia, in the Legislative Assembly and the four Seims that followed.

In all these Parliaments, except the fourth Seim which was elected in 1931,

the percentage of Jewish Delegates was identical with that of the Jews in

the population of the country, i.e., 5%. As a rule the number of Jews in

each Seim was 5 out of 100 Delegates. At the Legislative Assembly there

had been 6 out of 150 Delegates in all.

The basic political currents of the Jews were already plain to see in

the elections to the Legislative Assembly. At the extreme right was the

Agudat Israel, whose conservative orthodoxy did not prevent it from reach-

ing an understanding with the non-religious Conservative Assimilationists

who afterwards called themselves “National Democrats”. What they shared

in common was their rejection of all progressive economic policy, social

legislation and cooperation which, they held, constituted a major peril

to private enterprise in trade and industry; and they also shared appre-

hensions regarding agrarian reform. In its political tendencies the Jewish

Right was compelled to rely in part on the reactionary Baltic Barons and

the leading German factory-owners and big merchants in the cities, and

in part on the well-to-do and moderate Latvian peasants who were re-

presented in the Peasants’ Party (Zemnieku Savieniba). At the centre stood

the moderate Zionists, such as the General Zionists and Mizrahi, who com-

prised the liberal groups. To the left stood those with Zionist Socialist

aspirations and followers of the Bund, coming from the less prosperous

groups of petty traders, craftsmen and workers.

As regards this social difference within Latvian Jewry, it should be

remembered that during all the fifteen years of Parliamentary democracy

the Jews of the country were very much influenced by their geographical
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and cultural divergencies. The Jews of Latgale, who lived in the district

formerly included in the Russian Province of Vitebsk (Dvinsk, Rezhitsa

and Lutzin) and the Jews in one of the districts of the former Province

of Pskov, were the only ones who sent, to the Constituent Assembly and

three of the four Seims, the candidates of the Bund and the Zionist So-

cialists (Zeirei Zion — Hitahdut, later Zeirei Zion — Z.S.). Kurland and

Riga, which were never part of the Jewsh Pale of Settlement, did not give

any representation to the Left. In these regions, to be sure, there were

numerous Radical and Socialist circles who elected (Zionist or anti-Zionist)

Socialists for the Municipalities; but they were not strong enough to elect

such representatives to the Seim.

A vast wave of national exultation was felt by the Latvians during the

period of the Constituent Assembly, which remained in session from 1st

May, 1920 until Autumn 1922. The period of legal or illegal struggles in

1918 and 1919 had passed and was forgotten. The Nation now faced three

basic functions: First, an agrarian reform whose purpose was to make

an end of the land-ownership of the German nobles, a burden that had

been weighing on the Latvian People for seven hundred years; second,

preparing a basic Constitution aiming to rouse to political life a people of

whose past nothing was left but a heritage of folklore — proverbs, songs,

and folk tales — as well as a few remnants of a one-time material culture,

together with the first shoots of a modern literature; and third, prepara-

tion of a regular Budget for a new country that had lost its Russian “Hin-

terland” and its industrial markets, together with a considerable part of

its industrial workers; a country that was now compelled to proceed along

entirely new economic lines and achieve self-sufficiency.

If it is asked how the representatives of the Jewish minority behaved

in respect of the social and political shaping of the country in this initial

period, an answer can be given only by examining the precise reports of

the sessions of the National Council and Constituent Assembly.

If we study the details of the Agrarian Law proposed at the Consti-

tuent Assembly we learn that all this material expresses, first and fore-

most, the viewpoint of the Latvian majority. The extreme Right, headed

by A. Berg and Porgal, together with the majority of the Peasants’ Party

headed by Advocate Pauliuk and Karl Ulmanis, favoured the confiscation

of large estates, owned by the German nobility for the greater part; on

condition that compensation should be paid for confiscated areas. The

Social Democrats and part of the middle-class Radical Latvians were in

favour of confiscation without compensation.
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The struggle between the public and political views of these two Latvian

groups was a been one, and sometimes led to mutual charges of treason.

The representatives of the middle class insisted on their demand of com-
pensation for legal reasons, but even more for others of a political nature.

They said that the bourgeois West would react negatively to an extreme

agrarian reform without compensation, which might have a bad effect on

the financial credit and political confidence that Western Europe and U.S.A.

would show the new country.

The Social Democrats did their best to prove the reverse, relying on

historical precedents and pointing to the French Revolution and the United

States of America, which paid no compensation either to land-owners or

slave-owners. They based themselves on the natural rights of the Latvian

people whose country had been invaded by the Germanic Knights. These

had subjected the inhabitants to servitude, but the Latvians had never given

up their natural right over their land; and therefore the German Barons

had never acquired any rights to Latvian soil and there were no grounds

for the claim that they had been holding these estates for many centuries.

The Germans took a very active part in the debates on the agrarian

problem. Baron Fircks opened on their behalf and was supported by Ad-

vocate Magnus; and on occasion by Schiemann as well.

Both the Russian and Jewish blocs openly avoided participation in the

debate on this matter. Truth to tell, the Russians did voice an opinion.

But there were no Russian estate owners in the Baltic Provinces of Latvia.

These were to be found only in Latgale. The Jews naturally were not

directly concerned, because they had no landed property. Nevertheless the

Jewish bloc in the Constituent Assembly joined the Russians and Ger-

mans; and all three as the joint representatives of the National Minorities

submitted a special Draft Law to the Agrarian Committee of the Assembly,

with the following three main points:

1) First should come the partition of state and public lands, and

only then should the partition of lands belonging to private in-

dividuals be commenced;

2) The divided land should be allocated to recipients as private

property;

3) Land might be confiscated only after payment of reasonable com-

pensation to the owners, and only if the land was required for

directly productive purposes.

It is unnecessary to remark that this reactionary proposal was rejected

by the Agrarian Committee. By appending their signature to it, however.
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the members of the Jewish bloc entered into a moral and political asso-

ciation with the opponents of the agrarian reform. Furthermore, they were

carried along by the Germans. For the latter, agrarian reform meant the

complete destruction of their former status as masters of the country. For

Latvians it was an anti-feudal revolution which had been delayed for 130

years as compared with the French, who disengaged themselves from Feu-

dalism on 4th August, 1789. The Latvians, however, achieved their own
National Revolution with this step, for their feudal masters had been their

national enemies, the Germans. The latter did their best to exploit the

situation to their advantage, claiming that the Latvian Agrarian reform

expressed the national struggle against the Germans and was therefore

imbued with national animosity. Baron Fircks and his companions endea-

voured to degrade the great and just historical reform in this way. It is

hard to understand why the Jewish delegates had to identify themselves

in the eyes of the Latvian masses with the long-term oppressors of the

latter.

Instead of wisely evading the entire issue as they should have done,

the Jewish bloc adopted an even more right-wing and reactionary attitude

than that of the Latvian Peasants’ Party. At the first vote on the first

section of the Agrarian Reform Law, which was conducted by roll-call,

all the Jewish delegates voted together with the Germans against the

Social Democrats. They did the same in their further votes on the agrarian

question in the Constituent Assembly.

Naturally not one of the bourgeois Jewish delegates delivered even a

single speech in favour of agrarian reform. It seems that the solidarity

of the national minorities, even more than the social approach, influenced

Jewish tactics. However it should be remarked that the representatives of

the Jewish Left — Dr. Jacob Heilman on behalf of the Zeirei Zion — Hi-

tahdut, with Isaac Berz and Y. Rabinovitch, the two Bund Representatives

who belonged to the Social Democrat bloc, — also never spoke in favour

of Agrarian Reform. They rested satisfied with voting in favour of it to-

gether with the Social Democrats.

The only Jewish participation in the Agrarian debate was that of Ad-

vocate Tron, who spoke on the minor issue of the sale of forests and

timber, and in the spirit of the opponents.

The Jews also remained silent in the discussions on the second basic

problem of the Assembly, namely, the new Constitution.

At first sight these was no reason to have been apprehensive about

such delicate questions as might have arisen with the Agrarian problem.
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The bourgeois approach to social and economic matters left ample rooir

for political liberalism, and certainly for active defence of the rights o!

the individual and the collective rights of the national minorities. Unlike

the Jews, the Germans from time to time allowed themselves to make
liberal declarations; as was done, for example, by Dr. Paul Schiemann
In this way they did their best to atone for their social and economic
backwardness. The Jews however, did not take any appreciable part in

shaping the Latvian Constitution; although they included among them

Advocate Z. Tron, a General Zionist who had actively participated in the

1905-1906 Revolution under the Tsar as a Constitutional Democrat (Kadet)

and had been persecuted as a result.

The problem of the basic elements of the Latvian Constitution became
particularly acute when discussion commenced on its second Section.

The first Section specified the functions of Government institutions,

beginning with the authority of the Seim (Parliament), and the rights of

the President and the Delegates.

In discussing this Section Dr. Schiemann of the German bloc had
proposed in the Constitution Committee that Latvia should introduce the

bi-cameral system:* 1) An upper house to represent the interests of the

various social groups; and 2) a lower house to represent the entire people.

This system was desirable for the Germans because it would have increased

their political weight in the country. They were a minority amounting to

3j% of the total population, even fewer in number than either the Russian

or the Jewish Minority. They could hope that in the Upper House their

political weight would increase thanks to the special representation of pro-

fessionals, academicians, and religious representatives. However, their pro-

posal was rejected by a large majority and the Germans did not submit

it to the Plenary Session of the Assembly.

The fourth part of the Constitution dealt with the President of the

Republic. The Social Democrats opposed the introduction of one-man rule

resembling that of a monarch, and tended towards the principle of col-

lective rule, resembling the executive power in Switzerland and Esthonia.

In the Constituent Committee the representatives of the Minorities voted

with the right wing; and the majority resolved to introduce in Latvia the

office of President of the Republic, to be elected by the entire people for

* See my essay : 1) Die Verfassungsentwicklung Lettlands; and 2) Das Verfassungs-

recht Lettlands, published respectively in the Jahrbuch des Oeffentlichen Rechts
der Gegenwart, Vol. XI, 1922 and Vol. XII, 1923, Tuebingen.
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a period of six years (resembling the election of the President of Germany
according to the Weimar Constitution at the time). At the Plenary Meeting

of the Assembly, however, a compromise resolution was adopted whereby

the President of the State was to be elected for a period of three years

only; and by the Seim, not by the whole People.

As remarked, the Jews adopted an incomprehensible policy of silence

on these vital matters. Even in the General Debate they did not speak

on the Constitution during September 1921, when the Germans did parti-

cipate. In the discussion on the preamble to the Constitution, the Germans

proposed the inclusion of the clause: “Thanking Almighty God for the

liberty that has been won by the Latvian People” etc. But the Jewish

delegates did not vote either for or against this clause, nor did they refrain

from voting in spite of being present at the session. They simply did

not vote.

It is even more surprising that they adopted no clear-cut stand on

the question of proportional representation; a matter which could prove

decisive for all the national minorities, and particularly for the Jews who
were dispersed all over the country. It could have made all the difference

as to whether they would or would not have representives in the Seim.

In normal majority elections it was possible that only one Jew would be

elected — from the capital city Riga, the one urban electoral district. Only

by the method of proportional representation could the Jews hope to have

any permanent representation in Parliament, corresponding to their number

within the country.

It should be noted that the proportional representation system was

also to the advantage of certain political groups among the Latvian majority.

The system therefore also had its protagonists apart from the Jews; but the

latter repeated the basic exile practice which they used, consciously or

unconsciously, outside the Latvian Parliament as well. They did not defend

positions that non-Jews were in any case prepared to support. These tactics

concealed the constant fear that a certain issue might be transformed into

a “Jewish affair”. It was the old fear of what the Gentiles would say. But

the Jewish representatives forgot that these tactics also had another side.

They left the impression that the Jewish representatives were not among

the organic legislators of the country, because general problems were alien

to them and they were concerned only with Jewish or anti-Jewish problems

and events. The Jewish delegates rested satisfied with voting on questions

to various Ministers, and expressing confidence or no confidence in new

Cabinets. They were delegates in order to try and stave off trouble. Indeed,
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they certainly participated actively in Commissions, but to our regret

nothing is known of what they did in the absence of detailed Reports on
the work of those Commissions.

The following Jewish representatives participated in the Special Com-
missions of the Constituent Assembly:

The Commission for Finance and Budget: Aaron Nurock, Mizrahi;

The Commission for Organisation: L. Fishman, National Democrat;

The Legal Commission: Z. Tron, General Zionist;

The Commission for Social Legislation: Jacob Heilman, Zeirei Zion
— Hitahdut;

The Commission for the Constitution: 1) Jacob Heilman, Zeirei Zion

— Hitahdut; 2) J. Rabinowitch, Bund;

The Cultural Commission: 1) Isaac Berz, Bund; 2) L. Fishman, Na-

tional Democrat;

The Amnesty Commission: P. Mintz, National Democrat.*

On the Commissions the Bund delegates represented the Social De-

mocrat group and were bound by the decisions of the latter, whereas the

other Jewish representatives were members of the National Minorities block.

The Jews were not represented on the Agrarian Commission which

was the largest of all with forty members, including both Germans and

Russians. Nor were they represented on the Commission for Trade and

Industry, although Jewish commercial circles had ample interests of their

own when the new Latvia emerged.

The active participation of the Jewish delegates in the general legislative

work was important not only as helping to consolidate a democratic regime

on behalf of all the citizens of the country, but also as a means of in-

creasing their political significance in the eyes of the other members of

Parliament. The Germans understood this very well from the beginning of

Latvian Parliamentarism and endeavoured to participate in all Commissions

of the Constituent Assembly, including the Commission for Foreign Affairs.

The Jewish delegates, however, did not properly assess the importance of

committee work. They ignored the fact that in a Commission of 15-20

members there was considerable relative significance for a single Jewish

delegate who actively participated, since the representatives of other groups

* Paul Mintz, Professor of Criminal Law, joined the Ulmanis Government on 11th

June, 1920 as State Comptroller General. He therefore served for slightly more
than one month as a delegate to the Constituent Assembly, and was replaced by

Engineer Jacob Landau, another member of his party.
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were compelled to reckon with him in Committee more than at plenary

sessions of the Parliament. It would be far more important to persuade him

to adopt a certain stand while the law was being formulated than to win

his single vote in Parliament proper. In general, however, Jewish delegates

rested satisfied with discussing the draft laws of others and did not offer

any drafts of their own.* However, it should be noted that no specific

legislative style had fully developed at the Constituent Assembly.

There was, however, one admittedly restricted branch of legislative work
in which the Jewish delegates displayed their active interest both at the

Constituent Assembly and in the Seims. This was the problem of citizen-

ship, which had found unsatisfactory treatment in the Law of 1919. Only

by the subsequent amendments of the years 1927 and 1928 was this Law
appreciably expanded. The first attempts to extend it were made during

the Assembly. The earlier 1919 Law was more restricted in its range than

the legal provisions subsequently provided in the Minorities Treaties of

1919 and 1920, whereby it was sufficient for a person to have been per-

manently resident in some country for him to be granted automatic citizen-

ship there. The fact that much of Latvia had formerly been outside the

Jewish Pale of Settlement made the legal position of the Jews who had

settled in Riga and Kurland under the Tsarist regime a very difficult one.

The Latvian reactionaries and Chauvinists did not wish to recognise as

permanent residents in the country those Jews who were known as “The

men of the Eighties”, i.e., those who had settled in Latvia from 1880

onwards; nor those Jews who had been legally resident there from 1906

and who were known as “The Stolypinists”, because their residence had

been permitted by order of the Russian Minister Stolypin.

In September and October 1921 the German Delegate Schiemann, to-

gether with L. Fishman, J. Heilman and Z. Tron, demanded that the Citi-

zenship Law should be extended to cover the men of the Eighties and the

Stolypinists. This demand was satisfied only after some years had passed,

in the amendments to the Citizenship Law which were approved in the

years 1927 and 1929. But a beginning was made by the Jewish delegates

in the course of the Constituent Assembly.

Let us now consider their share in the solution of the third basic

problem: The Consolidation of the State Budget.

* At the Plenary Meeting of the Constituent Assembly, held on 16th September,

1920, Z. Tron submitted draft legislation on the Agreements for the Exploitation

of Forests, Water and Landed Properties.
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The need to prepare a regular Budget for the State emerged for the

first time only during the second year of the Assembly. The Law of the

Government Budget was first presented on 26th April 1921, when a dis-

cussion of principles began between the Society of Peasants and the Social

Democrats. Representative Bushevitz, speaking for the latter, said:

“There is much truth in the words of Mr. Klaube. It is true that we
have no stable currency and therefore the expenditures provided for

in the Budget will not correspond to the actual amounts expended.

It is true that we have no clear economic policy as yet. However,

is that any reason for our Government and State economy to be

cosducted without any Budget? It seems as though that is the wish

of Mr. Klaube.”

Yet the Jewish delegates did not participate at all in the deliberations

on this vital problem. It was as though the question of the Budget had

nothing to do with them.

Furthermore, when the Budget was very belatedly submitted for dis-

cussion, the Jewish representatives did not participate either in the General

Debate or in the itemized deliberations. This Budget was discussed from

14th June until 14th July, 1922, during fifteen sessions. And if we do not

take into consideration the criticisms voiced by J. Heilman* on the Ministry

of Justice, it may be said that the Jewish Delegates did not react even with

a single word.

It is possible to understand why in Autumn 1920 the Jewish delegates

did not participate in the debates on the findings of the Enquiry Com-

mittee about the activities of the wealthy Yankel Klein who owned an

electric mill, a sawmill and other plants in Autz, Kurland, and who had

purchased vast stores of goods from the German Military Authorities be-

fore they left Latvia. Here their silence was both comprehensible and

justified.

However, it is hard to understand why they did not participate in the

discussion of even a single problem of an economic, financial or industrial

character. They had nothing to say even on the question of taxation, parti-

cularly the Gradulated Income Tax; even though it was clear from the

* S. Sap. 1922, p. 1889. The remarks of J. Heilman dealt with the prohibition of

the use of the languages of national minorities in the Courts of Latgale and the

non-confirmation of real estate purchases by Jews. These remarks occupy only a

few lines in the hundreds of pages dedicated to Debates on the Budget.
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beginnings of the Constituent Assembly that the entire burden of taxation

would fall on the Jews of the country.

Their silence in respect of these questions can be partly accounted for

by the fact that among the six Jewish delegates there was not a single

economic expert. This phenomenon, incidentally, marked the four Seims as

well between 1922 and 1934. The Jewish delegates did not include any

economists, and therefore they had no reaction worthy of the name re-

garding economic regulations and laws. Among them were merchants and

industrialists, but even these did not spend any time in preparing and

mastering the legislative material affecting economic matters. However, it

must be noted that the considerable Shtadlanut (intercession activities) re-

quired of them during the Seims took up much of their strength and

time so that they had no possibility of dealing with economic and financial

legislation.

On the other hand, their activities were very noticeable, first in respect

of the anti-Semitic behaviour of officials and hooligan attacks on Jews,

particularly in streets and public parks; and second, when there were

changes in the Government.

The first question to the Minister of the Interior was put about a

month after the first meeting of the Constituent Assembly on 3rd June

1920, and was asked on account of attacks by hooligans at the Bastion

Hill and elsewhere in the centre of Riga. These “minor” assaults on Jews

afterwards spread to the Provinces, particularly to Rezhitza. A letter was

sent from Rezhitsa to the journal “Dos Folk” about these attacks, and

was tampered with by the Censorship. This was the subject of a special

question submitted to the Minister of the Interior and raised by J. Heilman

on 29th June, 1920.

The next question asked by Delegates Heilman and J. Berz was sub-

mitted on 8th February 1921 on account of disturbances in Libau. J.

Heilman spoke against the Government and stressed sharply that he would

vote against reposing confidence in it. J. Berz of the Bund said that the

Jewish Bourgeoisie was not concerned with the consolidation of democracy,

and looked only after its own class interests. There was a sharp rejoinder

to him on the part of Z. Tron.

On 11th June 1920, immediately after the Assembly was convened,

K. Ulmanis announced that he was setting up a new Government, in which

Professor Paul Mintz would act as Comptroller General. He was the first

and last Jewish Minister in Latvia. J. Rabinovitz of the Bund was the
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only lew to participate in the debates on the Programme of the new Gov-

ernment, which was discussed on 17th and 18th June.

The other Jewish Delegates including J. Heilman supported the Ulmanis

Government. Both L. Fishman and J. Heilman demanded that the Govern-

ment should safeguard the national rights and institutions of the Jews that

were recognised in the State Constitution and Basic Laws. Yet it was also

characteristic that when the entire second section of the Constitution, which

listed individual and group rights, was subsequently rejected by the As-

sembly, the Jewish delegates made no statement whatsoever.

A year later the Ministerial Cabinet of Z. Meirovitch was presented

to the Assembly. J. Heilman sharply criticised this Government, stressing

that a Democracy conducted on the principle that it had no duties towards

minorities did not deserve the name Democracy. He declared that he would

refrain from voting for that Government even if it did include two or three

delegates with Social Democrat views, such as Dukurs and Holtsmanis.

The other Jewish delegates did not speak but voted for the Government.

One year later, on 19th July 1922, the Government known as the Second

Meirovitch Cabinet was presented to the Assembly. This time the entire

Jewish block was against expressing confidence and refrained from voting.

Fishman, Dubin, Heilman and Tron criticised the activities of the previous

Cabinet. In his speech Dubin stressed that the previous Meirovitch Cabinet

had not kept its promise to facilitate the return of Jewish World War One

Refugees to Latvia. He also bitterly complained of the fact that Anti-

semitic pamphlets were being printed at the Press of the Ministry of War.

Heilman spoke of the harm done to advocates belonging to the national

minorities, including the Jewish lawyers, who were not allowed to use the

languages of the Minorities in the Latgale Courts; and also of the ignoring

of Jewish rights in respect of real estate.

There were the final speeches of the Jewish delegates at the Constituent

Assembly, which was replaced by the First Latvian Seim in November 1922.

HI. THE PERIOD OF THE FOUR SEIMS

(November 1922—May 1934)

THE Constituent Assembly firmly established the foundations of the Latvian

State. On 26th January 1921 most countries announced their de jure recog-

nition of Latvia. The USA alone deferred its recognition until 27th July,

when it recognised all Baltic countries. Soviet Russia and Germany had

recognised Latvia even earlier.

This legal recognition was of considerable significance, and not only
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in respect of international relations. It meant that the victorious Allies who
had taken the initiative in establishing the League of Nations had finally

despired of any hopes they might still have invested in the anti-Bolshevik

forces set up by Kolchak, Denikin, Yudenich and others; and had finally

accepted the existence of Latvia. This in turn involved a certain stabilisa-

tion of the economic and financial situation. The year 1922, which saw

elections to the first regular Seim, was also the first year of full peace for

the state. From that year forward it was possible to lay foundations for

economic consolidation and financial stability. The first of the three Baltic

countries that succeeded in stabilising her currency was Latvia. The process

began in Spring 1921 and reached its legal termination at the beginning

of August 1922.*

As was only natural, the commencement of the Agrarian Reform, which

was intended to be complete by the time the Seim met, increased the

stability of the country and encouraged both industry and foreign trade,

two branches in which the Jews of the country had constantly played a

considerable part. The latter were concentrated in particular in commerce

and primary export industries (forests, wood processing, flax and canvas,

leather, paper, textiles, etc.). In those days Latvia began to emerge as the

most progressive industrial land among the three Baltic states.

By the end of the Twenties the import and export turnover of the three

countries was as follows : Latvia — 326 Swiss Francs per capita; Esthonia

— 294 Swiss Francs per capita; Lithuania — 133 Swiss Francs per capita.

The cultural progress of Latvia is shown by the following statistics :

Of 1000 children aged 6-16, the following attended elementary school

during the early Twenties : Germany — 734; Latvia — 664; Lithuania —
309. The number of journals published per 100,000 of the population was

:

Latvia — 161; Esthonia — 152; Lithuania — 53.

In the Baltic sections of Latvia, i.e., Livonia, Kurland and Zemgalen,

where most of the inhabitants were Protestants, the illiterates numbered

only 5%, almost as in Scandinavia and England, whereas the figure for

Latgale, which was largely Catholic and Russian Orthodox, amounted to

more than 30%, as in the neighbouring Catholic country, Lithuania.**

To be sure, the in general favourable conditions in Latvia were not

of themselves enough to ensure prosperity for all the Jews in the country.

* See: The Baltic States, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania; Royal Institute of International

Affairs, P. 131, London 1938.

**See M. Skujenieks, Latvija starp Eiropas Valstim, Riga 1929, pp. 85, 74, 68.
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Both during and after the Constituent Assembly, and until the middle of

the Twenties, the return of Latvian Jews continued from other lands,

particularly from Soviet Russia. Most of these were broken and ruined,

and without any economic roots. Those who were craftsmen returned with-

out their tools, and could not start work at once. The Jewish People’s Co-

operative in Latvia was established in order to help them.

In any case it is clear that the new conditions in the country gave rise

to much optimism and encouraged general interest in social and political

life.

Freedom of association, meeting and the press for the Jews of Latvia,

particularly for those who had returned from Soviet Russia, made the

country appear to them like heaven on earth. The absence of any restric-

tions on expressing views other than those of the Government, legal Zionism,

legal Folkism, official Jewish Communities, Jewish Banks and Loan and

Saving Funds, legal opposition, — all these helped to bring about a funda-

mentally new atmosphere of political democracy, without fear or appre-

hensions.

1. The First Seim

THE elections to the First Seim were held on 8th October, 1922 and the

following five Jewish deputies were elected :

Of the Agudat Israel, 2 — Mordechai Dubin and Reuben Wittenberg,

who appeared at the elections with their own separate list;

Of the “Jewish Bloc”, 2 — Leopold Fishman of the Assimilationist

National Democrats, and Mordechai Nurock of the Mizrahi;

Of the Zeirei Zion (Hitahdut), 1 — Max Matatiahu Laserson, who

was elected in Latgale.

The Bund representative in the First Seim was Dr. N. Maisel, who was

elected in Latgale with the support of the Latvian Social Democrats. In

the Seim Dr. Maisel belonged to the Social Democrats and accepted their

discipline. His election to the various Committees of the Seim, as well as

his withdrawals from them, was dependent on the decisions of the Social

Democrat group. For this reason he could not be regarded as a fully

Jewish deputy who depended entirely on Jewish voters and was linked

exclusively with Jewish political and communal organisations.

The total number of Jewish representatives, namely 5, corresponded

precisely with the percentage of Jews in the total population of Latvia.

At the beginning of this period the Jewish deputies, who constituted
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part of the General Bloc of minority representatives in the Seim, were

concerned with matters of high policy. They made up a third of the Mino-
rities Bloc, which in addition consisted of 6 German Delegates, 3 Russian

Delegates and 1 Pole. The 4

‘key” for the participation of the minority

representatives in the various Committees was 15:100, as the Seim consisted

of 100 deputies in all.

This “key”, however, did not precisely reflect the political functions

or weight of the Minorities in general, and the Jewish Minority in parti-

cular. In all Parliaments the world over, from the British Parliament with

its one-time Irish minority to the Parliaments of Central Europe, the na-

tional minorities used to turn the scales on occasion. Not only the 15 votes

of all minority representatives, but even 2 or 3, might play a decisive part

in adopting or rejecting a law or an interpretation. That is why the weight

of the minorities in shaping the general policy of the country was actually

greater than their proportion within the population.

The views of the group, or more precisely the Bloc, of Minorities

in respect of social policy were very variegated. The members voted to-

gether only on issues involving the protection of the political and cultural

rights of the minorities. In respect of general policy or economic and

social legislation they were very far indeed from being united. While the

Germans usually voted with the Right-wing Conservative Latvians, the

voting of the Jewish and Russian Delegates was not uniform. On general

matters, some of them would vote with the Social Democrats, some with

the Centre and some with the Right. This was particularly striking in the

case of the Jewish deputies whose votes might cut across all the parties

from the Latvian Peasant Party as well as others that were still more

Right-wing all the way to the Social Democrats. This reflected the great

distance between the Agudat Israel and the Zeirei Zion. On certain matters

the Mizrahi deputy used to vote together with the Progressives. When it

came to the Housing Law, which protected tenants from house-owners,

some of the German representatives would vote on occasion with the

Democratic and Progressive wing.

The importance of the minorities was also enhanced because the pro-

tection of Minority rights was not only a matter of internal politics but

in some measure also involved foreign policy. The representatives of the

Latvian majority knew that the League of Nations in Geneva was interested

in the Minorities question, and the Minorities were entitled to complain

to that international body. Some of the deputies remembered that the

Latvian representatives had stressed more than once, in official statements
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to the League of Nations, that Latvia had undertaken to provide civic

equality and cultural autonomy for its minorities.

This link between the outer world and the Minorities did not serve to

make them more popular within the country. On the contrary, the old

distrust of the Latvians for their one-time masters the Germans and Rus-

sians was awakened afresh. Both had lost their former dominant position,

the German Barons as landholders and the Russians their privileges as

officials. They had been transformed from wolves to sheep and did their

best to appear down-trodden and oppressed. This made them even less

popular. The common interests of the minorities compelled the Jewish

Delegates to join with the others, and so we too were made to feel the

sting of Latvian nationalism; even though historically speaking this had

not previously been directed against the Jews and from time to time, in

the course of negotiations for the setting up of a new Government, the

Seim deputies and Latvian statesmen used to proclaim that the Jews were

the most faithful minority because they made no political demands and

lacked any territorial romanticism of restoration.

This basic fact should be remembered in order to assess correctly the

balance of power within Latvian democracy during the twelve years that

followed. A measure of psychological animosity towards the minorities

was inevitable in view of the fact that the Germans were among them, and

more precisely at their head. This feeling was shared even by the Left wing

in the Seim, which for ideological reasons ought to have been anti-Chau-

vinist.

The Social Democrats were the largest party in the First Seim. They

had about 30 Delegates, slightly less than one-third of the total membership.

It was true that those who voted for this large party did not consist ex-

clusively of the urban and rural proletariat. Their supporters included many

of the petty bourgeoisie, the intellectuals, and part of the peasants, who

hoped that they would help to bring about a complete implementation of

the agrarian reform. The various satellites of the Social Democrats also

preserved their prejudices against the Jews. These sometimes found ex-

pression in municipal and Seim elections when there was a large-scale

crossing-out of the names of Jewish (Bundist) candidates; so that some of

the latter were defeated and Latvian candidates whose names had followed

their own were elected. Obviously these satellites very definitely included

the anti-German and anti-Russian elements. The better elements in the

group and the Social Democrat Party tried to combat these prejudices,

but did not dare to strike too hard at their followers. This was the reason
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why the joint lists of the Latvian Social Democrats and the Bund had to

be separated in the course of time.

Naturally Chauvinism was even stronger in the right wing, and some
urban groups were even more Chauvinistic than the Peasants’ Party was.

The neighbours to the immediate right of the Social Democrats, and their

former comrades, were the "'Mensheviks” and the Village Workers, a small

group with 7 members. Next came the Democratic Centre with 6 members,

the Society of Latgale Peasants with 6 members, and the Latvian Peasants’

Society with 17 members. One of the most Chauvinistic and anti-Semitic

groups on the extreme Right was the National Peasant Society with 4 mem-
bers, headed by Reinhardt.

The Jewish representatives in the Seim had to find themselves a place

among all these new bodies; and here from the beginning we observe two

distinct approaches. One, the more conservative, was that of Shtadlanut

(intercession and mediation) with those deep roots in the life of the Jewish

Exile that go all the way back to the Middle Ages and possibly beyond.

The two deputies of the Agudat Israel were closest to this approach. The

National Democrats held an approximately similar viewpoint in this respect.

The Zionists were sharply opposed to all Shtadlanut. The struggle be-

tween the two viewpoints developed in two areas, of which of the first was

in the negotiations between the Peasant Party headed by Z. Meirovitch

and the Jewish deputies at the commencement of the First Seim. Here the

Zionists took the initiative and demanded that the Jewish communities

should be authorised to impose compulsory taxes. The Delegate of the

Zeirei Zion supported this demand as a means of imposing part of the

burden for the economic rehabilitation of the Jewish masses on the weal-

thier groups.*

The Aguda, which had succeeded in establishing itself firmly within

the provisional communities of Riga and other cities even before the meet-

ing of the First Seim, tried to evade the issue of imposing a tax, and parti-

cularly the introduction of this principle in the Law for the Jewish Com-

munities. This was not the attitude of the National Democrats. But the

two parties together refrained from insisting that this demand should be

adopted and included in the programme of the Meirovitch Government;

and that without it no support of the New Cabinet would be possible.

The second area in which the Aguda adopted the approach of Shtadlanut

* See: “Der Veg” 25 November, 1922.
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was that of establishing a “Beirat” (Auxiliary Council) for the Jewish

Delegates to the Seim.

The idea of a “Beirat” derived from the past practice of Russian

Jewry after the year 1906, when the Russian Duma came into existence.

Alongside the Jewish representatives in the Duma there were Councils of

Jewish Communal Workers and outstanding lawyers who were concerned

to deal with Jewish problems in Russia. They assisted the representatives

with a number of questions and helped to draft laws; and the representa-

tives had very great respect for the requests, opinions and decisions of this

unofficial body. Such a Council could have been very useful in Latvia as

well for, as already remarked, the Jewish deputies needed to have the

considered opinions of economic experts at their disposal. The differing

interests of the various groups of electors were not fully reflected in the

Seim either, since the deputies were elected chiefly for political or cultural

reasons. In addition, a “Beirat” in Latvia could have served as a substitute

for an elected Jewish autonomous institution.

But as remarked, the Jewish Right Wing, and particularly the Aguda,

was opposed both to modern autonomous communities and also to a

“Beirat”.

The Aguda obstinately and consistently held to this approach throughout

the period of Latvian democracy and until the establishment of the Fascist

regime when, as from Summer 1934, it became the only legally recognised

Jewish political body in Latvian Jewry.

The issue was revived from time to time, particularly at the commen-

cement of the Fourth Seim when the Jewish Left-wing representation vanish-

ed as a result of the defeat of Laserson and Maisel at the polls. A number

of discussions were then held, but no “Beirat” was established.

The conflict of viewpoints between the Aguda and National Democrats

on the one hand and the Zionists on the other also found expression with

regard to another important issue — the character of the Jewish bloc in

the Seim. The attitude of the Zeirei Zion in this respect had been clearly

expressed in their journal “Der Veg” when the Seim first met.* The jour-

nal demanded the establishment of a Jewish bloc; provided, however, that

its members would not be required to adopt an identical attitude to all

political and social and economic problems which were placed on the Seim

agenda. As the journal pointed out, the Jewish delegates had not all been

elected on a common political platform; and any attempt to demand a

* See “Der Veg”, 13 November 1922.
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platform of this kind meant the undermining of any possibility of seriously

protecting the interests of the Jewish masses.

By the end of December 1922 both the Aguda and the National De-

mocrats were clearly insisting that the Jewish Bloc should impose its

discipline on the delegates with regard to all the general political problems

of Latvia. As a result the Jewish bloc was set up in January 1923 with

4 members : Dubin and Wittenberg of the Agudat Israel, Fishman of the

National Democrats and Nurock of the Mizrahi. M. Laserson of the Zeirei

Zion did not join, explaining that he could not do so because the policy

of the bloc was influenced by well-to-do sections of the community only.

In this connection “Der Veg” pointed out that it was not a matter of chance

that the representative of the Aguda had entered the Commission for Social

Legislation, where he would protect the interests of the wealthy. With regard

to the protection of tenants and sub-tenants he would be on the side of the

house-owners from whom the dwellings were rented. In those days there

was no Apartments Law yet, and even the Agrarian Reform and the Social

Insurance laws had not yet been passed. So it was natural that the repre-

sentative of the Zeirei Zion could not join the Jewish bloc which, on the

basis of group discipline, could have compelled him to vote in the Seim

and the committees in a manner opposed to the social principles of his

party.* At first the Mizrahi delegate Nurock expressed the view that uniform

opinions on social matters could not be demanded of all Jewish delegates.

He proposed that only national unity be required. Finally, he gave in to

the right-wing delegates.** This state of affairs was not repeated until the

Fourth Seim, as long as the Zeirei Zion were represented in the Latvian

Seims.

To counter-balance this, however, the Zeirei Zion delegate joined the

National Minorities bloc. He represented all the national minorities on

the Committee for Public Law and National Constitution during the first

three Seims, and served as its Secretary from 1925. He also represented

the National Minorities on the Committee for Legislation and the Drafting

Committee.

During the first Seim there were still bright hopes that the Draft Law
for National Autonomy of the Minorities would be adopted. This Draft

* “Der Veg”, 19 January 1923. With regard to the Apartments Law the 6 Jewish

delegates voted with the Social Democrats for expediting discussion of the law

by the Legislation Committee.

**“Der Veg”, 19 January 1923.
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Law was divided into three separate draft laws : One each for the German,
Jewish and Russian minorities. All of them were transferred to the Com-
mittee for Public Law, which began deliberating on them very actively.

This issue was of an importance reaching beyond the limits of Latvian

Jewry, and we shall therefore consider it in some detail.

As told at the beginning of our survey, Latvia recognised the rights

of the national minorities from the commencement of her independent

existence. This recognition found expression in the “Political Platform”

of 18 December 1918. The Law of that date laid the foundation for a

network of schools of the national minorities, to be partly administered by

them. These laws expressed the free wishes of the Latvian people.

The situation changed completely, however, when the question of na-

tional minority rights passed from the field of internal legislation to that

of international securities. The recognition of Latvia by foreign nations

depended in some degree on the latter’s readiness to give the national

minorities full and equal rights, together with certain collective rights as

minorities. On the proposal of Lord Robert Cecil on 15 December 1920,

for instance, the General Assembly of the League of Nations resolved to

recommend that the three Baltic States Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania,

as well as Albania, should enjoy full international recognition only after

they submitted a suitable declaration as to their future attitudes towards

their national minorities (religious, racial and linguistic). This led to clari-

fications and a letter of Z. Meirovitch (Foreign Minister) to the League

of Nations, dated 1st September 1921, which pointed out inter alia

:

“With regard to the national minorities of Latvia I wish to point out

that the Constituent Assembly of Latvia has already taken measures en-

suring the national minorities extensive autonomy in respect of schools

and cultural matters — measures which in no way run counter to the

approved general principles included in the treaties regarding national mino-

rities, to the precise observance of which the Government is scrupulously

attentive.” *

Immediately following the commencement of deliberations on declara-

tions in connection with the minorities, Latvia (and Esthonia) raised a

number of reservations. Latvia stressed that her Constitution promised and

* For details see : Max Laserson, Das Verfassungsrecht Lettlands, Jahrbuch des

Oeffentlichen Rechts Bd. XII 1923/4, Tuebingen, pp. 263—265. Also : League of

Nations, Admission of Latvia to the League of Nations (28/15497/4393) 8 Sep-

tember 1921.
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actually provided ample protection for minorities and she had no intention

of diverging from this course; but since a number of other countries which

had minorities had not undertaken the international obligations regarding

minorities, there would be a certain disequilibrium in the relations of states

if undertakings of this kind were demanded only from a certain number.

Latvia also argued that the internationalisation of minority rights was liable

to provide an excellent excuse for intervention in the affairs of a state,

and might lead to infringement of its sovereignty. Finally Latvia declared

that the League of Nations declaration of 15 December 1920 did not in

her opinion restrict her freedom of action, and she proposed to preserve

this freedom until such time as a General Agreement for the protection

of the minorities would be signed in the future.

These arguments were expressed even more clearly in 1922, in a Me-

morandum submitted by Dr. Walters, Latvian Ambassador in Rome, to

the League of Nations.* This memorandum is very detailed and presents

economic considerations (such as the claim, for example, that in Latvia

48% of the Jewish population were engaged in commerce compared with

only 1% of the Latvian population), side by side with abstract legal postu-

lates regarding the law of citizenship and minority rights in general.

From which it can be seen that in the years immediately after the War,

and within an exclusively democratic world, Walters was already raising

arguments and presenting viewpoints which were subsequently adopted by

Hitler and were uttered in 1934 by the reactionary Polish Minister Beck.

Walters was of the opinion that the most effective minority treaties were

those of a bilateral nature; i.e., treaties signed by two states the majority

group of each of which had a minority in the territory of the other: This

meaning that each state stands security for the rights of the “foreign

minority”, in order that “its own” minority in the other territory should

receive the same rights there. It was characteristic that one of the final

passages in Walters’ memorandum was formulated with an asperity remark-

able for a small nation which had only just been accepted into the League.

He wrote

:

“Latvia stands firm in her demand for bilateral international agree-

ments in the question of minorities, after the manner mentioned.

Latvia as a member of the League of Nations — an organisation

* Protection of Minorities in Latvia, Memorandum submitted by Dr. Walters,

Extr. No. 4 of the Official Journal, 3rd year, 1922.
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which from the outset has stressed the principle of the juridical

equality of all states — is not in a position to agree to andertake

an obligation which has not been undertaken by other states members

of the League of Nations, because all members of the League of

Nations have to be equal.”

With this approach when Latvia appeared in the international area in

respect of guarantees on the matter of minorities, it is not surprising that

the internal policy evinced the attitude of grudging suspicion even more

strongly.

When Walters returned to Riga in February 1923 he tried to persuade

the minorities to waive international supervision over their rights on the

part of the League of Nations. He seems to have been enchanted by the

thought that before he presented the Declaration of Latvia on this matter

to the Council of the League of Nations he ought to have in hand an

agreement on the part of the minorities that they would do without any

international guarantees. This would have proved to the world that the

minorities were happy in Latvia, and the government of the country was

behaving properly. It would also have prevented the minorities from sub-

mitting petitions to the League. What Walters envisaged for Latvia, Kemal

Ataturk afterwards endeavoured to implement by sheer force in Turkey.

Walters had two unofficial meetings with the parliamentary representatives

of the minorities in Latvia early in February 1923, but proved unsuccessful.

As early as January 1922 the League of Nations had authorised its

representative Da Gama to commence negotiations in this connection with

the representatives of Latvia and Esthonia. Lithuania was more amenable

to a compromise, and in its Declaration of 12 May 1922 it accepted a

number of obligations with regard to its minorities, and announced that

these obligations would be confirmed in the Basic Laws of the State. Da

Gama demanded that Latvia and Esthonia should give an international

character to their obligations towards their minorities. They objected, how-

ever, arguing that they had granted rights to their minorities of their own

free will and therefore should not be compared with Poland, Czechoslovakia

and other countries which had been compelled to sign minority treaties as

a condition towards international recognition. Latvia demanded that the

League of Nations should rest satisfied with recording that the protection

of minorities in Latvia was an established fact.

Between January 1922 and 7th July 1923, when Latvia made its decla-

ration, a struggle continued behind the scenes between Walters and Da
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Gama.* Walters made every effort to obtain the agreement of the minorities

in Latvia to the abolition of international guarantees for their rights. But
the Germans proposed to complain to the League about the agrarian reform

in the country and claim that it was an anti-German measure. The Jews

and Russians were likewise not in any great hurry to sell their international

birthright for a series of local rights and laws. The representatives of the

minorities therefore refused to submit to Walters, and supported the inter-

national position of Da Gama.**

Walters finally achieved a partial victory when his Declaration was

accepted on 7 July 1923. This Declaration recognised that Latvia had satis-

fied the requirements for the protection of the minorities by internal

measures (through her Constitution, etc.). The only obligation which Latvia

undertook in this Declaration was that “the Governments of Latvia and

Esthonia undertake as from this date forward to supply the Council of

the League with all information that may be demanded if any member
of the Council raises any question regarding the situation of persons belong-

ing to racial, linguistic or religious minorities in Latvia and Esthonia.”

This was the political attitude towards the development of Minority

Rights. At that very time the first steps were actually taken to restrict

rights which the Minorities had already obtained in respect of autonomous

administration of schools. Gailet, the Minister of National Culture, com-

menced the policy of restriction by issuing administrative orders whereby

he deprived the Cultural Departments of the Minorities of their School

Inspectors. These steps by Gailet proved how correct the representatives

of the Minorities had been in resisting Dr. Walters, and in demanding that

the Minority Rights should have an international character.

In Latvia there was undoubtedly, as a rule, a united front of the

Minorities which became even stronger when it was necessary to oppose

the negative measures of the Government, or the propaganda of the na-

tionalist groups and their chauvinist press. Nor can it be doubted that

because of the social and political variety within the Minorities Bloc

* See the interesting exchange of correspondence and address of Da Gama, which

were printed in the League of Nations documents: Latvia, C. 225.354, 1922.

Esthonia, C. 129, M. 67, 1923.

**See my article ‘Hypocrisy” in “Der Veg”, 5 February 1923, where I described the

negotiations with the representations of the minorities. “Although the deputies

of the minorities stand firm by the Latvian constitution, they are not in a position

to reject securities fashioned not by them but by international powers, and in

particular by the League of Nations.”
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(which consisted of 16-18 delegates) the Minorities of one or another wing

exercised a measure of influence on the composition of the Governments.

In right-wing Governments the Germans and the Aguda carried out this

primary function for the Minorities. In democratic Governments it was

done by the Zionists and the Russian radicals. This parliamentary ratio of

forces, which influenced all the Governments of Latvia until the Fascist

coup d'etat of 1934, was the principal security for stable Minority Rights.

Behind the external unity, however, there were sharp divergencies of

opinion within the bloc. This was particularly clear in the case of the

Germans, who were the best organised Minority Group. They had no

Socialist movement whatsoever, though a large part was played by the

“little men”; the craftsmen, workers and close on 2,500 peasants within

their total of 65,000. On the extreme Right was Baron Fircks, representing

the estate owners who had been dispossessed by the Agrarian Reform.

Certain states of mind were expressed by the moderates, but they had no

political groups or currents, and appeared at elections with a single list in

which all currents were combined. As a result of this and the fact that the

Germans had several supporters among the small group of Germanised

Latvians, they had 6 deputies in the Seim. This number exceeded 3.8%,

which was their proportion among the total population. The Jews had

the number of delegates that corresponded to the number of Jews in the

country, except in the Fourth Seim; while the Russians always had less

than their proportionate number of delegates.

For this reason, as well as the long centuries during which they had

struck roots in the country, the Germans endeavoured to take the lead.

They were aided by the fact that they had “exiles” in each of the multi-

national States, who enjoyed minority rights either through international

treaties or by special clauses in their own legislation. Indeed, wherever

there were large German minorities there were also large Jewish minorities.

Apart from the Baltic States the countries concerned included Poland,

Roumania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Yugoslavia. This fact established

a sort of relationship between Germans and Jews, which was strengthened

by the fact that Germany still served as a spiritual centre of sorts for the

whole of what is termed Ashkenazic Jewry.

The contact in question found very queer expression after the establish-

ment in 1925 of the “Congress of Nationalities”, which held annual con-

ferences and had a permanent Executive one of whose members was Dr.

Leo Motzkin. Of the Jewish deputies in the Latvian Seims, Rabbi M.

Nurock and Professor M. Laserson regularly attended these Conferences.
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Yet in spite of this there was an internal friction which emerged with the

consolidation and expansion of Minority rights, particularly when the draft

law of National Autonomy was presented in the Seim.

The first points of friction emerged as early as the beginning of 1923,

when the Germans declared that in their opinion a single draft law covering

the national autonomy of all the Minorities would not be effective. They

called for three distinct draft laws, for Germans, Jews and Russians respec-

tively; and they immediately went ahead with preparing the draft law for

German autonomy, and submitted it to the Seim Committee for Public

Law.

The Jews, together with the Russians and the Poles, regarded this as

a disloyal step towards the other Minorities. Unquestionably the Baltic

Germans evinced their poor knowledge of psychology by this policy of

theirs. Although most of the Germans had not in any way supported the

establishment of the New Latvia in 1918-1919; although they had adopted

a stand on Agrarian Reform at the Constituent Assembly that was dia-

metrically opposed to the overwhelming majority of the Latvian peasantry;

and although Agrarian Reform was still the subject of deliberations during

the First Seim; nevertheless the Germans believed that the Latvians would

agree more easily to German autonomy in order, it would appear, to atone

for their agrarian “cruelty”. They did not understand that the Latvian

Social Democrats together with other radical groups simply did not think

that any wrong whatever had been done to the Germans through the

Agrarian reform, and felt no sense of guilt.

For some reason the Germans believed that German autonomy had

greater prospects of approval in the Seim than a general draft law pro-

viding autonomy for all minorities; because, apparently, the Latvian major-

ity must surely recognise and admit that the German minority had more

rights in respect of the Latvian People than the others. The Germans appa-

rently forgot that it was impossible to come to a people that had achieved

political maturity and constantly repeat : “Had it not been for us Germans

and our help in cultural work, you would still have been savages like the

Russian peasants.”

In order to justify the isolation of German autonomy, the Germans

would offer every kind of reason, such as : The Latvians will oppose auto-

nomy for the Russians because they have a long frontier in common with

Russia. For the same reason they will also oppose autonomy to the Poles.

They will oppose Jewish autonomy because the Latvians are Antisemites;
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and also because the Jews of Latvia are in any case not mature enough

to receive true cultural autonomy.

The result was that the national minorities in Latvia split on the

question of autonomy, whereas a united front on the part of the minorities

was achieved in Esthonia and one general draft law for autonomy was

submitted for all four minorities of the State : The Germans, Russians,

Swedes and Jews.

In the early summer of 1923 the draft Law for German autonomy

was submitted to the Committe for Public Law, which selected a Sub-

Committee consisting of the following : Arved Berg for the Right Wing;

M. Laserson for the Jews; P. Schiemann for the Germans; and N. Maisel

for the Social Democrats.

The Sub-Committee functioned slowly. Numerous clauses of the Draft

Law were approved, but from the very beginning of the discussion oppo-

sition was shown to the proposed right to impose compulsory taxes. Instead

the Sub-Committee adopted the principle of voluntary contributions. The

deliberations made it clear that the Latvian majority did not incline to-

wards any far-reaching autonomy which would include both the imposition

of taxes and the "‘national cadaster” (precise register of names showing

the composition of each national group and local community) in certain

parts of the country where local autonomy might be introduced.

German hopes that their autonomy might be approved even if that of

the other minorities was rejected collapsed early in 1924. But in view of

their well-developed solidarity and absence of internal party struggles, the

Germans were more easily satisfied with their substitute autonomy as soon

as their independent education network was secured.

The discussion of the proposed Law governing Jewish autonomy was

even more difficult.

The Jewish draft law, like that of the Germans and the other minori-

ties, consisted of three parts. The first specified the general principles of

this autonomy. It repeated Articles 115 and 116 of the Second Section

of the Latvian Constitution, which had been rejected by the Constituent

Assembly. Then rules were provided for “the national cadaster”, the local

communities, the National Council and the structure of all these institu-

tions. The second part included the (reformulated) Law for School Auto-

nomy of 1919. The third part contained rules for the use of the minority

language in tuition, etc.

While the fate of the German draft law did not lead to any internal

friction, the Jewish Draft Law was the subject of savage debate before
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it became law. Among the Germans only the extreme nationalist group

consisting of Baron Fircks, Wolfius, etc., argued that the Latvians should

recognise the Germans as a second sovereign nationality like the Swedes

in Finland and the Flemings in Belgium. Apart from them, however, they

remaining Germans were prepared to agree to all requirements of the Draft

Law regarding the autonomy of the German Minority.

But among the Jewish Seim deputies and within their parties there

were three widely differing views of autonomy, represented by: The Agudat

Israel; the Assimilatinist National Democrats; and the Zionists. The Bund
had their traditional viewpoint on this matter but did not interfere with

the proposals for a general Jewish Draft Law, because they believed that

their stand in any case would be supported by the Social Democrats of

the Seim. It was therefore necessary to adapt this draft law to the above

three points of view.

At first the Agudat Israel was the most obstinate group. They an-

nounced that they would not rest satisfied with an ordinary Jewish cadaster.

The original draft law had contained a note that the name of any person

who was included in the Jewish cadaster would be expunged from it if he

went over to any other religion. In the discussion the Aguda representative

declared that for the moment they would not raise the suggestion of a

second cadaster; but if in future the Seim were to resolve that the Jewish

community and Jewish autonomy were to have a secular character, the

Agudat Israel reserved itself the right of demanding a second Jewish ca-

daster to include those Jews who would not be satisfied with secular

autonomy.*

The Aguda relied largely on the experience of that party in Lithuania,

where it had been almost excluded from Jewish life as a result of the se-

cular Jewish autonomy established there at the beginning of the Twenties.

The Assimilationist National Democrat Party was opposed to the idea

of a school network in either Hebrew of Yiddish, and was not enthusiastic

about the idea of Jewish autonomy in general. It attached importance only

to the legal aspect of autonomy — the single organisational frame; for the

leaders hoped that within that framework they could strengthen their un-

certain position. The Zionists were the only group who faithfully defended

the idea of autonomy without any other considerations. In those days the

* See my articles: “On the Eve of the Autonomy” (Unser Veg, 12th January 1924);

“Clerical Registration or Autonomy” (“Unser Veg”, 11th February, 1924).
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Bund stood entirely to one side, for as a proletarian party it did not wish

to join in the general “bourgeois” Jewish autonomy.

The difference between middle-class Zionism, particularly that of the

Mizrahi, and Socialist Zionism was only that the former called for reli-

gious functions to be included under the communal authority, whereas the

Zeirei Zion Party demanded from the beginning that the autonomous au-

thority should be purely secular. This view of secular authority found full

expression in the Jewish autonomy of Esthonia in 1925. But during the

period of the First Latvian Seim the Zeirei Zion Delegate who was a

member of the Committee of Public Law, which dealt with and passed all

the proposals for minority autonomy, was in a very difficult position. When
the Committee discussed the question of the competence of the Jewish

Community he was compelled, under the pressure of the Jewish bourgeois

representations, to leave the committee and hand his place over to Deputy

Fishman. In discussing the proposals an important part was also played

by the intervention of the German deputies, particularly Dr. Schiemann.

The latter published articles in the German “Rigasche Rundschau”, arguing

that while all the other minorities in the country could base themselves in

their demands for educational authority on their respective cultures and

languages, the basis for autonomy among the Jews depended not on their

national national culture but on the wishes of the parents only. In his

polemics against the stand of the Zeirei Zion deputy. Dr. Schiemann point-

ed out that among Latvian Jewry the family language was quite frequently

not Yiddish, and certainly not Hebrew, but one of the other minority lan-

guages. The Germans therefore actively supported the Jewish National De-

mocrats, for at the time they were interested in preserving their language

among young Jews, particularly in Riga and Kurland.

In “non-Baltic” Latgale the Germans, together with the Jewish Na-

tional Democrats, were prepared to support the use of Russian as the lan-

guage of instruction in Jewish schools. Thus the cultural imperialism of the

Germans led them to the absurdity of expecting the Latvian Government

to acquiesce in supporting the Germanisation and Russification of Jewish

children with its resources.

Such matters made it very difficult indeed to obtain approval for the

Draft Law concerning Jewish autonomy in the Committee.

In the version submitted there were parallel formulations in several

clauses. These were : a) The formulations of the Aguda; b) the formulations

of the Zionists; c) the National Democrat formulations. The sub-committee

of the Committee for Public Law had to clarify all these trifling yet corn-
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plicated matters. So it was clear that the Jewish proposal would have faced

difficulties even if the German draft had been approved earlier. In actual

fact, however, the German draft was also delayed for a long time, and

was finally shelved completely for various reasons.

In the struggle for their rights the Minorities did not rest satisfied with

efforts to secure their group status and national rights. They attached major

and fundamental significance to the principles of constitutional freedom

and civil equality, i.e., the protection of what it has become customary since

the Second World War to call the Bill of Rights; which includes freedom

of association, liberty of the press, liberty of conscience and faith, and

immunity of the individual. The provision of all these freedoms assured a

minimum of independent life for the minorities, even without full autonomy.

The workers began to concern themselves actively with securing and

strengthening these rights in the law, and in having it enacted. This was

particularly important since the second section of the Draft Law assuring

these freedoms had not been passed by the Constituent Assembly. The

First Seim therefore had to make good the deficiency. The only party to

support the minorities in this constitutional struggle was the large Social

Democrat Group of the First Seim, since the implementing of these civil

liberties was vitally necessary for them as well.

So it was no matter of chance that M. Laserson was invited to lecture

to the Committee of Public Law on two fundamental Draft Constitutional

Laws : 1) The Law of Companies, Societies and political organisations;

and 2) The Law governing Public Meetings. After a prolonged struggle

in the Committee, the Jewish deputy spoke on these matters at the Seim

Session of 25th May, 1923.

On this occasion the lecturer received the very active support of Y.

Bastian, the Social Democrat leader. He particularly stressed the approach

of the lecturer, who viewed this Draft Law as filling lacunae in the Latvian

Constitution. Bastian supported the lecturer’s view that the Draft Law was

exceedingly moderate, did not reach the level of the German Weimar

Constitution, and was assuredly a very long way behind the Constitutions

of the Anglo-Saxon countries.

The basic principles of the said Law were opposed not only by the

right-wing deputies but also by Arved Kalnin, representative of the Demo-

cratic Centre. As against the speaker’s demand for a normal democratic

law providing for freedom of association and political organisation, Kalnin

argued that Latvia had not yet achieved full normality. In the East she
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was threatened by the Communist peril, and therefore could not go the

way of Western Europe or America.

In spite of this the Draft Law was finally passed with minor amend-

ments on 11th July, 1923.

The Second Draft Law proposed by the lecturer and providing for

freedom of assembly also dealt with the important question of the use of

minority languages at meetings.

This Draft Law was supported not only by the Social Democrats but

also by the German representatives, in whose name Dr. Schiemann spoke.

It was opposed by the representatives of the Society of Peasants, who
argued against the principle that it was sufficient to give advance notice

of a meeting. They demanded that a special permit be obtained before it

was held. The Right Wing voted with them, but the Draft was adopted by

52 votes with 24 abstentions, nobody voting against, at the Seim session

of 11th July, 1923.

It was also necessary to strengthen democratic principles in General

Laws of the country which bore no direct relation to Minority Affairs.

Both symbolic and important were the debates on the law providing for a

political police. This Law established a new political police whose function

was to preserve and protect the regime against attack from Right and

Left; from the Fascist and Nationalist Right and from the Communist

Left. These two groups of enemies of the New Latvia were very active,

operating in part illegally and partly through legal organisations. However,

the Draft Law of the Political Police, which was based on the old Russian

models of the Tsarist regime, referred in its first clause to the protection

of “the existent system” without defining its character. Delegate Laserson

proposed an amendment to the Draft Law specifying that its purpose was

“to safeguard the existent democratic regime.” While quoting one of the

protagonists of the Democratic regime of Weimar Germany, Laserson

declared : “We do not wish to wait until the skull of the Democratic Re-

public is smashed.”

Delegate Petrevitch supported this amendment on behalf of the Social

Democrats. None of the responsible delegates, even of the Right Wing

benches, offered any opposition and the amendment was passed by majority

vote. The symbolic significance of this vote was shown eleven years later

after the Fascist coup d'etat of Ulmanis, when the Political Police, despite

the democratic first clause of its regulations, smashed the skull of local

democracy, and placed the author of the amendment together with the

Social Democrat deputies of the Seim in a Concentration Camp at Libau . .

.
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In this way the internal democracy of Latvia advanced step by step,

gradually likewise implementing those freedoms which had not been intro-

duced in the final version of the Constitution. Alongside political democra-

tisation there was a parallel social one. Latvia did not rest satisfied with

agrarian reform. It also had to take steps to improve the situation of urban

residents. And here the question of dwellings was of major importance.

The Law governing the Renting of Apartments was published on 16th

June, 1924, during the First Seim. This Law dealt not only with apartments

but also with the renting of single furnished or unfurnished rooms, likewise

shops, stores, workshops, etc. It imposed considerable restrictions on the

right of landlords to exploit the dwellings and housing in their possession

as they saw fit. It therefore partially abrogated the old principles of the

Civil Law. The passing of this law should therefore undoubtedly have

roused very keen opposition on the part of Conservative and reactionary

elements among householders.

The first years after the War had been a period of urban stability and

growth. The large number of houses that had been destroyed during hosti-

lities, and the ceaseless flow to the cities, provided favourable conditions

for raising rents. The householders clung to the favourable situation pro-

duced by the old civil laws, which left no room for supervision of renting

agreements. The new Law provided the supervision, and also regulated

the heating of apartments in houses with central heating. It provided for

special Courts with professional judges as Chairmen, one assessor repre-

senting householders and another for tenants. The second article in the

Law specified that if the renting agreements contained passages running

counter to the Law they would be invalid, no matter whether the agree-

ments in question had been signed before or after the Law came into force.

The latter also provided a schedule of rental rates which were based on

the rents paid during the year before the War. This made matters difficult

for householders who wished to evict their tenants.

The old Jewish town-dwellers of Latgale scarcely needed this Law
save in Dvinsk, for there were few tenants among them. Most of the Jewish

families had little houses of their own. On the other hand, the law was very

important for the Jewish masses in the Baltic section of Latvia, and parti-

cularly in Riga.

As a result of the struggle for the Law, and in order to organise the

tenants and safeguard their interests, a Tenants Society was established and

was joined by representatives of the Latvian and Jewish radical democrat

intellectuals. This Society had branches in all the provincial cities and also
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in Latgale, and was one of the few non-political bodies in which the muni-

cipal affairs of the Latvians and the minorities could be handled together

in daily public life. Among the Latvian deputies the Radical Democrat

Peter Bergis was exceedingly active, as was Nicolai Kalnin among the

Social Democrats. The active Jewish deputies were N. Maisel of the Bund,

and M. M. Laserson. Among the Germans interest was taken by R. Knopp,

who played a very modest part indeed.

The left-wing Jewish deputies insisted that the Apartments Law should

include not only residential dwellings but also the rents paid for shops

and workshops; for since 1914 these rents had increased more than three-

fold, as compared with the rents for apartments. At the last moment the

householders agreed to the regulation of apartment rents, in the hope that

whatever they lost there they would succeed in regaining from the rents

of shops and workshops. A large proportion of those renting these two

categories were urban Jews. And it was the mass consumer who finally

had to carry the heavy load of high rent. The representatives of the Zeirei

Zion and the Bund supported the proposals of the Committee for Social

Legislation, while the representative of the Aguda supported the proposals

of the Legal Committee, which were more moderate.

The whole range of social legislation was in essence prepared by the

end of the First Seim. Among the more important laws mention should

be made of: Health insurance; Labour exchanges; a Law governing the hours

of work; the Social Insurance Law of 1923, which was based on the

familiar Law introduced by Bismarck in 1871; aid for incapacitated sol-

diers and their families; accident insurance (1925); and a Teachers Pen-

sion Law. A Law dealing with cooperatives had already been passed on

5th September 1919, when the State was being established.

All these developments show that in October 1925, on the eve of elec-

tions to the Second Seim, Latvian democracy had important achievements

to show, not only in respect of peasants and villages but also in its con-

cern for the urban and labouring population.

Despite inconsistencies in carrying out the agrarian and social legislation

as far as it affected the Jews, the general democratic atmosphere had a

good influence and made it possible to correct various anti-Jewish measures.

For instance, the distribution of lands to the Jews was rarely approved

locally. At the Central Land Committee, however, it was possible to change

the decisions of local Committees to the benefit of the mistreated Jews.

During 1924 the Cabinet of Samuel was in power and was supported

not only by the Central Wing but also by the Social Democrats and the
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Minorities. This helped to calm the political atmosphere and deprived the

Society of Peasants on the extreme Right of their power. Attacks on Jews

came to an end. The Government took effective measures against the

Latvian Fascists. This Cabinet has to be credited with the attempt to

change and expand the Law of Citizenship and to normalize the position

of the immigrants. Characteristically, the present writer succeeded in obtain-

ing a written agreement from the Government that migrants from U.S.S.R.

who wished to proceed to Eretz Israel — meaning pioneers who had been

trained in Russia, and also Zionist refugees — would be permitted to cross

the Russian-Latvian frontier without opposition on the part of the frontier

authorities if they could present an assurance by him. During 1924 and

early 1925 a large number of pioneers and Zionists crossed the frontier,

sometimes with their families. After several months of recuperation they

made their way to Western Europe and Eretz Israel. At this period the

members of the Habima Theatre also left Soviet Russia and arrived in

Latvia, where they presented their first European performances at the

National Theatre.

The results of the elections to the Second Seim showed a large-scale

trend towards democracy among the Jews, and a considerable decline in

the assimilationist Right Wing. While the number of Jewish deputies re-

mained the same, the National Democrats were defeated. The Aguda re-

ceived 2 deputies: M. Dubin and R. Wittenberg; The Mizrahi 1 : M.

Nurock; Zeiri Zion (Hitahdut) 1 : M. Laserson, N. Maisel, the Bund

representative, was again elected with the active support of the Social

Democrats who had 32 members in the Seim.

In the list of Seim deputies the Bund representative was registered as

a representative of the Bund Jewish Social Democrat Party, but he took

part in Committees on behalf of the General Social Democrats. The Na-

tional Democrats vanished from the political scene, never to return.

2. The Second Seim

THE Second Seim marked the best period of Latvian democracy. The first

two Governments of this period, those of Ulmanis from 24th December,

1925 to 6th May 1926, and of Albering from 7th May, 1926 to 18th De-

cember 1926, both represented the Peasants Party. However, the former

was also supported by the Minorities while the latter retained control

without relying on a permanent majority and held to the principle : “Free-
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dom from Minorities”. The minorities, including the Germans, did not

vote for it.

It seems that the relative inactivity of the Social Democrat group as

compared with the First Seim — in spite of its initiative in the agrarian

reform — as well as the numerical stability of the Peasant Party’s re-

presentatives encouraged this state of mind. In any case the fact remains

that the two Peasant Party Cabinets felt that they were strong enough

not to need to pay too much attention to those who did not support them.

There was room for complaint not only by the Minorities but even more

by the poverty-stricken peasantry of Latgale, who were attracted not to

the Peasant Party which represented well-to-do farmers, but to the petty

Latgale groups. Shameful measures were taken in various places under the

protection of the Peasant Party, and sometimes even in the Central Lands

Committee itself. Nor did the latter prevent grave acts of exploitation

against the small peasants and merchants of all nationalities in Latgale.

Particularly distressing was the behaviour of the “Latvian Bank for

Trade and Industry”, which led to an interpellation to the Minister of

Finance. This Bank charged a usurious interest of 36 percent and some-

times of even more than 48 percent, thus causing the ruin of its clientele

whose property was put up for public auction. However, the interpellations

on this unpleasant affair helped to bring about the organisation of a power-

ful opposition, and prepared the ground for the unification of those dis-

satisfied with the domination of the Peasant Party.

December 1926 saw the Left-wing Cabinet of M. Skujenek, which re-

mained in power until the end of January, 1928. The vote for this Cabinet

was by roll-call, and Skujenek received a majority of 52 votes. The Jews

who voted for him were Laserson, Maisel and Nurock; while the two re-

presentatives of the Aguda, together with the German group, left the

hall during the voting.

During the period of this Cabinet the first complete split came about

in the 16-strong Minorities bloc. It was brought about on the one side

by the right-wing section which included the five German deputies, the

right-wing Russians and the two Aguda representatives, while against them

were all the 7 left-wing minority representatives.

During this period the inner differences within Latvian democracy came

to a head. A Fascist orientation began to develop in the extreme right wing.

The success of the Fascist putsch in Lithuania in December 1926, as a

result of which the first Baltic Dictatorship of Waldemaras was established,

undoubtedly helped to encourage a similar state of mind in Latvia. The
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Latvian National Club was outspokenly Fascist. The Skujenek Coalition

took fright at the growth of Fascism and helped to organise the Social

Democrat Workers’ Sports League, which it helped by the acquisition of

a certain quantity of arms. The suppression of the attempted military

putsch at Wolmar in the second half of 1927 proved that Latvian Fascism

was certainly not asleep.

As remarked, the seven progressive deputies in the Minorities voted

for the Skujenek Cabinet, thus contributing to the victory of the Left-wing

Coalition. During the First Seim the minorities had not yet organised as a

political force. Since they constituted a group of 15-16 members they had

considerable value in fixing the “key” of participation in the Seim Com-

mittees, and were actually represented in all of them and in the Seim Pre-

sidium. However, their main strength lay in their watchful stand to prevent

any reduction in or withholding of recognised rights in respect of self-deter-

mination or civic equality. This had been the foundation of the Minorities

bloc, which the Social Democrats used to define, either for purposes of

dispute or during serious discussion of the constitutional rights of the

citizen, as “the Bloc from the Socialist Laserson to Baron Fircks.” The

various parts of the bloc were never united in respect of confidence or

no confidence in Cabinets. Sometimes it was hard to foresee which section

would prevail.

However, as the Left-wing Coalition developed and united, there came

about a basic differentiation between the various sections of the Minorities

bloc. At the beginning of the Second Seim, as during the First Seim, the

conservative majority of the Bloc aimed to isolate its two radical members,

namely the Russian Kalistratov, representative of the Russian peasants in

Latgale, and the Jew Laserson, with the aim of supporting the right-wing

Cabinets with the aid of the remaining 14 votes. At the establishment of

these Cabinets (of Ulmanis, Tzelmin and others) the minorities were given

various assurances of a cultural and of a economic character which, how-

ever, were either not kept or kept only in part. The freezing of the question

of (German and Jewish) autonomy, and the unceasing negotiations regarding

the problem of citizenship, are clear evidence that the minorities did not

have any real influence even on Cabinets they fully supported. However,

after a prolonged period of disappointments there finally came about signi-

ficant changes, at the end of 1926, in the balance of forces among their

parliamentary representatives.

The active supporters of the Left-wing Coalition came to include two

Russians, Shkooliansky and Tikhonitsky, two Poles, Werzevicki and Wil-
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fiszewski, together with Rabbi Nurock. These, together with the two Left-

wing minority members, united as a Progressive Minorities Group of 7 depu-

ties. As a result the minorities lost the stain of backwardness, conservatism

and reaction that had been stamped upon them ever since the foundation

of Latvia.

It was clear that the new coalition was inevitably opposed economically

to the Society of Peasants and the extreme right wing of the Seim. Matters

on the Agenda included the strengthening of industry and the improvement

of the conditions of the urban population. It was absolutely necessary to

reduce considerably the support of and allocations for the well-to-do pea-

santry. Every change of this kind was certain to benefit the Jewish masses

:

The craftsmen, workers and clerks, and the small and medium tradesmen.

One might therefore have assumed that the Aguda would also support the

new Coalition. Instead, however, it adopted a hostile attitude.

It warned the Jewish masses that when the Social Democrats came to

power they would introduce a whole series of monopolies in the most vital

branches of trade and industry. These would chiefly engage in economic

experiments, would be opposed to private enterprise, and would undermine

the position of the Jewish merchant and middleman.

All these prophecies proved false. The Left Coalition promptly coopted

a member of the minorities to the Central Committee for regulating land

matters, in order to prevent favoritism in the grant of land to members of

the National Minorities. The Nationality Law was reconsidered and amend-

ed. And in the economic affairs of Latvia the Cabinet proceeded from the

internal policy of the country to its foreign policy.

After prolonged negotiations between Esthonia and Latvia for a non-

aggression pact with U.S.S.R., Latvia evinced a special tendency under

Skujenek’s Cabinet to reach this agreement, largely for economic reasons

and also in order to strengthen the position of Latvia at the League of

Nations. The Non-Aggression Pact was signed on 9th March, 1927, but

it was clear that this was not enough, and that a trade agreement with

Soviet Russia would also be necessary.

This Agreement was signed by the Latvian and Russian Delegations

on the 6th of June, 1927. Its final ratification was very carefully discussed

by the Seim during two sessions on 25 and 26th October. In accordance

with supplementary clauses which were withheld from publication, Soviet

Russia undertook to order goods from Latvian industry to a total of 40

million lat, while Latvia undertook to purchase 19 million lats’ worth of
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Soviet goods. In addition Latvia undertook to reduce its protective tariffs

by 20 percent in favour of U.S.S.R.

Jewish merchants, industrialists, craftsmen, workers and intellectuals

all welcomed the Agreement, particularly because they saw that it offered

prospects of strengthening and encouraging trade and industry, benefitting

ports like Riga, Libau, Windau and leading to increased orders from Soviet

Russia. This also applied in part to non-Jewish industrial and commercial

circles. (See my lecture to the Trade and Industry Association which was

published in the “Frimorgen” on 27th April, 1927; also my address to the

Bialik Club, “Frimorgen,” 27th June, 1927.)

The arguments of the opponents were primarily aimed to prove that

the Agreement was liable to lead to artificial production which would

require the investment of considerable capital; so that if Russia did not

keep her promises to the full there would be a severe crisis. Factories would

be prepared and equipped exclusively for the consumption habits of Soviet

Russia. As a result their products would not suit the requirements of

Western Europe, and would therefore remain unsaleable of Russia did not

carry out her agreement precisely.

In spite of this it should be noted that a wave of optimism passed even

through those circles which were very far, politically speaking, from having

any feelings of friendship for Soviet Russia. And so it came about that in

the course of the vote by roll-call regarding the approval of the Agreement

at the Seim session of 26th October, it gained the votes not only of the

two Aguda opponents of the Coalition but also of all the German delegates

except Baron Fircks. The extreme right-wing Russians and two Poles were

the only ones who voted against the Agreement. Naturally enough, the

Jewish Commercial Association and craftsmen were in favour.

No less interesting was the cultural life of Latvian Jewry at this time.

Here we shall deal with this subject only in so far as it was reflected in the

activities and debates of the Latvian Parliament during the Second Seim.

It is doubtful whether there was any other Parliamentary institution to be

found in Europe or elsewhere which at any time dedicated so much atten-

tion to the autonomous administration of Jewish schools and the mutual

relations between the Hebrew and Yiddish school networks. At the same

time it should be noted that between the two World Wars (1919-1939)

Latvia was the only country where the Bund, the opponents in principle

of Hebrew schools, had a parliamentary representative of their own. As a

result the views of the Bund exerted an appreciable influence on Latvian

legislation for the term of three Seims (1922-1932).
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During the period of the left-wing Coalition matters became acute be-

cause two Zionist votes, of the Mizrahi and Zeirei Zion respectively, gave

a majority to the Cabinet (52 out of 100). Although cooperation between

these two Zionist representatives was very close, there can be no doubt

that the main weight of the struggle for the Hebrew schools fell on the

Zeirei Zion representative. This was due in part to the fact that the struggle

about the schools was particularly sharp in Latgale, where the Bund en-

deavoured to ensure the hegemony of Yiddish in Jewish education.

Now although the Zeirei Zion had the same views as the Latvian Social

Democrats on most political and social matters and were in closer touch

with them than the Mizrahi, it was the Zeirei Zion which came into conflict

with the Social Democrats, who included the Bund, in respect of Zionist

culture. This conflict found expression not only in the Seim but also in a

number of municipalities. At the same time there were Social Democrat

Seim members who openly disavowed the Bund on account of their fana-

tical, anti-democratic fight against Hebrew. (See “Der Ruf\ 25 November,

1927.) The Hebrew Movement grew particularly under the Cabinet of Sa-

muel (1925-1926). At this time the Hamoreh Association was founded.

Kindergartens were opened, elementary and secondary Hebrew Schools were

established. Above all, thenceforward the Hebrew Movement, with the sup-

port of the Zionist Movement, set out to penetrate the ranks of the general

Teachers’ Federation, in which the Yiddishists had previously been the

sole representatives of Jewry and of Jewish schools. Similarly a major

struggle began everywhere, particularly in the Seim and the Municipalities,

to obtain equal rights for Hebrew as well as Yiddish.

This struggle promptly met with fanatical opposition on the part of

the Yiddishists, for whom the Social Democrat Bund provided an organisa-

tional and political basis. Even extreme left-wing Yiddishist groups, up to

and including the Communists, endeavoured to exploit the special position

of the Bund, particularly its close ties with the Social Democrats and

progressive Latvian teachers. Hamoreh and the more active Zionist circles

endeavoured to obtain approval for the Hebrew schools in Latvian Social

Democrat circles, among their Seim members and active personalities, etc.

In June, 1926, a special publication called ‘Tvrit” (Hebrew) appeared in

Latvian. Thanks to cooperation between the Zionist Bloc and the Social

Democrats in the Seim and the municipalities, close contact was gradually

established between the progressive Latvians and the Hebrew Movement.

The Mizrahi and the General Zionists abandoned this struggle entirely, so
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that it became the almost exclusive monopoly of the Zeirei Zion and other

left-wing Zionist circles.

The apprehensions of the Yiddishists increased in particular during the

period of Skujenek’s left-wing Coalition. Those special ties between left-

wing Zionists and the Latvian Social Democrats proved of considerable use

in the struggle to ensure the rights of the Hebrew schools. We still have

a copy of an interesting essay published in a Yiddish journal which stood

considerably left of the Bund, called “Arbeiter Welt”. It appeared on

4th February 1927, was signed T. S. and was entitled “Double Book-

keeping’. When the left-wing Cabinet commenced its activities, this paper

wrote inter alia

:

“We do not yet know what benefits can actually be expected from the

left-wing Coalition. Yet one thing at least is already perfectly clear : No
blessing will come to the Yiddish schools from this Bloc of Social De-

mocrats, Zeirei Zion and Mizrahi. . . . The daily press has published the

news that the Social Democrats have promised their Zionist companions

in the Coalition to secure for the Hebrew language the same legal rights

as Yiddish — which means, under present conditions in the Jewish street,

the beginning of the destruction of the Yiddish school. At the Thirteenth

Conference of Latvian teachers the Zionists threatened to break up the

Government Coalition unless their demand in respect of the languages was

adopted. Furthermore, these threats compelled the poetess Aspasia (wife

of the Minister of Culture) to appear with a pro-Zionist speech such as

the Zionists themselves never heard even in their dreams, while the Social

Democrats gazed at her in astonishment . .

.

“In Riga itself the situation is far worse. A few years ago the Zionists

succeeded in imposing the upkeep of the Hebrew schools on the Munici-

pality, and they achieved this thanks only to the help of the Social Democrat

Municipal Councillors who disregarded the present law regarding schools,

which provides in so many words that tuition in school must be conducted

only in the mother tongue of the pupil. But the appetite increases with

eating . .

.

“— Does the Bundist member of the Seim know of this calculated

attempt against the life of the Yiddish schools? Are the Bundist Council

members aware of it? Will they move at least a finger to stop the Zionist

plottings ?”

Truth to tell, the Yiddish schools were not in any danger, although

feelings of sympathy towards the Hebrew schools undoubtedly increased

steadily in the progressive and Socialist circles of Latvia for a long time
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before and after the Latvian coalition. Sympathy for the Hebrew schools

was shown by a long list of Social Democrats, including Rdnis, Tzelens,

Aspasia, Dekens and, above all, a great many teachers. Their opinion de-

rived from the healthy feeling that in the choice between Yiddish, which

seemed to them to be only a variant of German, and classical Hebrew,

they had to support the latter. This psychological rejection of Yiddish was

stronger even than the party discipline and political solidarity which the

Bund called for whenever possible. There was also some weight to the

fact that the left-wing Zionists, many of whom had participated in the

Latvian Revolutionary Movement as long before as 1905 and 1906, sup-

ported the Social Democrats with greater and more disinterested affection

than the Bund.

It was therefore natural that the very existence of the left-wing Coalition

served to encourage the cultural position of Zionism. That was why the

period of this Coalition saw an open conflict in the Seim between the Bund

and the Zeirei Zion. Undoubtedly the right-wing opposition did its best to

exploit this internecime conflict in order to shake the Cabinet. A whole

series of stratagems against the Hebrew schools and their teachers, which

were prepared by the Bund and the Yiddishists behind the scenes, became

known to the opponents of the left-wing Coalition, who decided to exploit

this material in their questions to Reinis, the Minister of Culture, in No-

vember, 1927.

In a critical speech regarding the Ministry, P. Sepp of the Farmers’

Democratic Society of Latgale spoke of the situation of the Hebrew schools,

relying on a circular sent out by the Yiddishist “Central School Organisa-

tion” which he had received from a Municipal Councillor in Rezhitse.

This Circular referred to a Miss Lutzow, teacher at the Jewish Elementary

School, who had been employed there for one year in all. In his speech

Sepp remarked

:

“The institution known as the Central Committee of the Jewish School

Organisation which is associated with the party of Mr. Maisel has sent

several circulars to its members demanding that they should find some

way of removing Miss Lutzow from her post and replacing her by a

member of their party. The circular is written in Russian, and I shall

therefore read you some relevant sections in their very words

:

“As you can see for yourselves, the situation is very serious. It will

be impossible to continue working in this field unless a certain attitude

is established on the part of the Schools Council towards Miss Lutzow.

If you have not yet done anything about this, please call an urgent
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Meeting of the Schools Council. (Summon all of them, let nobody be

absent !) Speak firmly, protest against the school administration. At
this meeting you must give the principal a lesson, you must rebuke

him for his stand in the school administration against the interests of

the school and the wishes of most members of the Council. He must

be warned privately (not at the Meeting) that he may have to leave

his post as Principal. The Council must also resolve not to allow

Miss Lutzow to enter the school — in case you have not done that

yet. We are awaiting your telegram confirming the adoption of our

above resolution by the School Council.

We await notice by telegram because we shall have to take further

steps by Sunday (we find that we shall not be able to receive letters

until Monday). In case you have in any case decided to take these

steps, then if you have anything to inform us about the matter, please

telegraph without delay.

“In this special case you must mobilise all of them and show more

activity than in the case of Pinner. Our position in Rezhitse depends

on this.”

These and similar facts quoted by Sepp and other opposition members

were intended to bring about a declaration of no confidence in the Minister,

Reinis. At the following meeting which was dedicated to this question, a

long speech was delivered by Laserson who declared that although he could

not approve the hesitant position of the Minister in respect of the activities

of Municipal representatives who were subject to Yiddishist influence or

inspiration from Bund circles, he would nevertheless vote against the motion

of no confidence. A number of relevant passages are quoted from this

speech, which serves to illustrate the tense atmosphere in which we were

compelled to protect the Hebrew schools.

“I shall now pause to deal with a matter that has no direct connection

with the complaints expressed in this motion against the Minister and

Ministry of Culture. In order that my words may be properly under-

stood, and to prevent conflicting interpretations, I must remark to

begin with that I do not for a single moment question the intentions

underlying the orders of the Ministry of Education. I shall likewise

stress that we have before us a question deriving from a public and

cultural dispute, a dispute between a school network of a certain kind

and a school network of an entirely different kind. I speak here of

the Hebrew and the Yiddish schools. I do not in any way doubt that

in his treatment of the schools the Minister does not in any way dis-
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criminate between them. Yet in actual practice experience has been

quite different. We clearly see that in Latvia, and particularly in Lat-

gale, the entire Hebrew school network is subjected to persecution

and interference, in spite of the fact that Mr. Reims has more than

once expressed his affection for the Hebrew cultural movement. One
of these facts refers to Kraslava and another to Dvinsk.

“On 31st July the Elementary Municipal School Council in Kraslava

appointed Gorfinkel (a Member of Zeirei Zion — Hitahdut) to the

vacant post of Principal. This Gorfinkel is not a desirable candidate

in the eyes of our Yiddishist rivals. At the meeting of the Kraslava

Municipal Council held on 22nd August, the candidature of Gor-

finkel was not even presented for deliberation. On the other hand a

certain Mr. Glickman was appointed to the post on the Mayor’s re-

commendation, although his name had not even been brought before

the School Council.

“Now this is absolutely contrary to Articles 17 and 36 of the Law
for Cultural Institutions, according to which teachers may be appointed

to serve in such institutions by school councils only. We must point

out that some time ago, after a protest on the part of parents of the

pupils of the Kraslava School, the Ministry of Culture sent an order

on the 9th of September dismissing Glickman from his post as Prin-

cipal, and replacing him by the candidate proposed by the School

Council; for on the basis of Article 17 and 36 of the Law the Minister

found that Glickman had not been appointed in legal fashion. How-

ever, the fortunate Glickman was not yet prepared to give up, and

in order to strengthen his new position and likewise without considera-

tion for the fact that his post had not yet been finally approved, he

summoned from Libau his fellow party-man to serve as teacher. All

this was done in absolute disregard of the fact that Glickman had no

authority to act as School Principal. (Interruption by Maisel.) Mr.

Maisel, please don’t be excited. You will obtain permission to answer

after me.

“The Minister for his part sent the Government official Hochman in

order to find out precisely what had been happening in Kraslava. And

what did Hochman find when he came there? At the meeting of the

school parents the Mayor had appeared accompanied by four or five

persons, who did not have any right to be present as their children

were not among the pupils of the school. However, by these artificial

and illegal measures they provided themselves with a majority ! And
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indeed, why should these gentlemen care about the law when they

have to fight their political rivals, the Hebraists? Gentlemen, it is

doubtful whether in any democratic country in the world there has

been such a scandal of acquiring a majority by such inproper measures

as this !

“It is therefore clear to all of us why on the 10th of October the

Minister of Culture issued an Order (No. 5023), drawing attention to

the Illegal cancelling of elections’ of the School Council on the 24th

September, and requiring the Kraslava School Council to hold a

parent’s meeting again and elect a new Parents’ Council . . . However,

among the inhabitants of Kraslava there are persons who feel them-

selves so strong and powerful that they never event dreamt of com-

plying with the provisions of this Order of the 10th of October; since

they must presumably have supposed that this Order might prove of

benefit to the supporters of Hebrew. It is quite possible that they had

a basis to believe that they would find support for themselves in any

case, and they might therefore defer the matter even if it was against

the rule of the Minister. So they did not obey the Order of the Min-

ister of Culture at all. However, that was not the end of the affair.

The Minister gave instructions that the Mayor of Kraslava should act

as was required. But in view of this behaviour of rejection by defer-

ment, the Minister issued a second Order (No. 5341 of 21st October)

requiring the Parents’ Meeting to elect a School Council by the 1st of

November.

“One might have supposed that this time the Minister of Culture

had fixed a final legal date to prevent any further delay. But no. On
that very day there came about a kind of miracle which was entirely

to the benefit of the lucky Glickman. The Minister of Culture issued

an order to cancel his earlier decision. I very much doubt the justifi-

cation for this sudden change. Yet undoubtedly the sudden change

on the part of the Minister encouraged the Mayor together with other

municipal workers in Kraslava. The rivals of the parents celebrated

their victory. They would decide entirely by themselves whether or

not to hold the Second Meeting. Why, this was as though the Minister

had indirectly told the Mayor and his municipal companions : Gentle-

men, you have permission to do whatever you see fit. You even have

the right not to hold a Parents’ Meeting at all.

“I do not wish to spend too much of the time of the present session

on this matter. Nevertheless I cannot but remark that similar things
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also happened in Dvinsk. There as well the Parents for three times

in succession selected a candidate who was not approved by the Mu-
nicipal Council. To this day the elected candidate cannot go and carry

out the duties required of him. I shall not deny the fact that the law

regarding the division of powers between the two parties concerned,

that is, between the Ministry and the local municipal administration,

is not as precise as it should be with regard to the administration of

schools. Yet in spite of this I cannot agree to or accept the assumption

that our present laws provide for a depriving of the Ministry of Cul-

ture's right to issue Orders. (Italics in the Seim Report — M.L.).

Such an interpretation of laws is not permissible, otherwise it would

reduce us to a state of complete absurdity.”

Continuing, Laserson analysed the Articles of the Law of Culture and

proved that the demands and interpretations of the Yiddishists involved

the assumption that the Minister had less rights in schools than the School

Inspectors, who under certain conditions were entitled to dismiss teachers.

“Now with regard to Glickman I am not prepared to consider his

background or the course of events from the beginning. On the first

occasion the Minister was whole-hearted about his Order, but not the

second time. Such hesitancies are connected with a state of affairs

which I am not prepared to discuss in this high institution. And yet

the fact that in this and similar instances the Municipal Councils act

from the very beginning in accordance with political considerations

— this, gentlemen, is a fact of which you can convince yourselves by

the case of Dvinsk, where the Municipal Council suggested a com-

promise. This Council seems to have been very annoyed by the fact

that Weisspap, the candidate proposed by the parents, is not suffi-

ciently familiar with Yiddish. In any case the Municipal Council of

Dvinsk informed the Minister that it has nothing whatsoever against

the appointment of Weisspap to the Hebrew School as long as he is

not appointed to the (third) Yiddish School, even as a teacher of

Hebrew. The Municipal Council agreed to appoint Weisspap to the

second School and also to the fifth; but under no condition to the

third. What is the reason? Why is the teacher so-and-so desirable

pedagogically in a certain school whereas he is entirely undesirable

in another ? There is no official answer to this.

“To sum up, you, Mr. Minister, are being dragged for purely political

reasons into an internal dispute that concerns the cultural life of the
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Jewish People. We do not request any concessions or privileges for

ourselves : What we are asking for is legality. Taking the existing

situation into consideration, under no conditions may a situation be

permitted such as the one which is steadily being established in Dvinsk

and Kraslava I fully support the view of Mr. Dekens the veteran

pedagogue, who said on one occasion : ‘It is impossible to accept a

local authority which does not obey the Instructions of the Centre.’

Gentlemen, are not these words well suited to what is happening now
in Dvinsk and Kraslava? Are we not in a position to declare that

the local authority insists on going its own way ? That the Mayor of

Kraslava, for example, feels himself quite in order even though he

ignores the decisions of the Minister, because he hopes that with the

aid of the tactics of delay he will be able to bring about the com-

plete cancellation of the Minister’s Orders.
“— Here I wish to dissociate myself from those gentlemen on the

Right who oppose the Minister of Culture from a completely different

point of view. In particular I wish to dissociate myself from Mr. Sepp,

for example, who claimed that the struggle between the protagonists

of Yiddish and Hebrew is a purely political one, that the supporters

of Hebrew are more general while the supporters of Yiddish are out-

standingly Leftists ... I do not wish to go into this at length. (TV.

Maisel interrupts,) You, Mr. Maisel, as I have already pointed out,

will still have an occasion to speak here about this matter, and I do

not wish to deprive you of it. Gentlemen, Mr. Sepp spoke about our

struggle and read out to the deputies present a Circular sent by the

Central School Organisation to its local supporters, in which it urges

them to present candidates of their own who will fight against the

supporters of Hebrew at every step and by any means whatsoever . .

.

If the Central School Organisation or any other body fights by un-

worthy methods which cannot be permitted in a democratic country

like ours, I feel it necessary to state here that I do not intend to put

the blame for this behaviour of the Central School Organisation on

the Minister of Education. Today’s question is actually directed against

the Cabinet as a whole. I shall therefore vote against the adoption

of the Question because here I represent that party which ever since

the days of the Constituent Assembly has been dedicated to the prin-

ciple of Democracy and has always supported purely Democratic

Governments only. It is possible that the present left-wing Govern-

ment tends, whether by virtue of one-sided influence or because of
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other considerations, to support the cultural current which is opposed

to us. Maybe this is already an established fact. Unhappily the prin-

ciple of equal rights has not been taken into consideration here at all.

Unhappily, for in a Protestant country, where freedom of opinion

and liberty of conscience have been recognised since the Seventeenth

Century, we are being persecuted thanks to slogans whose purpose

is neither less nor more than the suppression of our ancient Hebrew
culture. (K. Ulmanis from his seat : Who is persecuting you?) This

does not refer to you, Mr. Ulmanis, but to Mr. Maisel (laughter).

This time I wish to say that it is the duty of the Ministry of Culture

to speak clearly about this matter. Mr. Ulmanis, I do not know
whether you will like my words or not, but here in Latvia there is

autonomy of the schools — even if it is restricted. All the more, if

you are entitled to speak against the Ministry of Culture as you wish,

then I am entitled to criticise the Ministry in quite a different spirit.

You cannot prohibit me from doing so. (Shouts.)

“I think that the Ministry is not entitled to permit this autonomy

here in Latvia to become rule by a strong-arm group. Now in what

affects our direction, appointed Mayors and other fictitious persons

appear at meetings of parents and act there as though the place be-

longed to them, in an unheard-of fashion which cannot be permitted

under any conditions. However, in spite of what has happened I hope

that in the nearest possible future we shall reach the point where

equal rights will actually be established as between the two cultural

movements whose existence is a fact which must inevitably exist in

the country. It is my hope that the Ministry of Culture will in turn

take all necessary steps in good time in this connection, and I there-

fore express my opinion against adopting the motion.”

At the following session Dr. Maisel did his best to reduce the impression

made on his Social Democrat fellow-members by Laserson’s speech, which

he described as moral support for the enemies of the left-wing Coalition.

However, none of the Social Democrats reacted to Maisel’s words. Dr.

Maisel was against the principle of equal rights for Yiddish and Hebrew,

but his fight was foredoomed to failure. Indeed, the struggle was lost even

before the left-wing Cabinet was established in the second half of Novem-

ber, 1926. At a historic session of the Cultural Committee Laserson’s for-

mula was adopted, providing for equal rights of the two languages in

Jewish schools maintained by the Government and the Local Authorities.

This formula was supported by a decisive majority of 8 representatives
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including the Social Democrat Dekens. The only person to vote against was
Dr. Maisel, the representative of the Bund. The Social Democrat Elias and
the German Teller refrained from voting.

The Social Democrats held firm to this opinion in spite of all the efforts

of the Bund. Undoubtedly the period of the left-wing Coalition strengthened

the status of the Hebrew schools, and thus inoculated them against the

possibility of subsequent weakening.

The left-wing Coalition lasted for rather more than one year, and in

many respects the brief period was the best for the Jews of Latvia. This
applied not only to local policy but also to foreign policy and international

relations in general. While the clerical Peasant Fascism of Lithuania was
beginning to strike roots, there was a ceaseless struggle in Latvia and
Esthonia for the implementation of democratic principles in the State as
a whole, and for the Jews as well. Even Jewish towns like Glazmanka*
Preil, ? reuzburg, etc., received rights of municipal autonomy, being with-

drawn from the authority of the Village Councils, and hence from their

burdensome taxation system. In this respect the transformation of these

Jewish towns into small municipalities afforded progress for the Jewish
population. In certain respects, however, the change involved several grave
difficulties, and first and foremost the allocation of lands in accordance
with the new agrarian reform. The change of Governments had its effect

on the work of the Central Committee for Lands. As remarked, the Russian
Delegate Shiomiansky was officially appointed to this Committee during

the left-wing Coalition as a representative of the Minorities, in order tc

ensure unbiassed and unprejudiced deliberations. Hence during this Coalition

lands were transferred in a far fairer fashion than before.

In practice two Jewish representatives, Dubin and Laserson, regularly

attended all meetings of this Central Committee (under all Governments)

at which local complaints regarding the allocation of lands were brought

up for discussion. Sometimes Dr. Maisel was also present. M. Nurock also

appeared on occasion, in connection with land matters affecting Kurland.

After the fall of the left-wing Cabinet, however, there was a grave deteriora-

tion in the position of the poor and impoverished Jews of the small towns,

in respect of land allocation. This was not so much a disregard of the just

claims of individuals as an instability in the methods of settling land

problems within the small towns.

The Jewish inhabitants had always made use of village common lands

and the houses built on them in accordance with the rights of “Zinsch”
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(in Latgale); * and also as long-standing lessors. But many Jews had lost

valuable documents, contractual agreements, etc., particularly on account

of the upheavals of the First World War, the Expulsions, etc. Rural lands

which had previously been the property of the large estate-holders in Latgale

were transferred to the State Land Fund in order that their original owners

might regain them. And what happened? The Agrarian Reform hurt the

Jews of the small towns and large villages far more than it did the peasants

and villagers.

This came about not only in isolated Court cases as a result of which

Jewish lease-holders were compelled to give up places where they had been

living a very long time for the benefit of officials or persons from other

places, but also when it came to fixing the boundaries of the small towns

and preparing the more general plans which were ostensibly intended only

to serve as a basis for their growth and development . . . Furthermore, as

a result of discussions on issues transferred to the Central Committee from

such places as Preil, Bagda, Vishki, etc., grazing grounds were taken away

entirely from the Jewish small town population or else were greatly reduced.

After the fall of the left-wing Coalition in particular, the cattle and livestock

of the poor Jewish villagers remained without any pasturage at all.

In March 1928 it was found that the only way to improve matters was

by a set of new regulations. Documents disposing of land, even of con-

siderable property value, were not infrequently prepared without the know-

ledge of the village residents. It is obvious that the Village Councils were

always prepared to reduce the area of market towns. This tendency could

also be observed in provincial land committees. It was therefore absolutely

necessary to ensure that the residents of market towns had the right of

sharing in the preparation and approval of land programmes in places

where there was a large concentration of inhabitants. In this connection

Laserson proposed the adoption of a provisional formula “to require the

Government and the Central Lands Committee to ensure without delay

that in order to prepare and approve plans for densely populated areas it

shall be necessary to invite representatives on behalf of the areas concerned,

even if the said areas have not yet been granted the right of conducting

their own affairs.”

* The right of Zinsch, a relic of local Polish law, is the hereditary right of using

land belonging to others subject to a specific and fixed payment. The right of

Zinsch applies to both rural and urban real estate. It is important to note that the

right of Zinsch differed from the right of hiring or leasing, in that no time limit

was involved.
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Towards the end of January 1927 the Committee for Public Law began

to study the Law of Citizenship. Dr. N. Maisel was appointed rapporteur

on the proposed law. He did not in any way intend to solve basic and

vital questions in this field. His purpose was not to submit daring or ex-

treme proposals, but on the contrary to present a proposal that would

easily obtain a majority in the Seim.

As remarked, the National Council had already considered this matter

in August 1919, but the Latvian legislative institutions had never recognised

the principle of the Polish Minorities Agreement, according to which the

new State was required automatically to register as a citizen every person

born within the area of the State who had not received some other citizen-

ship, in virtue of his place of birth. During the period of the earlier law of

1921 the “Children of the Eighties” and their offspring were not entitled

to demand citizenship. The law was based on the principle of registration.

With the aid of his draft law Deputy Maisel aimed at securing rights of

citizenship for those persons who on the date of the promulgation of the

law were resident in the country, had never accepted any other citizenship

and had resided within the frontiers of Latvia for at least six months

before the 1st of August, 1914 when the First World War began, or for six

months before the 18th of November 1918, when Latvia became indepen-

dent. The latter date was included to make matters easier for those who

were unable to prove that they had resided in Latvia before the First World

War. He did not refer to persons residing elsewhere who wished to acquire

Latvian citizenship.

Deputy Dubin also demanded an extension of the period of choice

for receiving citizenship, but Maisel refused to introduce this amendment

in his draft. After prolonged discussion the Draft Law was passed and

published on 2nd June, 1927. Admittedly it did not really satisfy those

with extensive demands among the Jews and the other minorities; but on

the other hand it did constitute a considerable concession to public opinion,

to the people of the Eighties and their offspring. At the same time this

group of citizens were not granted automatic citizenship but were required

to submit special applications to the Ministry of the Interior.

The most important supplementary clause provided

:

“Similarly the citizens of the State of Latvia shall include every

Russian subject without distinction of nationality or creed who has

resided within the boundaries of Latvia since 1st January 1925, and

until this supplementary Law comes into force has not adopted any

foreign citizenship and who : — a) lived in Latvia for at least six
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months before the 1st of August, 1914; b) lived in Latvia permanently

until the year 1881; c) or who is a descendant of persons included

under a) and b).”

The discussions of the Citizenship Law gave rise to an incitement cam-

paign on the part of the extreme Right, the Peasants’ Party and the De-

mocratic Centre. At the final session the Peasants’ Party, even after the

adoption of the draft, endeavoured to defer its final approval for five or

six days on the excuse of transferring it to the Drafts Committee, because

of opposition to the supposedly “American tempo” at which it had been

passed by the Seim. Deputy Laserson, as a member of the Drafts Com-
mittee, proposed that the Plenary Session should be adjourned for half an

hour in order to enable the Committee to inspect the wording of the law

on the spot and introduce its corrections if any. He pointed out that there

had also been precedents under right-wing Cabinets for the suspension of

Plenary Meetings in order to allow the Committee to inspect draft laws.

This proposal was approved by a majority, and the law was passed the

same evening after an hour’s discussion by the Drafts Committee.

The reason for this energetic opposition the part of the right-wing

parties can be found, incidentally, in the fact that during the entire six

years of parliamentary discussion of this law those parties had used it as

an issue for bargaining and political extortion.

The opinions and behaviour of opponents to this law were always

calculated and directed towards some clear and specific objective. This could

easily be proved by the fact that as soon as it was passed by the Seim,

Deputy Yurashevsky, the future head of the Cabinet and a member of

several earlier Cabinets, announced from the Seim rostrum that the new

Law did not represent the opinion of the majority, for which reason his

party would have to demand a referendum on the matter.

It should be remarked that under the left-wing Cabinet Latvia also ob-

tained a satisfactory reputation abroad to some degree. During this time a

Commercial Treaty was signed with U.S.S.R. Closer ties were established

with France and Great Britain. The country became wellknown abroad on

account of its minority rights as well. The minorities of countries like Poland

and Roumania regarded Latvia — and Esthonia even more — as a model

in respect of its minorities legislation. This explains why, at the meetings

of the World Congress of National Minorities, the representatives of the

Latvian Minorities, particularly the Germans and the Jews, exerted more

influence than their numerical strength warranted. The Congress met in

Geneva in 1927. At the same time a World Jewish Conference also met in
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Zurich and was attended by the Jewish Parliamentary representatives of

Central and Eastern Europe.

This year and the previous one (1926) were in some respects the period

when Exile optimism reached its highest point. The political and economic

stability which had established themselves after the feverish years 1919-1923

inevitably left their mark on the Jewish public as well. At this period, when

the Kellog-Briand Pact was deliberated and signed after the de jure re-

cognition of Soviet Russia, every shade of fear of an all-European Social

Revolution seemed to have vanished. Germany, which had settled down
after the final ending of the inflation and the firm establishment of the

democratic Weimar structure, had been admitted to the League of Nations.

Stresemann’s line of defence seemed to stress that Germany was once again

facing the West, including France. At the meetings of national minorities

the “Auslands Deutsche”, the Germans living outside Germany who num-

bered ten millions, occupied a very important place beside the most dis-

persed minority of all, namely the Jews. It seemed that these meetings were

well suited to the Democratic Order.

Yet beneath this apparent unity, which was solemnly welcomed in Ge-

neva by the outstanding Zionist leader Leo Motzkin and by various political

representatives of German, Hungarian and Slavic minorities, there was an

inner conflict. Germany and the German Diaspora concealed their deep

dissatisfaction with the Versailles Peace Treaty from the eye of the be-

holder. As afterwards became clear from Stresemann’s Diary, they were

not orientated towards the principle of international democracy. The League

of Nations and Pacifism were tactical tools only, a kind of restorative poli-

tical pause for the purpose of organising the forces of opposition. In the

eyes of the Germans the Minority Conventions in Geneva were democratic

weapons to be used for Pan-German aspirations, which were already gra-

dually and systematically beginning to move into the channels of German

National Socialism.

It may be that the time has not yet come for comprehensive assessment

or full revelation of the significance of this period. But undoubtedly even

the Jewish representatives who participated in these Conventions, including

their central figures, did not realise the nature of the German moves behind

the scenes. Those who attended the 1927 Congress included not only

Motzkin but other Jewish figures such as Isaac Gruenbaum, Dr. Reich,

Dr. Heller and Dr. Rosmarin from Poland; Finkelstein from Lithuania,

Margalit of Czechoslovakia, Nurock and Laserson of Latvia; Romano and

Tagger of Bulgaria; Dr. Nobel of Roumania; and A. Gurevitch of Esthonia.
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At this Congress there was a split. The minorities from within Germany
who were represented were the Poles headed by Kaczmarek, the Danes and

the Slavs of the Lausitz region. The Slav inhabitants of Germany, who were

supported by the Polish representatives of Latvia and other countries, de-

manded that the new minority in Germany, namely the Frisians of North-

West Germany, should be admitted to these gatherings. The Presidency of

the Congress refused to receive the Frisians as a minority, and as a result

the majority of the Slav representatives withdrew from the Hall. (The issue

of admitting the Frisians had already been deferred at the Congress of

1925.) In explaining his withdrawal from the Congress, Kaczmarek, a Pole

from Germany, claimed that the Congress was rejecting the admission

of “weak” minorities of set purpose, whereas it was giving full encourage-

ment to the “irredentist minorities”, namely, those of Germany and Hun-

gary. Kaczmarek’s speech gives a perfectly clear explanation of the con-

siderations which led the non-German minorities of Germany (the Poles,

the Danes and the Slavs of Lausitz) to leave the Congress. “We do not

desire”, he declared, “to serve as a weapon of political action which aims

at seizing power.. We wish to direct our activities only according to the

requirements of the policy of the minorities.”

It should be noted that Leo Motzkin, the representative of the Jewish

minorities at the Congress, supported the majority against the withdrawal

of the minorities from Germany, for strictly formalist reasons.

Apart from the official speeches, the withdrawing group explained that

the Germans and Hungarians were using the Congress not to protect the

cultural and political rights of the minorities but in order to organise the

German and Hungarian minorities against the Peace of Versailles, and to

expand the boundaries of their own countries.

At the time the Jewish representatives did not properly appreciate this

demonstrative withdrawal from the Congress. In any case nothing happened

to prevent the Congresses from being gradually transformed into tools of

pan-German policy. Only when the Congress of 1933, after Hitler was al-

ready ruling over Germany, refused to protest against the persecution of

the Jews in that country did the Jewish representatives realise that in essence

they themselves had helped to strengthen pan-Germanism for eight full

years. Only after it was too late did the Jews refuse to accept the official

juridical reason which both the German and pro-German representatives

presented, namely, that German Jewry had never been a national minority

and therefore the Minorities Congress was not entitled to take a stand re-

garding the anti-Jewish activities of the Hitler regime. In 1933 the Jews
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finally withdrew. It was learnt in due course that E. Amende, a Baltic

German who had been General Secretary of the Congresses for years, had

become an enthusiatic supporter of Hitlerism together with W. Hasselblatt.

Of all the important members of these Congresses, Dr. P. Schiemann was

possibly the only one who was not won over to National Socialism. In this

respect the Minorities Congresses were a very tragic proof of our own
Jewish short-sightedness.

However, let us return to our own subject. The left-wing Coalition

ended at the beginning of 1928. On 21st January the Seim by a majority

of 51 votes against 43 gave a vote of confidence in the Cabinet of P. Yura-

shevsky. The two Aguda Delegates were among the minority who did not

vote against the Cabinet, while the German Bloc and right-wing Russian

deputies supported it. The debates on the Declaration of Policy of the

new Cabinet were quite prolonged, occupying two sessions.

There was a sharp conflict between the Aguda deputy Dubin and the

Mizrahi deputy Nurock. At the session of 21st January, when the Seim

was due to decide the fate of the new Cabinet, Dubin delivered a speech

in which he attacked the Social Democrats, the Jews of the Left, and

Deputy Nurock personally, with an acerbity that had never been heard

before in Latvian Parliamentary life. His central claim was that no part

of the Latvian people were to be trusted; not the right-wing, not the

Centre, and not the Social Democrats. Below we give a passage from

Nurock’s reply. This was one of Nurock’s best speeches, which reflects

the attitude of the first weeks after the fall of the left-wing Coalition. The

three progressive Jewish Deputies were undoubtedly influenced by the mood

of depression which affected not only Latvian Jewry but all progressive

Latvian public opinion, headed by the Social Democrats.

The following is part of Nurock’s answer to Dubin’s attack

:

. . Mr. Dubin asks why I participated in the left-wing Coalition

together with the Democratic Centre, and why I persuaded the De-

mocratic Centre to join the Left Coalition. And why, asks Dubin in

astonishment, is it impossible for me to go along with that selfsame

Democratic Centre today?

“To this I am prepared to answer. There is a vast difference between

the Democratic Centre when it was part of the left-wing Coalition

and that identical Centre when it heads the right-wing Coalition.

Within the left-wing Coalition the group of three members is no less

and no more than a fifth wheel in the Government waggon, and there-

fore it cannot do any harm. Yet the moment it became a harmful
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force it had to leave the Coalition; which is what happened when it

tried to destroy the quorum in the discussion of the Citizenship Law.

The basic foundation of the left-wing Coalition was the strongest party

in our Seim, the Social Democrats. It is the cornerstone of our De-

mocracy, and of freedom as well. Together with it the Democratic

Centre is not a danger. Yet when that Centre places itself at the

head of reactionary blocks which are filled with animosity towards

Judaism, it becomes dangerous and harmful to an overwhelming

degree . .

.

“And now to the second question : Why did I enter a Coalition with

the Peasants’ Party ?

“To begin with, that happened before the Peasants’ Party had re-

vealed its antisemitic aspect. Second, I went there not of my own
free will, as is generally known, but in virtue of a decision on the

part of the middle-class Jewish group which aimed to establish one

united middle-class front. This was a marriage of convenience and

most certainly not a love match. I foresaw the results in good time.

But I thought it was necessary to undergo this experience at least

once, in order to prove how justified my opinion was.

“In actual fact, after the popular vote and although the anti-Jewish

attitude of the Coalition has already crystallized fully, the repre-

sentatives of the Jewish minorities no longer have any place for two

opinions about this.

“In this respect, my dear Mr. Dubin, you cannot and do not wish

to understand. We talk different languages. I cannot sit at the same

table with people who trample on our national honour and our human
self-respect, who fling mud at all that is precious and holy to us, who
make proclamations of hatred against the Jews from this platform

and even make use of the Bible for the purpose. And so, Bible in

hand, they fight against the Bible itself and against the people who

gave the world this Book of Books . . . For this reason, Mr. Dubin,

I explained to Mr. Yurashevsky that for my part I am not prepared

to discuss any ‘entry conditions’ whatsoever with him. I do not wish

for any act of charity on the part of persons who spit in the face of

my people.

“If all this seems to you to be just a bargaining matter, then let each

of you trade as much as you like. But I, for my part, am not inter-

ested in bargaining. To fight back — that is my intention. That is the
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difference between me and you. The question is one of attitudes, plans,

regime, and not in any way a question of trading.

“I know perfectly well that I am swimming against the stream, since

those who have sent me here are the middle class whom everyone is

trying to influence. And indeed, not all the Jews can understand me
fully. But I shall not change my opinion . .

.

“As before, I shall continue to fight for our rights from the place

where I stand. I am imbued with ideals, and therefore I cannot

change my place. That, Mr. Dubin, is the whole of the difference.

“On this side (pointing to the Left) are freedom, democracy, human
qualities, understanding and a programme, a clear policy, outlook and

future. While there (pointing to the Right) are misanthropy, Jew-hatred,

outstanding reaction, deathly animosity, suppression of freedom, open

and black Antisemitism. The past and the future of my people, the

existence of Latvia, the inner voice of my heart and my conscience

— all these mark out for me the way which I have chosen. Absolute

equality for minorities and a free Governmental system can come

about only as a result of proceeding with Democracy, step by step.”

The relatively brief period which remained until the elections to the

Third Seim in Autumn 1928 was not marked by any striking political

events. The majority of the Jewish population was firmly opposed not

only to the new Cabinet of Yurashevsky but also to every attempt to liqui-

date the heritage of the left-wing Coalition. There were sound economic

reasons for this. The commercial treaty with U.S.S.R., signed in Summer

1927, led to increased exports to Russia, of manufactured goods in parti-

cular. The Jewish industrialists, especially those connected with weaving

and knitwear, plywood and timber processing, footwear and clothing, either

expanded their former businesses or established new plants equipped with

up-to-date machinery. Trade within the country itself also expanded con-

siderably. All these facts raised the prestige of the left-wing Coalition which

had signed that Agreement, and therefore inevitably increased the Jewish

feelings of opposition to the Yurashevsky Cabinet; and also to every pos-

sibility of establishing a Cabinet of the Peasants’ Party, which had been

strongly opposed to the very idea of the Commercial Agreement. This

inevitably lowered the prestige of the Aguda, which was the constant com-

panion of the Peasants’ Party. And the reputation of the Jewish groups

which had supported the left-wing Coalition was improved.

All these internal factors found expression in the elections to the

Third Seim. Although attempts were made to present new and non-political
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lists, such as that of “The Jewish Economic Bloc” (List No. 22 in Latgale)

instead of the long-standing party political lists, the majority of the Jewish

voters had a parliamentary experience of eight years, and showed that

they were quite aware of their position in the inner contests of the political

Blocs. The fourteen months of coalition proved to the ordinary voter

that the direction of the Aguda, that firm ally of the Peasants’ Party, was

opposed to Jewish interests.

However, a technical obstacle emerged before the new elections. This

was the proposal made by the German group to merge all the five electoral

regions (Kurland, Riga, Zemgalen, Livonia and Latgale), which were of

long standing in Latvia, into one single electoral region. This proposal in-

volved a secondary danger in view of the fact that the two largest Latvian

parties, the Social Democrats and the Peasants’ Party, also tended in general

to make an end of the carefully-planned division of the Latvian election

system, which enabled even the tiniest associations to make their way into

the Seim. The Germans worked in this direction for their own benefit only.

With a uniform body of voters who did not have any internal political

struggle that concerned them, the Germans hoped that with a single elec-

toral region they would be very successful; even though the percentage of

German representation in the Seim in any case exceeded their proportion

of the total population.

Other minorities, particularly the Jews, were undoubtedly liable to lose

as a result of such a change. The Germans were not prepared to give this

any consideration, particularly because the united regional system would

permit the 3,000 German votes dispersed in Livonia and Latgale to be

added to all the other German votes.

However, this proposal was exceedingly dangerous for the status of

the Jewish parties, especially the Zeirei Zion and the Bund in Latgale.

The struggle against the Single-region system was headed by Deputy La-

serson, as Dr. Maisel was subject to the party discipline of the Social De-

mocrats. In order to gain the time necessary to negotiate with the latter

party, Laserson made use of filibustering in the Committee for Public Law,

to which the German proposal was transferred. At the first session he spoke

for an hour and a half on the Proportional Representation System, as

practiced in Belgium and other European countries. When the Chairman

asked at the close of the session whether it was not possible to end the

address in order to put the matter to the vote at once, Laserson replied

that he had not yet presented all his material. As a result it was necessary
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to defer further discussion to the next session, which was due to meet

eight days later.

Meanwhile the deputies of the progressive minorities engaged in cease-

less negotiations with the Social Democrats and also with the Peasants’

Party. At the following session of the Committee the whole picture had

changed. Deputy Bruno Kalnin announced that the Social Democrats had

changed their minds and would continue to support the five-region electoral

system. Towards the end of the session the representative of the Peasants’

Party also supported Laserson, stressing incidentally that in the opinion

of his party the proposal should have been rejected right away because

it was basically defective and liable to cause complaints, particularly among
peasant voters; for the method of the united list, which would permit the

entry of persons whom they did not know, was alien to them and did not

accord with their interests. Laserson’ s proposal was adopted against the

will of the Germans and several of the Catholics of Latgale.

This saved the progressive minorities, some of whose candidates had

been elected in their districts even without the full proportion of votes.

Under the influence of these factors there was a strong leftward shift

of the Jewish representation at the elections. The Agudat Israel lost R.

Wittenberg, its second representative. Dubin himself was elected by a re-

latively small number of votes. The Mizrahi gained a second Deputy, Dr.

Aaron Nurock of Libau. Laserson was elected by a far larger number of

votes than he had received for the Second Seim. In Latgale Meisel was

elected on the Bund list as part of the Social Democrat party. Of the four

Jewish Deputies elected on an independent list, three were Zionists and

one a member of the Aguda. These results were liable to change the future

policy in respect of Jewish schools. Immediately after the elections, at the

party deliberations of the Zeirei Zion, Laserson announced that there must

be considerable changes in the conditions of the Hebrew schools. A Zionist

must be appointed as Director of the Jewish Section in the Ministry of

Culture, as that was the only way to prevent future irresponsible measures

against those schools. And Laserson stressed that no steps whatever were

permissible against schools whose language of instruction was Yiddish. Com-

plete equality of rights for the languages had to be the basic principle of

educational policy.

3. The Third Seim

ALTHOUGH it is correct that the left-wing trend grew stronger in the Jewish

representation to the Third Seim, it must be admitted that the process ran
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counter to the general mood of the Latvian public; for the Social Democrat

representation declined to 25 where it had been 31 in the Second Seim.

This does not mean that the left-wing as a whole was weakened. It should

not be forgotten that the left-wing and extreme Left ranks included the

Independent Socialist Kurtzi-Korchinsky, six Communists and Ofentsak,

an extreme Left-winger from Latgale. However, those who were seated

left of the Social Democrats did not take any organised or active part in

the political affairs of the country, and were not in the least interested in

strengthening Latvian democracy. It should also be added that the “Men-

sheviks”, who sat to the right of the Social Democrats, ceased to exist poli-

tically speaking when their numbers declined to the Deputies Skujenek and

Stern.*

During the period of the Third Seim there were two Cabinets which

were dominated by the leaders of the Peasants’ Party. These were the Ca-

binet of Hugo Zelmin, from 1st December, 1928 to 26th March, 1931, and

that of K. Ulmanis from 27th March to 5th December, 1931. Only in the

light of these facts can it be understood how difficult the situation of the

Democratic minorities (e.g., that of the Russians) was in general and that

of the Jewish minority in particular. The Zionists, who constituted a majority

among the Jewish deputies, could not implement their political ideas;

whereas Dubin of the Aguda, who was the sole representative of his group,

retained as much influence as ever on the right-wing Coalition, which always

showed him favour thanks to the begemony of the Peasants’ Party. This

state of affairs, for example, explains why it was impossible to obtain the

approval of a series of amendments which were absolutely necessary for the

Jewish minority. It was of the utmost importance to replace Jacob Landau,

Director of the Jewish Department in the Ministry of Education, by a

Zionist. Landau, as a National Democrat who was close to the Peasants’

Party from the time of the Constituent Assembly, in which his fellow party

representative Professor P. Mintz had been State Comptroller, was from

the beginning persona grata for Premiers Zelmin and Ulmanis, far more

than some Zionist candidate or other might have been. Naturally the Aguda

also approved of him.

Of this period it can in general be said that it was one of petty deeds.

Yet the left-wing Zionist and Bundist representatives of Jewish democracy

could not dissociate themselves from what consisted of a series of minor

* See the speech of Klieve before the election of Kwesis as President at the session

of the Seim held on 9th April, 1930, III Saeima, V sesija, pp. 1014—1015.
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skirmishes in the process of governing the country. Furthermore, this poli-

ticking was a necessity which could not be avoided on account of the wor-

sening economic situation. An end had come to the temporary boom period

and the juncture which had developed thanks to the Soviet-Latvian Trade

Agreement and lasted from 1927 till the middle of 1930. The world eco-

nomic crisis, including the American financial collapse of 1929, gradually

began to spread and swiftly affected Latvian economy and finance, while

the State was interested in maintaining stable prices and exports. However,

the Crisis of 1930 and 1931 led to a fall in prices and a shrinking of exports

because the steadiest Western markets of Latvia, England and Germany,

began to reduce their imports from abroad.

What did the Coalition led by the Peasants’ Party do during this

steadily deteriorating crisis? Did it take urgent steps to improve the eco-

nomic situation of the country ? No. Its primary measures aimed to improve

the position of the average and well-to-do peasantry. Yet this was only

possible at the cost of the urban population in general, and the Jews in

particular.

Yet middle-class Jewish circles, whose views resembled those of the

Aguda or who approved of the Cabinets of Zelmin and Ulmanis, consoled

themselves with the assumption that once the left-wing Coalition had been

broken up, private enterprise would flourish; that the Government would

protect trade and industry; and that there would no longer be any reason

to fear the imposition of excessive taxes or the development of cooperatives

at the cost of private business.

They made a bitter error. While the Social Democrats and their Coali-

tion had been very cautious in their regulations and financial activities,

in order to avoid failures due to daring experiments, the Peasants’ Party

was quite prepared to adopt a legislative line of a distinctly class character.

To be sure, at mass meetings of the Jewish Association of Industrialists

and Merchants and other organisations the members of the Aguda kept

on menacing the Jewish petty bourgeoisie with the danger threatening them,

ostensibly, from the Social Democrats if a left-wing Coalition were to be

reestablished. Meanwhile, however, the class and Chauvinist appetite of the

Ulmanis Government increased, and it began to establish fresh monopolies

in addition to those already existing. Apart from the monopoly on spirits,

flax and fells a semi-monopoly on grain was set up.

The economic problem of Latvian Jewry was characteristic for the

entire Jewish dispersion in Central and Eastern Europe. The Jewish radical

and Socialist parties were compelled to soberly face the fact that monopolist
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and cooperative measures and all others taken by the dominant peoples

were definitely directed not towards progress but first and foremost to the

extrusion of the Jews.

With regard to monopolies in particular there was room for two diffe-

rent kinds of economic legislation. One was a range of measures based on

principle, with the purpose of regulating the economy as a whole. The

second kind of legislation was intended to protect the chauvinistic interests

of specific groups and associations. To be sure, the foundations of the Bread

Law had included the healthy and correct idea that the condition of the

peasantry should be improved by regulating the marketing of this vital com-

modity. However, the Bread Monopoly fixed the price of one pood (about

161/3 kg. or 36 pounds av.) of local grain at 4 Latts, together with a

Government subsidy, on the express condition that local grain should be

mixed with an equal quantity of foreign grain. This arrangement by its

very nature could not satisfy the small-holders, nor the cattle-raising farmers

of Latgale and Livonia. It was a semi-monopoly serving the interests only

of restricted circles, namely the independent and well-to-do peasants of

Semgale and Kurland. Naturally enough, the satisfying of a mere restricted

circle of peasants by a semi-monopoly roused those who supported the

monopoly system in principle, particularly Social Democrat circles, and led

them to demand the implementing of their programmatic demands, namely

a system of full monopoly over bread. This in turn caused the Social De-

mocrats to seek supporters in other peasant circles, even if the latter main-

tained close ties with the Chauvinist Democratic Centre.

The Zeirei Zion Party, which represented the poverty-stricken Jewish

townsfolk, was in a difficult position. It had originally given full support

in principle to the Agrarian Reform, the Sick Funds and social legislation

in general; but now it did not dare to support the semi-monopoly over

bread, and certainly not the principle of full monopoly. Indeed, it was quite

clear that the draft law would not really change the economic situation in

Latvia or liberate it from the international situation on the com market.

Finally the Zeirei Zion deputy in the Seim voted against both drafts of the

Bread Monopoly Law. After very careful consideration his Party resolved

to dissociate itself from all other monopolies, including that on tobacco, no

matter what their origin might be. For these monopolies ran counter to

the interests of the Jewish masses and helped to raise prices and cause the

complete collapse of petty agents and craftsmen without giving the ordinary

consumer anything in return. Not to mention the fact that the Bread Mo-
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nopoly imperilled the Jewish bakers, millers, flour dealers, clerks and work-

ers in this branch.

By this time the Peasants’ Party had already begun to implement its

economic aims more meticulously, not only in respect of monopolies but

also as regards income tax and customs duties. The fact that A. Nurock,

M. Nurock, Laserson and most certainly Maisel were opposed to the existing

Coalition was exploited in the propaganda of the Aguda, which set out to

prove, particularly amid commercial and industrial circles, that the Jewish

voters of Latvia had returned four deputies who were encouraging the

harmful influence of the Social Democrats and were incapable of giving

anything of value to the Jewish population of the country. Dubin un-

doubtedly received budgetary support and contributions from “his” Coali-

tion; and the propaganda apparatus of his party naturally and conveniently

ignored the fact that in this atmosphere of lively reaction one or two or

three votes of Jewish deputies, even if they had supported right-wing Coali-

tions, would have been unable to change the fact that the Peasants’ Party,

supported by the Aguda, was actually the initiator of all anti-Jewish financial

and economic legislation.

As the situation grew worse on the world market in 1930, while manu-

factured goods became more plentiful, imports increased and exports dimi-

nished accordingly; particularly in the cloth-making and goloshes industries,

which were largely in Jewish hands. The Zelmin Government changed the

customs tariffs in a new law of January, 1931 with the basic aim of pro-

tecting the Latvian industrialists; or more correctly a small group of major

industrialists who, together with the well-to-do peasants, were the favourites

of the Peasants’ Party. It is interesting that at the Seim session of 30th

January, 1931, when this new Customs Law was debated, not a single

middle-class Jewish deputy took part, presumably in order to refrain from

any definite statement of opinion; on account of the differences between

the interests of consumers in general, including the Jews, and those of the

industrialists. Laserson was the only one who participated in this debate

and declared his opposition to the proposed law.

A second basic dispute on economic issues among the Jewish Deputies

developed during the identical session with the appearance of the new Ca-

binet of Ulmanis, which was actually the political continuation of that of

his fellow party-man Zelmin. Nurock, Laserson, Maisel and Dubin all parti-

cipated in the Debate on the Government Statement, Dubin speaking twice.

The dispute turned on the fact that they were preceded by a nationalist

address on the part of Skujenek, former President of the left-wing Coalition,
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who claimed that the new Government was under the influence of the

minorities, for which reason the proposal to expropriate the “Dom” church

property from the German Community had been defeated for the bene-

fit of the Government. Since Skujenek had been one of the initiators of

this confiscation, which was carried out only on the 23rd of March, he

bitterly complained while criticising the Government that “our State is

increasingly losing its national colour”, and invited the new Government

to abandon its dependence on the natioal minorities. In their speeches Nu-

rock and Laserson dissociated themselves from Skujenek, while Dubin made
use of the latter’s address in order to engage in polemics against his Jewish

colleagues.

In his speech on the new Ulmanis Cabinet, Laserson spoke as follows

:

“.
.

.

I wish to dissociate myself from Mr. Skujenek because I, no less

than he, am a member of the Opposition. During elections Mr. Sku-

jenek knows only one thing — a Chauvinism that blinds him. He
cannot see the wood for the trees, as the saying goes. I do not know

which circles will continue to call for the service of the former Men-

sheviks. Will those gentlemen defend the new village owners, or maybe

the urban population ? It is necessary to approach these issues rather

more seriously. Things will be impossible otherwise ! To speak today

on Jewish and German affairs and those of the minorities in general

in the way that is now being done by Mr. Krivensh, who was formerly

supported by the Minorities and does not need them now — that

means behaving like the donkey towards the aging lion in Krillov’s

fable. I regard Mr. Skujenek as a cultured person, and therefore it

seems to me that the statement of the Government should not be

attacked by such measures as Mr. Skujenek recommends here. — I

shall vote against the Cabinet.”

M. Dubin did his best to settle accounts with his fellow-Jews who had

formerly supported the Skujenek Cabinet, exploiting the Nationalist utter-

ances of Skujenek in discussions of the Cabinet and on the question of the

“Dom” churches. Politically speaking this was in order. But to our regret

he went too far by proceeding to make personal attacks, more particularly

on M. Nurock.

Nurock replied, and Dubin was permitted to speak again in order to

answer. He spoke in favour of the Ulmanis Cabinet, thus saving the latter

by securing it a total of 51 votes.
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Under the economic and cultural conditions in which the Third Seim

operated, the basic aim could only be that of maintaining the established

situation. From this point forward there was particular importance in the

struggle for the right of self-administration in the smaller towns of Latgale,

and improved living conditions in larger centres such as Dvinsk, Rezhitsa,

etc. At the time the Agenda dealt with the building of new roads, highways

and railway systems, particularly in Latgale.

The question of preserving the special Jewish way of life in some of

the small towns deserves the attention of every sociologist and student of

Jewish history in the period between the two World Wars. Very charac-

teristic in this respect were the Jewish centres of Varkliani and Glazmanka,

which preserved their Jewish majority even after the First World War.

Varkliani had two Jewish mayors named Schwartz and Hanoch, who were

elected by purely democratic measures. The preservation of these positions

during the period under discussion was a matter of great importance from

the viewpoints of both the Zeirei Zion and Bund deputies. At a distance

of several decades the matter is now perfectly clear. The two deputies fought

for the right of Sabbath rest in accordance with the Torah, as well as the

full implementation of the principles of the Agrarian reform for the Jewish

population, particularly in Latgale.

By the beginning of the Thirties the Jewish small town communities

were already being viewed with envious rancour by the leaders of the local

peasantry, and particularly the central and right-wing association, whose

main purpose was to obliterate their Jewish character. They set about this

primarily by expanding their administrative boundaries, thus permitting the

neighbouring rural population to supplement the earlier urban populations,

which consisted so largely of Jews and other minorities such as Russians,

Poles and the like.

The Seim did not learn of every such case, although all cases alike had

one basic aim in common, namely, the Lettisation of towns and country

towns. Another method for reducing the weight of the urban minorities,

which was employed in both the Baltic cities and Latgale, was to include

the local military garrison in the list of municipal voters. Naturally such

garrison troops when voting misrepresented the true ratio of local political

forces. Since they had no interest in or approach towards the local municipal

problems of those cities in which they happened to be carrying out their

military service, they completely distorted the character and ratios of normal

representation. In March 1930 the Minorities submitted a proposal whereby

only those soldiers living regularly in a given locality for at least four
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months prior to military service would be entitled to participate in elections

there. This proposal was defeated.

There was a quiet stagnation with regard to educational affairs. The
external reason for this was the “Livenhof Affair”. At the elementary school

in Livenhof a majority of the parents decided that Hebrew should be the

language of instruction. The minority, who supported Yiddish instead, re-

solved to appeal against this in accordance with paragraph 39 of the Cul-

tural Institutions Law in Latvia, which provided : “In every compulsory

school studies shall be conducted in the family language of the pupils.”

The matter reached the Senate which was also the highest Court, and on

16th of May, 1929, the Administrative Department of the Senate decided

in favour of Hebrew at the school in question. “Although in accordance

with the official data of the Latvian Statistical Department Yiddish appears,

numerically speaking, as the vernacular of most Jewish families in Latvia,

the Hebrew language is nevertheless the language spoken by an appreciable

number of Jewish citizens . . . And in case the Parents’ Council finds it

impossible to reach a uniform resolution on this matter, instruction has to

be provided in the language which the majority of the parents indicate as

the family language of the pupils.” *

This decision on the part of the highest Court in the country proved

to the wiser Yiddishists that in Latvia they would not succeed in depriving

the Hebrew language of its juridical position of equality with Yiddish, since

both had been recognised as languages of instruction in the Jewish element-

ary and secondary Schools of the State. In addition, it had already become

clear by then that steps; .against the language of the Bible by means of

devious schemes and party attacks was meeting with the energetic oppo-

sition of Jews and non-Jews alike. Thenceforward it was plain that the

teachers and cultural leaders of both groups must devote themselves entirely

to their proper tasks, disregarding everything else. The result was a state

of relative mutual acceptance and, in due course, the joint organic existence

of the two school networks, which undoubtedly helped to serve as an

example for larger centres of the Diaspora, such as Poland and Roumania.

Although the period of the Third Seim was, politically speaking, one

of reduced achievements and the strengthening of anti-democratic elements,

it must be regarded as a relatively quiet period for the schools; for the

* See Max M. Laserson : “Minority Rights in the Baltic Countries,” in “Zeitschrift

fuer Auslaendisches Oeffentliches Recht und Voelkerrecht”, Vol. II, No. 3—4,

1931, p. 414.
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municipal administrations continued to maintain the principles of democratic

tradition.

The construction of elementary and secondary schools continued in

both central cities and country towns, and included both Hebrew and

Yiddish schools. During the three years of this Seim the Jewish agricultural

school received budgetary grants of 31,000 Latt, while the elementary schools

were granted 45,000 Latt. As a result of the special intervention of Deputy

Dubin, who was a member of the Budgetary Committee and the only Jewish

Deputy to support the two Cabinets of the Peasants’ Party, the Seim allo-

cated a sum of 30,000 Latt for the needs of the Batei Midrash (Jewish

Houses of Study of traditional literature) throughout Latvia, and 18,000

Latt for the Riga Yeshiva. Finally it should be noted that during this period

the Seim allocated a total of 195,000 Latt to the Jewish Vocational Training

Schools in Riga, Dvinsk and Libau. This does not include municipal allo-

cations. In brief, the Jewish elementary and secondary schools were finan-

cially strengthened. The influence of Hebrew and Yiddish culture on Jewish

schoolchildren and secondary school students increased steadily, together

with the declining influence of the German and Russian cultures.

“Coming events cast their shadow before ...” This saying certainly

applies to law and legislation, an area which does not particularly interest

the masses but is particularly sensitive with regard to the political changes

of the future; as could be seen in Germany long before Hitler’s rise to

power. There a number of parties of the Right and Centre, which were

“tired of” or dissatisfied with the Weimar Constitution and the Democracy

“that had been forced on the Germans”, began to propose changes in the

Constitution. They wished to expand the powers of the President bound-

lessly, and to restrict the rights of the Reichstag. Throughout the fourteen

years of the Weimar Republic, and particularly during the second half of

the Twenties, Democracy was constantly on the defensive.

A similar state of affairs had already become observable in Latvia and

grew very clear during the Third Seim.

In particular Article 81 of the State Constitution was misused. This

article authorised the Government to issue “Special” Ordinances during

periods when the Parliament was on vacation, and read as follows

:

“During the period of time between two Seim sessions the Ministerial

Cabinet is entitled, if it sees any special necessity in doing so, to issue

Ordinances that shall have the force of law. Ordinances of this kind,

however, have no force in respect of the Law governing Elections to
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the Seim, in respect of laws governing the practice of the Courts and

the hearing of legal cases, and also in respect of the Budget and

budgetary rights. Similarly these Ordinances shall not apply to par-

dons, to laws governing the Ministry of Finance, the taxes of the

States, the budgetary tariffs and the railways. These laws shall cease

to be valid if they are not introduced in the Seim within the three

days prior to the commencement of the session.”

In its spirit this article was a reformulation of Article 87 of the Russian

Basic Law of the year 1906, and also of a number of similar provisions

in the Austrian and German Constitutions. A very considerable legal lite-

rature can be found dealing with this matter in the countries of Western

Europe, also in post-1906 Russia. Yet of all the conclusions drawn in this

extensive literature mention needs to be made here only of one basic and

generally accepted principle : The issue of such special Ordinances is justified

only when they are absolutely and urgently necessary, while their utility

as such is not sufficient. Special Ordinances which are of a temporary

character do not as a rule affect matters which are provided for in the basic

and organic legal codes, whether they are juridical or social.

One of the outstanding examples of the misuse of Article 81 was the

step taken by the Zelmin Cabinet for the issue of a new law regarding Sick

Funds. This law changed the management of the Funds by requiring the

participation of the employers, and also affected the financial resources of

the Funds. In his official statement to the Seim, the Prime Minister could

not explain the precise nature of the grave emergency that had induced the

Cabinet to adopt this resolution. Zelmin’s only argument was that while

the Seim had been discussing the Draft Law on the Sick Funds the oppo-

sition had engaged in organised obstruction, delivering speeches that never

came to an end, thus not permitting any other points of view to be expressed.

The Cabinet could not agree to an act of dictatorship on the part of the

Opposition minority in the Seim, and therefore found it urgently necessary

to issue its special Ordinance in accordance with Article 81. Yet it may be

noted that the rules did not permit the promulgation of a special Ordinance

when the Government was especially waiting for the interval between one

session and the next in order to pass laws without the Parliament.

During the Third Seim the Cabinet used Article 81 very freely with

the intention of restricting the powers of the Seim. Close on thirty special

Ordinances of this kind were issued and presented to the Seim for approval

when the session was resumed. These were primarily amendments to the

Law of Meetings and Public Associations, the Law of Citizenship, the Law
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of Cultural Institutions, of Cinemas, of Compulsory Military Service, the

functions of Civil Servants and the grants made to them, the administration

of Rural Councils, and a large number of minor regulations on agrarian

and village matters. In brief, there was a stream of legislation here which

was not the result of urgency or extreme necessity. Zelens announced in

the name of the Social Democrat bloc that as a protest against this misuse

of Article 81 his party would vote against referring any of these urgent

Ordinances to the Committee.

This misuse of Article 81 led to much dissatisfaction. Speeches of pro-

test were made not only by the Social Democrats and the Jewish Deputies

Laserson and Maisel, but also by Breikesh of the Democratic Centre. The

deliberations lasted for three meetings, at the third of which criticism was

voiced particularly by the Social Democrats and the Communists, on the

amendments affecting the insurance of workers and clerks against illnesses.

It should be noted that the entire Debate on Article 81 at these three

meetings constituted the first major breach in the Social Democracy of

Latvia.

However, matters did not end with the misuse of Article 81. During the

period of the Third Seim the first attempts were made to change the youthful

Constitution of the country. The initiative for this came from the right-wing

and other circles in the ruling Coalition, including the German minority.

First they spoke of extending the term of the Seim to four years, although

the Third Seim was elected for the period of three years only. The Com-

mittee for Public Law as well as the plenum of the Seim dealt with this

question. Subsequently a similar extension was proposed for the term of

office of the President of the State as well.

This is not the place to give details of changes in the Constitution. In

the Third Seim these might have appeared, relatively speaking, as distinctly

unimportant, although it was already quite clear that all the proposals

originated in right-wing and Peasant circles. Indeed, they heralded the tem-

pest which was to rage so powerfully during the final months of Democratic

Latvia. Those months, as we shall see, were all overshadowed by the changes

in the Constitution.

Two proposals discussed during the Third Seim indicate the Chauvinism

and Antisemitism that marked the eve of the elections to the next, Seim.

These were the Law for the Expropriation of the “Dorn” Church which

belonged to the German Community, and the Law requiring those who
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had completed their medical studies at foreign universities to sit for supple-

mentary examinations in the Universities of Latvia.

The left-wing Jewish deputies were at the heart of these deliberations.

In accordance with the principle of the joint interests of the minorities

they voted against the expropriation of the “Dorn” Church. A decision

about this matter was regarded by the dominant majority as of the utmost

importance, so that voting was by Roll-call. It should be noted that Deputy

Maisel, who did not agree to support his group which was in favour of

expropriation, temporarily withdrew from the Committee for Public Law
while the proposal was discussed there. He was absent during the voting by

name at the plenary session. So important was this vote regarded, as re-

marked; and all this in spite of the fact that even then, two or three years

before Hitler came to power in Germany, the schools of the German Mino-

rity in Latvia were imbued with the venom of Nazism. The teachers and

pupils alike were already recognised in the Seim as open enemies of the

Democratic and Independent Latvian Republic.

4. The Fourth Seim

THE elections to the Fourth Seim were lively and even feverish. Never had

the list of each and every one of the parties been in such peril. Looking

back, it seems as though there must have been a general feeling that these

were the last parliamentary elections in the State of Latvia.

One thing at least is clear. There was a general feeling that Democracy

was about to be defeated. Yet in spite of this there was a desperate inter-

party struggle. Alongside the regular lists of the old established parties there

now appeared a new middle-class Jewish list — that of Dr. Hoff, who

belonged to the family of the major industrialists and presented himself in

the Zemgalen District (Mitau). His list directly threatened the Mizrahi.

The fact of the defeat of the Aguda in elections to the Third Seim, when

Wittenberg, the second Aguda representative, failed completely in Latgale

while Dubin, their first representative, barely scraped through, now served

to increase the apprehensions of Conservative groups in Latvian Jewry and

led to greater activity on the part of the two Jewish Socialist lists : that of

the Zeirei Zion — Z.S.* on the one hand and of the Bund on the other.

* Deputy Laserson made a special statement about the union of the two Zionist

parties, whose new united name was registered in the Report of the Ninth Session

of the Third Seim.
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The two parties felt apprehensive of a swing to the right in Latgale, and

for two reasons : a) There were signs of a general rightward turn in the

whole of the country; and: b) At the very commencement of the election

campaign the Aguda had announced that “as the experience of the previous

elections had shown” the candidature of Dubin was in danger. There was
the further fact that during the two final years of the Third Seim the Aguda
had made special efforts to win over the Jewish Craftsmen’s Association of

Latgale, and particularly of Dvinsk. Since Dubin had participated in the

Coalition of the Peasants Party he had succeeded in obtaining a grant for

these craftsmen, who had previously voted either for the Bund or for the

Zeirei Zion.

In order to increase their prospects the two Jewish Socialist parties

resolved to arrange a “transfer” of their supporters from Riga, a “hopeless”

electoral district for both alike, to Kreuzburg (Krustapils) the closest elec-

tion point in Latgale. This was possible because the Latvian election system

permitted every citizen to vote wherever he wished; either in his place of

domicile or anywhere else in the country. Two special trains, one chartered

by the Zeirei Zion and the other by the Bund, travelled backwards and

forwards with the Jewish voters. Yet these “reinforcements” were not of

much value.

In order to understand the results of the voting it should be mentioned

that under the Latvian election system votes were counted twice. The first

count determined the number of votes given to a specific list as such, and

fixed the list that received a deputy for the Seim. However, the voter might

also choose specific candidates of one party or another by crossing out

names of which he did not approve and replacing them by other candidates

even if they belonged to other parties. So the first candidates of a list might

easily be defeated while the last were returned. Furthermore, if there were

many erasures and additions the list might lose, during this second count,

the one deputy it had gained at the first count. This was what happened to

Laserson in the elections to the Fourth Seim. He was elected on the first

count but defeated as a result of the second count. N. Maisel was defeated

in the first count. In absolute figures the latter was more than 400 votes

short, while Laserson lacked less than 100 for entering the Seim. Also

defeated was Aaron Nurock of Libau for the Mizrahi, whereas the Aguda

gained a second Deputy in Latgale, namely, Simeon Wittenberg, a youthful

lawyer and secondary school director. As a result the Jewish representation

in the Seim fell to three deputies only, where it had formerly been five.

The Germans remained stable with six, but Dr. Schiemann their most
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liberal figure ceased to take an active part in the activities of his Bloc.

The number of Latvian Social Democrats fell from 25 to 20, and they lost

a third of what had been their total membership in the first two Seims.

The diminished image of Jewish democracy had a depressing effect not

only on the defeated parties but also among non-party groups. It was

characteristic that the publication “Ahdut” (Unity) which was published by

a group of non-party personalities and those who had been associated with

the former National Democrats, drew attention to the loss caused to Latvian

Jewry with the defeat of its most active representatives, Laserson and Maisel.

The weekly “Der Neier Freitik” (The New Friday) dedicated an essay to

the former Deputy Laserson and quoted the words of Dr. P. Kalnin re-

garding the defeat of the Jewish Deputy : “If there was any man among

the Jews of Latvia who was most suited to preparing legislation, that was

Professor M. Laserson.” Isaac Gruenbaum in Warsaw also dedicated a

special article to the defeat of the democratic Jewish deputies in the elec-

tions to the Fourth Seim, and the victory of the Aguda. In the course of

this essay he drew attention to the fact that Polish Jewry was showing the

same trend towards Shtadlanut (politics by personal intercession and inter-

vention).

Indeed, Shtadlanut had played an important part in the history of In-

dependent Latvia. Undoubtedly the great popularity of the Latvian Aguda

was very largely the result of the ceaseless personal intercessions of M.
Dubin. In spite of this the conclusions drawn by Gruenbaum were in no

way justified. In no country of the European Jewish Diaspora did political

and communal differences play so important a part as in Latvia. Yet at the

same time it must be noted that in France as well, for example, and most

certainly in the United States of America, the intervention and intercession

of all parliamentary figures on behalf of individuals still continues to play

a leading part even today. Those who intercede also include non-Jewish re-

presentatives who have been elected by the general public. This is not the

place to enter into details about Jewish Shtadlanut in Latvia, but one thing

is beyond all doubt : Dubin was not the only one. Other Jewish deputies

also dedicated most of their time and energy to various kinds of intercession

and steps in the various Ministries, with the possible exception of the

Foreign Ministry; even though they intervened there on occasion with regard

to passports. It should be added that most of those who demanded such

“help” were Jews of Kurland and Zemgalen, who lived in far better con-

ditions than the average Jews of Riga and Latgale.

In general the Shtadlanut did not put the political awareness of Jewish
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voters in Latvia to sleep. The successes and failures of the deputies in

respect of their acts of intervention mostly rounded one another off. The
left-wing Jewish deputies were not defeated because of their poorer Shtad-

lanut, but as a result of the general course of events in the country.

It may be said without fear of exaggeration that the Fourth Seim did

not give Democracy any opportunity to recover. This marked its downhill

period.

The fatal development of the entire period was the firm establishment

and, in due course, absolute victory of Hitler in Germany in March, 1933.

Various cultural, historical and economic factors caused Germany to be a

constant source of influence over Latvia after the years 1919-1920. Long

before Hitler’s final victory, nationalism was shaping and influencing all

German minorities everywhere. The German Deputy Fussul, speaking at the

Committee for Public Law and at a Plenary Session of the Seim, could

declare that Parliamentarism was expiring day by day. In the German

“Rigasche Rundschau” the influence of the small liberal minority headed

by Dr. Schiemann was declining daily, while that of the pro-Nazis was on

the increase. The Herder Institute, which had been granted academic pri-

vileges by a 1927 Law, became the Nazi Centre. Among the Latvians Na-

tional Socialism also found supporters, though theirs had a Latvian flavour.

Replying to a question in Parliament, the Director of the Press Department

of the Ministry of the Interior promised journalists that in spite of the

publication of the Latvian National Socialist “Ugunskrust”, Nazism had no

future among the Latvians.

In actual fact there was no longer place for serious legislative activities

in the Fourth Seim. The feverish yet collapsing regime paralyzed every

attempt in this direction. After the defeat of Laserson and Maisel the Legal

Committee, the Committee for Public Law and the Committee for Culture

and Drafting remained without the members who had helped to guide them

for a decade.

It should be noted that in S. Wittenberg the Aguda gained an out-

standing politician, particularly with regard to financial and economic prob-

lems, who was also a powerful force in other fields as well. His appearances

were far more impressive than those of his older companion M. Dubin,

whose speeches were not particularly distinguished. It is only proper to

refer here at least to Wittenberg’s important address on the Budget of the

Ministry of Finance in 1932. In the opening passage he demonstrated quite

clearly why the Government which was in power from December 1931

until March 1934 was not entitled to make use of the excuse of a world-
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wide economic crisis. Citing a long series of facts, he displayed the inca-

pacity of the Government in handling credit affairs and coordinating bank
activities. In the final part of his speech he proved that the Ministry of

Finance jointly with the Bank of Latvia had retarded private enterprise in

trade and industry. Structurally this was a very effective address. He drew

attention to the great harm done to the country as a result of the misman-

agement of general economic and financial affairs, without especially

stressing the Jewish share in private enterprise.

But this economist was too late. The Seim was already busy with the

political struggle between its two wings, as became perfectly clear in March
1933. The enemies of Socialism and Democracy were busy sharpening their

knives, and it was no longer possible to negotiate with them.

Germany had its widely-branching industry and its millions of workers

belonging to the Social Democrat or Communist parties, and its Trade

Union Movement whose traditions went back for eighty years; and yet

Fascism struck deep roots there. In a semi-agrarian country like Latvia it

had far greater prospects of succeeding. Considerations of this and similar

kinds exerted their effect on persons like Ulmanis, Skujenek, etc. And pro-

longed visits paid by Ulmanis to Germany, ostensibly for medical reasons,

gave additional confirmation to the existence of unofficial ties between Latvia

and Hitlerist Germany.

The Seim session on 23rd August 1933, at which the struggle with

Fascism was discussed, demonstrates the deep tragedy of the Jewish par-

liamentary representation. The speech delivered by Dubin on this occasion

differed entirely from all his other political speeches at earlier Seim sessions.

There was no sign of the old attacks on the Social Democrats, who were

also worthless or in any case were very little better than the Right wing.

Meaning that in the Fourth Seim, after Hitler’s victory in Germany, Dubin

had also come to realise that it was time to change his style. He now drew

a clear distinction between the Social Democrat Sports Organisation, the

S.S.S., and the “Aizsargi” or semi-military right-wing National Guard. He

too was now prepared to defend the Social Democrats — though far too

late — because he could see that they were a weighty anti-Fascist force.

And he said to Breikesh : “Do not imagine that Fascism and Hitlerism are

directed only against us. When they come to power, Mr. Breikesh, they

will not disregard you either
!”

During the Debate on the budget for 1933-34 Deputy Nurock stressed

that Latvia was not behaving towards Germany like a sovereign and inde-

pendent State but was degrading itself before Hitler. The speech of Dr.
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Carlebach on developments in Germany was permitted only on condition

that Germany should not be mentioned by name. With regard to the boy-

cott of German goods by Latvian Jewry Nurock declared : “We Latvian

Jews solemnly declare from this lofty platform that as long as our brethren

the Jews af Germany are deprived of their most elementary rights, we shall

boycott everything that has any connection, no matter how slight, with the

Hitlerist Reich. That is what we have done until today, and that is what
we shall go on doing.”

It should be noted that in spite of the grave decline in economic and

financial conditions the centre of gravity of affairs began to shift from

economics to politics, particularly after Hitler’s victory in Germany. This

was in spite of the fact that at the end of 1931 and during the whole of

1932 the credit crisis and unemployment were having their effect. In 1932

the monthly number of unemployed reached an average of 14,000. In addi-

tion there was a special Jewish unemployment which resulted from the

conscious and systematic liquidation of Jewish industrial and commercial

enterprises in connection with the introduction of the monopoly. Dubin

spoke of this in the Seim. Yet while general unemployment could find some

alleviation by transfer of the unemployed to agriculture, the Jewish unem-

ployed who had no agricultural experience could not leave the towns. The

Jewish charitable institutions did not have the means to provide the neces-

sary help.

Blodniek’s Cabinet together with the Peasants’ Party were engaged

chiefly with the affairs of the most privileged of the peasantry and did not

give the necessary attention to the situation of the urgan population. In

Autumn 1933 grants to peasants for butter and flax exceeded 2 million

Latt.

In Autumn 1933 Latvian independence had lasted for fifteen years. The

celebration of the occasion coincided with plans for replacing Democracy

by “small-scale Fascism”. Blodniek the Prime Minister himself referred to

the necessity of introducing the system of general elections in respect of the

President, instead of having him elected by the Seim. Furthermore, he de-

clared that the rights and powers of the President had to be extended. The

Ministerial Cabinet had to be responsible not only to the Seim but also to

the President of the State, who was entitled to demand its resignation in

whole or part.

This proposal placed the Ministerial Cabinet at the parting of the ways.

Would it be better for it to support the Seim or submit to the President ?
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For under this expansion of his functions the latter would be entitled, even

in normal times, to restrict or abolish such civil liberties as freedom of

speech, freedom of association, rights to hold meetings or strike, and the

right of privacy in the home.

By the end of 1933 Social Democrat circles and the left-wing minorities

were already perplexed and concerned. The Social Democrats had not only

lost 5 votes when their representation had fallen from 25 to 20, but had

also lost the two additional votes of the Zionist Socialists and the Bund.

The 7 Communists continued to remain faithful to their former political

approach, attacking and slandering the Social Democrats without attempting

to participate positively in the life of the country or to cooperate with the

Social Democrats in order to weaken the reaction. They continued to act

in accordance with the old French saying : “Tant pire tant mieux”.

The shadow of the increasing danger from Nazi Germany, after German
Socialism so shamefully abandoned its positions without a fight, also helped

to paralyse the Latvian opposition.

By the end of 1933, that is, less than a year after the Hitlerist victory,

the Nazi “Gleichschaltung” in Latvia found expression not only in the fact

that the German minority including schools and press had become Nazi,

but also in the growth of an independent Latvian Fascism — “The Perkon-

krust”. The latter clearly and openly proclaimed its intention of destroying

all the other political parties. It was declared illegal in Autumn 1933, though

Fascist activities were not entirely prohibited. At the close of this survey

we shall learn how Ulmanis succeeded in exploiting the existence of Latvian

Hitlerism in order to seize power in May 1934.

Towards the end of December 1933 the third and last Conference of the

United ZZ and ZS parties met in Riga. After analysing developments the

present writer stated in his address that in the situation which had developed

the two Baltic countries, Latvia and Esthonia, “are once again nothing but

candidates for a transformation into German Provinces.” To our regret

this harsh forecast was fulfilled some time later, in Summer 1941. However,

I was not correct when I said in the course of the same address that the

loss of Latvia was to be envisaged through Hitlerist Fascism only. Now
that everything is over we have seen that it was Soviet Russia which was

also prepared to swallow Democratic Latvia . .

.

However, the Latvian intellectuals could not see, even after Hitler’s

victory in Germany, that Latvia was moving towards destruction. There were

no far-sighted persons to see the writing on the well and point out the

danger.
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1 he second half of the year that preceded the liquidation of Democracy
was marked by one outstanding detail. A new and final Cabinet appeared

before the Seim on 16th March, 1934, replacing the Blodniek Government.

The Democratic Centre, the Skujenek group, together with that of Blodniek

consisting of 8 members, and 2 members of the Leikart group were against

the new Cabinet in addition to the Social Democrats. In preparing his new
Cabinet Ulmanis had to fall back on the Minorities, whose aid was given

quite generously. The Cabinet was supported not only by the Germans and

the Aguda but by all the Russians as well. In the usual Debate on the

programmatic address of the new Government, however, not a single mem-
ber spoke on behalf of the Minorities. This time even the Aguda was silent,

though it had hitherto participated in all such debates on the statements

of the new Cabinets. On the other hand, the Minorities played a significant

although passive part in the debates. They were quoted in all the oppo-

sition speeches. Menders the Social Democrat, Leikart of the New Peasants

Party, Breikesh of the Democratic Centre and others all quoted them. The

statement of Ulmanis included a section about “attracting all nationally

conscious forces to the new patriotic task.” He incidentally referred to a

new Education Law for the benefit of all citizens, and the inclusion of the

minority schools in the general control network of the Ministry of Culture.

In his major speech Menders stressed that he recognised the right of the

Minorities to take an active part in determining the fate of the country and

participating in the Government. At the same tme he warned the Minor-

ities, and the Germans in particular, not to identify themselves with reaction

and the rise of Fascism. “The present Ulmanis Government is not supported

by the petty bourgeois Latvians, and therefore it enjoys the full support

of the Germans and the other minorities.” Therefore the fact that Ulmanis

had also introduced a passage regarding the recognition of nationality in his

declaration was nothing but a ridiculous piece of demagogy. It was clear

that the Minorities could not be nationally conscious in the bourgeois Lat-

vian sense. “You are actually violating Dubin when you try to transform

him into a nationally conscious Latvian. He has never been anything of the

kind, nor does he wish to be.”

Menders’ address also referred to the Fascist tendencies of Ulmanis,

and his trips to Germany. But a far sharper and more carefully prepared

address was delivered by Leikart, the only deputy who declared in so many
words that Ulmanis was preparing to establish a dictatorship. Breikesh in

his address, however, severely rebuked the Social Democrats for their inabi-
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lity to gather around them the members of the Democratic petty bourgeois

groups, which had actually been the cause of Ulmanis’ return to power.

The new Cabinet received 50 votes against 40 in all.

Without in any way altering the financial or economic situation, although

the programmatic address had expressly referred to increased exports and

aid for vital branches of industry, the Cabinet preferred to choke the Seim

with pure politics, and in particular with constitutional amendments.

The following clauses were added to those already mentioned :

The term “the People of Latvia” was to be replaced everywhere by

the term “the Latvian People”. The President was to be elected by general

popular vote for a period of five years. The ministers were to have double

responsibility, towards both the President and the Seim.

Leikart also proposed the election of a new Legislative Council in which

there would be no place for the minorities . . . Only a purely Latvian Na-

tional Assembly would be capable of shaping the suitable Constitution.

In view of all these witches’ revels the silence of the Jews was surprising.

Throughout the Ninth Session of the Seim the only Jewish speech delivered

was that of Deputy M. Nurock, explaining his refusal to vote for the clause-

by-clause reading of the Draft Law for altering the Latvian Constitution.

This leads to the conclusion that during the final weeks of the Seim the

Aguda had given its approval for this Draft Law, whose purpose was to

strangle Latvian Democracy. It is quite possible that this was one of the

reasons for the special status which the Aguda enjoyed during the Fascist

period under Ulmanis.

The last legal Parliamentary Session lasted two months, from 17th

March, 1934, until 15th May, the day of the Fascist coup d'etat.

Indeed, the inertial strength of the perishing democracy was quite power-

ful. Naturally there were people in touch with Ulmanis who knew what was

going to happen. It cannot be claimed that the Social Democrats were

entirely blind to the Fascist take-over. Yet at the same time there can be no

doubt that not only the moderate Social Democrat elements, but also the

most left among them such as Lorenz, for example, were misled by Ulmanis.

When the Social Democrat Seim Deputies turned to Ulmanis on the eve

of the take-over and on the very day it happened, demanding an explana-

tion for the presence of so many military forces and “Aizsargs” in Riga,

he informed them that he had ordered a concentration of military forces

and additional volunteers in order to suppress the Latvian Hitlerists, who

were preparing a Putsch. This referred to the “Ugunskrust”, etc. The con-
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centration of forces was not intended against the Left, i.e., against the

Social Democrats, but on the contrary against the Right. Many Social

Democrat leaders believed this. After the coup d'etat there were rumours
that Ulmanis had concealed from his moderate companions, such as the

well-known jurist Pauliuk, the fact that any such step was intended, in order

to prevent inner party friction.

On the night of 15th May, after the Seim Meeting was over. Dr. Paul

Kalnin went to a party given by the French Ambassador. While Kalnin

and other Seim members attended this diplomatic gathering the members
of the political orders and the units of the “Aizsags” were breaking into

Social Democrat Clubs, Sport Centres, and the homes of outstanding Social

Democrat personalities in order to arrest them. When Paul Kalnin returned

from the party he was also arrested; and that was likewise the fate of Bruno

Kalnin, head of the S.S.S.

That was how a Fascist coup d'etat was carried out by the legal Prime

Minister of a democratic country. Ulmanis was the person who murdered

Latvian democracy. He closed the way to the Latvian Nazi gangs and

deprived them of the privilege of slaying the democracy of the country. The

poor “Perkunkrust” were politically “unemployed” for some time. It turned

out that the legal Prime Minister was more of an adventurer than they were,

despite their semi-illegal status.

The suddenness of the coup d'etat found tragi-comic expression in the

stenographic report of the last Session of the Seim on 15th May, which

ended with the regular phrase : “The next meeting will be held on Friday,

18th May.”

Was it? It was never held at all. To make up for this, about a quarter

of the Seim deputies met elsewhere : In the Libau Concentration Camp.

They included the representatives of the United Zionist Socialists and of the

Jewish Bund.
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JEWISH CULTURAL AUTONOMY AND THE JEWISH SCHOOL
SYSTEMS

THE resurrection of the Hebrew language and culture between the two world

wars took place not only in the Land of Israel but also in Czechoslovakia,

Poland, Roumania, Bulgaria and the Baltic states (Lithuania, Latvia and

Esthonia). Nowhere were its achievements more impressive and far-reaching

than in the latter where the national minorities, and the Jews in particular,

were for the first time given an opportunity to develop their creative genius

within the limits of cultural autonomy.

In Lithuania the cultural prerequisites for a network of modern Hebrew

schools had long been in existence. In the relatively recent Latvian Jewish

community, however, no such conditions were to be found. Nevertheless

this community contributed a great deal to the development of Hebrew

education. At the beginning of the 19th century only a few dozen Jewish

families were to be found in those northern districts of Tsarist Russia

which ultimately became the independent Latvian state. By 1940 this com-

munity numbered 100,000; and if it contributed so much to the Hebrew

cultural renaissance in spite of its limited size, this was largely due to the

cultural autonomy accorded it by independent Latvia.

THE AUTONOMY OF THE NATIONAL MINORITIES

On December 8, 1919, the Latvian National Council approved the

General Schools Law and passed special legislation for the schools of

minorities. This was based on a plan for cultural autonomy for the mino-

rities put forward by the Government in cooperation with the represen-

tative of the Jewish community. Professor Paul Mintz, who was then

Chief State Comptroller. The general law governing the Latvian school

system regulated the rights and duties of teachers and school principals,

school commitees and pedagogical committees, relationships between muni-

cipalities and minority schools, the financial and economic administration

of schools, the language of instruction, the methods of teaching the Latvian

language, geography and history; and it instituted free compulsory educa-

tion in the schools of the minorities.

The Law of Autonomy for the Minorities, also passed by the National

Council on December 8, 1919, set the limits of the autonomy to be enjoyed

by the minorities in managing their cultural institutions, and specified re-
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lationships between the minority school system and the government, and

the authority of the central management of the minority school systems.

The law, which entrusted the management of schools and other cul-

tural institutions to the minorities, contained not only the constitutions

of central governing bodies but also regulations governing the financing

of secondary schools. It required the central government and municipal

budgets to provide funds for minority secondary schools at the same level

as for the Latvian secondary schools, in proportion to their numbers in

each city.

This law, unique and unprecedented at the time, was an outstanding

achievement by Latvian statesmen who, at the historical moment of setting

up their state, succeeded in rising above the ancient quarrels between

nationalities and ingrained hatreds of Russians and Germans, and sur-

mounted the fears expressed in many quarters about the danger of cultural

autonomy to Latvian sovereignty.

No doubt the law had shortcomings which were subsequently amended

in a truly democratic spirit. Later, when representatives of the minorities

submitted to the Latvian Seim a law of complete autonomy for the mino-

rities, encompassing social as well as cultural autonomy and parliamentary

representation, the paragraphs regarding cultural autonomy scarcely dif-

fered from those passed originally by the Latvian National Council.

The law passed on December 8, 1919 awarded educational autonomy

to three minorities only: Russian, Jewish and German. Later it was ex-

tended to the Poles and White Russians and ultimately it included the

even smaller minorities of Esthonians and Lithuanians.

DEPARTMENT OF JEWISH CULTURE (BOARD OF JEWISH

EDUCATION)

Immediately after the ratification of the Education Law the representa-

tives of the Jews in the National Council and the Municipal Council of

Riga met and elected Engineer J. Landau (who before the War had been

the principal of the Jewish Secondary School using the Russian language)

to the post of Director of the Board of Jewish Education. Dr. M. S. Salkind

was appointed secretary and Mr. Z. Poloczkoi and Mr. M. L. Hochman as-

sistant secretaries. Soon after Mr. Hochman passed away and was replaced

by Mr. Greenman, a teacher. When Mrs. Salkind quitted her post, Mr. A.

L. Gurewitz was appointed as secretary. Later he was replaced by Mr. L.

Hochman, who served in this post until the end of Jewish autonomy.

Together with the Board of Directors a public committee was set up.
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consisting according to the law of three Jewish members of the National

Council who were at the time Mr. M. Dubin (Agudat Israel) Dr. Lipma-

novicz (National Democrat), Dr. J. Jaffe (General Zionist, replaced later

by Dr. Salkind), and three representatives of the Jewish Teachers’ Asso-

ciations: “Hamoreh”, the Hebrew Teachers’ Union, the Union of the

“Zentrale Iddishe Schul-Organisatie” and the Union of Orthodox Teachers

“Moriah”. The representatives of the teachers were changed from time to

time by their respective unions. Two Inspectors were appointed at first:

Engineer Dov Kulman, and Engineer B. Zivian. Later the total number of

Government employees was reduced, and Zvi Gorfinkel became the only

Inspector.

THE HEBREW SCHOOLS AND THE LANGUAGE OF TUITION

Almost all the nationalities in Latvia had possessed schools of their

own before World War One, with their established curricula and text-

books. When they were granted cultural autonomy they needed only to

introduce certain changes and adjustments to satisfy official requirements.

However, the Jewish minority, although enjoying a high cultural level, had

no schools of its own before the advent of Latvian independence. Jews

were not allowed to serve as teachers in Tsarist Russia, the only exception

being a Jewish Boys’ school and Girls’ school in Riga which had been

maintained by the Tsarist Government for many years (the Boys’ School

ever since 1840). The Jews therefore had no teachers, no text-books, and

no curriculum. Bitter quarrels began among them regarding the general

direction of their schools and the language of tuition. Three brands of

opinion existed :

1) The Yiddishists, who were centred round the very popular “Bund”

party. These regarded Yiddish as the language of a new mass culture,

spoken by the majority of Jewry and destined to become the only language

of the entire Jewish people.

2) The supporters of Hebrew, backed by the Zionist Organisation,

who regarded Hebrew as the historic language of the nation, as well as

the language of Jewish prayer and of the restored Land of Israel.

3) The Assimilationists, consisting of those who were primarily in-

terested in the material well-being of the Jews, and who thought it was

in the best interests of the younger generation to be taught in Russian or

German (and not necessarily in Latvian, now the official language of the

country).

The pedagogical principle underlying the Law of Education was that
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the language spoken in the family should determine the language of tuition.

This principle, however, was not congruent with the needs of the Jewish

National Renaissance Movement, whose advocates found considerable diffi-

culty at first because the languages of the Jewish masses in Latvia were

Yiddish, Russian or German to begin with.

THE GERMAN OCCUPATION (1.8.1917 — 17.9.18)

Riga, situated outside the Pale in which the Jewish masses were per-

mitted to reside, was known for the assimilationist trend of its Jews. Al-

though the ‘Instructions of General Hindenburg”, issued on 22nd December

1915, required the language of tuition in schools within German-occupied

territory to be the mother tongue, the Jewish community was not anxious

to exploit this provision. The language of tuition for all three Jewish schools

(in Cossack Street, at 141 Romanow Street and at 4 Popow Street) was

then German.

In May 1918 a group was formed aiming at the establishment of

Yiddish schools. It consisted of A. Vorobeiczik, a student, B. Wolfson,

a teacher, L. Levitas, Shlomo Schatz, Jacobson, Judovin, S. Zacharowitz

and M. Donskoy, all active figures in the Jewish community. They were

not permitted to pursue their aim, and the group was soon disbanded.

Between 15th June and the end of August further attempts were made by

Yiddishists to obtain a licence for a Yiddish school, but the German

authorities refused to grant it. The first reports of German military defeats

and revolutionary movements at the Front and in Germany itself reached

Riga at this time.

DEMOCRATIC SELF-GOVERNMENT IN RIGA (18.11.1918 — 2.1.1919)

On November 18th, 1918, Latvia was proclaimed an independent Re-

public. The city of Riga was still dazed by the destruction left behind after

the German occupation. Eastern Latvia and the city of Dvinsk were still in

Bolshevik hands. In the Town Council of Riga the Latvian Social Demo-

crats were the dominant group. Upon the invitation of the veteran Latvian

teacher D. Dekens (for many years Mayor of Riga) the Jewish school com-

mittee sent its representative, A. Vorobeiczik, to the Municipal Elementary

School Committee.

An event oecured at this time which had a decisive effect on the

balance of power between Yiddishists and the supporters of Hebrew for

many years to come. On 29th December, 1918, the general registration of
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children of school age was called for. The registration of Jewish children

was entrusted to the Yiddishist Committee of Jewish Education. Faithful

Yiddishists were installed at the registration stations, and under their in-

fluence parents declared Yiddish as their mother-tongue. The results were

definitely in favour of the Yiddishists.

THE DEMOCRATIC JEWISH TEACHER’S ASSOCIATION

The first Teachers’ Assembly took place on January 1, 1919. The par-

ticipants (teachers in existing schools) were A. Vorobeiczik, N. Vildikan,

N. Vorobeiczik, G. Nis, Silbermann, R. Bovshover, T. Meirson, M. Braun,

R. Jakobson, L. Wolfson, R. Levinson, G. Rom, S. Sudarsky, Z. Gabbai,

M. Gabbai, P. Rapoport, R. Zack, R. Levinson, B. Rosenfeld, A. Shirman,

S. Shirman, B. Wolfson.

This Assembly set out the foundations for new schools and passed the

following resolutions

:

a) Elementary education should be compulsory, free of charge, uniform,

autonomous and lasting 6 years at least (passed unanimously).

b) Education should be secular, national in spirit, and its language

Yiddish (passed unanimously, with two abstentions). For Jewish children

who did not speak Yiddish schools would be maintained in their mother-

tongues.

c) Schools should be coeducational (passed by majority vote against

three objectors).

The Assembly elected the Yiddishist teacher, G. Rom, as representative

to the Convention of Latvian Teachers.

The second meeting of teachers, presided over by Vorobeiczik, took

place on January 2nd 1919. Only 17 teachers were present. It was then

decided to establish the Democratic Union of Jewish Teachers, based on

the decisions of the Assembly. All teachers recognising these decisions were

eligible as members, also laymen active in education, in an advisory capa-

city. Twelve of the 17 participants enrolled as members and a presidium

of A. Vorobeiczik, G. Rom, M. Braun, B. Wolfson, L. Wolfson was elected.

This led to the first split among the Jewish teachers. The little group

of Nationalist Zionists could not come to terms with the others. They did

not join the Union and planned for a union of its own. On 3rd January

1919, however, power was seized by the Bolsheviks. All preparations for

the setting up of Yiddish schools were suspended. Hebrew schools could

not even be dreamt of.
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THE SOVIET PERIOD (3.1.1919 — 22.5.1919)

On January 9th 1919 the Soviet authorities proposed to set up 4 Yid-

dish schools with 34 classrooms for 1380 children, at 141 Romanov St.,

55 Romanow St., 4 Strogan St., and 4 Popow St. They were opened by

the end of the month. Yiddish was the language of tuition in the first two

classes only, Russian was taught in the other classes because of the short-

age of teachers who could teach in Yiddish. The Soviet authorities did

not interfere with the internal affairs of the schools, save that the teaching

of Hebrew was banned entirely. It should be noted that the newly-founded

permanent Board of Teachers of all Jewish schools appealed to the au-

thorities to recognise Hebrew as a voluntary subject. The teachers expressed

their readiness to teach Hebrew on their own account. The authorities

changed their mind later and recognised Hebrew as a compulsory subject.

On May 22nd, 1919, the Soviet regime fell and the Government was

taken over by the Baltic Barons under the presidency of Andrei Niedra.

At the time (19.5.1919) the Board of Teachers of the four Jewish schools

had split over the question of the language of tuition. Of almost 50 teachers,

25 declared their unwillingness to teach in any schools except those in which

Yiddish was the language of tuition.

AUTUMN 1919

In August 1919 a Democratic Municipal Council was set up. Two Jews

were elected to the Municipal Committee of Education : Dr. Jaffe, repre-

sentative of the General Zionists, and A. Vorobeiczik, a representative of

the Yiddishist Democratic Teacher’s Union. They constituted a subcom-

mittee within the Municipal Committee of Education, and were empowered

to organise the Jewish schools. The Yiddishist Union promptly submitted

a list of its 25 members for official recognition as teachers. Their request

was granted.

The subcommittee prepared a curriculum and organised the registra-

tion of children of school age; but soon very acute differences of opinion

arose on the question of language. The Yiddishist Union demanded that

children in classes 1 — 4 should be taught in their mother-tongue, i.e.

Yiddish, and that the language of the higher classes should provisionally

be left as it was. Dr. Joffe, on the other hand, demanded the introduction

of Hebrew as the language of tuition. Finally a compromise was agreed

upon and the Riga Jewish newspaper, the “Yiddische Volksstimme”, an-

nounced on behalf of the Subcommittee of Jewish Education of the Muni-

cipal Committee, that 24 classes would open in Yiddish, two classes in
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Hebrew and additional classes in Russian and German for children who
knew only those languages.

The demands of the Yiddishists were based upon the registration of

parents on December 29th 1918, the results of which, as already mentioned,

had been in their favour. As a result three schools were opened with Yid-

dish as their language. The number of their pupils in Autumn 1919 was

2060, or 50-60% of all Jewish children of school age.

The Zionists withdrew their demand for two classes in Hebrew, to be

maintained by the Municipality, and opened two Hebrew elementary

schools, sponsored by the Jewish community of Riga, at 141 Romanow St.

and 4 Popow St. A number of children remained in the by then old-fashion-

ed “Heder Metukan” (reformed Heder) schools, and a considerable per-

centage in Russian and German-speaking private institutions.

THE JEWISH SECONDARY SCHOOL IN RIGA

Among the surprises in store for the Jews of Riga in Autumn 1919

was the Municipal decision to open a Jewish secondary school, although

the prerequisite conditions were non-existent: No teachers, no text-books,

no teaching equipment. The Jewish representatives on the Municipal Coun-

cil were led by national pride to demand the establishment of a secondary

school for the Jewish minority as well, at the time when such schools were

opened for the other national minorities.

A Committee consisting of Dr. Jaffe (General Zionists), Engineer Pessis

and L. Fishman (National Democrats), representing the Jewish fraction in

the Municipal Council, and Messrs. Vorobeiczik, J. Berz, B. Wolfsohn and

M. Braun of the Yiddishist Sub-committee of Education, was formed to

deal with all matters concerning the establishment of the Secondary School:

The body of teachers, the curriculum, etc., etc. Because of acute differences

of opinion, the non-Yiddishist members of the Committee resigned and

matters were left entirely in the hands of the Yiddishists.

The secondary school opened in Autumn 1919 with eight classes, three

of which were elementary. The language of instruction that year was Rus-

sian, with Yiddish and Hebrew taught as separate subjects. The teachers

were mostly non-Jews.

THE HEBREW SCHOOLS

At the Declaration of Latvian Independence on November 18, 1918,

two schools of the Jewish community had been in existence for several

decades in Riga. The first was a boys’ school in Romanow Street, founded
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by Dr. Lilienthal in 1840. The author taught in this school from 1920 until

1934 and served as its principal. It was generally known as the “Kaplan

Schule”, because of the writer Aharon Kaplan who had once been Prin-

cipal. The second was a girls’ school in Popow St. (known as the “Stopel

Schule”) headed by Mrs. M. Gabbai.

These schools underwent several changes under the influence of the

Russians and the Germans, and their language changed accordingly. Only

when Latvia became independent was it decided to make Hebrew their

language of instruction.

I wish to dwell on the history of these schools in some detail, and to

mention those colleagues who worked there from the time they were

established as Hebrew schools. The Boys’ School at 141 Romanow Street

was reopened in September 1919 after a short period under Soviet rule,

when the language of instruction was Yiddish. It contained 4 classes, the

first two in Hebrew only. In the two higher classes Russian remained the

language of teaching for another year or two. The Jewish community ap-

pointed Mr. J. D. Horwitz as principal of the school. Horwitz was a Cantor

(Kazan), pupil and spiritual heir of the famous Hazan and composer Ro-

sowsky. The teachers were: Abraham Kaplan who emigrated next year to

Eretz Israel as an early Halutz of the Third Aliya and is now superinten-

dent of schools for working youths in Haifa; Mrs Rosa Cohen, who now

lives in Tel-Aviv; S. Litwin, a teacher of gymnastics; and Ruth Hirschberg.

In the second year the teachers was joined by the writer, Reuben Rotstein

who taught for one year only, then left for Eretz Israel and is now a mem-

ber of Kibbutz Ashdot Yaakov; L. Itigin and Shalom Reichsrudel, who

had already taught Jewish Studies in Hebrew to a whole generation and

was of outstanding character, with manifold talents in general subjects.

(His sons are in Israel; Moshe Ben Elul, one-time editor of “Devar Hasha-

vua”, and the veteran teacher and school principal, Joseph Reichsrudel).

Two years later (1923) I became Principal of the school and retained

that post until 1934 when, on the demand of the Fascist regime of K.

Ulmanis, I had to resign, since I was regarded as “unfaithful to the spirit

of the new regime.”

I wish to mention some other teachers who taught here under my direc-

tion. Ida Bovshover, teacher of the Latvian and Russian languages, a most

devoted member of the staff, taught from 1920 till the school was closed;

Lea Mayofes-Epstein, from the Teachers’ Seminary of Alterman in Warsaw

who excelled in the lower grades; Pintsov, teacher of the Natural Sciences;

J. Taitz, teacher of music; J. Mittel, teacher of gymnastics; J. Weispap, an
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active member of the Zionist Socialists who went to Eretz Israel and then

returned to Latvia; Zvi Gorfinkel, a leader of the Zionist Socialist Move-

ment and Principal of the Elementary school affiliated to the Hebrew Se-

condary School in Riga; Samuel Gram, who afterwards taught at the

Hebrew Secondary School, was a founder of Municipal Hebrew School

No. 9 in Riga, its principal for many years, and one of the active members

of the Central Committee of the Hamoreh Hebrew Teachers’ Union. All

these perished during the Holocaust. Survivors were J. Pisetzki and Fishel

Weissman, and those who succeeded in time in reaching Eretz Israel: Rivka

Shereshevsky, who taught from 1924 till she arrived in Eretz Israel in 1935

and is now Principal of the Mizrahi Girls’ School in Tel Aviv; Miriam

Bag, an active members of the “Noar Hazioni” Movement and the Zionist

Socialist Students’ Union “Hashahar”; Shoshana Schattenstein-Lev, who
taught at the School from 1924 until she went to Eretz Israel in 1934,

and now teaches at the Mizrahi Girls’ School in Tel Aviv; Judith Gram,

who came to Eretz Israel and joined Kibbutz Ashdot Yaakov with her

husband Yitshak Maor (Meirson), a leader of the Zionist Socialist Move-

ment in Latvia; Baruch Bag, teacher of Gymnastics, a founder of “Maccabi”

and the Jewish Boy Scout Movement in Latvia, now principal of the Win-

gate Institute.

This school laid a foundation for organised Hebrew education in Riga.

Many of the pupils came to Eretz Israel as pioneers and now live in kib-

butzim and moshavim, in cities and villages. The school building served

as a meeting-place for all pioneer Zionist youth movements, their meetings,

councils and assemblies; and especially for the Labour Zionist Movement.

The same building held the secondary evening school of the Hebrew

Teacher’s Union, which was established on the initiative of the author. Its

principal was M. Michelson, one of the handful who survived the Second

World War after twice escaping from extermination camps. The secondary

school provided a Hebrew education and general culture for hundreds of

working-class boys and girls who had to go to work upon leaving elementary

school and could not afford to attend day secondary schools. The same

building also gave accomodation to the “Froebel Institute”, the only Hebrew

Teachers’ Seminary, which during its first year trained 100 Kindergarten

and School teachers. Half of them are now in Israel, and most of them

continue to teach.

The second school sponsored by the Jewish Community from the ad-

vent of cultural autonomy was at first intended as a Girls’ School, but

later admitted boys as well. The principal was Mrs. Mina Gabbai, an ex-
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cellent organiser who, with the aid of her husband, Selig Gabbai, raised

the school to a high educational level.

I wish to record the excellent teachers who dedicated themselves most

nobly to this school : Rivka Vinnik-Razby, an outstanding figure in the

Jewish Renaissance movement of Latvia and one of the first Hebrew

teachers, a pioneer and founder of the Zeirei Zion Movement (her husband,

Yerahmiel Winnik, leader of Latvian Jewry and of the Zionist Socialist

Movement, was a gifted journalist who died in a Siberian concentration

camp during the Second World War); Esther and Miriam Rapoport; Sonia

Rapoport-Michelson; Noama Vildikan; Relia Zak; Rosa Cohen; Yocheved

Seligman; Sarah Polotzkoi; Sarah Gideon; Eliyahu Kauffman, first president

of the Central Committee of “Hehalutz” in Latvia, who came to Eretz

Israel in 1920 and died there; E. Dissenczik (Dr. Sinai, eye-specialist in

Tel Aviv). At a somewhat later period I recall the teachers Zvi Wasserman-

Maimon, active member of the Hamoreh Hebrew Teachers’ Union and its

honorary Secretary, and his wife, Dina, who continued her work in Eretz

Israel, later Israel, with maladjusted children; T. Majofes, an outstanding

pedagogue, and A. Kofian.

CONDITIONS IN THE TWO HEBREW SCHOOLS OF THE RIGA

JEWISH COMMUNITY
During 1919-1921 the Jewish community received funds from the Amer-

ican “Joint” for educational and social needs. When this ended in 1922,

the financial position of the Jewish community entered on a critical phrase.

The teachers in the two schools were not paid for months. In those circum-

stances, when there was no pay, no firewood and no essential teaching

appliances, the Hebrew schools remained in existence solely because of the

unprecedented devotion of the teaching staff.

At the same time the Yiddishist schools received plentiful municipal

budgets, regular salaries, teaching appliances, furniture, etc. It was under

these conditions that the struggle for Hebrew had to be carried on against

aggressive Yiddishism, against the religious fanaticism of the Agudat Israel,

against the assimilationists and against the indifference of Zionists. It was

hard to demand that parents who sent their children to the Hebrew schools

should accept hardships for their children when there was such plenty

elsewhere.

The teachers in the two community schools resolved to take their

destiny and that of Hebrew education in Riga in their own hands, and

demanded that the community transfer its schools to the municipal network.
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The Community Council opposed this on grounds of principle, being afraid

of losing its influence in the schools; while Zionist members feared that

the Municipality might compel the schools to teach in Yiddish. A bitter

struggle developed between it and the teachers, who were backed only by

the “Zeirei Zion” party. The outcome was that in January 1923 the schools

were transferred to the Municipal network. From then onwards they began

to develop properly.

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

AND ART
In 1921 an additional Hebrew school containing both elementary and

secondary classes was founded by the “Society for the Advancement of

Science and Art in Latvia.” This society was initiated by Dr. Hermann
Wasserman, and in the same year, 1921, it founded a popular music school

headed by the composer Shlomo Rosovsky. This music school contributed

a great deal to musical education in Latvia. Many music teachers who were

excluded from the state-controlled Conservatoire in spite of the democratic

Constitution found in the Jewish institution a framework for their teaching

activities. Several of them came to Israel in due course, including its then

Director, Shlomo Rosovsky, Dr. S. Heilman and Mrs. Esther Michelson-

Rapoport. The Society also founded a Hebrew kindergarten under the direc-

tion of Mrs. Klass, who had grown up in Eretz Israel and brought the spirit

of the Land to Latvia.

Worthy of mention is the Treasurer of the Society, Mr. Baslavski, who

was dedicated to the resurrection of Hebrew and the Hebrew school. His

son, L. Baslavski, a leading member of Kvutzat Kinneret, is a graduate of

the Hebrew Secondary School.

THE HEBREW SECONDARY SCHOOL IN RIGA

In its first school year the Hebrew Secondary School which, as already

mentioned, was founded in 1921, contained only 3 or 4 lower grades where

the language of instruction was Hebrew. In the other classes general sub-

jects were taught in Russian, but Hebrew and Judaistic subjects were also

taught. During the first year of its existence many Jewish youths left their

former Russian or German schools and joined the Hebrew Secondary

School. Within a few years all classes had adopted Hebrew as the language

of tuition, and the school soon assumed a central position for Hebrew

education in Latvia, transmitting culture and education to thousands of

youngsters many of whom became leaders in Zionist Youth organisations.
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The principals of the school were (in order of succession: Senior Lec-

turer Weintraub, later Director of the Pedagogical Institute of the Direc-

torate of Jewish Education, a man of high culture but with insufficient

knowledge of Judaism and Hebrew. After him Dr. Rosenberg was brought

from Germany, but served only for a short time. The next principal. Dr.

Eliyahu Segal, was invited from Kovno (Kaunas). He was a man of wide

general and Jewish culture, who directed the school for many years and

maintained it at a high educational level. After a long period of fruitful

work, not only as a school principal but also as an active functionary in

the Hamoreh Hebrew Teachers’ Union, he left Riga and returned to Kovno

(Kaunas) where he worked as a medical practitioner till the outbreak of

War. During the war he lived in the Ghetto of Kovno, was deported to

Dachau and after much tribulation reached Israel. His wife, Sonia Segal,

was a teacher of rare pedagogical gifts with a thorough knowledge of Heb-

rew who also taught subjects in the Secondary School and the Teachers’

Seminary. She too passed through the Ghetto and the concentration camps,

but finally reached Israel and was reunited with her husband.

Dr. Segal was replaced by Dr. M. Nadel, Lecturer in Jewish Studies

at the University of Dorpat. He was a man of pedagogical distinction, a

great expert on Judaism and author of books on general history who con-

tributed a great deal to the high educational level of the school. He wished

to continue his work in Eretz Israel. During the School Year 1936-37 he

went to Moscow in order to take leave of his brother, but fell ill on the

journey and never returned. His successor was Engineer J. Perniack, a

veteran teachers at the school in whom a thorough knowledge of Judaism

was blended with great erudition in the National Sciences. He was active

in the Teacher’ Union which he represented for many years on the Direc-

torate of Jewish Culture in Latvia. He served as principal of the Secondary

School till its abolition.

I wish to mention other members of the teaching staff, with whom I

had the privilege of being in daily contact through our activities in the

Teachers’ Union

:

Moshe Breitbord, teacher of Jewish studies, honorary secretary of the

school for many years. (His book on Hebrew grammar is also widely used

in Israeli schools.) He was one of the few who succeeded in fleeing from

Riga during the war, but afterwards returned and died there.

H. Gordon came to Latvia in 1926, when “Habimah” left Russia. In

Moscow he had taught the members of “Habimah” Hebrew, and was

active in the Teachers’ Union from his arrival in Latvia. He was of a
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peaceable, optimistic disposition. He taught Jewish studies at the Municipal

Hebrew School in Popow Street as well as at the Secondary School.

Meir Weinberg taught science at the Secondary School. He was an

enthusiastic fighter for the Hebrew cause, was a member of the Central

Committee of the Teachers’ Union for many years and Treasurer of the

educational institutions it established. He and his wife Bertha, one of the

first Hebrew kindergarten teachers in Latvia, were among those few who
left for Eretz Israel before the war.

Rabbi M. Levin taught an elegant Hebrew. He was a permanent member

of the Executive of the “Hamoreh” during 1924, and served as principal

of the Seminary for Teachers and Kindergarten teachers. He was a great

fighter for the Hebrew cause. Before the outbreak of the war he and his

wife went to visit their daughter in France, and from there they ultimately

succeeded in reaching Israel.

Moshe Latt was a leading member of the Central Committee of the

“Hamoreh,” a lecturer on pedagogy and psychology at the “Froebel Insti-

tute,” a man of great erudition, with a thorough knowledge of the Latvian

language. He died in the Riga Ghetto.

Dr. L. Kantor was also one of the members of the Central Committee

of the “Hamoreh” in the critical year 1926. He lectured on history in the

“Froebel Institute” in addition to his work at the Secondary School. Later

he left the teaching profession and was a lawyer in Mitau.

Also worth of mention is Mr. Lemel, an active member of the “Ha-

moreh” Union who died of a heart attack while still relatively young, at

the beginning of 1931; Mr. Piter, a history teacher, and Mr. J. Shraga,

teacher of classical languages.

THE UNION OF HEBREW TEACHERS IN LATVIA

The Union was started by a few devoted people whose only asset was

their firm belief in the cause they wished to serve. They were a handful

against many who did everything to thwart their efforts. The situation among

Latvian Jews was itself against us: The mother-tongue of the children was

Yiddish, Russian or German. Most of the children went to Russian or

German schools, which belonged to Christians or assimilated Jews. A mino-

rity studied at traditional “Heder” schools. A second discouraging factor

was the shortage of teachers and teaching facilities. Within the Jewish

community there was a bitter opposition to Hebrew on the part of the

Yiddishists, disparagement and unbelief on the part of the assimilationists,

and passivity and indifference among the Zionists.
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It was therefore the teachers’ task to carry out a mission which the

organised communities in other countries would have considered it their

duty to carry out.

The teachers not only had to perform their educational duties, but also

to fight for the legal rights of the Hebrew schools, to engage in propaganda

for them and to ensure their natural needs in order to secure their mere

existence.

Let us now review the early history of the Hebrew Teachers’ Organisa-

tion.

“IVRIT” TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION (JANUARY 1920 — 1923)

As already mentioned, some of the teachers participating in the first

teachers’ meeting in Riga on January 1st 1919 were against the Yiddishist

majority, but only at the beginning of 1920 did they form an association

which was recognised by the authorities as the “Hebrew Teachers’ Asso-

ciation, Riga”.

The first letter of this Association, dated April 12th 1920, was addressed

to the Director of the Office of Education and Culture at the Zionist

Executive in London. It said:

Dear Sirs,

After numerous difficulties we have succeeded in forming a new type

of Hebrew Teachers’ Association. Its main objective is to establish new

schools in the spirit of a Hebrew, Zionist education. Most of our members

are young. They number 25 male and female teachers. Not all of them

know Hebrew and we particularly lack teachers of general subjects capable

of teaching in Hebrew. Next year new classes will be added in these schools

and the burden on the teaching staff will be even heavier. It would help

us greatly if a Hebrew Teachers’ Seminary could be founded here. We
also lack text-books, and have to teach by lecturing only. Please send us

a list of all Hebrew text books on all possible subjects that have been

published and, if possible, some of the books themselves. Also please send

us the latest pedagogical literature in Hebrew.

Awaiting your urgent reply,

with the greetings of Zion

E. RAPOPORT

Vice Chairman

A. KAPLAN

Secretary
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In the month of Sivan, 1920, Esther Rapoport was the first representa-

tive of the Association on the Board of Public Education of the Municipal

Directorate of Jewish Culture. She was succeeded by L. Gabbai. Later this

office was filled by J. A. Horwitz, Z. Michelson, J. Perniack.

The Association's main weakness was that its best pioneering members
left the country for Eretz Israel one after the other.

In July 1920, the Vice President of the Association went to Israel as

one of the first Latvian pioneers of the Third “Aliya.” In June 1921 Moshe
Polotzkoi moved on to Eretz Israel (M. Palmon, a director of the Keren

Kayemet in Haifa). He was one of the founders of the Association and an

excellent advocate of the Hebrew language, which was the language used

in his home. His father was a veteran Hebrew teacher in the “Reform”

Hadarim. His brother, Zeev Polotzkoi, was an outstanding teacher and

member of the Directorate of Jewish Culture throughout its existence; a

third brother, Shachna Polotzkoi, was also a wellknown teacher and a public

figure, active in the Teachers’ Union and its Central Emergency Committee

during the crisis of 1926. Their sister, Sarah Polotzkoi, was also a veteran

teacher and later taught in Tel-Aviv.

However, the greatest handicap of the Hebrew teachers was their

lack of an ideological basis. In a leaflet sent to teachers in the provinces, the

basic principle of the Association was formulated thus: “The main purpose

of our Association is to resuscitate the Hebrew language among our youth.

We want our youngsters to finish primary school knowing the Hebrew

language sufficiently well to use it easily and fluently in speech and writing,

and get acquainted with its literature.” No mention is made in clear terms

of the need to make Hebrew the only language of instruction in schools

for Jewish children. The main intention was to win over teachers who did

not full-heartedly adhere to the Yiddishist camp.

The first consultation of Jewish teachers from all over Latvia took

place on July 29th 1921, its purpose being to establish a Hebrew Teachers’

Union and formulate its ideological basis.

THE FOUNDATION OF THE HEBREW TEACHERS’ UNION
“HAMOREH”

A meeting of Hebrew teachers with 16 participants took place on June

28th 1922 under the chairmanship of J. Wiener and decided to set up a

country-wide Federation. Its decisions were: a) The Federation aims to

organise all teachers who advocate a modern, nationally-spirited Hebrew

school in which the language of instruction will be Hebrew (9 for, 1 against).
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b) The Federation will disseminate pedagogical and general scientific in-

formation among its members (adopted unanimously), c) The Federation

will spread Jewish national culture among the people (adopted unanimously),

d) It will defend the professional interests of its members (unanimous), e)

The Federation will be called “Hamoreh” (8 for, 3 against), f) Members
of the Federation may be either people with long teaching experience in

the past or people who actually teach (unanimous). The first General As-

sembly of the Federation met on August 15th 1922, and approved the re-

gulations drawn up at the previous meeting.

From June 22nd 1922 until Summer 1924, Shmuel Herr served as Chair-

man of the Teachers’ Federation. From 1924 till May 1926 the post was

filled by Dr. Levinson. Till 1926 the main activities of the Federation were

confined to the professional and cultural fields (e.g. lectures on pedagogy,

etc.).

THE TURNING POINT

During the final days of December 1925, while attending the Assembly

of the Hebrew Teachers’ Federation, we received news of the resolution

passed by the Progressive Latvian Teachers on the language of instruction

in Jewish schools. This resolution led to a sharp change in the activities

of the Hebrew Teachers’ Federation, and the course of the Hebrew Move-

ment as a whole.

At the same time the General Assembly of the All-Latvian Teachers’

Federation took place with the participation of teachers from the Yiddishist

camp.

In the name of the Yiddishists, J. Neuschloss submitted a memorandum

requesting assistance in their “struggle against assimilationists and against

Hebraists, whose influence in Jewish circles threatens to become dominant.”

The Jewish teachers, according to this memorandum, demanded that the

Yiddish language be recognised as the official language of the Jewish people.

In an address to the Assembly Israel Braun declared that the problem of

Yiddish was not merely an internal Jewish concern but a general one. He

called on all progressive, democratic elements in Latvia to support the

Yiddishist Educational Organisation, and concluded with the following

words: “Jewish democracy opposes the Russification and Germanisation

of Jewish youth, and fights the tendencies to attempt to inculcate the dead

Hebrew language among the younger generation.”

The following resolutions were adopted by majority vote:

1) The Tenth Convention of the federation of Latvian Teachers ex-
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presses its deepest sympathy and support for the democratic Jewish public

in its struggle for the rights of the popular Yiddish language.

2) The Convention supports the demand that Paragraph 3 of the Law
of Education should include the following clause: “In all Jewish schools

which are supported by Government or municipality, the language of teach-

ing must be Yiddish.”

The resolutions were an obvious warning of the dangers the young

Hebrew Movement was facing. In spite of this, nationalist circles continued

to be paralyzed by internal strife for months. As a member of the Central

Committee of the “Hamoreh” Union I demanded a complete change of

approach towards the objectives of the Union, which until then had regarded

itself solely as a Trade Union. The Chairman, Dr. Levinson, a man of wide

European culture, devoted his attention mainly to the professional needs

of the members, and arranged a few lectures on pedagogy during the year.

I proclaimed that we ourselves and no one else had to take upon our own

shoulders the furtherance of the Hebrew Movement.

In May 1926 the Chairman admitted the need for a change of policy,

but was unwilling to carry it out personally, and resigned from the Central

Committee. Four members remained : Dr. Kantor, Moshe Latt, Shachna

Polotzkoi and myself. I was elected Chairman and accepted on condition

that the Central Committee regard itself as a “Fighting Committee”. The

programme I proposed contained the following points:

a) Energetic political activity against Yiddishist aggression;

b) Constructive action for the establishment of Hebrew schools;

c) Organisational activity.

This programme was accepted.

At the beginning of June 1926 we submitted a memorandum to the

Latvian General Federation of Teachers, asking for the admission of the

“Hamoreh” Union and expressing explicit dissent regarding the resolution

on the language of instruction in Jewish schools. The Yiddishists, who

had been members of the Federation for a long time, fought bitterly against

the admission of “Hamoreh”. They slandered the supporters of Hebrew

as “a camp of reactionaries”, “anti-pedagogues”, etc., etc. The non-Jews

could not understand why they should exclude a new Teachers’ Union which

declared its progressive intentions and undertook to obey the regulations of

the General Federation. Moshe Latt and myself were entrusted with the

task of submitting our memorandum and addressing the Assembly of the

General Federation on June 6th, 1926. I shall never forget the tense hours

as we waited for the Assembly’s decision. We knew that the Yiddishists
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were doing everything they could to thwart our design. The Latvian teachers,

on the other hand, rose to the occasion and understood our arguments. By
a great majority the Assembly decided to admit our Union into the Fede-

ration.

This was our first political victory. From then on we were able to

fight for Hebrew from within. A fortnight later (17.6.1926) another Assembly

of the Latvian General Federation of Teachers was due to take place.

Although only pedagogical matters were on the agenda, we decided to call

for a revision of the previous resolution about the language of tuition in

Jewish schools.

Within a few days we enlarged our membership from 50 to 120. This

enabled us to sent 12 representatives to the assembly. We organised two

large public meetings in Riga: One on June 14th for the parents, and one

the next day for the Jewish Youth. On the eve of the assembly we published

a newspaper in Latvian for the representatives in the Assembly. The paper

contained articles written by our best members and supporters, including

Prof. M. Laserson, member of the Latvian Seim, J. Vinnik and Latzky-

Bertholdi, who had just arrived in Latvia and, although not a Zionist at that

time, came out in our support, realising the danger to the Hebrew Move-

ment from the extreme Yiddishists. We turned to the Minister of Culture,

the Latvian poet J. Reinis, and asked him to support us publicly in the

Assembly. The Minister expressed his sympathy for our cause, but ex-

plained that in his official capacity he could not take sides in a dispute

between Jewish factions. However, he promised to send his wife, Aspasia,

on his behalf.

Our great moment at the Assembly came when Professor Laserson

stated the principles of the Hebrew language as the basis of the Jewish

renaissance. He was followed by N. Maisel, a “Bundist” member of the

Seim, who described the Hebrew language as a language of clericals and

reactionaries, and the followers of Zionism and the Hebrew Movement as

reactionaries.

The situation of the Yiddishists became really miserable when the

poetess Aspasia spoke in moving terms of Hebrew as the language of the

Prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah and the pioneers who were building a new

fatherland in Palestine. How could such a language, she asked, be called

reactionary? — As it was not within the jurisdiction of the Assembly to

rule on this matter it was decided to defer the execution of the previous

decision regarding the language of instruction until the next regular As-

sembly.
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Our representatives at this Assembly were: Prof. M. Laserson, M. Latt,

Dr. A. Segal, Z. Michelson, Z. Gabbai, Dr. L. Kantor, J. Vinnik, A. Bov-

shover, Tscherow, R. Vinnik, Dr. Levinson and M. Weinberg.

The results of this assembly could be considered as almost a victory.

We now had time to prepare, to enrol new supporters, to conduct propa-

ganda and engage in constructive work for the enlargement of the Hebrew
schools. In Summer 1926 I proposed to the Central Committee the setting

up of a Seminary for Kindergarten teachers and teachers of the lower

grades of elementary schools. The institution was envisaged as the foun-

dation for the whole superstructure of Hebrew schooling. A network of

Hebrew kindergartens was to be spread over all the towns of Latvia, and

was to become the basis for new Hebrew schools or the conversion of

other-language schools into Hebrew schools.

THE “FROEBEL INSTITUTE” IN RIGA

The meeting of the Central Committee of the “Hamoreh” on August

17th 1926 decided upon the foundation of the “Froebel Institute” as a

seminary for the training of Kindergarten and school teachers for the lower

grades of elementary schools. On October 26th of the same year the opening

ceremony of the Institute took place. It was solemnly inaugurated by the

Director Z. Michelson and an opening address was delivered by Prof. La-

serson on “Social Pedagogy”.

In its first year the institute had 1 1 students, 4 of them from Lithuania.

The lecturers in its first year were: M. Schattenstein— Hebrew language and

Bible; Dr. J. Michaelis — Pedagogy and Psychology; Dr. Segal — Hygiene;

M. Rapoport — Natural Sciences; L. Kantor — History; J. Taitz — Singing;

Prof. M. Laserson — Social Pedagogy; Z. Michelson — Education of

Infants and Methodics of Arithmetic; Theresa Gottlieb — Rhythmics and

Handwork; R. Shereshewski — Drawing and Painting.

All graduates of this first year obtained employment in Latvia and

Lithuania. As a result 41 students enrolled in the second year, 32 of them

from Lithuania, 1 from Esthonia and 8 from Latvia. This second year new

lecturers joined the Institute: M. Latt — Pedagogy and Psychology (replacing

Dr. Michaelis who had left Latvia); M. Kramarow — Painting and Hand-

work; A. Antik — Rhythmics (replacing Teresa Gottlieb-Goitein who had

left for Eretz Israel),

For the first year most of the lecturers volunteered to teach without

pay. By the end of the first year, however, we had succeeded, thanks to

the intervention of the Seim members Prof. M. Laserson and Rabbi M.
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Nurock, in obtaining a handsome budgetary allocation from the Govern-

ment, approved directly by the Budgetary Committee of the Seim. This

enabled us to cover the expenses of the first year and put the remainder

aside for the second year. Our service to the Hebrew kindergartens of

Lithuania was appreciated there, and we were granted a contribution of 200

lats per month.

During five years the Seminary produced 100 graduates who found em-

ployment, mostly in the kindergartens of Latvia, Lithuania and Esthonia,

and some in the lower grades of elementary schools. Great assistance was

provided by the first Municipal Hebrew Kindergarten, directed by Esther

(Sonia) Michelson, which served as a centre for demonstration and practical

work by the students of the Seminary during all the years of its existence.

The “Froebel Institute” exercised a considerable influence on the whole

network of Jewish education in the country. The Central Committee of

“Hamoreh” began to receive requests for new elementary grades in Hebrew

from different parts of the country, as a direct continuation of the kinder-

gartens. Parents in the Yiddish schools began to demand the introduction

of Hebrew as the language of instruction instead of Yiddish. This largely

depended on the will of the parents and the availability of teaching staff

in Hebrew. Each vacant post was hotly contested. Regulations covering

the appointment of teachers in Latvian elementary schools are worth review-

ing here.

In many schools there was a Board, consisting of representatives of

the parents elected yearly at a general assembly, one representative for

each class, and one teacher for each class. All vacant teaching posts were

announced in the press. The school principal presented the names of the

candidates to the assembly, expressed his own choice and the assembly

then chose two of the candidates for consideration by the Municipal Com-

mittee of Education, which made the final decision. The candidates thus

chosen still had to obtain approval by the Directorate of Schools at the

Municipality. The Committee of Education was composed of municipal

functionaries only, but the Directorates of Schools at the Municipality were

autonomous and consisted of a representative of the Municipality, repre-

sentatives of the teachers (one Latvian and one from each minority) and a

superintendent from the Government. If the decision of the Educational

Committee and the Directorate conflicted the matter was resolved by the

Minister of Education.

The struggle of the “Hamoreh” Union for new teaching posts had to

be carried on along the whole front: at the School Boards, meaning election
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campaigns at the yearly assemblies of parents, and election campaigns among
the teachers in schools when their single representatives to the Municipal

Directorates were elected each year. In a number of cases the Municipal

Directorates appointed teachers against the wishes of the parents, and this

made intervention with the Minister of Education necessary. Much to our

regret this intervention required by-passing the Directorate of Jewish Edu-

cation, which never had the courage to resolve disputes between the parti-

sans of Yiddish and Hebrew.

Besides this political activity, which consumed ample energy and time,

the “Hamoreh” Union continued its constructive work. During the period

of 1926-1931 we set up most of the Hebrew educational institutions, among

them 4 kindergartens in Riga and 14 in country towns: All of them on

the initiative and with the financial support of the “Hamoreh” Union. A
number of Yiddish elementary schools passed over to the Hebrew language;

parallel classes in Hebrew were set up in Municipal schools, and new

schools and classes were founded under the auspices of the “Hamoreh”

and with its financial support until they were taken over by the Munici-

pality. A Hebrew secondary evening school for working boys and girls in

Riga and elsewhere was opened. It started as a continuation of elementary

classes and later became a complete secondary school whose graduates were

admitted to the University.

Here I wish to mention the assistance afforded to the Hebrew cause

by such devoted public figures as Slavjaciski in Tukum, B. Zenziper in

Kraslavka, the teachers B. Neufeld and Sachs in Libau, Ginsburg and

Kajatzki, principals of the first Hebrew school in Dvinsk, Chanutin, Weis-

man. Grinberg, Rabinovitz in Rezhitze, and many others.

During the summer vacation “In-service Training” courses for teachers

were organised by “Hamoreh” in Judaistic and pedagogic subjects. The

participants were awarded certificates issued on behalf of the Directorate

of Jewish Education.

BALTIC CONVENTION OF THE HEBREW CULTURAL
ORGANISATIONS

The burden of maintaining these courses weighed heavily on the ‘Ha-

moreh” Union. At the meeting of the Central Committee on September 1st

1927 I proposed to hold a Convention of all Hebrew cultural organisations

in the Baltic States. Its purpose was to arouse the activity of the dormant

forces in the Latvian Zionist Organisation, Youth and Student movements

by bringing them in contact with external, especially Lithuanian, Hebraist
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influences. The Convention took place during the Sukkot Holiday of 1927

and a delegation of 16 of the most active members of the Hebrew cultural

Movement in Lithuania took part. Among them were M. Cohen, N. Grin-

blat (Goren), D. Lejser, Porochovnik, and others. There was an Esthonian

delegation headed by Dr. Asher Bavli (Bernstein) and representatives of

several organisations in Latvia.

The representative of the “Tarbut” Organisation of Poland, Moshe
Gordon, also took part as a guest observer.

The Convention lasted for three days. Its presidents were Moshe Cohen
(Lithuania), Z. Michelson-Michaeli (Latvia) and A. Bavli (Esthonia). It

was an effective demonstration of the strength of the Hebrew Cultural

Movement at a time when we were engaged in a bitter struggle for the

rights of Hebrew as the language of instruction, and inspired the setting

up of the “Tarbut” Federation in Latvia. Nevertheless daily practical work

remained in the hands of “Hamoreh”. With an expanding network of

Hebrew schools under its tutelage, it also took care of organisational im-

provements, of thorough-going pedagogical work and of the expansion and

deepening of the Eretz Israel element in the Hebrew educational pattern.

In-service pedagogical training was carried out in cooperation with the

All-Latvian Teachers’ Federation which set up a special “Bureau of Peda-

gogy” for this purpose.

Our educational institutions established contact with corresponding in-

stitutions in Eretz Israel, which were a constant source of inspiration for us.

In Summer 1929 I visited schools in Vienna and reported to our Union

on the educational innovations I found there. As a direct consequence I

attempted, with the approval of the Municipality, to introduce the Dalton

system in the school under my direction.

THE LATVIAN TEACHERS' TOUR IN ERETZ ISRAEL

The Union’s activities reached their peak in the organisation of a

Teachers’ Tour to Eretz Israel (Palestine of those days), with the parti-

cipation of 35 teachers under my leadership.

The Latvian authorities’ attitude to this venture was favourable and

sympathetic. The Ministry of Education and the Municipality of Riga agreed

to exempt those teachers who participated in the tour from attending school

for 3 weeks.

The school under my direction, many of whose teachers were parti-

cipants in this tour, was closed down altogether for this period. It was

arranged that the participating teachers would, refund the teaching time
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they had missed after they returned. They were accorded a long-term loan

by the Bank of the All-Latvian Teachers’ Federation to cover travelling

expenses. Funds were also allocated by the Municipality of Riga, which

recognised the educational nature of the tour and its potentially beneficial

influence on the development of the Hebrew schools under their auspices.

The tour was the first of its kind and became an event to which much
attention was devoted, even in Eretz Israel. Its programme was prepared

by the Teachers’ Federation of Eretz Israel, which also provided guides

from among its members. We spent our first evening in Palestine at a meet-

ing in the home of J. Azaryahu, who had planned our visit to Tel-Aviv.

Next day we attended an official reception at the Tel-Aviv Municipality,

by Mayor M. Dizengoff and Mrs. S. Persitz, head of the Education Depart-

ment. On the same day we met C. N. Bialik in Ravnitzki’s house. He
gave us his promise to visit Latvia, and did so some months later. That

became the greatest event in the life of the Latvian Jewish community. A
series of lectures was given by him, and he was received everywhere with

the greatest enthusiasm.

Receptions in honour of the Latvian Teachers were held at the Head

Office of the Keren Kayemet by M. Ussishkin and Nathan Bistritzky, and

at the Head Office of the Keren Hayesod by Leib Jaffe, with the Latvian

consul, Mr. Caspi, participating. Parties in our honour were held by local

groups of teachers wherever our group happened to visit (Tel-Aviv, Jeru-

salem, Nahalal).

Several projects were worked out during our stay in Eretz Israel. One

of them provided for an exchange of visits of teachers and pupils between

Eretz Israel and Latvia. While visiting the Central Committee of the Fede-

ration of Teachers in Jerusalem, it was decided to convene a World Con-

gress of Hebrew educators. I was entrusted with the organisation of the

teachers of Central Europe and the Baltic States in preparation for this.

After our return the teachers who had participated gave many lectures

in Riga and all over the country, described their impressions and did their

best to infuse the spirit of the builders of Eretz Israel into the Hebrew

schools of Latvia.

MEETING OF HEBREW KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS IN THE

BALTIC STATES

In accordance with the decision to hold a World Congress of Hebrew

educators reached with the Teachers’ Federation in Eretz Israel, I convened

a preparatory meeting of Hebrew kindergarten teachers from the three
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Baltic States in Summer 1931. The meeting took place in Kovno and lasted

for three days. Sixty kindergarten teachers attended. A report was pre-

sented on the activities of the Troebel Institute” during the 5 years of its

existence, and lectures were delivered on the role of the Hebrew Kinder-

garten and its merits, and the juridical and professional status of kinder-

garten teachers. The latter themselves reported on their work, and it was

decided to maintain lively contact with Eretz Israel and set up an organisa-

tion of Hebrew kindergarten teachers in the Baltic States.

Very soon, however, there were radical changes on the political scene.

The influence of German Nazism could be felt in other European countries,

including Latvia. From time to time new laws were passed reducing national

minority rights; and abolishing their cultural autonomy after the Fascist

regime of K. Ulmanis came to power in May 1934. Before speaking of

those events, however, let us pause a moment to review the achievements

of Jewish cultural autonomy in Latvia during the 15 years of its existence.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF THE DIRECTORATE
OF JEWISH CULTURE

Under the law it was the duty of the Municipality to set up elementary

schools for Jewish children and finance them. At first not every Municipality

complied with this duty because of their financial straits after the war. With

the help of the Ministry of Education, however, the situation soon improved;

and in due course of time the state of Jewish education in Latvia reached

a level which had no parallel in other lands of the Diaspora.

NUMBER OF PUPILS ATTENDING SCHOOLS OF THE DIRECTORATE
OF JEWISH CULTURE

Number
of Total

School
year Hebrew Yiddish Russian German

Total
number

pupils number
in non- of
Jewish Jewish

Number % Number % Number % Number % schools pupils

1922/23

1928/29

1,863 21

3,204 31

5,209 58

4,978 48

988 11

705 7

896 10

1,438 14

8,956

10,325

2,263

1,697

11,219

12,022

JEWISH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS DURING THE FIRST DECADE

School
year

Number
of

schools

Number
of

teachers

Number
of

pupils

School
year

Number
of

schools

Number
of

teachers

Number
of

pupils

1919/20 21 180 4,157 1924/25 67 481 9,594

1920/21 44 354 7,267 1925/26 78 568 9,934

1921/22 51 393 8,738 1926/27 74 576 10,171

1922/23 66 378 8,956 1927/28 83 593 10,192

1923/24 61 472 8,699 1928/29 85 599 10,325
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THE “HEDER METUKAN” SCHOOLS

Until the establishment of the Latvian State these were the main source

of Jewish traditional education. They had to adapt themselves to the pro-

visions of the Law of Compulsory Education, and the circles supporting

them had to agree to adopt the elementary school curriculum and include

their schools within the general elementary school network. Otherwise those

parents who wished to give their children a general as well as religious

education would have been compelled to send them to the general schools

and maintain a “Heder” for Jewish religious and Hebrew subjects.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Although attendance in Secondary schools was not obligatory or free

of charge, according to the law, the Government allocated considerable

sums for secondary education, and the national minorities received their

share in proportion to their numerical strength. At first two government

secondary schools were set up, one in Libau and one in Rezicza, and were

maintained with financial support from the local Jewish communities. In

Riga the Municipality opened the secondary schools and maintained them

at its cost. When the sums allocated for secondary schools in the govern-

mental budget were enlarged, the Jewish secondary schools also received a

larger share. The Directorate of Jewish Culture spent these allocations

largely on the maintainance of the two state schools in Rezicza and Libau,

and the rest on the commercial and private secondary schools, the number

of which increased from year to year. This, of course, involved a reduction

in the amount allocated to each separate school.

In the two state schools of Rezhitze and Libau Russian and German

were the languages of instruction. For the Municipal secondary school in

Riga it was Yiddish. In addition there were in Riga six publicly-maintained

secondary schools: The Hebrew Secondary School founded by the “Society

for the Advancement of Science and Art”; the Evening Secondary School

set up by the Teachers’ Union “Hamoreh”; “Tushiah”, the secondary

stage of the “Heder Metukan” type of school, supported financially as

well as morally by the Mizrahi Movement and the wellknown philanthropist

A. Sobolevitz; the secondary stage of the “Torah vederech-eretz” type of

schools, set up by the Agudat Israel movement. All these had Hebrew

as the language of tuition. There were also the “Ezra” secondary school

of the assimilationist circles, which taught in German, and an evening

secondary school in Yiddish, set up by the “Zentrale Iddische Schulorga-

nisatzie”. In addition there were the following four privately-owned second-
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ary schools: Rauchwarger, Liebermann, Bergman and Landau (later S. Gor-

finkel). All of these employed Russian or German as the medium of in-

struction. In Dvinsk, Lutzin, Karsava, Libau and Mitau there were muni-

cipal secondary schools, in Windau — a school owned by the community.

In all these schools except Dvinsk the language of instruction was Russian

or German, but Jewish subjects were taught.

In Dvinsk there was a municipal secondary school the majority of

whose pupils were Jewish. The Directorate of Jewish Culture proposed on

several occasions to the parents’ meetings of this school that it should be

transferred from the Russian to the Jewish Directorate, but the parents

refused. Only when a regulation of the Ministry of Education ordered the

transfer of schools in which at least 60% of the pupils belonged to a cer-

tain minority to the Directorate of this minority did the parents agree that

the municipal secondary school in Dvinsk be transfered to the Directorate

of Jewish Culture.

The language of instruction at the Secondary School in Dvinsk was

therefore Russian to begin with but in due course classes in Hebrew were

opened and it gradually became a Zionist institution. Special mention

should be made of the success of Joseph Seh-Lavan, a graduate of the

Teachers’ Seminary in Jerusalem who was summoned by the Hamoreh

Union, in transforming the Russian Secondary school in Dvinsk into a

Hebrew school. He devoted a great deal of his energy to the organisation

of a Zionist Youth Movement, which succeeded in attracting a great number

of youths who had previously been drawn to Communism. In time the

number of Jewish Secondary Schools increased through the transfer of

schools with a majority of Jewish pupils to the Jewish Directorate.

NUMBER OF PUPILS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS UNDER THE

DIRECTORATE OF JEWISH CULTURE

School
year

Hebrew Yiddish Russian German
Total

Number % Number % Number % Number % number

Number of Jewish
pupils in non-
Jewish schools

1922/23 95 8 261 22 818 64 65 6 1,239 2,617

1928/29 427 18 538 24 937 41 3% 17 2,298 1,391
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DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS DURING THE FIRST

TEN YEARS

School
year

Number of

schools under Dir. Number of
of Jew. Culture pupils

Total number
of sec. schools

in Latvia
Total number

of pupils

1919/20 3 599 65 7,330

1920/21 8 909 80 11,828

1921/22 8 1,025 97 13,814

1922/23 9 1,239 106 14,601

1923/24 8 1,226 103 15,406

1924/25 13 1,630 104 15,589

1925/26 20 2,334 102 15,784

1926/27 19 2,360 100 15,999

1927/28 19 2,476 98 15,721

1 928/29 19 2,298 100 16,026

In the school year 1928/29 the Latvians possessed one secondary

school per 15,388 persons, the Russians one school per 13,832 persons, the

Germans one school per 5,914 persons and the Jews one school per 4,349

persons. Of the 16,026 pupils who attended secondary school in 1928/29,

14.4% were Jews, whereas their percentage in the population amounted

to 5% only.

VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

a) Government Courses in Pedagogy.

These were set up in 1920 to expedite the training of teachers for

Jewish elementary schools. The courses afterwards continued for one year.

When the acute scarcity of teachers had been overcome they were trans-

formed into a Biennial Pedagogical Institute. Eligible to these courses

were graduates of secondary schools. They were given a general course

in Pedagogy and in Hebrew, Yiddish, and Judaistic subjects. The language

of instruction was Russian. As a result the state-owned Pedagogic Institute

could satisfy the demands of neither Hebrew nor Yiddishist circles, which

were compelled to set up their own institutions for the training of teachers

and kindergarten teachers in Hebrew and Yiddish.

Each summer the Jewish Directorate organised Hebrew courses for

teachers in pedagogic subjects. At first attendance at these Summer courses

gave participants the same rights as were enjoyed by the graduates of the
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biennial courses. Later on the teachers were required to complete the bi-

ennial course, and Summer courses served only for “in-service” training.

In the later years an additional training course was set up for kindergarten

teachers.

ATTENDANCE AT GOVERNMENT COURSES IN PEDAGOGY

School year Attended Graduated

1923/24 20 12

1 924/25 72 11

1 925/26 74 58

1926/27 79 17

1927/28 56 32

1928/29 56 8

b) Artisan schools .

In Riga there existed two artisan schools: One maintained by the

“Mefitzei Haskala” Society, with classes for carpentry, locksmith work,

electricians, and one maintained by “ORT”, training tailors, seamstresses

and hat-makers.

In Dvinsk there was a School of Crafts, training carpenters and lock-

smiths.

In Libau there was an Artisans’ School for locksmiths, mechanics and

carpenters.

All these schools were well equipped and trained 300 students.

c) Agricultural School .

During the early years of Cultural Autonomy a plot of land was offered

by the Ministry of Education to the Directorate of Jewish Culture, for use

in agricultural education. The schools did not take advantage of this offer

at first. Only in 1928, when a special government grant was given for this

purpose, did the “Mefitzei Haskala” Society set up an agricultural school

for 50-60 students. It was well-equipped and gave theoretical as well as

practical agricultural training. “Hehalutz” and the Zionist Youth Movement

benefited a great deal from this institution.

CHAIR OF HEBREW STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LATVIA

When Mr. Paltis served as Minister of Education it was suggested to

him that a chair of Hebrew Studies be established at the University of
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Latvia. The Minister gave his assent, but the realisation of this project was

postponed on the recommendation of the Directorate of Jewish Culture,

which claimed that Hebrew studies in the elementary and secondary schools

had not yet reached a level justifying such a Chair.

THE YIDDISHIST SCHOOLS

My review would not be complete without mentioning the Yiddishist

schools, not only for the sake of objectivity but also because of the im-

portant part they played in the national struggle for the recognition of the

right of the Jewish minority to schools teaching the language of the masses.

The fighters for the Hebrew language, notwithstanding their bitter struggle

against Yiddish extremists, always honoured and appreciated the adver-

sary’s devotion to their cause, their idealism and their considerable achieve-

ments, especially in the realm of pedagogy. Yet in spite of the great efforts

made by the “Tzentrale Iddishe Shulorganisatzie” in raising the level of

education, perfecting the methods of teaching and improving relations be-

tween teachers and pupils, there was no great increase in the number of

their schools and pupils over the years.

On March 28-31, 1921, the first assembly of Yiddishist teachers in

Latvia took place on the initiative of the Democratic Union of Jewish

teachers in Riga. At this assembly Radek, one of the ideologues of the

Yiddishists, gave a comprehensive lecture on the principles of the new

school, and the following resolutions were adopted:

a) The only system leading to the full development of children and

the full expansion of their creative powers is the “learning by doing”

system. All teachers are called on to use this system in every subject

(unanimously adopted).

b) The “active learning” school must not be dogmatic and must be

secular (unanimously adopted).

c) The pupil’s performance should not be evaluated by marks, but by

a more comprehensive system of evaluation (unanimous).

d) Examinations ars injurious to the normal process of learning at

school and should therefore be abolished (unanimous).

e) Punishments are undesirable because they do not achieve their pur-

pose (14 for, 6 against, 2 abstentions).

f) The development of autonomous activities on the part of the pupils

is a foremost necessity, and the pedagogic conferences are required to intro-

duce self-government of pupils (unanimous).

g) Representatives of the upper grades should be admitted to pedagogic
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conferences. (A proposal to admit the lower grade representatives was

rejected.)

h) Class teachers cannot be expected to fulfill their duties properly if

they have to teach more than 12 hours a week.

This assembly decided to set up a central Jewish school organisation

(Tzentrale Iddishe Shulorganisatzie in Lettland) which in due course be-

came responsible for the Yiddish school system of Latvia. It established

a network of kindergartens, elementary schools, evening schools, courses

in pedagogy and “in-service” training for teachers, etc., and maintained

them with the help of funds received from the Directorate of Jewish Cul-

ture, the Municipalities, and the material and moral support of its members.

NUMBER OF PUPILS IN YIDDISHIST SCHOOL IN RIGA
DURING THE EARLY YEARS

School year Number of classes Number of pupils

1919/20 28 1068

1920/21 29 1095

1921/22 28 1076

1922/23 32 1186

1923/24 35 1187

1 924/25 38 1266

1 925/26 39 1206

It can be seen that although the Yiddishist schools in Riga were well

attended in 1919/20, their growth in the following 7 years did not amount

to more than 138 pupils and 11 classes in 4 schools. To this should be

added another 110 children in 3 classes at two kindergartens (one affiliated

to School No. 2 in Jesus Church Street, and another to School No. 3 at

100 Brivilas Avenue).

Permanently connected with the “Tzentrale Iddishe Shulorganisatzie” in

1925/26 were the following institutions: The schools in Vorklian and

Kraslava, 2 schools in Dvinsk, the schools in Tukum and Smilten, the

evening courses in Dvinsk, the Kindergarten in Tukum, the “ORT” voca-

tional school of sewing, the school for backward children in Riga: A total

of 16 institutions with 3100 pupils, maintained by the municipalities. To

these should be added the institutions maintained by the “Tzentrale Iddishe

Shulorganisatzie” itself: An evening school in Riga with 62 pupils, and

three kindergartens in Riga and Kraslava with 150 pupils.

Worthy of mention are the Yiddish schools which did not join the
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CISHO and educated their pupils in a Zionist spirit. The teachers in these

schools belonged either to the CISHO or to Hamoreh, but some of them

refrained from joining either camp and in 1931 attempted to set up a

separate Teachers’ Organisation for a “synthetic” school. Among the initia-

tors were Dr. Simon Gorfinkel, Dr. J. Moler and Z. Meirovitz, but their

efforts were unsuccessful. Of the staffs in these schools, mention should be

made of Moshe Bljach (Amir), principal of the School in Dvinsk.

AFTER THE COUP D’ETAT

Jewish cultural autonomy came to an end with the coup d'etat of

Ulmanis in 1934. Although the Hebrew schools continued to exist until the

advent of the Soviet Regime, they were void of any Zionist or Jewish Na-

tional content. Supervision was entrusted to the “Agudat Israel' whose

representatives, being faithful adherents of the new regime, set out to

abolish the secular Hebrew schools or to amalgamate them with their own.

The Soviet Regime put an end to the activities of the Agudat Israel. After

the Nazi invasion in 1941 the school structure of Jewish education in Latvia

perished with the Jewish population it served.
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JEWISH TRADITIONAL AND RELIGIOUS LIFE IN THE
LATVIAN COMMUNITIES

THIS account of Jewish traditional religious life in Latvia is divided into

two sections : First, the period till the establishment of Independent Lat-

via; and second, the years of the Independent State, i.e., 1920 to 1940.

I

The administrative limitations imposed by the Tsarist regime on the

unrestricted movement of Jewish inhabitants had a decisive influence on

the spiritual and religious life of Latvian Jewry, among whom three sepa-

rate groups existed by the end of the Nineteenth Century. These were

:

The Jews of Kurland and Livonia; those of Latgale; and those of Riga.

Historical circumstances placed Kurland and Livonia outside the Jew-

ish Pale of Settlement, and the influx of new Jewish residents under the

Tsar was severely restricted. Kurland Jews had been living in that region

for hundreds of years. They and the Riga Jews who came from Kurland

had little contact with the Jewish centres lying largely southeast and south-

west. The majority of them remained true to the ancient Jewish way of

Jife and traditions, but from about the middle of the Eighteenth Century

their spiritual character and culture tended to be somewhat Westernized

or more precisely Germanised. Many of them did not understand most

of the prayers they repeated three times a day, and this was more than

offset by the influence of German culture, as remarked.

At the same time the consciously and consistently traditional groups

were influenced by the intense Jewish culture and learning of neighbouring

Lithuania, with its imposing list of Yeshivot and outstanding rabbinical

authorities. Indeed, a considerable section of Kurland Jewry had originated

in Lithuania, and many of the Latvian rabbinical families had originated

from that country, with its anti-Hassidic ambience.

The spiritual transformation which took place in East European Jewry

with the spread of the Hassidic Movement in the second half of the Eigh-

teenth Century was scarcely to be noticed here. Hassidic communities

established themselves only in a few towns such as Jacobstadt and Bausk,

while a small Hassidic group was to be found in Schoenberg. The major

split between Hassidim and their opponents the Mitnagdim in White Rus-

sia left Kurland and Livonia almost untouched.
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What became known as Latgale under Independent Latvia had been

part of the Vitebsk Government District earlier, and as such lay within

the Pale of Settlement. There the local Jewish population took an active

part in the seething life of Jewry as a whole thoroughout Tsarist Russia,

while the Hassidic Movement spread swiftly in almost all the communities.

It began with separate minyanim (prayer quorums) which followed Se-

phardi or Lurianic (Kabbalist) prayer usages. Later these communities

appointed their own rabbis and slaughterers. In communities where there

were two rabbis, one of them was almost invariably a Hassid.

The only educational institution to be found in all Jewish communities,

whether in Kurland and Livonia or in Latgale, was the Heder, conducted

by a private teacher, or the Talmud Torah, usually maintained by the

community and providing several classes together. Rich and poor children

alike were given the same religious education. For adults the Bet Hamidrash

or House of Study served incidentally as a club and also had its ties with

the Talmud Torah, where no tuition fees needed to be paid. These Ha-

darim and Talmud Torahs were under the direct supervision of the

Rabbis. Yeshivot , which are Higher Talmudical Academies, were to be

found not only in Dvinsk but also in the little Kurland towns of Pilten,

Sabilen and Grobin. Boys who showed themselves to be apt and success-

ful students were sent to the Lithuanian Yeshivot and also to those estab-

lished by and for Hassidim: particularly at Liubavitch, which was the seat

of the leading Hassidic “Dynasty”, the Schneurson family.

Every Bet Hamidrash provided regular courses in the Five Books of

Moses, the laws governing daily Jewish life, the texts of the Mishna and

Gemara (which is the Commentary and expansion of the Mishna — to-

gether they constitute the Talmud) and also “Ein Yaakov”, which con-

tains the non-legal parts of the Talmud only. The Hassidic prayer groups

also provided courses in Hassidic thought and theory. Shopkeepers, crafts-

men, manual labourers, all attended those courses which interested them.

Each person belonged to one or more of the Hevrot or Societies for

reciting Psalms, studying Talmud as such, or studying Mishna or Ein

Yaakov only. This religious life had no clear-out organisational form. It

was fluid but vital. In general, scarcely any fixed organisational forms then

existed in Jewry.

Riga also lay outside the Pale of Settlement, but in spite of all admi-

nistrative regulations and restrictions it served as a constant attractive force

for White Russian Jewry. It was far easier to make a living there than in

the poverty-stricken White Russian hamlets.
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By the middle of the Nineteenth Century Riga had become the centre

of the Russian timber export trade to the West. The saw-mills established

there and in the vicinity were in Jewish hands. Every Spring thousands

of Jews came into the city on the rafts which floated down the rivers of

North-East Russia. The timber specialists and sorters were Jews, and

included many who were familiar with traditional Hebrew literature and

others who were constant students and scholars. Some of these markers were

among the first to establish Hassidic minyanim in Riga.

The presence of these Jews in the city during the summer months

was all but officially recognised. Many White Russian Jews exploited the

special facilities provided for qualified craftsmen. Ways and means were

found to obtain the necessary certificates of craftsmen, which secured the

right of residence in Riga.

These new arrivals could be distinguished from the older population

both by the long kapotes they wore, as against the more modern garb

of the so-called people from Shlok, consisting of long-term residents from

Kurland, or the semi-military clothing of the Nikolai soldiers who had earned

the right of residence anywhere in Russia following twenty-five years of

military service. Almost without exception the newcomers were Hassidim.

It is true that Hassidim had been present in the city even earlier, but they

did not establish any separate minyanim of their own. The new Hassidic

residents, however, could not rest satisfied with the synagogues already

in existence because, as remarked above, they employed another prayer

usage. In addition, the available lessons and courses of study could not

satisfy them. They studied not only Talmud and Jewish legalities but also

the work known as the “Sefer Hatanya”, which contains the basic elements

of what is known as the Habad School of Hassidim established by Rabbi

Schneour Zalman of Liadi; while in addition they spent much time trans-

mitting the Hassidic tales, sayings and doctrines of the various Hassidic

saints to one another.

Jews lived chiefly in the so-called Moscow suburb, where the syna-

gogues were also to be found. Of these the oldest was called the “Alt-

Neu Shul” as in Prague, while there was also the Soldiers’ Synagogue.

Until the Second World War the Holy Ark of the Soldiers’ Synagogue

contained a number of small Torah Scrolls which the Nikolai Soldiers had

kept with them and used when they were with their regiments on military

service. The Alt-Neu Shul was established in 1850, first in a wooden build-

ing that was later rebuilt in brick, which is the way it is remembered by

Jews who once lived in Riga.
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The Great “Choir” Synagogue in Gogol Street was built in 1871 and

was the pride of the community. It also had a Bet Hamidrash of its own,

the budding of which housed the Bet Din or Rabbinical Court. Here the

Rabbis of Riga used to meet twice a week in order to issue divorces or

hear Din Torahs, these being cases decided in accordance with Rabbinical

law and practice.

The new arrivals applied to the authorities for permission to build

another Synagogue, but it took years before their application was granted.

In 1935 the “Reissish” or White Russian minyanim (the term used for

the Hassidic Synagogue), celebrated their Fiftieth anniversary. Moshe Isaac

Hurwitz, an old-time Riga resident, then told the writer of these lines

that he remembered the Meeting of the Riga Communal Administration

in the wooden buildings next to the Choir Synagogue in Gogol Street,

to which the Chief of Riga Police came and announced that permission

had been given to erect a building in the Elian Street, where three min-

yanim would be housed under one roof. One of these was known as the

Liubavitch minyan, the second as the Kapust minyan and the third as the

Liadi minyan — all three centres being connected with the Schneurson

Hassidic “dynasty.”

Little by little the Jews began to leave the Moscow suburb and settled

in other quarters. New synagogues and minyanim were established as a

result. Large synagogues were erected in the Peitau Street in the Old City

in 1906, in the Seilen Street and the Matvei Street. The latter was regarded

as the centre of the Kapust Hassidim. Hassidic doctrine and lore were

taught there by Rabbi Simeon Leib Kodesh. New minyanim were opened,

the largest being in the Marian Street in the building of the “Bazar Berg,”

from which the minyan received its name. After the building of the

Reissishe minyanim, the Bazar Berg minyan became Riga's Hassidic Centre.

Those who prayed there included Reb Zalman Ber Dubin, father of the

Riga Community Head and Seim Deputy Mordechai Dubin.

This prayer-centre was known all over Latvia. M. Dubin was to be

found praying with the early morning quorum there every day, and any-

body who needed his help knew that he could find him there.

The total number of synagogues and minyanim came to some forty.

Here we shall pause at some of the larger ones. These were : The Weiden-

damm minyan at No. 9 First Weidendamm Street; the Isaiah Berlin min-

yan, whose building was donated by the well-known local philanthropist

Reb Isaiah Berlin. This building also housed the Moshav Zekenim or Old

Age Home, until the latter was transferred to the Pemau Street. At 112
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Suvorow Street could be found Levitan’s minyan, established by Samuel

Levitan. At the corner of Seilen and Shprenk Streets was Polotzki’s min-

yan, also Hassidic. At 109 Milen Street was the minyan of the Rogat-

chover Gaon, of whom more below. There were two more minyanim on

the other bank of the River Dvina.

The 1905 Revolution brought about a complete transformation in the

small Jewish towns. New organisations came into existence which aimed

to secure an influence over the synagogues. As a result. Religious Jewry

also began to organise itself. One of the first organisations to establish

itself within the synagogue walls was called “Tiferet Bahurim” (Splendour

of Youths). This organisation engaged not only in the study of Torah but

also in religious propaganda. It saw to it that the younger generation

should continue studying at Heder, and combatted the new “anti-religious”

ideas. Tiferet Bahurim Societies were established in many Latvian towns.

In Riga the Society was headed by Rabbi Joel Barantchik, who was to

fight later for the Religious School system.

II

As a result of the First World War the Jewish inhabitants of Kurland

had to take the wanderer’s staff in hand and abandon their homes. The

Russian Commander-in-Chief Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievitch ordered

that the Jewish population should be expelled from Kurland. Communities

with a history going back for centuries were liquidated overnight. A small

proportion of the refugees succeeded in remaining in Riga, but the greater

part were evacuated to Central Russia. Dvinsk suffered the identical fate.

To be sure, the Jews were not driven away from Latgale, but the

towns were subjected to heavy bombardment, so the greater part of the

Jewish population simply fled. Those who were evacuated included the

Rabbi of Dvinsk, Rabbi Joseph Rosen, who has already been referred

to above as the “Rogatchover Gaon” and who returned to Dvinsk in

1924.

The World War came to an end and Latvia became independent. The

evacuated Jews were permitted to return to their fomrer homes, but not

all of them did so. Some remained in Russia. Those who returned found

that the towns where they had lived were in ruins, with few exceptions.

Entire communities had vanished, and it was necessary to start afresh, re-

establishing communal institutions.

Vast changes took place in the field of education. The new State pro-

vided free schools for Jewish children, where the language of instruction
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was Hebrew or Yiddish. The Heder vanished, to be replaced in Riga by

the first religious schools in which Bible, Talmud and Jewish laws were

taught together with general subjects.

True, there was still one Heder which went by the name “Yagdil To-

rah” (He shall increase Torah), but the number of pupils in it was not

particularly large. In 1921, thanks to the initiative of Rabbi Joel Ba-

rantchik, the Young Agudat Israel opened an elementary school at 31

Neva Street with parallel classes for boys and girls, which went under

the name “Torah Ve-Derech Eretz” (Torah and Fitting Behaviour). A
year later Reb Meir Ritov, who became Riga Municipal Councillor be-

tween 1931 and 1934, donated a building at 74 Schmieden Street. In 1925

this Elementary School was transformed into a Gymnasium, and in 1927

Reb Ber Levitas presented a large house at 12 Kormanov Street for school

purposes. These schools were headed by Shimon Wittenberg, Riga Town
Councillor from 1928 till 1934 and Deputy in the Seim between 1931 and

1934, and Rabbi H. M. Khodakov, Riga Municipal Councillor between

1931 and 1934 and spokesman for Jewish cultural affairs between 1934

and 1940. (He is now the head of the Liubavitcher Rabbi’s Secretariat

in New York.) Torah Ve-Derech Eretz Schools were also opened at

Liepaya, Daugavpils (Dvinsk), Rezhitze and elsewhere.

During the final years before the World War the buildings of the Riga

Community in the Romanov (Latchplesha) Street housed the so-called

“Hadarim Metukanim” (Reformed or Improved Hadarim). With the aid

of Mizrahi leaders these were transformed into a religious elementary

school and later into a secondary school called “Tushiya” (Dexterity).

This school was headed by A. J. Lederman, and afterwards by Engineer

M. Rashal.

Both the Agudat Israel and Mizrahi Schools were in a less satisfactory

position than other Jewish educational institutions. The Riga Municipality

had a Left-wing majority and refrained from including these schools in

the urban school system. (It may be noted, incidentally, that they were

supported in this by Left-wing Jewish Councillors.) Only when the Riga

Municipality had Councillors belonging to the Agudat Israel, namely M.
Dubin, S. J. Wittenberg, M. Ritov and M. Khodakov, and Rabbi M. Nu-

rock on behalf of the Mizrahi, were these schools included in the Muni-

cipal Education System. Until then they were compelled to struggle hard

for their very existence. The Torah Ve-Derech Eretz Schools were aided

considerably by Deputy M. Dubin, Head of the Riga community, while
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the Tushia Gymnasium was supported by the weUknown local philan-

thropist Abraham Sobolevitch.

The actual participation of the Jewish population in political life had

the effect that three political parties were established whose programmes

stressed the religious element. These were : The Agudat Israel, the Young
Agudat Israel and the Mizrahi. They maintained youth organisations,

known respectively as “Tseirei Emunim” (The Faithful Youth) and “Ha-

shomer Hadati” (The Religious Guard). The Young Agudat Israel had

branches in various provincial towns, and held a General Conference in

1933. Early in the Thirties the so-called “Folksheim”’ (Folk-Home) Clubs

began to be popular. A large part in organising them was played by Rabbi

Pinhas Teitz, son of the then Rabbi of Livenhof, who is now Chief Rabbi

of Elizabeth in U.S.A.

After the change of government in 1934 and the liquidation of all

political parties the Agudat Israel expanded to include the Mizrahi, Torah

Ve-Avoda, Young Agudat Israel and Folksheim in the “Mahane Israel”

(Camp of Israel). At this time there was a significant change in the Jewish

school system, where the study of religion became obligatory. An “Edu-

cational Fund for Torah Institutions” had already been established in Riga

in 1933, and was headed by the long-time Chairman of the Aguda, A.

Volshonok. As a measure against the Profanation of the Sabbath a “Shom-

rei Shabbat” (Sabbath Observers) Association was established, with a bank

of its own.

Religious students at the University of Latvia had their “Academic

Centre”, which actively participated in all Jewish student activities. A
Conference of Religious Students in the Baltic Countries took place in

Riga with the active participation of Advocate S. J. Wittenberg and Dr.

Holzberg of Kovno, who is now in Jerusalem. In Riga as well as the

provincial towns where Torah Ve-Derech Eretz Schools had been estab-

lished, Bet Yaakov (House of Jacob) and Benot Yaakov (Daughters of

Jacob) Womens’ Organisation were also set up. Riga had a separate So-

ciety of Hassidic women called the “Ahot Temimim” (Sisters of the

Whole-hearted). These women’s organisations set out to strengthen the

religious consciousness of Jewish women, while the “Ahot Temimim” So-

ciety also studied the basic elements of Hassidism.

Ill

Under Tsarist Russia there had been no Yeshiva in Riga. Soon after

the War, when the situation began to return to normal in 1921, Rabbi M.
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Zack established one which functioned for twenty years at the “Bazar

Berg” minyan. Students of the Riga Yeshiva became rabbis in due course

at various Latvian towns. They included : Rabbi J. Tscherniak in Viliaki,

Rabbi Isaac Gevartin in Kreutzburg, Rabbi Isaac Segal in Sabile, Rabbi A.

Katz in Cesis (Wenden) and Rabbi S. Marein in Limbazshi. When the

Rabbi of Liubavitch came to settle in Riga a Hassidic Yeshiva was estab-

lished there under the name “Tomekhei Temimim” (Supporters of the

Whole-hearted). Later a second Tomekhei Temimim Yeshiva was established

at Gostini (Glazmanka), and also existed until 1940.

Mention should be made of the energetic young Rabbi of Gostini, Rabbi

J. Barkman, and the Yeshiva Supervisor Rabbi J. Himmelstein, who con-

ducted the affairs of this institution.

“Bet Joseph” (House of Joseph) Yeshiva was established in Dvinsk in

1932. Many of the students, as well as the heads of the Institution, had

crossed the frontier illegally from Poland into Latvia. Thanks to the initia-

tive of Deputy Mordechai Du bin, however, the Latvian Government gave

them all righs of residence. Branches of this Yeshiva were to be found in

Rezhitze, other small towns of Latgale, and even in Libau within Kurland.

The Yeshiva was headed by Rabbi David Budnik. The Yeshivot of Latvia

received grants from the State budget, it should be noted.

The communities of the country were headed by rabbis and leading

scholars who were familiar with the whole Jewish world. In a brief survey

of this kind it is impossible to give a full report of those figures who
throughout the years headed their communities. However, we shall pause

to consider some of those who occupied rabbinical seats at the end of the

last century and during the present one.

Until 1831 the Chief Rabbi of Riga was Rabbi Ezekiel Matz. (The

Chief Rabbi, incidentally, should not be confused with the Government-

appointed “Crown Rabbi”’.) He was succeeded in 1832 by the Rabbi of

Goldingen, Rabbi Aaron son of Rabbi Elhanan, who had studied under

Rabbi Hayyim of Volozhin. Then came his son-in-law. Rabbi Jacob Elijah

Rivlin. From the end of the last century until 1912 the Riga Rabbi was

Rabbi Moshe Shapira, a son of the Gaon Rabbi Eizik Harif. Incidentally,

the Israel press has recently reported that the works of Rabbi M. Shapira

are now being reprinted.

Rabbi Leib Schneurson was the Hassidic Rabbi of the city until

1915. He was a member of the Hassidic “dynastic family” and was on
very good terms with the then Rabbi of Liubavitch.

Under Independent Latvia the Chief Rabbi of Riga was Rabbi Mena-
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hem Mendel Zack, who had been bora in the small Kurland town Nairi

or Friedrichstadt. He was originally Rabbi in Kandava and was called to

Riga in 1913. The second Rabbi from 1912 to 1935 was Rabbi M. M. Avin,

a son-in-law of Rabbi Moshe Shapira. In 1935 the Rabbi of Talsen, Rabbi

Moshe Kilov the son-in-law of Rabbi Zak, was appointed Riga Rabbi,

while Reb Raphael Cohen, who had arrived in the city from Soviet Russia

in 1934, was appointed Hassidic Rabbi. (In U.S.S.R, he had for many
years been Rabbi of Nevel and had gained a major reputation by his struggle

against the Yevsektsia the Jewish Section of the Communist Party.

Apart from the three official rabbis, almost all synagogues and minyanim

had spiritual leaders of their own. Mention should be made here of Rabbi

Hayyim Zeev Kharash, who was officially registered as a Maggid or

Preacher at the Peitau Synagogue but had received his rabbinical authorisa-

tion from both the Rogatchover Gaon and Reb Meir Simha of Dvinsk.

Rabbi Elhanan David Brustin taught Midrash in several minyanim. He was

also known as both a writer and public speaker. Rabbi Ephraim Gabbai

gave a daily lesson in Talmud to the minyan at 112, Suvorov Street. The

instructor at the Mizrahi minyan and for the “Malbish Arumim” (Clothe

the Naked) Society was Rabbi Baruch Eliezer Luria. Talmud and Hassidic

doctrine were taught in several Minyanim by Rabbi Simeon Berliner. The

leader in Talmud at the Zeilen Synagogue was Rabbi Joseph Naphtali

Kaltun while the study leader of the Young Agudat Israel was his son.

Rabbi Abraham Pessah Kaltun.

A number of rabbis who had immigrated from U.S.S.R. lived in Riga

during the final years before the annihilation of Latvian Jewry. Among
these, mention should be made of Rabbi Isaac Hurwitz, known as “Itche

the Matmid” (Day-and-Night Student of Torah) who was a great scholar

with an intelligent sense of what was significant in Hassidic teaching. In

1933 he visited U.S.A. where he made a lasting impression, as was shown

by the entire Yiddish press of the country.

Among the Riga Shohtim (ritual slaughterers) there were a number

who were qualified rabbis. These were Rabbi Zalman Vevier, Rabbi Mor-

dechai Zelbovitch, author of works on Jewish law, and Rabbi Abraham

Eliahu Osherov.

Dvinsk was privileged because both its rabbis were outstanding Ge-

onim, who were famed throughout the whole Jewish world. These were the

Gaon Reb Meir Simha Cohen and the Gaon Reb Joseph Rosen, generally

known as the Gaon of Rogatchov (the White Russian hamlet in which he

was bora). Reb Meir Simha was held to be the Rabbi of the Mitnagdim
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or anti-Hassidic groups. When the Hassidim of Dvinsk required a Rabbi,

the well-to-do Hassidim headed by the major building contractor Moshe

Wittenberg, father of Reuben Wittenberg (a deputy in the First and Second

Latvian Seim), chose the then youthful Rabbi Joseph Rosen. Reb Meir
Simha served as Rabbi in Dvinsk for almost fifty years, and so did the

Gaon of Rogatchov. Everybody who has lived in Dvinsk has countless tales

to teD of these two great rabbis; and it is scarcely necessary to add that

their works are vital sources in Torah literature. The “Or Sameah” (Joyous

Light) and “Mashak Hokhma” (Words of Wisdom) of Rabbi Meir Simha,

and the “Tsofnat Paaneah” (Decipherer of Hidden Things) and other

works by the Gaon of Rogatchov will always be the pride of religious

Jewry. Even in his earliest youth the Gaon of Rogatchov was outstanding,

thanks to his keen mind and comprehensive knowledge of Talmudic and

Rabbinical literature.

The last Riga rabbi after the Second World War died in 1957 when he

was over a hundred years old. This was Rabbi Moshe David Masliansky

who had been Rabbi in Valk, Esthonia, until the Second World War. He
had attended the Volozhin Yeshiva, and at one time studied together with

the Gaon of Rogatchov. He told the present writer that even before his

Bar Mitzva (the Gaon studied at the Yeshiva between the ages of eleven

and fifteen) he had been the most outstanding of all the students. Inciden-

tally, the Head of the Yeshiva never gave him any rabbinical authorisation,

saying that he would be acceptable anyway.

In an application to the Ministry of the Interior the Gaon of Rogatchov

signed himself “Rabbi”, but told the present writer that he did so though

he had never received any rabbinical authorisation or qualification. Much

has been written about the rare and outstanding quality of his scholarship

and knowledge.

As is generally known, the Gaon knew by heart everything that had

ever been written in the entire literature of the Torah, from the Bible and

Talmud until his own times. His work “Tsofnat Paaneah” consists almost

entirely of references, “see such-and-such a work”. Once it happened that

a question arose in Warsaw regarding the ritual correctness of an eruv

(token fence within which Jews might carry objects on the Sabbath day).

One of the local rabbis remembered that the matter was referred to in the

“Tsofnat Paameah’”. He set out to obtain the works to which the Gaon

referred on this matter, but his large judicial table was too small to hold

them all.

Reb Meir Simha characterised his colleague the Rogatchover Gaon in
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the following way : On one occasion a difficult problem was brought before

him for decision. He told the questioner that he would have to toil all night

long to give him the answer. “But step in to the Rogatchover and he will

answer you on the spot.”

His gaze left a deep impression. Anybody who saw him once remem-

bered him for the rest of his life, with his lofty forehead, his deep eyes and

his long curling locks. Incidentally, he made a deep impression on the last

Russian Tsar, who visited Dvinsk in 1915 and received delegations of the

local population. The Jewish delegation was headed by the Gaon. Nobody

can ever suspect that Nikolai II had any affection for Jews. So all those

present were astonished to find that the Tsar devoted far more time to the

Jewish delegation than to any other. It is reported that when he returned

to Petrograd the Tsar said that it was worth while taking a look at the

Rabbi of Dvinsk. When the Gaon was evacuated to Petrograd in 1916,

members of the royal family came to see him.

Reb Meir Simha used to pray at the community’s Bet Hamidrash, while

the Gaon of Rogatchov prayed at the Planov Bet Hamidrash. It deserves

to be mentioned that both of the Gaonim were registered at the Religious

Department of the Ministry of the Interior as assistants to the Rabbi of

Dvinsk. The official Rabbi of Dvinsk was Rabbi Ratner, who had been

the Crown Rabbi of the city until the establishment of Independent Latvia.

The last two Rabbis of Dvinsk until the Second World War were Rabbi

Cohen and Rabbi Fuchs. The latter had been ordained by the Gaon of

Rogatchov, and dedicated himself to the Gaon’s spiritual heritage.

In the smaller provincial towns the officiating rabbis were known far

beyond the frontiers of Latvia. During the second half of the last century,

for example, the Rabbi of Bausk was Reb Mordechai Eliasberg, who wrote

twenty-four works. From 1897 till 1903 his successor as Rabbi of Bausk

was Reb Abraham Isaac Hacohen Kook, who afterwards became Chief

Rabbi of the Land of Israel. The last Rabbi of Bausk was Reb Moshe Sha-

lom Stoll, author of several works on Rabbinical law and homiletics.

During a century and a quarter the Tukum Community was headed

by four generations of rabbis belonging to the Lichtenstein family. These

were : Rabbi Mordechai, his son Rabbi Eliezer, his son Rabbi Zvi and his

son Rabbi Levi. Rabbi Mordechai Nurock, the long-standing deputy in the

Latvian Seim, was a son of the Rabbi of Mitau, Reb Zvi Nurock, and a

grandson of Rabbi Eliezer Lichtenstein. His brother. Rabbi Dr. Aaron Ber

Nurock, was the Chief Rabbi of Libau.

The Rabiner family produced outstanding scholars. Rabbi Mordechai
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Rabiner was the first Rabbi of Bausk at the commencement of the last

century. His sons and grandsons were scholars who actively participated in

religious lite. In the religious circles of Riga during the two decades of In-

dependent Latvia the great-grand-children of the first Rabbi of Bausk were

wellknown. These were the Brothers Rabiner : Rabbi Mordechai, a follower

of the Mussar School who campaigned for the observance of the Sabbath,

and his brother Reb Zeev Arie, an active member of the Mizrahi and a

religious writer, who now resides in Tel Aviv.

The Rabbi, first of Windau and later of Mitau, was Reb Mordechai

Uri Samunov. For almost thirty years from 1897 onwards his grandson

Reb Ephraim Sumanov occupied the rabbinical chair and actively parti-

cipated in the work of the Agudat Israel. He was a Delegate to the Second

Knesia Gedola of that party when it met in 1929.

Rabbis of the Zioni family occupied the rabbinical chair in the town

of Liutzin for close on 150 years. The first of the family, Reb David Zioni,

was invited to this office in 1806. The last Rabbi of Liutzin, who was

killed in 1941, was the son-in-law of the first rabbi’s grandson. This was

Rabbi Eliezer Don-Yahia, known as an outstanding scholar.

For many years the Rabbi of Schoenberg was Reb Naphtali Hertz

Kliatzkin. Six of his seven sons also occupied rabbinical posts. The oldest,

Reb Israel Isser Kliatzkin, was Rabbi of Lievenhof.

Rabbi Levi Orchinsky, Rabbi of Mitau, published several volumes on

the history of Jews in Kurland.

Rabbi Leib Saul Ginzburg, rabbi of Jacobstadt, was a descendant of

Rabbi Jacob Ginzburg, who was the teacher of Rabbi Yomtov Lipman

Heller, known by his major commentary on the Mishna as the
4b
Tossafot

Yom-Tov”, at the end of the Sixteenth Century.

Mention should also be made of Rabbi Jacob Grodsky, Rabbi of Vork-

liani, several of whose works have been published.

For twenty-two years the Rabbi of Neiri (Friedrichstadt) was Reb Hay-

yim Aaron Bezalel Paul, who conducted the educational and charitable

institutions of the town.

Rabbi Moshe Shkarota, the son-in-law of the outstanding Gaon Reb

Moshe Mordechai Epstein, held the rabbinical seat in Rezhitze.

In Vishky Reb Solomon Platzinsky was rabbi for forty years. Shortly

before the Second World War he retired in favour of his son. Rabbi Jacob

Meir Platzinsky.

The Gaon Reb Elhanan Wassennann, Vice-President of the Agudat

Israel’s Council of Great Scholars (Moetzet Gedolei Hatorah) and Head
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of the Yeshiva in Baronovitch, came from Bausk and was known in the

scholarly rabbinical world as “Reb Elhanan Boisker”.

In 1932 an all-Latvian Conference of Sabbath Observers was held in

Riga and was attended by almost all the rabbis of the country. It turned

into a Rabbinical Conference, in fact. Much attention was devoted at the

time to the speech of Reb Joseph Isaac Schneurson, the Hassidic Rabbi

of Liubavitch, who then resided in Riga. An Executive Committee was

appointed with the Riga Rabbi M. Zack as Chairman, and M. Khodakov

as General Secretary.

The events of June 1940 brought an end to Jewish communal life in

Latvia. All religious organisations, including the Community as such, were

liquidated. The Archives of Deputy Mordechai Dubin, Chairman of the

Riga Community, which were in the Community Offices, were confiscated.

However, the synagogues and minyanim were allowed to function.

The terrible years 1941-1944, in which Latvian Jewry was destroyed,

saw the end of the synagogues and minyanim as well. The Choir Synagogue

in Gogol Street, the Seilen Synagogue, the Alt-Neu Synagogue, the Min-

yanim of Reissen and the Soldiers’ Shool were all burnt.

When a handful of surviving Jews returned from the Ghettoes, the

Labour Camps and the Evacuations, two synagogues were opened in Riga

:

These were the Peitau Shul and the Bazar-Berg Minyan. Minyanim were

also established in Dvinsk, Tukum, Rezhitze and Liutzin. At present only

the Peitau Shul exists in Riga, and there is one synagogue each in Dvinsk,

Rezhitze and Liutzin.

A few years ago the Tukum Synagogue was closed and the holy books

were transferred to Riga. The Tukum Synagogue Library was one of which

any large Jewish community might be proud. There one could find every-

thing that has been printed in the entire range of traditional Torah lite-

rature. Books from the first presses of Venice and Amsterdam, going back

to the Sixteenth century, could be found there together with works printed

in Vilna and Riga in 1940. Similar collections were to be found in almost

all the synagogues and minyanim.

The People of the Book were always true to the Book, even in their

most harrowing Ghetto years and in the death camps.

Author’s Note : This account has been written in Israel in Tishri 5731 (Oc-

tober 1970). In preparing it I have made ample use of the Hebrew “Yahadut

Latvia”, the Memorial Volume published by the Society of Latvian and Es-

tonian Jews in Israel, Tel Aviv, 5713 (1953). I have also relied very con-

siderably on my own memories.
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JEWS IN THE ECONOMIC LIFE OF LATVIA

THE Jewish community of Latvia played an important part in the economic

life of the country. Their share in the establishment of the new state follow-

ing the havoc resulting from the First World War was particularly outstand-

ing during the first few years of Latvian independence.

Stabilising the Currency

Jews had occupied leading positions in industry, commerce and banking

before the War, and were the representatives of Russian companies in Riga,

Liepaja (Libau) and other cities. Among them were branch managers of

important St. Petersburg banks, such as “The Azovsko-Donskoi Bank”,

“The Russian Foreign Trade Bank”, etc. They headed outstanding in-

dustrial undertakings, e.g., “Phoenix” (railway wagons), “Provodnik”

(goloshes) etc. In 1918 the Jews began to return from Inner Russia to

Latvia, bringing with them precious metals, foreign currency and drafts on

foreign banks. They actually laid the foundation of Latvian currency which,

however, was stabilised only during the second half of 1921, after heavy

upheavals.

The country was then passing through a grave crisis. The political re-

gime was not firmly established and the economy was in a state of com-

plete chaos. There was an extreme shortage in the means of production,

transport and foreign exchange. The “financial” denominations in circula-

tion were exceedingly varied. They included all kinds of Russian Roubles,

the German Ost-Rouble, the German Mark, the Latvian Rouble, the paper

currency of the Liepaja Municipality, etc. K. Ulmanis, head of the Latvian

Provisional Government, adopted the financial policy of least resistance.

He set the printing press in motion and currency in circulation rose from

36 million roubles in September 1919 to 2240 million by August 1921.

Failure was inevitable. Paper money could not rebuild the ruins. Goods

were scarce and there was a shortage even in the food supply. It was neces-

sary to import foodstuffs, raw materials and means of production. The

prime condition for this, however, was : Export.

During this period the Jews played a decisive role. They had ample

experience of the export of Latvia’s main raw materials, i.e., timber and

flax, that went back to the prewar period. Upon their return from Russia

they renewed the export of these commodities with their own money and
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on their own initiative. A steady stream of stable currency began to reach

the country, especially from England. This roused the envy of Ulmanis

and his entourage. The slogan of “Jews are taking over Latvia” served for

the establishment of a Government monopoly on flax. This, however, proved

very expensive for Latvia. In 1921 the monopoly was liquidated thanks to

the Minister of Finance, Ringold Kalnin. The free export of flax and tim-

ber, organised and developed by Jews, helped Latvia to overcome her crisis.

A considerable share of Latvia’s import trade, e.g., mineral oil (kero-

sene), textiles, etc., was also in Jewish hands, Scandinavian and British

firms established goods stores in Latvia, headed mostly by Jewish managers.

Jewish Banks

Jews laid the foundations of the big private banks of Latvia, and suc-

ceeded in attracting foreign capital, which had adopted a very negative

attitude towards Latvian investment to begin with. During the years 1922-

1924 six banking-houses were founded by Jews as share companies with a

capital fund of 7.6 million Latt, or about 60% of the total capital of all

private banks in Latvia. Actually the percentage was even greater, for se-

veral Latvian banks were purely speculative, their capital fund existing on

paper only. Among these should be mentioned two banks of the “Farmers

Union” — “The Farmers Bank” and “The Union Bank”, the chief aim of

which was to combat Jewish banking capital and accumulate financial re-

sources for political ends. Within a few years they went bankrupt. The last

manager of these two banks was A. Karklinsh, who was prosecuted for

embezzlement and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.

The names of the “Jewish” banks were : 1) The Bank of Libau (found-

ed 1922); 2) The Northern Bank (founded 1924); 3) The International Bank

of Riga (founded 1922); 4) The Private Bank of Latvia (founded 1924);

5) The Merchants Bank of Libau (founded 1924); 6) The Commercial Bank

of Riga (founded 1924).

Each of these had a character of its own, and marks an spoch in the

economic development of Latvia in general and of Latvian Jewry in parti-

cular.

The Bank of Libau (Liepaja) had been the bank of the Stock Exchange

before the First World War, but was totally ruined. Jews succeeded in re-

viving it with the aid of Jewish-German capital. Instrumental in this con-

nection was Dr. N. Soloveitschik of Kaunas, an outstanding economist with

close ties in all European capitals, who also conducted the negotiations

between this concern and the Jewish-German “Darmstaedter Bank”. The

Bank of Libau soon played an important part in financing electric corn-
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panics, in which large German concerns of the type of A.E.C. took an

interest. The Bank Council was rather diversified, its Jewish members being

Raskin, Schlossberg and Minsker. Additional members included several Ger-

mans, and the President of the Council was a Lett, A. Berzin, an uncul-

tured person who, however, had good practical sense and personal con-

nections with the heads of state including, most significantly, K. Ulmanis.

Berzin continued to be Ulmannis’ economic adviser after the Fascist Re-

volution, and assisted him in the extrusion of Jews from their economic

positions “without bloodshed”.

The Northern Bank was the stronghold of the Jewish National Demo-
cratic party, and the Management consisted almost entirely of its members

:

A. Rabbinovitz (chairman), formerly an important timber merchant; I. Lan-

dau, School-owner and Director of the Jewish Section at the Ministry of

Education; Dr. Mayer and Dr. N. Mintz, a brother of Prof. P. Mintz. The

long-term manager was the Jewish banker Zachs, one of the leading experts

on theoretical and practical economics in Latvia. He was greatly esteemed

by the Latvians, who treated his views very seriously.

The International Bank of Riga was founded by the Hoff brothers.

These were the “Rockefellers” of Latvia and displayed matchless economic

initiative. Jewish-German capital also participated in this bank and, indi-

rectly, Jewish-American capital as well. Actually management was in the

hands of the Brothers Lewstein, two Jewish bankers of the old school, who
had been bankers in Riga before the war. The council included several

Latvians : A. Krievinsh, Consul-General of Latvia in Berlin; A. Anderson,

ex-mayor of Riga; and N. Dombrowsky, who was a ’’liaison officer” between

the Hoff family enterprises and the Government. It should be remarked

that he was devoted to the Hoff family although he belonged to the decid-

edly Antisemitic “Democratic Centre” Party. In later years G. Zemgal,

former President of the State of Latvia, also joined the Council of the Bank.

The Private Bank of Latvia was a combination of Jewish initiative and
Czechoslovak capital. The founder and first manager was Dr. A. Kogan,
formerly a Moscow bank manager. He was a man of wide culture and a

great expert in the theoretical and practical problems of his profession. The
capital required for this enterprise was supplied by the Bank of the Czech
Legionaries of Prague. (The capital of the latter derived from the gold of

the State Bank of the Tzar. This gold was transferred by order of General

Kolchak to Siberia under guard of the Czech Legion, which in due course

transferred it to Czechoslovakia.) Dr. Kogan also succeeded in attracting
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Swedish capital, and extensive credits were at his disposal abroad. This

largely engaged in financing the export trade. Several Latvians were Direc-

tors of the institution. They had previously been high government officials,

and it was impossible to deal with Government institutions without their

mediation.

The Merchants Bank of Libau also largely financed commerce and

trade. Its founder was H. Epstein, who actually held most of the initial

Share Capital.

The sixth Jewish bank was The Commercial Bank of Riga , most of

whose clients were small tradesmen.

Although the Jewish banks were firmly established and properly or-

ganised, they were unable to survive a crisis. The Latvian rulers did not

view them with favour in spite of the “Sabbath Goyim” (the Latvian mem-
bers on the Councils) and sought an opportunity to deal them a decisive

blow. Such an opportunity occurred in 1929, when “The Darmstaedter

Bank” suspended payments, and distrust in banks reached the Baltic coun-

tries as well. A state of panic ensued, and there was a run on the banks,

particularly those backed by Jewish-German capital. The first victims were

The Bank of Libau and The International Bank of Riga, which were

forced to suspend payment. In actual fact no commercial bank in the world,

no matter how solidly financed, can ever repay all deposits at the same

time. In such cases the national or central bank usually lends its support

to the banks in difficulty, in order to ward off a general crisis. This, for

example, was done by The Central Bank of Lithuania when it at a crucial

moment extended ample credit to The Commercial Bank of Kaunas, which

was also affected by the Darmstaedter Bank crash. The Government Bank

of Latvia, however, refused to assist in any way the local banks that found

themselves in difficulties. It considered that the time had come to eliminate

the Jewish banks. This, however, proved to be a miscalculation. The crisis

spread to other banks and the Government was forced to declare a mora-

torium, which caused violent convulsions throughout the economy and

resulted in countrywide distress that lasted for more than a year. This

state of affairs weakened the Jewish banks very considerably.

Jews also participated in the organisation of the big “Latviesu Akeiju

Banka”, which was originally a cooperative credit society for Latvians.

With the assistance of British capital it was converted into a company

limited by shares. The organization was participated in by the Lewstein

Brothers after they retired from The International Bank of Riga.
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Credit Cooperative Societies

The assistance of the American Joint Distribution Committee (the

“Joint”) made it possible for the Jews to develop a network of cooperative

credit societies for artisans and small tradesmen. The central institution.

The Union of Cooperative Credit Societies, was headed by Dr. I. Yaffe,

a gifted organiser. Both the Jewish banks and cooperative societies were

looked upon as step-children in respect of public credit and the Govern-

ment Bank was closed before them. Nevertheless they were more firmly

based and more soundly managed than the Latvian societies. Their invested

capital was larger than the total capital of the cooperative societies of all

other nationalities in Latvia combined. The same was true of deposits, as

shown in the following table of 31st December 1931 :

PERCENTAGE OF GENERAL TURNOVER

Latvian

Societies German Russian Jewish

Capital invested 14.8 16.2 17.1 22.9

Deposits 22.9 55.3 9.8 65.0

Loans 57.3 17.0 67.3 3.8

Sundries 5.0 11.5 5.8 8.3

This table shows that the total loans granted by the Latvian societies

amounted to 57.3% of turnover, while the corresponding figure in the Jewish

societies was 3.8% only. The main source of such loans was The Bank of

Latvia. All complaints lodged by the Jewish societies in connection with this

discrimination were of no avail. The Jews were compelled to manage with

their own resources.

The following list shows the composition of membership in the Jewish

societies in 1931 :

Artisans 3442

Minor industrialists 1673

Merchants 6419

House-owners 406

Free Professions 978

Clerks 654

Others 1515

Total 15,087
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More than 15 thousand members were registered in the Jewish Coopera-

tive societies, under the supervision of the Jewish Cooperative Credit Com-
pany. Business was conducted on a sound business basis, in accordance with

the express stipulations of the “Joint”. In this field of cooperative credit,

the sole support of the working people, something was literally created out

of nothing. In 1920 the writer of this essay was appointed head of the Co-

operative Society of Artisans and Small Tradesmen in Riga. This public

institution, which had existed before the war, had been totally ruined. Most

of its members were scattered all over Russia. I succeeded in persuading

Mr. I. Hyman, the representative of the “Joint”, to grant the institution a

loan of 250 Latvian Roubles. This petty sum was regarded at the time as

a fortune. The institution went from strength to strength, and in later years

achieved an important position in Latvian Credit Cooperation.

The Cooperative Credit Society of the “Kleinhandelschutz” (Protection

of Retail Trade), was also regarded as a well-founded public undertaking.

Less successful were the activities of the “Mutual Credit Societies”.

Some of them went bankrupt, and others were converted into Share Com-

panies.

Industrial Undertakings

The Jewish share in the reconstruction of the Latvian industry after the

war has already been alluded to above. It should be mentioned here that

during the war the Tsarist Government evacuated all industrial equipment

capable of transportation. The rest was ruined or looted by the German

army. During the early years of independent Latvia only Jews dared to

start new industrial enterprises. Among the Jewish industrialists particular

mention should be made of Berlin-Shalit, The Brothers Hoff, M. Mizrach,

U. Millman, Maikapar (a Karaite), R. Feldhoun, H. Feitelberg and A. So-

bolevitch. The latter was not only a businessman of imagination, but also

an exemplary public worker.

The Jews made their particular mark in the following industries:

Timber, matches, beer, tobacco, leather, textiles, canned food and flour.

The importance of the Jewish industrial enterprises for the Latvian national

economy was twofold : They developed exports and reduced the import of

finished articles.

A place of honour in the Latvian Balance of Trade was reserved for

the export of timber. In 1930 the total export of Latvian raw materials and

semi-finished products reached the sum of 103.93 million Latt. This also

included timber exports to a value of 77.63 million Latt, i.e. 74.46%. The
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lion’s share of timber exports were in Jewish hands. Among the Jewish

timber industrialists mention should be made of: Belinki, Brill, Berlin-

Shalit, The Brothers Hillman, Lulov, Shmulyan, Michelson, etc.

The Jews also played an important part in the export of finished pro-

ducts such as timber, matches, textiles and rubber shoes (goloshes). In the

textile industry several Jewish firms gained distinction : Hahn, Mercur,

Feldhun, Hoff, Wulff, Rita (Feitelberg), Yegel, Kurshansky and Himmel-

hoch, and others. The brothers Hoff headed two large industrial undertak-

ings : “Hoff” Flax industries in Mitau, and “Buffalo” in Riga. The former

employed about one thousand hands, the second about six hundred. Some

70% of their production went abroad. R. Feldhoun reestablished the ruined

“Cotton Spinneries of Sassenhof”, where about one thousand men found

work, and which produced three million metres per annum.

An important part of the match industry, before it was taken over

by the “Swedish Trust”, was also in Jewish possession. Most of the enter-

prises were concentrated in the hands of the “Emolip” Company.

Riga was famous before the First World War on account of its rubber-

shoe industry. The “Provodnik” was famous throughout the whole world.

The manager was Jewish, the invested capital was French, Swiss, Belgian

and Italian. About fifteen thousand hands were employed, and the annual

production amounted to 57 million Gold Roubles. During the war the plant

was destroyed, and the first pioneer to renew this industry in Latvia was

again A. Sobolevitch. He set up the “Continent” Rubber Shoe Factory

which employed 800 hands, and whose products soon earned a good name

for themselves in many countries. Similar undertakings were erected by

Sobolevitch in Lithuania and Poland. Sobolevitch, incidentally, was one of

the first business men to recommence the transit trade of Soviet Russian

raw materials through Latvian ports to the outer world; and it goes without

saying that the youthful state benefitted greatly from these transactions.

Sobolevitch reerected the “Tannhaeuser” brewery. B. Levitas, A. Lu-

botsky, Mizroch, I. Schiff and others built large new flour-mills. Mizroch

also reconstructed the famous Liqueur factory “Wolffschmidt”, which had

been in German hands before the war. The tobacco industry was largely

in the hands of the Maikapar Company (of Karaite descent), and a con-

siderable portion of its shares was owned by U. Millman. This firm also

held most of the shares of the large “Goegginger” canned goods factory.

In this branch mention should also be made of the “Soerensen” company,

whose owner was Birman. In the chocolate industry a prominent place was

occupied by Mr. A. Frumtchenko.
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Space does not permit a more detailed survey of the Jewish part in the

establishment and development of the Latvian industry; it should be stressed,

however, that all of these Jewish undertakings incessantly met with envy

and hatred, and artificial obstacles were placed in their way by the Latvian

authorities.

Imports

I have already mentioned that Jews also played an important part in

the import of vital raw materials. Particular mention must be made of

mineral oil (kerosene). The worldwide concerns of “Shell” and “Standard

Oil”, and the Russian Trust were all represented by branches in Latvia,

and supplied their fuels on fairly reasonable credit terms. The first comer

was the “Shell” Company, which commenced operations in Latvia as early

as 1921. The driving spirit in the Baltic countries including all the branches

of this company was E. Ettingen, who possessed an extraordinarily expert

knowledge of this very extensive field. His chief competitor A. Nisse, the

principal agent of the Russian Trust, was also a Jew.

In the import of coal the activities of A. Mushkat call for particular

mention.

The Economic Structure of Latvian Jewry

We have mainly dealt so far with the contribution made by individual

Jews to the Latvian economy. We shall now briefly consider the economic

structure of the Jewish community as a whole in the state of Latvia. For

this purpose we shall use the population census of 1930. It is worth while

remembering that the head of the Department of Statistics in Latvia that

year was the Jew-baiter Skujenek. Although he did not falsify figures he

edited the tables so as to give them a decidedly anti-Jewish bias.

The following table (top of p. 238) shows that Jewish income was

derived mainly from commerce.

In absolute figures the Jews held second place in income from com-

merce, according to the above table; in relation to the size of the Jewish

population, however, they held first place. In other words, 48.81% of the

Jewish population were merchants. All the remaining income sources, such

as agriculture, transport, civil service, etc., etc., were not accessible to Jews,

and only a small proportion enjoyed incomes from industrial and wholesale

enterprises. The Jewish masses were excluded from the fundamental in-

come-source of the country, agriculture. Their income from the land was
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No. of Inhabitants

Income from Commerce % of total income

Latts for each nationality

Latvians 1 ,394,957 50,409,000 3.61

Jews 94,388 46,070,000 48.81

Great Russians 201 ,778 5,653,000 2.80

Germans 69,855 13,373,000 19.94

Poles 59,374 2,557,000 4.31

White Russians 36,029 496,000 1.30

Esthonians 7,708 538,000 6.78

Lithuanians 25,885 914,000 3.53

Miscellaneous 8,566 1,729,000 20.18

Unknown 1,505 53,000 3.52

Total 1 ,900,045 121,765,000

0.93% only. Latvia's total income from agriculture amounted to 57.4%
of the total National Income of the country. The following table gives the

Jewish share in various branches of the National Income

:

1925—% 1930—%

Agriculture 0.91 0.93

Industry 26.75 27.66

Commerce 48.08 48.81

Transport 2.72 2.85

Civil Service — —
Jurisprudence, Police 0.80 0.80

Free Professions 7.38 5.89

Health — 3.35

Domestic Servants 0.97 1.31

Miscellaneous occupations 12.39 8.40

Actually the Jewish share in commercial occupations was even greater

than shown in the official statistical figures, as the latter did not include

peddlars, dealers in old clothes and various barter experts in the markets

of the Riga suburbs or in the provinces.

Conditions in the provinces were extremely difficult for Jewish mer-

chants, especially in Latgale, where economic conditions in general dete-

riorated severely as a result of the province’s severance from Russia. The
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city of Dvinsk, for instance, had been a centre of Jewish industry and

commerce before the war, but went completely bankrupt. The Jewish masses

were cut off from their sources of income and means of subsistence. Most

of them were driven to “commercial” occupations. New shops sprang up

next to one another, their owners competing for every single client.

In the town of Rezhitze (Rezekne) the Jews fell victims to the exor-

bitant interest rates claimed by the local branch of “The Latvian Bank

for Industry and Commerce.” This rate reached 48% per annum. The

matter was brought before the Seim, and a motion was introduced to in-

dict the managers of the bank. In the end, however, nothing came of this

and a considerable share of Jewish property passed into its possession.

Under the impression of his visit to Rezhitze the writer commenced a cam-

paign in the press and with the Economic Committee of the Ministry of

Finance, in order to promote legislation limiting the rate of interest to a

maximum of 7%. This was not at all easy, for fierce opposition was raised

against the new law from Jewish circles as well, on the grounds that it

might entail Government intervention in private business. The represen-

tatives of the Cooperative Credit Societies also opposed the proposed legis-

lation as endangering their position, in view of the fact that these societies

did not benefit from credits with the Government Bank. In the end, how-

ever, the campaign was crowned with success and the law passed. Earlier

opponents eventually admitted that it was justified.

In the towns of Kurland the economic conditions of the Jews were

quite bad. The two harbour cities of Vientspils and Liepaja underwent a

major decline on account of the stoppage of Russian exports, and the

Jewish merchants in the provincial towns could not hold their ground

for three reasons : a) The grain monopoly introduced by the Ulmanis

administration hit them hard; b) Latvian cooperatives were founded and

enjoyed considerable Government support; c) Difficulties in obtaining

credit. In addition the Jewish population in the provinces collapsed under

the burden of heavy taxation.

Commercial, Industrial and Artisan Unions

The Jews were also pioneers in organising commercial and industrial

associations. The German Chamber of Commerce, before the war the chief

bulwark of commerce, did not dare to show any activity in the early years

of Latvian independence, and the committees of the Exchange in Riga,

Liepaja and Vientspils also ceased to function. The Latvians themselves,

on the other hand, were not used to this kind of institution. In 1920, a
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Jewish body was organised under the name of “Kleinhandelschutz” (“Pro-

tection of Retail Trade”) founded by the writer. The new union came at

the right time, for the Jewish merchants were suffering greatly from the

prevailing chaos in currencies, taxes, foreign trade, etc. They were an easy

scapegoat in any case, and a public body was clearly necessary to protect

the interests of Jewish commerce in all dealings with the authorities. Within

three months about one thousand members enrolled. Most of them were

minor traders and craftsmen, but in time they were joined by represent-

atives of wholesale trade and industry, such as Shmulyan, the brothers

Hoff, Sobolevitch and others. After a while the name of the organization

was changed to “The Union of Industry and Commerce.”

One of the main achievements of the Union, from the very beginning

of its existence, was that it secured the inclusion of Jewish members in

the Assessment Committees for Taxation. (They functioned on a voluntary

basis, thus inspiring the respect of Latvian members.) This was made pos-

sible largely thanks to the personal relations between the writer and Winter,

the first Director of the Department of Taxes, who was honest and in-

corruptible. In the course of time the Union became a political centre,

and the Jewish members of the Seim often came for information and

consultation on matters of economic interest.

The Jews were also members of non-Jewish organizations such as

“The Union of Industrialists of Riga”, the “German Chamber of Com-

merce”, and “The Exchange Committee”. “The Latvian Union of Timber

Industrialists and Merchants” also had a largely Jewish membership.

The “Kleinhandelschutz” had a branch office in Liepaja which in due

course became independent and played an important part in local com-

merce. In Latgale two Jewish commercial unions existed : One in Daugav-

pils, and one in Rezhitsa. There was also an Artisans’ Union which also

looked after the spiritual needs of its members. Regular lectures were held

in their club on matters of current interest. Finally mention must be made

of “The Latvian Economic Society”, founded by the writer and participated

in by representatives of industry and commerce belonging to all commu-

nities. This was a sort of political-cum-economic “Salon”, and was fre-

quented by ministers of state, members of the Seim, etc., who used to

come to listen to lectures. Ulmanis, the Prime Minister and later Dictator,

was also one of the regular visitors. This society was responsible for a

large number of memoranda and various projects submitted to the Govern-

ment and the Seim. Jewish influence here was also considerable, and ceased

only with the Fascist Revolution.
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Mendel Bobe

RIGA

IN an earlier section we described the rapid growth of the Jewish population

of Riga from about 400 souls in 1842 to a total of 33,000 in 1913. These

seventy years were accompanied by an exceptional development in the eco-

nomic significance of Riga Jews for the trade of the entire region; leading

to open and concealed toleration on the part of the Tsarist authorities to-

wards this Jewish concentration, though it was outside the Pale of Settle-

ment.

Here we shall try to show who these Jews were who took so active a

part in stabilizing the position of their community; and this not only with

regard to their economic significance but also on account of their unique

qualities as a Jewish community first and foremost.

A study of the ways in which the Jews of Riga struck root shows that

they mostly belonged to two groups : Those who arrived from the neigh-

bouring Kurland and Lithuania, and those who were known by the general

name of “Reissishe Idden”, who originated from the territory referred to

in old Hebrew and Yiddish sources as Reissen, i.e.. White Russia. This

included the Government Districts of Minsk, Vitebsk, Mohilev and the

neighbouring regions.

Here we shall give an account of these two “prototypes” of Riga Jewry.

Jews from Kurland in Riga

The first Jews to settle in Riga came from Kurland and were also the

original nucleus of the “Schutzjuden” or Protected Jews from whom the

community developed.

An absence of civic rights in Kurland, a very bad material situation and

a shortage of Jewish and general schools all contributed to bring about a

low cultural level among them. At the same time the surroundings, parti-

cularly the German environment, had a considerable effect and helped to

determine their language, culture and sources of education. Nor should it be

forgotten that the Jews of Kurland hoped that a knowledge of German

might lead to a change in the legal position, which was one of tolerance

alone until 1795, when the territory was ceded to Russia.

Influence of German Culture in Riga

It should be remembered that the Germans founded the city and were
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its only rulers for several hundred years. The upper and ruling classes, even

under Polish and Swedish rule, remained German and retained their posi-

tions even after the city was conquered in 1710 by Peter the Great.

In his time and during several of the reigns that followed it was Ger-

man culture which was imitated and studied; and German nobles continued

to play a leading part in high Russian administrative offices for many
generations. So it was natural that this attitude towards the German lan-

guage continued unchanged in everything that affected the municipal ad-

ministration of Riga, where all the affairs of the Municipality and its insti-

tutions, including the Minutes of Town Council Meetings, Ordinances, Re-

gulations, etc. were recorded and published in German until the end of 'the

Nineteenth Century.

With this German hegemony the struggle for Jewish rights naturally

involved a spiritual adaptation to the ruling climate, and primarily to the

German language. For Jews from Kurland no particular difficulty was in-

volved. The German influence on the earliest Jewish residents in Riga can

be judged by their family names, e.g., Scheinessohn, Hirschfeld, Loewen-

stein, Jacobsohn, Blumberg, Friedmann, Blankenstein, Michelsohn, Springen-

feld, Lewinsohn, Bamberg, etc.

An Exclusively German School

In 1838 the “Community of Jews from Shlok dwelling in Riga”, which

was the official name of the local Jewish community until their presence

was officially recognised in 1 842, applied to the District Governor to permit

the establishment of a Jewish School in the city. They undertook to pay

50 kopeks per head of cattle slaughtered in order to cover the upkeep,

in addition to the ordinary slaughter tax (korobka).

Permission was received in 1840. Regulations required the school to be

headed by a Westernized Jew from abroad. The heads of the Jewish com-

munity applied to the learned Dr. Ludwig Philipsohn, founder and editor

of the Leipzig “Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums” (General Journal of

Judaism), requesting him to recommend a suitable candidate. His choice

fell on Dr. Max Lilienthal, who served as the first Principal and before

long became known in Russian Jewry as the “Disseminator of Enlighten-

ment” on behalf of the Russian authorities. When the Minister of Education

visited the Jewish School in Riga, he found that Lilienthal “was fit to serve

as an example for the other schools” which the Tsarist Government was

planning in order to bring about a basic reform of Russian Jewry; and he

was invited to St. Petersburg to organise Enlightenment among the Jews.
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After Lilienthal left Riga to take up his new post. Dr. Philipsohn once

more made a recommendation, this time of Dr. Abraham Neumann of

Bavaria. In 1854 Dr. Neumann was appointed Crown Rabbi of the Riga

Community, and only in 1877 was Dr. Adolf Ehrlich of Berlin appointed

School Principal. During all these years, in the absence of any official Prin-

cipal, the school was headed by Wolf Kaplan for three decades. In the

community at large the school, indeed, was known as Kaplan’s; but since

he was a local Jew he was not appointed Principal.

The language of instruction at the school was German, apart from

religious instruction for which Mendelssohn’s German translation of the

Bible was used. The pupils were also taught Arithmetic, Geography and

Natural History. A department for girls was added in 1877. Only in 1888

was the school required to use Russian as the language of instruction. In

1893 there were close on 500 pupils.

It should be noted that the teachers included several persons who

left their mark on the history of Latvian Jewry. In 1881 the teaching staff

was joined by Leib Fischmann, who in due course became a member of the

Latvian Seim following Independence. The music teacher was the famous

Cantor Baruch Leib Rosowsky.

Apart from the usefulness of the school as the first modern educational

institution in Riga, it also served during its early years in spreading Ger-

man culture among the Jews of Riga, particularly the middle class and

workers.

Reissen Jews in Riga

Unlike the Kurland Jews, who had been virtually cut off from the ori-

ginal sources of Jewish life for several generations, the Jews of Reissen

arrived from the Pale of Settlement and were impregnated with a deeply-

rooted popular tradition. As already remarked, they first came to Riga

from the Government Districts of Minsk, Vitebsk, Mohilev and the neigh-

bouring north-eastern vicinities of White Russia.

The Reissen Jews, mostly Habad Hassidim, came for the greater part

as timber dealers who engaged in the large-scale export of wood from

Inner Russia. They floated rafts made of lopped trees down the River Dvina

to the port of Riga.

During the second half of the Nineteenth Century changes came about

within Russia which benefitted commerce and export. At this time Jewish

rights of domicile were somewhat eased. Merchants of the First Guild,

University graduates and certain kinds of craftsmen were granted a general
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right of residence all over the country. This economic development, together

with the ameliorations for large-scale merchants and others, led to con-

siderable progress in commerce and export, more particularly in the timber

trade which was largely in Jewish hands in the Baltic region.

Merchants from various small and large towns of the Pale moved to

Riga. Saw-mills began to concentrate near the city. Export firms and other

businesses fostered trade and industry and considerably increased the number

of Jews from the Pale who settled in Riga on account of their business

affairs. Between the years 1867 and 1880 the Jewish population increased

from 5254 to 20,013. The greater part of this increase resulted from the

timber trade and associated manufactures.

The main sources of timber were the forests in the Government Districts

of Pskov, Vitebsk and Smolensk, which lay on the River Dvina or its tribu-

taries. Sections of these forests were prepared for export purposes by local

inhabitants under the supervision of travelling Jewish “supervisors,” who

spent the greater part of the year journeying through the forests and re-

turned home only for festivals and the High Holidays. These supervisors,

who were mostly observant Jews, were not only in charge of the preparation

and shipment of the wood but were also experts who recognised the best

stands of trees, and could advise on the sections to be prepared and the

places where it was worthwhile making purchases from Russian estate-

owners.

These merchants were not only in charge of the purchase of timber

but also brought a special kind of life of their own with them, together

with their deep Jewish tradition. They established the “Reissisher Minyan”

(The prayer-quorum of Jews from Reissen) in Iliya Street in Riga, a

“quorum” which in due course had three synagogues bearing the names

of Kapust, Liadi and Lubavitch; these being the names of Jewish towns

in which lived and held court various members of the Schneurson Dynasty

of Hassidic Rabbis, who were descendants of Reb Schneur Zalman, the

founder of what is known as the Habad School of Hassidism. They also

established other prayer quorums, such as the one which bore the name of

Alexander Zisskind Berlin in Weiden Damb Street. These Hassidim and

other Jews brought Rabbis and slaughters of their own, together with Jews

whose Hassidic spirit served as a counter-weight to the chilly and formalist

“anti-Hassidic” Jews of Kurland and Lithuania. It is not impossible that

the Habad approach which is based on “keen intellect and scholarship . .

.

whereas other Hassidic groups went by the heart and feelings” (to quote

Dr. S. M. Horodetzky in his standard work on “Hassidism and Hassidim”,
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Vol. IV, P. 98) also helped them to reach an understanding with the local

Jews, who were marked by preferring intellect to emotion. In any case the

merging of these two elements through mutual contact and, even more,

family ties to which we shall refer below, helped to bring about the specific

character of Riga’s Jewry.

Political and Cultural Conditions at the End of the Nineteenth

Century

Jews from Kurland and Reissen in Riga were to be found on all rungs

of the economic and cultural ladder. They included leading merchants,

persons of limited means, university graduates and those who came from

Yeshivot and old-fashioned Hebrew classes. Each group had its own style

of life, habits and customs and manner of speech.

Among the leading groups of well-to-do merchants, physicians, lawyers,

etc., the Kurland influence predominated. German was considered an

aristocratic language which, as it were, could secure an entry to the salons

of good society. This was sometimes a natural process. Many of those who

enjoyed a higher education, particularly graduates of the neighbouring

Dorpat University, could barely speak Russian.

In these circles there was a certain tendency towards assimilation, which

found expression in external habits and attempts to resemble the non-

Jewish environment, a certain weakening of the ties with tradition. There

were a few cases of mixed marriages. No cases of conversion to Christianity

are known, such as those that were so frequent in Germany during the

Enlightenment period.

In the Nineties, however, the Russification of the region commenced.

The schools began to give instruction in Russian at the same time as the

lively participation of the Jewish Community in economic life which also

expanded thanks to the development of trade, industry, banking, etc. The

influence of Russian culture, the literature of which was reaching its most

brilliant epoch at this time, as well as the revolutionary ferment with its

own singular literature, all helped the Russian language to spread among

the Jews of Riga, and produced a bilingual situation in which both Ger-

man and Russian were spoken.

There was a brief period of improvement from 1859 to 1865. Rights

of residence were granted to various groups such as Merchants of the First

Guild, persons with University education, etc. This however, was followed

by a reaction which continued until the end of the Tsarist epoch.
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Discriminatory laws were introduced and Jewish intellectuals felt them
as a source of burning shame. They included complete exclusion from the

higher and lower civil service, overwhelming difficulties in obtaining full

admission to the legal profession, and rejection of candidates for professor-

ships in High Schools, no matter how outstanding the knowledge and capa-

cities of suitable Jews might be. There was one inflexible rule : Change

religion. A brilliant career lay before those who did so. The majority re-

fused. There were some, including famous figures, who did not resist

temptation.

So it is not surprising that in this situation of complete lack of pros-

pects for a Jewish future in Russia those who were politically conscious

did their best, as far as possible, to prepare the younger generation for

life outside Russia; all the more so as the academic numerus clausus made
it necessary for all who wished for University education to go abroad. The

closest country was Germany, so German culture once again exerted an

overriding influence.

The First World War was followed by the establishment of the Inde-

pendent State of Latvia, including not only Riga and Kurland but also

Latgale, which had been part of the former Pale of Settlement. The new

state of affairs brought about vast changes in Jewish national, cultural and

other aspects of life, as has been told elsewhere. To begin with however,

the structure of Riga Jewry changed very little. There was the same division

into “upper” circles and the ordinary people. Little by little, however, the

influence of the middle classes and workers began to be felt in all aspects

of life, thanks to political Parties and parliamentary liberty.

Leading Personalities and Families in Riga Jewry *

Among the Jews of Riga there were individuals and families who were

representative of the surroundings from which they came, together with

their cultural backgrounds.

Some of them conducted large-scale businesses, were outstanding pro-

fessional figures and scholars who dedicated themselves not only to their

vocations but also to communal requirements. They organised and establish-

* Details of some of the biographies given below were received from : Mrs. Edith

Cohen-Mintz; Mrs. Deborah Kamenetzky (the L. Shalit and Mintz families);

Mrs. Lili Mizrah-Brill (S. Shalit); and Mr. Michael Piratinsky (the Hindin family).

Mr. Piratinsky also engaged in the import and export of timber through Riga.
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ed public institutions without which it would be hard to imagine the devel-

opment of the local Jewish Community.

Here we shall describe a few of them, concentrating on persons who

commenced their public careers before the First World War when there

was as yet no framework for communal leaders and workers who were

professionally engaged in this field. Some of these continued their activities

in Independent Latvia as well.

Leib Shalit

He was one of the first timber merchants who came to Riga. He en-

gaged in large-scale activities within his field and was regarded as one of

the wealthiest men in the city, with large estates in several North Russian

Provinces.

He headed the Riga Community and was particularly concerned with

Zionist activities. As one of the first Hovevei Zion in Riga he went to the

Hovevei Zion Conference at Kattowitz in 1884. When the Hibbat Zion

Movement received official Tsarist recognition in the form of the “Odessa

Committee” in 1890, he was put in charge of the Livonia and Kurland

Districts.

When the land on which Hadera was established in 1890 was purchased

with the aid of the three Hovevei Zion groups of Vilna, Kovno and Riga

it was necessary to complete the transaction swiftly, but the settlers did not

have the necessary resources. Leib Shalit, together with Jacob Hindin of

whom more will be told below, provided the money needed for purchasing

the remaining 2,000 dunams.

In 1 897 L. Shalit was a Delegate to the First Zionist Congress in Basel,

and was appointed a Director of the Jewish Colonial Trust. Throughout

these years he continued to be active, travelling to Conventions of Russian

Zionists, etc.

In local Riga activities he collaborated with Paul Mintz, of whom more

will be told below. The two of them established a branch of the “Society

for the Dissemination of Culture”, for which an official permit was received

in 1898. The Riga branch had the second largest budget in the whole of

Russia.

L. Shalit passed away in 1906.

Zeev (Wulf) Luntz

One of the first Hovevei Zion in Riga, he was one of the leading mer-

chants of the city. He attended the Kattowitz Conference in 1884 and
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proposed that support should be given to the Bilu Group, pointing out

how important educated young people would be for the development of

the Jewish community in Eretz Israel. He also spoke at the end of the

Conference.

He participated in the Second Hovevei Zion Conference held in Drus-

kenik in 1887 and at the Third Conference held in Vilna in 1889, on behalf

of the Riga Hovevei Zion. He supported the Maskilim (enlightened and

semi-secularist) in the dispute which took place there between the Orthodox

Rabbis and the moderately unorthodox.

In his Riga activities he belonged to the group that organised the So-

ciety for the Dissemination of Enlightenment. In 1915 he was a Member
of the Committee for the Relief of Jews expelled from Kurland, and was

one of the ten “hostages” who guaranteed the faithfulness of Riga Jews to

the Government with their persons, property and homes.

Jacob Hindin

He came from the town of Velizh in the Vitebsk Government District,

owned forests in the Pskov District and an alcohol factory until the intro-

duction of the Russian government monopoly. One of his sons, named

Zalman, was a share-holder in ships that sailed on the river Dvina, together

with Lipmann Rachmilevitch. A second marriage made him the brother-

in-law of Rabbi Samuel Mohilever, who persuaded him to take an interest

in the resettlement of Eretz Israel. He purchased the Hedera lands referred

to above for his son-in-law Shneur Zvi Shneurson of Dvinsk, who was

one of the first settlers in Hedera and whose descendants still live there.

An indication of the pride and independence of this group, who lived

in magnificent dwellings, judging by then current standards, in the towns

where they dwelt before moving to Riga, and who often had the local

authorities at their service, can be judged by the following story, told by

Jacob Hindin’s grandson, J. L. Shneurson of Hedera in his reminiscences,

“Mipi Rishonim” (Tel Aviv, 1964):

“Some years before the War my grandfather Jacob Hindin came to

Eretz Israel to visit us. While he was in Hedera Baron Edmond de Roth-

schild also visited the country. The Hedera settlers decided to send a dele-

gation to him and selected two men for the purpose : Shaktzer and my
grandfather Hindin . .

.

“The Baron spoke to them in an Alsatian German. He was accustomed

to having people come to him for help, and naturally asked them at once

what they needed. But they answered him that they did not need any help
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at all and had merely come to pay him a courtesy visit on behalf of the

settlement. Baron Edmond then said that he was a Baron and could help

them. To which Hindin answered : ‘We ourselves are little Barons and

do not need any help.’

“
‘Heraus !’ (Get out !) cried Baron Edmond and sent them away.

“The Baron was very angry indeed and nobody dared to mention the

name of Hedera in his presence for a long time . . . Only after years had

passed, and thanks to the efforts of Dr. Hillel Yaffe and Rabbi Zadoc-Kahn

of Paris, did he finally agree to help in draining the Hedera swamps .

.

J. L. Shneurson goes on to tell how Jacob Hindin transferred 267 du-

nams of swamp from his own private estate in the name of the Baron.

In due course a forest was planted there. He also gave 50 dunams of his

property for planting a citron grove in the name of his brother-in-law

Rabbi Samuel Mohilever. This was the site of the present-day kibbutz Gan

Shmuel. In his will Jacob Hinden left 120,000 roubles for charity and

other purposes, to be expended at the discretion of Baron Edmond de

Rothschild.

The Brothers Isaiah and Shlomo Zalman Berlin

They also came from Velizh and were among the best-known timber

merchants and manufacturers in Riga. The forest they owned, the sawmills

they established, the numbers of their employees and the scale of their

exports made them leading figures.

Isaiah Berlin was married to the daughter of Menahem Nahum

Schneurson of Niezin, a great-granddaughter of Rabbi Schneur Zalman the

founder of Habad Hassidism. The leading officials employed by the Berlin

Brothers were wellknown house-holders in Riga. They were all Hassidim

and in close touch with the Hassidic Rabbi of the Schneurson stock. Such

were Alexander Zisskind Berlin, who has already been mentioned in con-

nection with the Minyan bearing his name; Zalman Isaac Volshonok, his

brother Avigdor Volshonok who was Chairman of the Riga Agudat Israel

in Independent Latvia, and others.

A Fund of 300,000 roubles in the name of Isaiah Berlin was created

— a very great amount at the time — in order to build a Hospital in Riga.

However, most of the money was expended to support war refugees during

the First World War.

Isaiah Berlin had no children, so he adopted the Zuckerman family

who were also of the Rabbi’s kin. Mendel Berlin, the son of the adopted
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son, Dov, was a partner in the Berlin and Luria Factory, one of the largest

timber export enterprises in the city.

The son of Mendel Berlin is Professor Sir Isaiah Berlin, the famous

English historian and scholar. The two sons of Shlomo Zalman Berlin,

Beinush and Leib, were also among the ten Riga “hostages” during the

First World War.

Shlomo Shalit

He came from the small town of Ula in the Province of Vitebsk and

had six sons and four daughters. Three sons established the Emolip Firm,

the name being derived from the initials of their own names Elijah, Mor-

dechai and Lipmann. This was one of the largest enterprises engaged in

bringing timber from the heart of Russia and exporting it abroad. At their

saw-mills in Riga and the vicinity they employed Jews from the Pale of

Settlement, who had no right of residence in the city. The police knew of

this and turned it into a regular source of income by arresting the “illegals”

every Sabbath. The sons of Shlomo Shalit used to spend much time bribing

all ranks of police in all kinds of ways.

Another son, Zalman Shalit, set up the Berlin-Shalit partnership to-

gether with Meir Berlin, son of Alexander Zisskind, for wood-sawing and

export. They were both Zionists and generous, and established a special

Fund to support householders who had lost their money, rabbis who needed

medical attention, etc.

Meir Berlin participated in the all-Russian Zionist Conference at Hel-

singfors, Finland, in 1906.

Zalman Shalit, his brother-in-law Dr. M. Pines who wrote a history of

Yiddish literature in French, and his partner Meir Berlin, helped to establish

the paper “Die Iddishe Stimme” (The Jewish Voice) in Riga. This paper

was organised on the initiative of the Hebrew writer Yehuda Leib Kantor,

who was serving as Crown Rabbi of Riga in the year 1910. The Shalit

family also contributed the ground for the erection of “The Jewish Club”

at the corner of Dzimava and Skoliaya Streets.

The son, Tuvia Shalit, was the one of the “hostages” taken by the

Russian authorities during the First World War.

Elijah Shalit took part in the Kovno Conference of 1909, and was a

Member of the Relief Committee established in 1915 in aid of the Kurland

refugees who were expelled to Inner Russia by the Russian army.

Eliezer Ettingen

Eliezer Ettingen was born in Velizh in 1870, in a family where com-
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munal activities were a tradition. His father had been accustomed to proceed

to St. Petersburg about the affairs of his town. He himself studied in Berne

and together with the Yiddish Publicist Hayyim Zhitlovsky established a

National Jewish Students’ Organisation. From the time he moved to Riga

he headed a large firm for the distribution of mineral oil, known as the

Mazut Company under the Tsar, and subsequently as the Shell Company.

After the First Zionist Congress he was one of the founders of the

first Zionist Society in Riga, and in 1898 was delegate at the Russian

Zionist Conference held in Warsaw. Fifty years later he published his re-

miniscences together with the Minutes of the Conference in the official

Zionist weekly “Haolam” (30,9.48). This is one of the few documents

available for students of the Conference in question.

He participated in all Congresses from the Second onwards, was elected

a Member of the General Zionist Council at the Eighteenth Congress held

in Prague, and was Chairman of the General Zionists in Riga until he

proceeded to Eretz Israel in 1935. His years of active membership and

leadership of the Zionist Movement earned him the status of a “Virilist”,

i.e., he was coopted as a Member of the Zionist General Council in view

of his ample activities and experience.

Zionist activities did not prevent him from taking an active part in

the variegated local Jewish public life. He was among the founders of the

first Yiddish Paper in Riga, the “Iddishe Stimme”, was Chairman of the

Hakoah Sports Society, and a committee member of the Society for the

Dissemination of Enlightenment for 35 years. At the time of the expulsion

of Kurland Jews in 1915 he was one of the heads of the Committee in Aid

of Refugees. After the Second World War he headed the “Association of

Latvian and Esthonian Jews in Israel.” To his last day he actively parti-

cipated in helping Jewish refugees from Soviet Latvia, as well as newcomers

from Latvia in Israel.

It is nothing less than proper to give a brief account of Eliezer Ettin-

gen’s personality. In his external appearance he was every inch the grand

seigneur. He seemed like an ancient oak, firm and deeply rooted, venerable

and honourable. He enjoyed life and knew when to take the lead with a

spacious gesture, when to support and aid. He dealt dedicatedly and respon-

sibly with issues great and small. He would welcome refugees at the quay-

side during the Expulsion of 1915, and waited on the stairs at the home

of the District Governor in order to persuade him to send the consignments

of refugees to Jewish regions in order to facilitate their absorption. He would
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do what had to be done to provide a tombstone for a veteran Zionist or

find work for an immigrant from Latvia who was left without a liveli-

hood . .

.

He passed away in Tel Aviv in 1956, replete with years and good deeds.

The Mintz Family

The Mintz family was an old and aristocratic one with a pedigree going

back at least seventeen generations to the learned rabbinical Mintz family

of Padua in the early Sixteenth Century, and included a long series of out-

standing rabbinical authorities and famous scholars. (For further informa-

tion see the Hebrew genealogical work “Daat Kedoshim” by I. T. Eisen-

stadt with supplements by Samuel Wiener, St. Petersburg 1897/8.)

The family headed by Yehiel Michel Mintz left Dvinsk in 1880 for

Riga. They included five sons, several of whom established outstanding

professional reputations and were dedicated to communal activities. These

were : Professor Paul (Samuel Feivel) Mintz, Professor Vladimir (Zeev

Wolf) Mintz; and Engineer Dr. Nahum Mintz.

The Mintz family actually lived in Riga as a first-generation group that

left the Pale of Settlement (Dvinsk having been part of the Vitebsk Govern-

ment District in 1880). It could serve as an example of the influence of

German on the Jews of the region even before they came to the primarily

German city. Their behaviour, their external appearance, the language used

at home, the education of the children were all dominated by German cul-

ture. Old Riga residents were certain that they must have been residing in

Riga or Kurland for many generations.

Professor Paul Mintz

The best-known of the brothers, on account of his communal activities,

was Paul Mintz, born in 1868, who in 1890 graduated with distinction from

the Legal Faculty of the St. Petersburg University. In 1892 he received the

degree of Master of Law at the Dorpat University. In 1904 he was ad-

mitted as an Advocate, which in those days involved considerable difficul-

ties, together with the lawyers Schlossberg and Vinaver, who subsequently

became famous in Russian Jewry. He engaged in communal activities to-

gether with his professional work as an advocate, scholar, and subsequently

as a Lecturer at Riga University.

As a young man he aimed to set up a nucleus of communal workers

who would organise the communal institutions which were missing in Riga,

while at the same time helping to lead the community as far as necessary
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and possible towards expanding and defending their civic rights. The group

he established attended the “Herren Abende” or Gentlemen’s Evenings,

which in due course became a kind of unofficial club of leading communal

figures, and were attended by persons from Kurland and Reissen alike.

Members included : Leib Shalit, Zeev Luntz, Paul Mintz, Nahum Mintz,

Dr. Max Scheinfeld, Eliezer Ettingen, Dr. Abraham Salkind, Advocate

Joshua (Zhano) Tron and others. It is indeed a pity that all the names

connected with this institution have not been preserved. It functioned not

only under Russian rule but also in the early days of Independent Latvia.

These Gentlemen’s Evenings led to the establishment of the Riga branch

of the Society for the Dissemination of Enlightenment, which in 1906 set

up the Riga Craft School. It also guided the Jewish voters in the Elections

to the Russian parliamentary institution known as the Duma, which met

from 1906 to 1917. Here it should be mentioned that the Jews supported

the Latvian candidate rather than the German. In due course the Latvians

repaid this Jewish support fittingly by joining the Germans and exterminat-

ing Riga Jewry during the years 1941-1944.

At the time of the expulsion of the Jews from Kurland in 1915, Paul

Mintz headed the Public Committee to aid the Expelled; and he was one

of the ten hostages demanded by the Russian authorities in order to refrain

from expelling the Jews of Riga.

During the German Occupation in the First World War he lived in

Moscow where he continued his scholarly work. In 1919 he returned to

Riga, and went to Germany when the city was occupied by the Red Army.

Following the Latvian Declaration of Independence Karl Ulmanis, who

headed the Government during the greater part of the existence of Inde-

pendent Latvia, invited him to return to Riga. He was elected to the Con-

stituent Assembly and joined the Government as State Comptroller, being

the only Jew to serve as a Minister.

From the foundation of the University of Latvia he lectured there as

Professor of Criminology, writing works on this subject which were trans-

lated into Latvian. He headed the Committee that prepared the Latvian

Criminal Code, and represented the Latvian Government at International

Legal Conferences.

In the beginnings of Latvian independence, when hopes of national

autonomy had not yet faded, the Central Committee of Jewish Communities

set up a Committee which he headed, in order to prepare the Statute of

Autonomy to be presented to the Seim. He was a Member of the Jewish

Agency for Baltic countries, was Chairman of the National Democrat Party,
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wrote for the party paper, “Narodnoya Misl”, was Chairman of the Jewish

Lawyers’ Association, etc., etc.

When Latvia was annexed to Soviet Russia in 1940 he was exiled to

Siberia together with his wife and son. A few months later he was arrested

and kept in the Thaishet Concentration Camp. All efforts made by public

figures in U.S.A. to obtain his liberation were in vain. In 1941 he died in

Siberia.

Professor Vladimir (Wolf) Mintz

The brother of Paul Mintz, he had a well-earned reputation as one of

the best surgeons in Moscow and Riga. He was born in Dvinsk in 1872.

After the family moved to Riga in 1880 he completed school there and

entered Dorpat University, from which he graduated in medicine in 1893

and was appointed Surgical Assistant. In Berlin he studied with the famous

Surgeon Israel. In 1897 he went to Moscow, where he became known
through his scientific and surgical studies. At an all-Russian Medical Con-

ference held in Moscow in 1916 he demonstrated the removal of foreign

bodies from the lungs, which was a medical novelty at the time. He was

Secretary of the Surgical Association of Russia and was also a Member of

the International Surgical Organisation, besides being an Editor of the Rus-

sian “Surgical Journal”, together with Prof. N. A. Sokolow. In 1917 he was

appointed Professor at the University of Moscow.

In 1918, after Lenin had been attacked and shot by the Social Revo-

lutionary Kaplan, he was called to attend to him, operated and saved his

life. The Lenin Museum in Moscow exhibits the Bulletins reporting Lenin’s

condition and improvement in health, which were signed among others by

V. Mintz.

With the aid of Lenin he was allowed to return to Riga, where he was

in charge of the Surgical Department of the Jewish Bikkur Holim Hospital,

which he finally headed. He lectured at the Riga University, where he oc-

cupied the Chair in Surgery from 1940.

After Riga was taken by the Nazis, he passed through the entire Nazi

inferno, beginning with the Riga Ghetto where he organised a kind of

hospital and dedicated himself entirely to relief work. The Riga Ghetto

was followed by the Kaiserwald Concentration Camp. Finally, after all

kinds of vicissitudes, he was sent to Buchenwald where he found his death

in a mass grave.

Mintz was a Zionist and dreamt of working at the Hebrew University

in Jerusalem. Physicians and students who worked with him or studied
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under him still speak of his dedicated kindness to patients and students.

His reputation has not diminished, and he is still referred to in Latvian

and Russian literature as the surgeon who saved the life of Lenin. In 1970

a biography was published in Riga, in Russian, entitled : “Professor Mintz”,

by Drs. B. Altschuler and D. Cherfass.

Nahum Mintz

The brother of Paul and Vladimir Mintz. Bora 1867 in Dvinsk, he

proceeded to Riga with his family in 1880. After leaving the Secondary

School he entered the Riga Polytechnicum in the Faculty of Chemistry.

Following his graduation he became the Assistant of Professor Bischoff.

In 1890 he received his doctorate at Leipzig University, returned to Riga

and once again entered the Polytechnicum as an Assistant. He was offered

a high scientific post provided he changed his religion, but declined the

offer. That ended his scientific career.

Apart from his professional qualifications as a chemist he knew many

languages and was widely cultured in many fields. He worked in various

private enterprise and was married to the daughter of Leib Shalit.

In his communal activities he took a considerable part in the Society

for the Dissemination of Enlightenment, particularly in organising the Craft

School which was established in 1906 and which he helped to reestablish

after the First World War. He was a Committee member of the Jewish

Club, a member of the Board of Directors of the Northern Bank, etc.

Dr. Max Scheinfeld

Unlike many Latvian public figures, most of whose activities were local

in character, the work of Dr. Max Scheinfeld was conducted in institutions

and organisations which aimed to improve the condition of Russian Jewry

as a whole.

Dr. M. Scheinfeld was a psychiatrist, bom in Mitau in 1861, who gra-

duated from Dorpat University. In 1897 he opened a Hospital for Mental

Diseases in Riga, and became known as one of the outstanding specialists

of Russia. He also published studies in his profession, and gained a wide

reputation as a person not concerned with making money who attended

poor patients free of charge.

In spite of his professional activities he also dedicated himself to com-

munal work. In Riga he helped to establish the Bikkur Holim Hospital.

He played an even more important part in Jewish institutions that were

established from 1905 onwards.
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In 1905 Jewish communal workers from all parts of Russia met in

Vilna and established the “Society for achieving Equal Rights for the Jewish

People in Russia.” Dr. Scheinfeld was present and was elected a member

of the Central Committee, dedicating himself to the new task. Those were

fateful years for Russian Jewry. They included pogroms, elections to the

First and Second Dumas, steps to prevent the exclusion of the Jews from

the voters’ lists and to direct elections along the desired channels, etc., etc.

Several Conferences of the Society were held during 1905 and 1906. How-

ever, it split over various differences of opinion in 1907 and was dissolved.

In 1909, after the disappointment resulting from the election of only

two Jewish Members to the Duma (one from the Kovno District and the

other from Kurland), the increasing reaction and a steady worsening of the

Jewish position, an attempt was made to revive communal life through a

Conference held in Kovno. Doctor Max Scheinfeld was the representative

of Riga Jewry. The Conference adopted a number of resolutions regarding

organisation of the communities, social work, steps to improve the situation

of craftsmen, etc., but these resolution had no real effect on account of the

general political situation.

In 1912 Dr. Scheinfeld was murdered by one of his patients.

Apart from the individuals and families mentioned above there were a

large number of others. Mention may be made here of : Abraham Rabino-

witz, Hayyim Leib Risker, Zelig Brusowansky, Jacob Hurwitz, Zalman

Meir Lipschitz, Koppel Lewinson, Kahaner, Mendel Lulov, Jonah

Ettinger, Feitel Cohen, L. Zalmansohn, S. M. Yaffe, A. Leibovitz and Sons

and Hermann Cohen and Brothers. Some of these headed large firms for

the import and export of timber; they owned sawmills, exported skins and

fells, engaged in banking business, etc., etc.

The following owned some of the largest business houses in Riga

:

Moritz Feitelberg; G. Scheinfeld; Aaronstamm; Louis Tall and others. These

dealt in clothing, metal products, paper and writing utensils, draperies, etc.,

on a very large scale, and were known far beyond the city limits.

Mention has been made here only of those about whom it has been

possible to obtain details. Many others of equal importance must undoub-

tedly be missing.

The Average Riga Jew

It is the way of history to record and write at length about persons who

occupied leading positions and directed the development of the community
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thanks to their own special qualities. In order to avoid giving a wrong im-

pression it should be noted that apart from the “Upper Classes” to whom
reference has been made, Riga contained extensive Jewish groups from

Kurland, Lithuania and Reissen. They lived largely in the suburbs and in-

cluded all kinds of toiling craftsmen : Tailors, hand-sewers, shoemakers and

small shop-keepers. They all spoke Yiddish, and most of them were obser-

vant Jews who filled the many synagogues of the city. Then there was a

younger generation of “free” Jews who listened to new winds of thought,

were swayed by ideological currents calling for changes in the established

order and a transformation in the civic and national life of the Jewish

People.

Although Riga was not part of the Pale of Setdement, it was sensitive

to all the currents which originated in the Jewish centres of Russia. The

Zionist Movement and the Bund, the synthesis of national life with the

advancement of the working class in all their varied and separate groups

and parties, found their echo and enthusiastic supporters who were prepared

to take action and sacrifice themselves.

National and Political Currents: Zionism , the Bund , the Jewish

Self-Defence

In 1884 there was a Hovevei Zion nucleus in Riga. Its members in-

cluded Leib Shalit and Wolf Luntz to whom reference has already been

made, David Schwarzbard, and Aaron Pumpiansky, a Hebrew writer and

journalist who was Crown Rabbi of Riga for twenty years. The Secretary

was Wolf Kaplan who has been mentioned elsewhere as the principal of the

first modem Jewish School in Riga. He also used to contribute to the

Hebrew press and wrote poetry under the pen-name “Zaken”.

In 1890 the Jews of Riga began to take active steps in connection with

Eretz Israel. A Society of twelve members, together with similar Societies

in Vilna and Kovno, acquired part of the Hedera lands. In 1891 people

went to settle there, drained swamps, caught malaria, and no small number

lost their lives in regaining the land for settlement.

After the 1897 Zionist Congress, which Leib Shalit attended as a dele-

gate from Riga, the “Zion” Society was established headed by Eliezer

Ettingen, Advocate Z. Tron, Dr. A. Salkind and others. In 1898 E. Ettingen

was a delegate at the Russian Zionist Conference in Warsaw, while in 1902

M. Nurock was a delegate at the Minsk Conference. There were delegates

from Riga at all Congresses, from the first onwards.

In 1904 a group of young men organised the “Shoharei Zion” Society,
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which took an active part in the Helsingfors Conference. In 1906 the

temporarily illegal Zionist activity was conducted in the guise of the

“Ivriya” Club

The Zeirei Zion Party was established in Riga in 1912, and sent Zeev

Levenberg as its Delegate to the Eleventh Congress in 1919.

Revolutionary propaganda was already being conducted in 1899-1900

among Jewish and Christian workers including tinsmiths, tailors, hat-makers

and female dress-makers. When the “General Association of Jewish Work-

ers in Russia, Poland and Lithuania”, known in brief as the Bund, was

organised in 1897, those worker groups joined it.

Throughout the years of ferment 1900-1906 there were constant demon-

strations, strikes, attacks on editorial offices of reactionary papers, etc., in

Riga, where an active propaganda circle functioned in the Polytechnicum.

This led to the expulsion of students, including future leaders such as Abra-

ham Braun (Sergei), Z. Latzki-Bertholdy, one of the founders of the Zionist

Socialists (S.S.), and others.

Arrests and on occasion cruel and degrading punishment led to the

organisation of a terrorist group of “Organised Vengeance”, headed by

Abraham Braun and Lazar Aronstamm. Riga distinguished itself before

and during the 1905 Revolution, when a number of the most important

political strikes of Tsarist Russia took place in the city.

The first Conference at which it was decided that the Bund and the

Social Democrat Movement should cooperate was held there. The demon-

strations and strikes organised by a Joint Committee of the Bund and the

Latvian Social Democrats were conducted on a particularly large scale.

In Latvia the 1905 Revolution acquired a unique character through the

participation of the Latvian peasants, who saw this as an opportunity to

revenge themselves on the German Barons whose ancestors had robbed

them of their land long generations before. During the period of the reac-

tion punitive expeditions were sent out and wrought havoc among those

who had revolted.

The reaction of 1908 and subsequent years brought about a decline in

the work of the Bund, whose strength was also considerably reduced by

emigration. A new policy found expression through legal work in the com-

munities, the establishment of economic organisations, developing the Co-

operative Movement, etc.

A nucleus of the Bund remained in Riga and conducted lively activities

in Independent Latvia after the First World War.
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The movements which developed as a synthesis of Zionism and Social

Democracy, namely, the Poalei Zion Movement and its offshoots, the

Zionist Socialist (S.S.) Movement and the “Seimovtsi Movement”, also

found a place in Riga.

All these Movements, from the Bund to the Zionist Socialists, etc., took

an active part in the Jewish Self-Defence which came into being after the

Kishinev Pogrom. This Self-Defence body showed its value in 1905, when

Jews were attacked in the outskirts of Riga. Thanks to its existence and

presence much loss were prevented and many lives were saved.

The First World War brought all these party activities to a standstill.

Many of them reawakened to an even more intensive life in Independent

Latvia.

In all the above descriptions our aim has been to indicate the various

components which taken together helped to shape that outstanding com-

munity known throughout the Jewish world as “Riga Jewry”.
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D V I N S K

THE Dvinsk to which memory returns is the famed City and Mother in

Israel, teeming with Jews, hospitable beyond belief, bubbling with com-

munal activities. The realisation that it has been silenced makes one quiver

and shake; remembering what the murderers did to this creative centre

and source of culture which no longer exists.

The purpose of the present essay is to offer a memorial in order that

future generations, offspring and descendants of those who once dwelt

in Dvinsk, may know their forefathers and bear them in mind. For the

ashes of our martyrs were turned into fertilizer for the fields. Their bones

were ground into phosphates, the very hair of their heads was taken to

be stuffed into mattresses. Let these things be remembered throughout

the ages.

The Foundation and Development of Dvinsk

Dvinsk was originally known as Dunaburg, a name that bears witness

to the founders of the city which was established in 1278 C.E. by the

Order of Livonian Knights. The name means the Burg or citadel on the

Dvina (the Western Dvina besides which the city lies.) The German name

was retained for more than six hundred years; until the year 1893, in

fact. Not only does Dvinsk lie beside the River Dvina but it is also a

junction on the Riga—Orel—Leningrad—Vilna Railway. Throughout the

centuries its strategic advantages have attracted many conquerors. The

Livonian Knights used it as a fortress from which to expand and strengthen

their authority as conquerors of the medieval inhabitants of the Baltic

Coast. Both Lithuanians and Russians repeatedly tried to take the city by

assault, but did not succeed.

With the liquidation of the Livonian Order in 1561, the City of Duna-

burg was taken over by the Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania, together

with the territory known as Latgale. The city afterwards passed repeatedly

from hand to hand; and only with the First Parition of Poland in 1772

did it finally become part of Russia together with all its environs. However,

it was attacked in 1795 by the Poles, who set it on fire and almost burnt

it down. In 1812 it was briefly occupied by the French during Napoleon’s

Campaign, finally passing to Russia after his defeat and remaining in
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Russian hands until the First World War in 1914, when it was occupied

by the German Army. In 1919 it was held by the Bolshevik forces, but

became part of Independent Latvia early in 1920, after the conclusion of

peace with U.S.S.R.

Following the occupation of Latvia by the Germans in 1941 Dvinsk

began to experience the horrors of the Holocaust, and the entire Jewish

Community was exterminated. The city is now within the Latvian Republic

of U.S.S.R.

As remarked, Dvinsk is an important maritime and land entrepot, and

owed its rapid growth as an important industrial centre to the timber trade

in particular thanks to the Western (Baltic) Dvina whose source lies in

Central Russia. This river takes a south-west course amid afforested marsh-

lands and passes through the northern sections of White Russia, where it

takes a north-west turn and then crosses Latvia. The Dvina is the chief

river of that entire territory, emptying into the Baltic Sea at the Gulf of

Riga. It is more than 1,000 kilometres (over 600 miles) long and is a very

convenient route for wooden rafts, making the development of the timber

trade and related industries possible.

The various rulers who held Dvinsk all set their stamp upon it, and

it had a manifold population consisting of White Russians, Ukrainians,

Lithuanians, Poles and Germans. The Jews constituted the largest minority

in the city prior to their liquidation. Until 1914 they were 14%, and at the

time of their extermination they were 5%. It is interesting that even during

the two decades of Independent Latvia the city almost completedly disre-

garded the national language, and continued to use Russian even for con-

ducting its municipal affairs. The Latvian inhabitants of Latgale constituted

a backward group among their own Latvian compatriots. They spoke a

slightly different dialect from the standard vernacular of Livonia and

Kurland, whose inhabitants were regarded as “purer” stock. They looked

down on the Latgalians, referring to them as the “Tchangali” to indicate

that they were inferior in some way. The “pure” Latvians regarded them-

selves as closer to the “noble” German race, assimilated with them, and

almost all spoke German while the Latgalians spoke either their own dialect

or Russian. The latter were backward in all respects, and were an impo-

verished group. For example, while illiteracy in Kurland and Livonia reach-

ed five percent, it was more than 40 percent in Latgale. To begin with,

they had great difficulties with their own dialect which lacked all tradition

and history.

In 1860 Dvinsk had a total population of 26,000. By 1892 the number
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had risen to 73,000, while in 1913 it had reached 130,000. The most de-

veloped economic branches in the city were the timber industry and trade,

skins and leather, flax, tobacco, and sweets.

The Jews of Dvinsk

The Jewish Community of Dvinsk began to strike roots there by the

second half of the Eighteenth Century. Since the city was a fortress, Jews

were forbidden in 1812 to erect any building whatever, or to take up per-

manent residence there. In spite of this, about 800 Jews were to be found

there in 1805. The community grew steadily, and since it was afterwards

included in the Pale of Settlement Jews settled there in large numbers.

By 1897, when a census was held, 32,400 Jews lived there. The Jewish

population continued to increase and in 1914, at the outbreak of the First

World War, consisted of more than 60,000 in a total population of 130,000;

namely, almost half of the population.

At this time 49% of the Jews were merchants, 7% consisted of mem-

bers of the free professions, while the rest were artisans or craftsmen of

various kinds. All of them were literate, reading and writing Yiddish with-

out exception. There were any number of “Hadarim” (Hebrew Classes)

and the sound of the study of Torah, beginning with little children of three

and four and going up to students of the Talmud, could be heard on every

side. As early as 1887 there was a Trade School with 72 pupils, while a

Trade School for Girls was established in 1902 and then had 208 pupils.

In that year 2 libraries were founded and there were 3 loan funds. Ac-

cording to the 1897 Census the Jews were 46% of the total population

while almost all the trade of the city was in their hands. Of the 1370 mer-

chants, 1134 were Jews, while there were only 168 agriculturists amid a

total of 22,320. The Jews played a large part in the clothing industry,

4769 persons making their living from it. A total of 838 souls engaged in

education, and 805 in wood processing. There were 692 Jews in the army.

The three factories in the city employed 575 male and female workers.

In 1901 there were 3 municipal elementary schools for Jewish children,

at which tuition was given in Russian. These were attended by 300 children.

A school giving instruction in Hebrew was established in the same year,

anl had 81 pupils.

The First World War broke out in 1914 and deprived the city of its

Jewish inhabitants. An order of the Russian Commander, the Grand Duke

Nikolai Nikolayevitch, uncle of the Tsar Nikolai II, brought about the

expulsion of the Jews from every place along the Russo-German Front as
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being under suspicion of espionage, and an untrustworthy element. Tens

of thousands of Jews were compelled to abandon all their property and

belongings, and were carried off to places in the heart of Russia and as far

away as Siberia.

It was then that Jewish Dvinsk revealed itself in all its magnificent

humanity. As one man they engaged in fraternal aid, on a scale never

known before. Public kitchens were established, while hundreds of volun-

teers engaged day and night in the sacred task of tending the children of

the refugees who passed absolutely destitute through the city from all the

small neighbouring towns and from Lithuania. The warm and sensitive

Jewish heart responded far beyond its capacity. For the War affected the

Jewish population in particular, destroying all their normal sources of

livelihood.

Famine and disease wrought havoc, and the population emptied out

of the city. All those who could do so fled afar. Even the great rabbi and

pride of the community, the rabbi and Gaon of Rogachov, left the city,

depressing the feelings of those who remained. Their eyes then turned to

the other great luminary of Torah, the Gaon Reb Meir Simha. He resolute-

ly rejected every entreaty to leave the dangerous place, for the time being

at least, saying, “as long as nine Jews remain in the city I shall be the

tenth for a minyan (prayer quorum).” Together with his flock he underwent

all the suffering they experienced, but stayed where he was throughout the

War as Rabbi of the Community and spiritual guide and Father of his

Congregation.

The Rabbis of the City

Dvinsk was privileged to have some of the most outstanding rabbinical

authorities of the past century and a half occupying its rabbinical seats.

Among those who made the name of Dvinsk famous in the Jewish world

were, more particularly, three. The first of these was Reb Reuvele Dina-

burger, one of the greatest scholars and Jewish legal authorities of modern

times, whose pupil was the late Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook of blessed

and saintly memory. (Rabbi Kook himself came from Grivo, which lies

on the other bank of the River Dvina.) The other two outstanding author-

ities were Rabbi Meir Simha Hacohen and Rabbi Joseph Rosen, the Gaon

of Rogachov, who were the pride of the city and of learned Jewry every-

where. They helped to spread the name of Dvinsk far and wide throughout

Observant Jewry.

Rabbi Meir Simha served as rabbi for 39 consecutive years, while the
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Gaon of Rogatchov also occupied a rabbinical seat there for half a century.

There was never any dispute in Dvinsk between Hassidim and Mitnagdim;

the only difference lying in a few synagogue usages and details of prayers

recited by the respective groups. They lived together without any barriers

between them. The Gaon Rabbi Meir Simha was the rabbi of the Mitnag-

dim, while Rabbi Joseph Rosen the Gaon of Rogatchov was the rabbi of

the Hassidim. They were vastly different in their temperaments, way of

living and spiritual worlds, but they were very close in their great scholar-

ship and spiritual authority.

Rabbi Meir Simha was regally tall and erect, honoured and respected

by all who saw him. He was friendly, easy-going, spoke carefully and was

welcomed and venerated by all, including every non-Jewish community in

the city without exception. The latter believed that the Rabbi had some

magical powers, I remember a flood when the Dvina overflowed its banks

and threatened to flood the city. Gentiles and Jews alike swore by all that

was holy to them that they saw Reb Meir Simha mount the embankment,

gaze at the swirling waters for a moment, murmur something very quietly

and — the waters withdrew and the danger passed.

He had been a merchant in his youth, and so he knew how to smoothe

differences over since he was familiar with the problems of daily life.

On the other hand the spiritual leader of the Hassidim, the Gaon of

Rogachov, was short and nimble with a fine ascetic face and a head covered

with white curls down to his shoulders, who left an unforgettable impression

on all who saw him. He remained secluded and all his activities had some-

thing in common with his works, as represented by the best known one,

“Tsafenat Paaneah” (Decipherer of Hidden Things). The great Hebrew

poet Hayyim Nahman Bialik spent some time with him and said later:

“From the brain of the Rogachover it would be possible to make two

Einsteins. There is an incomparable uniqueness about him and he must

be regarded as a great spiritual asset of the Jewish People. If his erudition

and knowledge could be systematically and scientifically exploited our cul-

ture would enriched by dozens of valuable creative works. If it were pos-

sible to draw upon the Talmudical resources in his brain it would be pos-

sible to create a comprehensive culture.”

That was what Bialik said after one hour’s conversation. Indeed, Dvinsk

was privileged to have great scholars of the age dwelling in its midst.

The Synagogues of the City

The Jews of Dvinsk were not extremists in their faith and religious

practice like certain sections of Polish Jewry, and were most assuredly
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worlds apart from such groups as those of Mea Shearim in Jerusalem. At
the same time most of them were traditionalists and observantly fulfilled

commandments without wearing unusual clothing. They did not wear either

Shtreimel (fur head-pieces) or Kapote (long robes), although synagogues

and prayer-groups were plentiful and were always full of persons reciting

their prayers. The “Chor-Shul” in Petrograd Street in the centre of the

city was a magnificent lofty building with a splendid internal structure. It

attracted many people who wished to hear the Cantor and the fine choir.

This was the centre for the more “secularist” believers.

If a famous cantor came to Dvinsk he would be heard in the Chor-

Shul, where he would have to pass the exacting standards of the local

experts. On the other hand the “Planover Minyan” (Planov Quorum) where

the Rogatchover Gaon prayed, attracted scores and hundreds of persons,

who repeated their prayers in rotation every day from before dawn until

noon. The building was always full of those who prayed, one prayer quorum
ending and another beginning.

Similarly the “Koholisher Bet-Hamidrash” (The Congregational House

of Study) was the spot where Reb Meir Simha chose to pray. Here every-

thing was quiet and reserved. There were fewer people and prayers were

more restrained. Rabbi Meir Simha prayed lengthily, and the congregation

would wait with awe and respect until he completed the “Eighteen Bless-

ings” and took the traditional three steps backward; entirely unlike the

Rogachover Gaon who would be the first to complete his prayers, and

would then hasten back to the Torah on which he meditated by day and

night.

Those were the most aristocratic centres of prayer in the city. In addition

there were dozens of prayer groups, such as that of the Butchers, the

Tailors’ Synagogue, the Dyers’ Minyan, the Green Synagogue, etc., etc.,

all of them crowded day by day. At the High Holidays the voices would

burst forth, so that in the words of the Bible the people could see them;

and the whole city was transformed into one vast prayer bursting forth

from the heart and sweeping everything away in tears. Such was Dvinsk,

the City and Mother in Israel, on weekdays and on festivals.

Dvinsk also had a Yeshiva (Talmudical Academy) where about a

hundred lads and young men studied by day and night. They had many

keen minds among them. The Yeshiva was headed by “Der Kovner” (The

Man from Kovno), a fine-featured scholar who won the hearts of his stu-

dents. The Yeshiva bore the name of the wealthy philanthropist Reb Sotse

Horvitch, who maintained it at his own expense.
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The Jewish Community of Dvinsk preserved Jewish traditions in a most

honourable fashion. The “apikorsim” (unbelievers) and the observant treated

one another with mutual respect. For Dvinsk was also a cradle of revolu-

tionaries, of the Bund and the Left-wing Zionist Movements. They all lived

together with mutual tolerance, never going beyond the proper bounds or

engaging in personal attacks even during elections. On this the city prided

itself.

The Parties in Dvinsk

Most of the population were poor people, making their living by the toil

of their hands and earning little. Economically speaking, lower standards

of living were to be found only in Vilna. Yet despite their poverty, the

ordinary Jews of Dvinsk were concerned with everything affecting the fate

of Jewry and its struggle for a better future and a more just society. They

therefore took an active part in any struggle against the Tsarist regime

which oppressed and discriminated against the Jews. For 35% of the Jews

of the city were hired workers, clerks or craftsmen, while the others were

artisans whose living depended on the grace of Heaven. Well-to-do persons,

even by local standards, were few and far between. The majority lived on

scanty bread and water.

So it was not surprising that the population tended to support every

manifestation that might help to break the yoke of servitude, and all eyes

were turned towards any slight improvement. Thus we find that as early as

the year 1880, when Pogroms began in Tsarist Russia with the approval

of the authorities, Jewish national groups organised for active resistance.

At about the same time the Hovevei Zion organised in town, and Societies

were established bearing the name of Moses Montefiore, Zionist Unity,

Young Israel, Liberty, Zionist Socialists, Revival, “Vozrozhdenie”, all of

them with the same ultimate purpose : War against the oppressors and

liberation from the obscurantist regime.

In 1900 the first Poalei Zion Group was established in the City, and

under the influence of Ber Borochow and Shimoni (Dabin) they officially

organised themselves as a party about a year later. At the Poalei Zion

Convention held in Vilna during 1903, the Dvinsk Group headed by Alter

Yaffe and Zalman Abramson presented a programme clearly defining the

necessity for the Class war and Socialism as foundations of the Movement.

When Pogroms broke out in 1905, after the collapse of the revolt

against the regime, an alliance was established in October and a Self-Defence

Movement was established for active defence measures. The parties that
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participated included the Bund, the Zionist Socialists, the Seimovtsi, and

the Poalei Zion. In that year the Poalei Zion made its way into the Trade

Union Movement which had previously been monopolised by the Bund,

and played an active part in the struggle for improved working conditions

as well as the political demands from the authorities.

The repression that followed the Disturbances of 1905 severely affected

the organisers, and the Movement was considerably weakened until the

outbreak of the First World War. Only in 1914 did it recover, and revived

for a little while in the days of Kerensky after the Russian Revolution of

February 1917.

The first Commissar of the City was Haver Rosenbaum, Chairman

of the Zeirei Zion, thanks to whom young men walked about freely on

curfew nights with the cards of the Watch Committee, a Militia which was

organised at short notice.

The Dvinsk Zionists also made their mark in the General Zionist Move-

ment. Moshe Berlin represented the Hovevei Zion of Dvinsk at the First

(1890) Conference of the Odessa Committee, which the Russian Govern-

ment had officially recognised as representing the Hovevei Zion Movement.

Dvinsk was represented at the First Zionist Congress by S. J. Sachs. When
the Zionist Youth Movement first began to flourish, Dvinsk was the first

city in which young people organised.

In 1903 the first group of members of the Labour Zionist Movement

proceeded to Eretz Israel. Among them was Sarah Malkin who became

proverbial as a Halutza, and was esteemed and revered by all. Others

were Rachel Gutman, Antin, Tehia Lieberson, Eliezer Zadikoff and Ba-

ruch Kastral. These were the first of all the Dvinsk halutzim who are now

to be found in kibbutzim, moshavim and settlements wherever there have

been upbuilding or defence activities, and some of whom are now to be

found in the High Command of the Israel Defence Forces. They prepared

the way, serving as a light-house to all who followed in their footsteps.

Dvinsk was one of the strongholds of the Bund, being largely “pro-

letarian” with a bitterly poor population. By the standards of those days,

it also had no small number of industrial workers in the few factories of

the city; and also in the clothing industry, the bristle manufacture, match

manufacture and general unskilled “Lumpenproletariat”. All these were

naturally suitable human material for the Bund, which based its entire

existence and ideology on the demand that the Jews should stay where

they were in the Diaspora, and called only for cultural autonomy while

remaining an integral part of the Social Democrat Movement except in-
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sofar as certain specific Jewish interests were concerned. As early as 1872

there was already a Revolutionary Group in the city, headed by the Jew

Elijah Snapp and — an exceedingly unexpected participant — the Russian

Reliaiev, who was a student at the Seminary for Priests. In 1876 almost

all the group were arrested and their Movement was liquidated. They

were known as the “Social Revolutionary” Society. A Jewish Section of the

illegal Social Revolutionary Party was established in the same year.

During the years 1893-97 strikes for better working conditions and also

for political improvement broke out from time to time. In the year 1896

the workers of Dvinsk openly celebrated the 1st of May in the streets. The

independent efforts made under the leadership of Mania Wilbuschevitch-

Shohat, who left the Bund and was bedazzled by Zubatov, the Head of

the Secret Police, to establish a group of their own in Dvinsk proved fruit-

less. This attempt at an independent Movement was misled by Zubatov

and caused considerable trouble to the organised workers until it was proved

beyond any doubt that Zubatov was exploiting Mania Wilbuschevitch’s in-

nocence in a shameful fashion. When the trick was discovered, the Move-

ment vanished from the ken of Jewish workers.

The Dvinsk workers were represented at the Bund Convention in

Bialystok by their representative Kaplinsky. In 1899 about 300 Jewish

workers of the city celebrated the 1st of May, while in 1903 about 700

demonstrated. During the February 1905 Demonstration there was a con-

flict with the police, in the course of which 30 people were wounded and

killed. A memorial was erected to them in 1925, and Bund members used

to gather there in large numbers on certain occasions during the year.

The local Jews were very much affected by the trial of Mendel Beiliss

in 1913; and the name of Gruzenberg, the Jewish lawyer who defended him,

never left their lips. Prayers were said in the synagogues for the disproof

of the Blood Libel, and Dvinsk Jews of the city held a Protest Meeting

against the course of the trial. In 1915 the Bund organised another protest

against the War. All who attended were arrested and imprisoned.

When the First World War broke out in August 1914 it swept the

inhabitants away, and scattered them like chaff before the wind. The city

was almost evacuated. Only when the War was over did the former inha-

bitants slowly begin to return; and Dvinsk revived fully with the establish-

ment of the Independent State of Latvia, though two years passed before

it became part of that State. Only in January 1920 was it included within

Latvia as the chief city of the Latgale District.

Yet although Dvinsk renewed her youth, she could not compare with
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bygone days. Of the 60,000 who had formerly lived there only 12,000

Jews were left. They returned as broken refuges to a ruined city, but then

swiftly began to re-establish their communal life on the old foundations.

They were aided by the extensive autonomy granted to the minorities by

the State of Latvia and confirmed by the Geneva Convention. But at last

the whole of their life was destroyed by the Nazis, and Jewish Dvinsk

vanished from the Jewish map.

The Jews of Dvinsk regarded themselves as “Litvaks” (Lithuanians)

in all respects, and were imbued with the dedication to study and Jewish

scholarship which marked the Jewish community of the neighbouring

country. They spoke to one another in the literary Yiddish of Vilna. They

prided themselves on their rich and idiomatic language which they mastered

fully and wrote well, besides using it for educating their children in every-

day life. With good reason P. Latzky, a Member of the National Assembly

of Latvia, based himself on Jewish Dvinsk when he insisted that Yiddish

must be recognised as an official language together with • Latvian. “Who-

ever wishes to rule over Dvinsk”, said he, “must master the language of

the Jews, which is Yiddish.” And indeed, among the non-Jews of the city

there were a large number who spoke a pure Lithuanian Yiddish as well

as any of the local Jews. The latter had the lion’s share in the development

of the city, and all who came there could sense the singular and predomi-

nant Jewish atmosphere.

Although the Jews had been 14% of the population in their prime,

and were only 5% when their numbers fell, their influence on every branch

of economic and public life was most decisive. As already remarked, this

was due to the mixed population of Poles, Lithuanians, Russians, Ukrai-

nians etc., among whom they constituted the largest single minority.

Three of the most important posts at the Municipality were held by

Jews. These were : Finance held by Glinternik the representative of the

General Zionists; Administration, held by Ravdin, formerly an active mem-

ber of the Russian Social Revolutionary Party and subsequently the repre-

sentative of the Jewish Craftsmen; and Economics, in charge of Meksin

of the Bund. The Municipality had its representatives of the Bund, the

General Zionists, Zeirei Zion, Z.S., Jewish Householders and Craftsmen.

(The Mizrahi was not properly organised and appeared only for elections

to the Seim.)

With the establishment of the Latvian Republic after the First World

War, the following became the major spokesmen for the various political

currents : Dr. Noah Maisel and Isaac Levin-Shatzkes for the Bund; Glin-
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ternik and Storch for the General Zionists; Dr. Gordin and Juris for the

Zeirei Zion; Moshe Bliach (Amir) and Dr. Sand for the Z.S. Representative

of the Merchants were the Brothers Kopolovsky and Bolivka. Spokesmen

for the Householders were the Brothers Gurevitch and Eidelstein, while

the spokesman of the Craftsmen was Ravdin. These were the outstanding

figures of the Jewish community during the period of Latvian Indepen-

dence, until the Right-wing coup d'etat under Ulmanis in 1934.

These parties all came to life under the liberal Constitution of Inde-

pendent Latvia, and displayed considerable activity in every field, so that

Dvinsk once again became a centre of lively social activity, although on a

far smaller scale than before the First World War. The establishment of

parties led to the foundation of their respective Youth Movements. The

Bund set up its own Scout Movement within the Sports Organisation of

the Social Democratic Party. At the same time the various Halutz Youth

Movements also developed rapidly. Gordonia came into being alongside

the Zeirei Zion. The Z.S. maintained its Borochow Youth, the first branch

of which was established here. The Shomer Hatzair Netsah also came into

being. The Borochow Youth established a Sports Section which won over

the Nationalist Youth and, after an ideological struggle, was recognised

as part of the country’s Labour Sports Movement by the Social Democrats.

The Z.S. also penetrated the Bund strongholds, finding its way into the

management of the General Sick Fund, Labour Exchange and Trade Union

Organisation. The Borochow Youth and Z.S. were recognised as a Move-

ment in good standing by the Social Democrats, in spite of Bund opposition.

As a result the Z.S. was represented at the management of the Sick Fund

by Moshe Amir, and by Zahodin and Hayat in the Trade Unions. The

Z.S. and Borochow Youth participated in the First of May celebrations,

when the Zionist flag headed the processions together with the Red Flag.

Speakers on behalf of the Social Democrats and Bund were joined by a

speaker on behalf of the Labour Zionist Movement, namely Haver Moshe

Amir. The Labour Zionist camp was officially recognised, and its influence

was felt everywhere.

Cultural Life

Following the establishment of the State of Latvia, there was a tremen-

dous upsurge of Jewish cultural life. Six elementary schools were established

in Dvinsk, two in Yiddish, two in Hebrew, one in Russian and one by

Jewish religious circles. There was a pre-Gymnasium conducted in Russian,

a Municipal Secondary School where tuition gradually shifted from Rus-
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sian to Hebrew, an Evening Gymnasium in Yiddish, and a Vocational

Training School established by the ORT. Dozens of courses commenced

for Hebrew and Literature, and there were countless lectures and sym-

posiums. Jewish Dvinsk strode ahead with raised head, using its own lan-

guages and developing its own culture.

The Jewish Community

Before the First World War the Jewish community had maintained its

own traditional charitable institutions such as : The Linat Hatsedek Ma-
ternity Society; The Bikkur Holim Health Service for visiting and nursing

the sick; the Passover Flour Fund for providing secret aid to those who
needed it at the time of the Festival. The community also had its own

financial institutions in the form of Gemilut Hassadim Free Loan Funds.

Dvinsk Jewry fulfilled all commandments calling for the support of brethren

in distress; but all this was primarily philanthropic and was based on good

will and voluntary contributions.

When it became part of Latvia the Jewish Community developed a

remarkably well-organised life. It held democratic elections in which all

public groups participated. An administration was elected and elected bodies

were established to manage and supervise it. A well-stocked library was

set up, a Pharmacy and an Old Age Home. Thousands of needy persons

received support for Passover and other help without publicity. Communal

property included the Municipal Jewish Hospital. The Community Building

was a spacious edifice in the Miasnitska Street. The Community also had

land outside the city, and leased land and buildings at a nominal rent to

the Hehalutz for the establishment of a Hachshara Centre, where young

people received their training for the Land of Israel. Its first head was Ad-

vocate Minkovitch, who afterwards proceeded to Eretz Israel and ended

his days in Jerusalem. He was followed by Advocate Zvi. Debates were

held, resolutions were passed, and the Dvinsk Community served as a

model displaying the effective unity of all the various groups and sections,

based on mutual respect and democratic processes in the fullest sense

of the word.

Trade and Industry

There were very few really wealthy people. The most outstanding in-

dustrialists were : Friedland, Luria, the Horvitch Family, the Sachs Family,

Griliches and the Wittenbergs. These dominated the leather trades, beer

manufacture, saw-mills, match manufacture and soap making. The out-
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standing merchants were : Griliches, Bolivka, Kopolovsky Brothers, Grein,

etc. The overwhelming majority of the merchants were small shop-keepers.

In the workshops the owners were also usually the whole working staff,

with the possible exception of one or two young assistants. These filled

every comer as carpenters, tailors, shoemakers, hat-makers and all the

other kinds of craftsmen who made up the great majority of the population

in Jewish towns : according to the Talmudic principle : “Go and make a

living from one another . .

.”

Naturally the largest number of all were the small shop-keepers, who
bought and sold whatever came their way. A few of them succeeded and

were regarded as having climbed the economic ladder. Yet with all the

liberality of Latvian democracy, and even in the palmy days when the

Social Democrats held office and the Latvians had only just been liberated

from their conquerors and for the first time enjoyed independence, the

Government and State made use of a tacit taboo as far as Jewish partici-

pation was concerned.

In the whole of Latvia there were only 21 Jewish civil servants in 1925

out of a total af 5291 Government officials, i.e., 0.4%. This when Jews

were 5% of the population. There was one single Jewish policeman in Riga,

and people ran to look at him when he passed through the city; whereas

there were 4316 policemen in the country. There was not a single Jew in

the Courts, which employed 1682 officials. In the Posts there were 2 Jews

in all, and 33 in the Railway Service. All in all. Democratic Latvia employed

200 Jews out of the 100,000 Jewish citizens. This doctrine of “excluding

the Jews” who played no small part in establishing, shaping and developing

the laws of the country and gaining it international recognition, was all

the recompense obtained by Latvian Jewry at the best of times.

So it is not surprising that in Dvinsk there were not even a dozen

Jews in the Government service through which the Jews received service

as citizens. There were subsidies to institutions, and the Education System

had a special Jewish Department. But Jews could only serve one another

and not the general population.

Now that Dvinsk is part of Soviet Russia it has a handful of Jews, the

majority of whom did not originate there but proceded to the city from

other parts of Russia. The surviving members of the original community

were almost all exterminated. In the letters of the isolated survivors to their

kinsfolk they still write: “Dvinsk is without Jews. It is indescribable ! On
the pavements under our feet we keep on treading on gravestones with in
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part obliterated Hebrew inscriptions that bear witness to the place where

the Jews of Dvinsk were to be found.”

On either side of the city, where local Jews used to spend their sum-

mers in their "Dachas” (summer homes) with fresh green trees all round,

now live Latvians who murdered them and also inherited; in Pogolianka

and Strop where they buried the Jews of Dvinsk who were massacred in

their mases. The Red Flag rises over the city that grew red with Jewish

blood and there is no memory or tombstone for them on earth. We who
remain are the living memorial, we the children and grandchildren of those

who were slain. It is our task to engrave their likeness on our hearts, to

tell our children and children’s children of the magnificent community, of

the Dvinsk that was, yet is no longer; to establish living institutions, to

erect memorials in stone, to publish books that leave a memorial for coming

generations. That is our sacred duty, and this account is one of the ways

of expressing the need to immortalize Jewish Dvinsk.
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Dr. Shaul Lipschltz

JEWISH COMMUNITIES IN KURLAND
In memory of my native town Windau

JEWS settled in Kurland earlier than in other parts of Latvia.

According to the historian Reuven Wunderbar, Jewish settlement there

began in the 16th century. The first-comers originated from East Prussia.

They came by sea as merchants, and eventually established their home in

Hasenpot and Pilten. The Bishop of Pilten encouraged Jews to stay, realizing

the usefulness of their trading between Prussia and his district. The greater

part of Jewish immigration into Kurland, however, came across the southern

border, namely from Lithuania.

Kurland was incorporated into the Russian Empire in 1795. Its Jewish

population at that time amounted to less than 5000 souls. It is interesting

to note that only 20% lived in towns, while 80% found a livelihood in the

countryside, on the large estates of the German Barons, as petty artisans,

innkeepers, land tenants and peddlars. In 1850, fifty-five years later, the

Jewish population in Kurland had grown to 22,000; and by the end of the

century, in 1897, it reached the impressive number of 51,000.

Economic Developments at the End of the 19th Century

During the second half of the 19th century important developments took

place in Russia’s foreign trade, its export being channelled to a great extent

through the Baltic sea ports of Riga, Libau and Windau. Two important

railway lines were laid for the export of Russian grain through the two

latter ports : The Romni-Libau Line and the Rybinsk-Windau Line. These

two ports had the advantage over Riga of being open for shipping all the

year round, whereas the big port of Riga was closed during the winter

months because of massive ice. To store the grain at the exit ports, huge

silos were built with modern facilities for speedy loading into vessels. Libau

had a further economic asset, namely a naval port where part of the Russian

Baltic fleet was stationed.

These economic changes had a great impact on the port cities, which

prospered and grew fast. However, inland towns like Goldingen, Talsen,

Sasmaken, Zabeln, and others had only a small share in the economic ex-

pansion and remained almost untouched in their idyllic quaintness. Zabeln,

Kandau, Talsen and their surroundings were called the “Swizerland of

Kurland” for their romantic beauty. (The name Talsen is supposed to be
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a combination of the German words “Tal” and “See”, meaning “valley”

and “lake”.) Goldingen on the shore of the Venta river, with its waterfall,

its wonderful big park in the heart of the town, its classic German gym-

nasium and entirely German atmosphere, had a particularly provincial

character, with practically no change for generations in spite of its in-

dustries : A match factory (Hirschmann), a needle factory, and a flour-

mill, all belonging to Jews.

Mitau was the seat of the central government administration, where the

Governor of Kurland resided. Tukkum had the advantage of two railway

lines meeting there; while Hasenpot, for example, enjoyed its position on

the crossroads from Goldingen to Libau, with which there was a narrow -

guage railroad from Hasenpot.

Cultured Influences from East and West

Kurland was not part of the Pale of Settlement (the part of Russia

where Jews were permitted to live), and only those who were born there

had the right of residence. In spite of restrictions, however, the influx of

Jews from other parts of Russia, and in the first place from Lithuania, was

very considerable throughout the 19th century. There had always been

neighbourly ties of all kinds between Kurland and the adjacent sections of

Lithuania. There were no Yeshivot (Talmudical academies) in Kurland. For

this reason well-to-do Jews in Kurland sent their sons to study at the famous

Yeshivot of Volozhin, Slobodka, Telsh, Mir, and others. They also chose

learned young Yeshiva students as husbands for their daughters. Eventually

these students became rabbis or teachers, who were badly needed in Kur-

land. Most of the rabbis in Kurland who established a succession of re-

nowned rabbinical families originated in Lithuania. To mention only a few

:

The Rabbis Eliasberg (Bausk), Samunoff (Windau, Mitau), Lichtenstein

(Tukkum) and Nurock (Mitau, Libau). Rabbi Abraham Yitzhak Hacohen

Kook resided in Bausk, and later became Chief Rabbi of Israel. Thus Li-

thuania had a considerable share in Jewish religious education and spiritual

leadership in Kurland.

However, winds of knowledge and education also blew from the West.

Famous educators came to Kurland from Germany. Thus David Fried-

lander, a pupil of Moses Mendelssohn, and Professor Marcus Hertz of

Berlin, both resided in Mitau for several years. The Emancipation and the

ensuing urge for contemporary education in neighbouring Germany did not

pass without influencing the Jews in Kurland who, in fact, were quite per-

ceptive to Western culture, their language being German (Kurisches Deutsch),
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even if they also spoke Yiddish. Indeed, long before Friedlander and Hertz

came to Kurland, the German cultural influence on the Jewish population

there was paramount. The historian Wunderbar remarks in his book, which

appeared in 1853 : “As to their (the Jews of Kurland’s) education, it is

most satisfactory. Even the poor do their utmost to give their children a

fair education, and among the adults there are practically none who do not

command the German language.”

As it happened, there was no competition between East and West in

guiding the Jews of Kurland. On the contrary, both complemented each

other. Where the East took the lead in Jewish religious education, the West

cared for the secular aspects.

All these developments and currents created the unique type of the

Kurland Jew, often named “Kurischer” by his brethren from other parts

of Latvia. It meant the Jew from the province, straightforward, not too

smart, observant but not very learned, a person with a distinctly German

background who at the same time was responsive to cultural and spiritual

influences from the Russian provinces.

Emigration

The favourable economic developments during the second half of the

19th and the beginning of the 20th century were a blessing to the Jewish

population in Kurland. However, not all parts of the country enjoyed the

economic upsurge to the same degree. As already mentioned, the sea-port

cities of Libau and Windau were prospering. They attracted Jews from

neighbouring communities. Libau gained new residents from Grobin, Ha-

senpoth and Goldingen; Windau from Pilten (virtually the entire Jewish

population gradually moved to Windau), Zabeln, Talsen, Sasmaken and

Kandau. However, Libau and Windau, and even the big city of Riga, were

unable to absorb all those who struggled for a livelihood.

With the approach of the 20th century, emigration to the United States

of America set in, expanding considerably with the terror and persecution

following the abortive revolution of 1905, and reaching South Africa and

England. In this context it may be of interest to mention a historical episode

which took place 60-65 years earlier, namely in the year 1840, when 341

Jewish families, consisting of 2530 souls, emigrated to the south of Russia

(Kherson Gubemiya) to work on the land there. The emigrants were mainly

from Mitau, Bausk, Hasenpoth and Goldingen, the communities which

suffered most from lack of gainful occupation. This enterprise was spon-

sored by the Russian Government, but also by some Jewish leaders and
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educators from Germany like Dr. Max Lilienthal, who called for the pro-

ductivisation of the Jewish masses.

The Revolution of 1905

In spite of the fact that Kurland scarcely had an organized labour force

among its Jewish population, Jewish youth took an active part in the rising

against the Russian Government in 1905. They paid a high price for their

participation, when the reaction set in and the Revolution was smashed

with an iron fist. To liquidate the revolting Latvian peasants who rebelled

against their landlords the German barons, chasing them out of their estates

and setting their mansions on fire, the Russian Government sent a punitive

task force consisting of Cossack and dragoon detachments to Kurland,

Latvian peasants in hundreds were executed on the spot, while Jewish re-

volutionaries — real or suspect — were not spared either. In Windau two

Jews, Meir Wulfson and young Behrman, were shot by the Russians. Fear-

ing pogroms, Jews and Latvians organized a common self-defence which

did not abstain from attacking the government forces wherever possible.

High government officials representative of the Tsarist regime were

assassinated. On a Saturday morning the District Commissioner, Colonel

Brown, was* shot dead in Windau on the way to his office. The assailant

was never identified. In Tukkum, the town commandant and 17 dragoons

were killed by revolutionaries; which, of course, led to condign punishment

on the part of the authorities. An entire section of Tukkum was wiped out,

including several Jewish families. Shaul Berman and Jacob Blumenthal from

Tukkum were sentenced to death for taking part in the rising, but managed

to escape before it was too late. Israel Friedman of Bausk, a locksmith,

was accused of making arms for the self-defence and was executed.

The authorities did not abstain from taking hostages either. In Tukkum

two Jewish notables, Gerschon Paul Berner and Leonard Gerson, were held

as hostages and released only after payment of a heavy fine. (These details

have been told by Dr. Meir Berner, a native of Tukkum now residing in

Israel.)

Talsen suffered more than any other town in Kurland. The Russian

dragoons surrounded the town and fired indiscriminately, setting it on fire.

Half of the place went up in flames. There were several Jewish casualties,

among them a young man by the name of Ludwig Thalberg.

World War 1 and the Expulsion of April 1915

World War I broke out in August 1914, and had an immediate effect

on life in Kurland. The German border was not far away, and in spite of
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initial victories of the Russian army in East Prussia, the dangers of hostilities

spreading to Kurland and of a possible German occupation were imminent.

The Autumn and Winter passed without spectacular changes, except

for a standstill in many fields of the economy. The snow of the first winter

had hardly melted away, however, when a strong German offensive began,

endangering the right wing of the Russian front. The Russian Army leaders,

seeking excuses for their defeats, had the answer ready : The Jewish popu-

lation was in sympathy with Germany, and was spying for the Germans,

They therefore demanded that Jews be removed at least 50 kms. from

the front.

The Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Army, Nikolai Nikolaevitch,

an uncle of the Czar, Nikolai II, decreed on April 28, 1915 that the entire

Jewish population of Kurland should be expelled within twenty-four hours.

The confusion, anxiety and panic of the Jews on that memorable day of

April 28, 1915 can hardly be described. Jewish leaders appealed to the

authorities, but all they could achieve was a postponement of several days.

Five provinces (Guberni) in the heart of Russia were designated for the

resettlement of the expelled Jews; namely Mogiliov, Chernigov, Poltava,

Voronezh and Yekaterinoslav. The greater part of the Jewish community

of Windau chose the town of Orsha in the Mogiliov district.

Why Orsha of all places? The writer recollects exactly how the choice

was made. To a certain extent, he was responsible for the selection. When

the five Guberni were announced, my sister and I, the best-educated mem-

bers of the family, opened an Atlas to see where those five Guberni were

situated. We found that the least distant was the Mogiliov Guberni, and the

first town to be reached on the way would be Orsha. Father was enlightened

on the geographical situation, and accepted our suggestion. When neigh-

bours, relatives and friends came in to ask the fateful question : “Where

do we go” ?, we replied “Orsha”, stressing its geagraphical advantage, and

everybody found our choice reasonable enough. There was actually no

reason whatsoever to choose Orsha, other than its being the least distant

point from Kurland. Apparently the choice was dictated by the secret hope

of the expelled that they would be able to return to their homes before long.

The brutal decree struck the Jews of Kurland as an overwhelming

blow. It meant leaving everything behind, their homes, businesses, and pro-

perties, and setting out on an adventurous journey to an unknown Russian

land without even knowing the Russian language. At that time families were

blessed with plenty of children. The writer belonged to a family of seven

children, aged from 4 to 18. The concern and worry grew even greater
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when it was announced that there would be no accommodation in passenger

trains, but special freight cars (cattle trucks) would be provided and only

the most necessary personal belongings could be taken along.

The day when several hundred families gathered at the railway station

of Windau, to entrain in the long row of cattle-trucks prepared for the

fantastic journey into the unknown, will not be forgotten by those who
participated in the nightmarish adventure. The platform was crowded with

men, women and children of all ages, old, young, fit and sick, all sitting

on their bundles, the miserable remains of their households, now the only

property left to them; the women weeping, some of the men uttering prayers.

When the doors of the cattle-trucks were opened the people started crawling

in, stowing their bundles, suitcases, and prams at the sides of the trucks.

It took several hours until everybody was settled somehow, — relatives,

neighbours and friends together as far as possible. By the time the doors

were shut and the long, sad freight train left the station in the direction of

Riga darkness had fallen. Most of the people fell asleep on the floor at

once, resting their tired and heavy heads on their bundles, their children

next to them. There were probably many heads of families who could not

find sleep at all, their minds turning over the fateful question : What were

they to expect over there ? How would they make a living, where would

they house their families ?

Next morning the train arrived in Riga, after several stops during the

night. In Riga, at the freight yard where freight trains normally stop, a sur-

prise was in store. A delegation of Riga Jews came to make us welcome

and put heart into us, greeting us with fresh rolls, cheese, sausage, tea,

sweets for the children, and a good supply of food for the rest of our jour-

ney. The delegation also brought the gratifying message that a public com-

mittee consisting of prominent Jewish leaders (Lazar Ettingen, Mordechai

Nurock, Professor Paul Mintz, Mendel Luloff and others) had been formed

to provide help for the suffering Jews of Kurland. Similar committees had

immediately been organized in other towns with a Jewish population. On

our long journey we were met in Dvinsk, Polotsk, and Vitebsk in the same

friendly and hospitable manner as in Riga.

We arrived in Orsha on a Saturday morning before dawn, after a jour-

ney of almost a whole week. Here in Orsha, a town of 50,000 Jews (only

5000 non-Jews) a further surprise awaited us. We were literally carried

out of the cars on the hands of those who came to greet us. Jewish men

and women, mostly students, accompanied us into the station hall where

long tables had been set with tea and fresh food. We were not allowed to
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carry our bundles. That was done by the students themselves. We were

their guests, and under their protection and care. This remarkable devotion

and brotherly love on the part of Russian Jews was manifested not only

in Orsha but in all places where the expelled Jews chose to settle. Russian

Jewry proved to be a solid and dependable protector of the poor Jews

from Kurland, who had suddenly become homeless through no fault of

their own.

Outside the station hall a new day was coming to life, a lovely sunny

early summer day. The newcomers were now carried to town in all sorts

of carriages and settled temporarily in schools, synagogues, and private

homes. Our family was split. The five younger children remained with our

parents in a schoolhouse, the two older ones were accommodated in the

house of a wealthy farmer outside Orsha, who came to the railway station

to share in the reception of the newcomers and give a hand. The Jews

of Orsha spared no effort to give every possible assistance to the “refugees”,

as we were misleadingly described. We were not refugees. We did not run

away from our homes, but were expelled by order of the military authorities.

Help was extended in a public organized way, and very frequently in

a private manner. It soon became plain that we were not the only Jews

who needed help. Many more “refugees” landed in Orsha and became the

responsibility of the local Jewish community.

Two years later, when the German armies were approaching the Dnieper

Line, the good Jews of Orsha became refugees themselves. Some of them

found shelter in Riga, which was still in Russian hands. This was unfor-

tunately the fate of our benefactor farmer, his wife and his two children.

An irony of fate indeed, but it gave my parents, who in the meantime had

managed to return to Riga, a welcome though sad opportunity to recipro-

cate and repay the kindness and hospitality they themselves had enjoyed

a few years earlier.

The expulsion of Jews from Kurland had far-reaching consequences.

Many perished in Russia. Others remained there for good. Few returned

to their homes. It is estimated that of the 40,000 people expelled in 1915,

only 16,000—17,000 re-settled in the old places. It can be said without

exaggeration that the expulsion of 1915 was a major tragedy in the history

of the Jewish community of Kurland.

Jewish Duma Members from Kurland

The abortive Russian revolution of 1905 was not entirely in vain. It

produced the so-called constitutional regime and its parliamentary ex-
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pression, the Duma. There were four Dumas in all. The first was elected in

1906 and included 12 Jewish members from the whole of Russia. Kurland
elected Dr. Nissan Katzenelson of Libau, an outstanding Zionist leader.

This Duma had a very short life of about three months only. Its com-
position was not to the taste of the Russian Government, which did not

hesitate to dissolve it. The progressive members, among them the Jewish

representatives, protested against this action of the Government and signed

the famous “Vyborg Declaration”. All the protesters, among them Dr.

Katzenelson, were imprisoned for three months and disqualified from serving

as members of the next Duma.

The Second Duma began its sessions in February 1907, but as it appear-

ed to be even more leftist than the first it was dismissed in June 1907.

To the Second Duma only three Jewish members were elected, among them

a representative from Kurland; namely Jacob Shapiro of Windau, a timber

exporter and a well-educated man of liberal views, who was highly esteemed

by the community. The Third Duma (1907-1912) saw only 2 Jewish re-

presentatives from the whole of Russian, one of them again a representative

from Kurland — Dr. Lazar Nisselovitch, a lawyer, a native of Bausk. He
engaged in very keen parliamentary activity, particularly on Jewish issues.

This was not an easy task, since the third Duma was particularly reactionary

and anti-Semitic.

Also in the Fourth Duma (1912-1917) Kurland had a Jewish repre-

sentative, Dr. Yehezkiel Gurvitz, a physician from Jacobstadt. Although

the number of Jewish members was cut to a minimum of 2-3, we find a

representative from Kurland in all four Dumas. This interesting feature

is undoubtedly a great achievement on the part of the Jews of Kurland.

However, it should be pointed out that this was only possible thanks to

pre-election agreements concluded between Jews and Latvians or Jews

and Germans. As a result of such agreements the Jews managed to get one

of the two representatives accorded to Kurland. The Duma representatives

did their share to obtain more rights for Jews in the days of Tsarist Russia.

The Zionist Movement

The Jews of Kurland were in many respects a homogeneous group.

For instance, with very few exceptions they were strictly traditional. Sa-

turdays and holidays were observed throughout, with all shops and business

closed, and full attendance at synagogues, kosher households, traditional

Friday evenings, and so on. There were very few fanatical members of the

community, and even fewer non-conformists.
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It can be said in the same way that all Kurland Jews, with very few

exceptions, were Zionists. In the early stages of the Zionist Movement
the participation of Jews from Kurland was particularly evident. In 1885

a “Hovevei Zion” Organization was founded in Libau by Nissan Smolit-

zinsky, with some 300 registered members. Kurland dispatched three dele-

gates to the Hovevei Zion Convention in Druskeniki in 1887. They were

:

Dr. Hillel Klein and Joseph Zakheim of Libau, and Rabbi Zvi Rabinovitch

of Mitau. At the close of the Convention the Hovevei Zion Organization

in Libau published a declaration which was signed by well-known Rabbis

like Mordechai Eliasberg, Shmuel Mohilever, Naphtali Zvi Yehuda Berlin

and Jacob Reines, and was distributed in the cities of Russia.

In 1902 the famous all-Russian Zionist Convention in Minsk took

place. The delegate from Kurland (Mitau) was Rabbi Mordechai Nurock

who eventually published a report on this Convention in the form of a

book. According to his report there were 22 Zionist organizations in Kur-

land in 1902. Dr. Nissan Katzenelson of Libau took part in the Third

Zionist Congress at Basle. He was elected to the Directorate of the Jewish

Colonial Trust. He was a close friend of Dr. Theodore Herzl, who invited

him to accompany him to St. Petersburg in 1903.

The Zionist idea struck deep roots among the Jews of Kurland. It was

the only Jewish national or political movement in Kurland to speak of

before, and in great part after, the independence of Latvia. Thanks to

Zionist activities many hundred Jewish youths emigrated to Palestine as

pioneers, and excaped the fate of their brethren who remained in Kurland.

Today one can meet Kurlanders in kibbutzim and moshavim, also in cities

as manufacturers, businessmen. Government officials, high-ranking army

officers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, artisans, and workers.

This essay consists largely of personal reminiscences. Thus it conveys

incomplete and sometimes fragmentary information on memorable events,

important trends and developments. It does not pretend to be more than

a modest contribution to a true portrayal of the distinguished Kurland Jewry

which was so cruelly and inhumanly destroyed by the Nazis, and which has

perished almost completely. It is dedicated to their blessed memory, with

deep and genuine affection. Very few who can tell the story of Kurland

Jews are left, and it is doubtful whether more publications on their life

will see the light. Therefore this essay is, I trust, its own justification. Its

shortcomings will, I hope, be tolerated and forgiven.
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MEN AND DEEDS

VARIOUS personalities who were active in one field or another in Latvia, or

who achieved fame beyond her borders, have been referred to in the essays

of this volume. There were certain sections, such as the account of Riga,

in which the persons described constituted an inseparable part of Jewish

life. Indeed, it would have been impossible to give an account of Riga

Jewry without them.

In other cases the city or region merely served as their place of origin;

and their activities often took them far from their birthplace.

We feel it necessary to include them in this volume too, in order that

Latvian Jewry should bear her outstanding sons in mind. Since there is not

enough space to supply comprehensive details, the list of sources provided

will enable those interested to learn more about them.

I

In a basically historical work like the present volume it is natural to

begin with the historians who dedicated themselves to the bygone days of

Latvian Jewry. The person who is rightly considered to be the first to devote

himself to this was Reuben Joseph Wunderbar (1817-1868), who was born

in Mitau.

In the home of his parents, who were of restricted means, he received

a traditional education, acquiring his secular education by himself. In 1835

he passed examinations, received his Master’s Degree, began teaching in

schools at Riga and worked as a translator on behalf of the Government,

and served for some time as Crown Rabbi of Mitau.

His publications covered a wide range of subjects : Text-books, an

abbreviated version of the “Shulhan Arukh”, essays on Jewish customs, etc.

Two of his works are still of value for scholars. These are : "Biblisch-

Talmudische Medizin”, Riga and Leipzig, 1850-1860. As Wunderbar was

not a physician, there is considerable significance in the estimate of Pro-

fessor Joshua Leibowitz, the authority on the history of Jewish medicine,

who has written :
“.

.

.

The book of R.J. Wunderbar is a foundation and

cornerstone for all research into the history of Jewish medicine...
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The second volume is his History of the Jews of Livonia and Kurland,

“Geschichte der Juden in die Provinzen Liv- und Kurland”, Mitau, 1853.

This was the first work written on Latvian Jewry and was based on original

documents, manuscripts and rare volumes; and it was published “in the

hope that the Jews, particularly the local residents, will learn the events

that took place in the lives of their forefathers from this work, together

with their sufferings and rejoicings . .

.”

The purpose of the volume was to stress the need for closer ties between

the Jews and their environment and neighbours by breaking down barriers,

primarily through the use of the German language, productivisation, and

stressing the “benefit” that the Jews brought to the country. This of course

reflected the approach of the earlier Haskala (Enlightenment) period, of

which Wunderbar was an outstanding representative.

The great Synagogue of Mitau contained a special tablet in his memory.

Fifty-five years after the publication of Wunderbar’s work, the historian

Rabbi Levi Ovchinsky published his Hebrew study : “Toldot Yeshivat Ha-

yehudim be-Kurland” (History of Jewish Residence in Kurland), Piotrokow

1908. A second edition was published in the same place in 1911, while in

1 928 a third, Yiddish edition appeared in Riga with supplementary passages,

under the title : “Die Geschichte fun die Idden Lettlands.”

Rabbi L. Ovchinsky came from a small town in the Vilna District. He
had literary talents, and in particular a great affection for historical studies.

After moving from one place to another he was elected Rabbi of Alt-Autz

in 1897. From there he went to serve as Rabbi in Mitau. He and his family

met their deaths during the Second World War, in the Holocaust.

Apart from the above work he published other biographical books

entitled “Nahalat Avot” and “Hadrat Zvi”. His historical work on Kurland

is of importance not on account of the historical events recorded by the

author which, incidentally, are not always given in consecutive fashion.

Sometimes, indeed, there is no link between one section and the next so

that a blurred picture is obtained.

... Yet the author won his special place among the historians of Latvian

Jewry thanks to the second part of the book : The history of the Rabbis

and Communities of Kurland. Here he reveals his considerable talents and

remarkable memory. He gives full details of each separate Community on

the basis of Pinkassim (Communal Registers and Minute Books), lists of

the Hevrot Kadisha (Burial Societies) and other documents. He records
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the foundation and institutions of each Congregation and, above all, its per-

sonalities, rabbis and wardens . .

.

However, these two historians, Wunderbar and Ovchinsky, did not

possess the full documentary basis for preparing a complete History of

Latvian Jewry. This was left to the historian Dr, Isaac Jaffe.

Dr. Jaffe combined the qualities of the active communal worker and

the historical student. In 1896, after receiving his medical degree at Dorpat

University, he began playing his part in communal life in Riga. He was

a member of the “Gentlemen’s Evenings” organised by Professor Paul

Mintz, a member of the Zionist Movement, a member of the Extended

Jewish Agency for the Baltic countries, and for several years headed the

Health Department of the Riga Municipality.

After the rise of Independent Latvia most of the Jewish communities

of the country organised a Convention which elected a Council with by a

Central Committee, known as the “Tse Vaad”. This was headed by Dr.

Jaffe as long as it existed, and he dedicated himself to its daily activities

together with the Joint Distribution Committee of America, which supplied

the resources for the rehabilitation of Latvian Jewry after the First World

War. Dr. Jaffe displayed his energy and initiative, particularly in organising

a network of Cooperative Banks.

From 1925 onwards he headed the large Jewish “Bikkur Holim” Hos-

pital in Riga. Following the Russian occupation in 1940 he was dismissed,

and his subsequent fate is unknown. Dr. Jaffe was not only a physician

and a communal worker. His special position in Latvian Jewry is due even

more to his historical work, consisting of a collection of original documents

on the History of his Community which he published under the title : Re-

gesten und Urkunden zur Geschichte der Juden in Riga und Kurland”,

Riga, 1910, 1911, 1912 (Register-entries and Documents towards the History

of the Jews in Riga and Kurland).

His sources came from the Archives of the Riga Town Council and its

institutions, the Proceedings of the Society for the History and Antiquities

of the Baltic Lands (an institution established by the Baltic Germans,

which functioned successfully for many years), books published prior to

his own, evidence in Court cases, etc. All these sources are presented in

their original languages, in chronological order and with references, together

with summary translations where the originals are in Latin. Each document

is arranged in chronological order with its serial number, from 1536 to

1740. The whole work follows the style of the “Regesta and Inscriptions”

published in St. Peterburg by the Jewish Ethnographical Society.
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Following this work Dr. Jaffe continued to publish documents in histo-

rical journals such as “Perezitoya”, “Evreiskaya Starina” and also in the

daily press. Dr. Isaac Jaffe laid the foundation for the modern historical

writing of Latvian Jewry.

In this section it is not fitting to ignore and overlook the historian

Anton Buchholz, a Baltic German Antisemite who did not conceal his ani-

mosity towards the entry and presence of Jews in Riga. His work, “Ge-

schichte der Juden in Riga, bis zur Begruendung der Rigischen Hebraeer

Gemeinde im J. 1 842” (History of the Jews in Riga until the Establishment

of the Riga Hebrew Community in 1842), was published by the German
Society for the study of the Antiquities of the Baltic lands, in 1899.

With characteristic German thoroughness and precision he based his

work on original documents, most of which are quoted in the originals;

On the reports of the Riga City Council, the Archives of the District Gover-

nor, etc. Were it not for this work nothing would be known of a series of

documents connected with the early years of the Riga community as far

back as the Sixteenth Century. The book is justly regarded as the best one

ever written on the Jews of Riga; and this, as already stressed, in spite of

the Antisemitic spirit which finds expression at various points of the

volume.

(Most of the details about the above-mentioned historians have been

taken from the Hebrew “Perakim Be-toldot Yahadut Latvia” or “Chapters

in the History of Latvian Jewry,” M. Bobe, Tel Aviv, 1965.)

II

The last decade or so of absolutist Tsarist rule in Russia saw the

establishment of a Parliamentary-style institution known as the “Duma”.

In spite of its restricted powers it provided a platform from which deputies

and public representatives enjoying parliamentary immunity could propose

laws, raise political questions, and defend their positions. In the prevailing

condition of lack of equal rights the Jewish deputies had an incomparably

important function to play. Now that more than half a century has gone

by it may be admitted that the practical value of their achievements has

proved to be virtually nil. Yet at the time the Jewish deputies were elected,

the Jewish community of Russia had great hopes that they could succeed

in bringing about a change in their miserable political status.

As a result of the election system employed Kurland, like the adjacent

Kovno District, was one of the regions that sent Jewish deputies to all
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four Dumas which met between the years 1906 and 1917. The situation

of these delegates, isolated amid hostile political groupings, was by no means

easy. Now that some fifty to sixty years have passed only a handful of

people can remember them; but they deserve to be placed on record.

The First Duma which opened in 1906 had 12 Jewish Deputies, in-

cluding Dr. Nissan Katzenelson of Libau, an outstanding personality in

the early days of the Zionist Movement and in the communal affairs of

Russian Jewry.

Nissan Katzenelson was born in Bobruisk in 1862 and studied at the

Berlin University. After completing his studies he settled in Libau where

he became a banker. At the Third Zionist Congress (1899) he was appoint-

ed a Director of the Jewish Colonial Trust, and in 1905 became Chairman

of the Bank’s Board of Directors. He was a close friend of Dr. Theodore

HerzL When the latter went to St. Petersburg to meet the Russian Minister

Plehve he chose Dr. Katzenelson to accompany him. Plehve subsequently

received Dr. Katzenelson a second time.

In the political life of Russian Jewry he played an active part in the

“Society for obtaining Equal Rights for the Jewish People”, which was

established at a Convention of Jewish Leaders held at Vilna in 1905; and

he also attended a meeting of a similar body in 1909 at Kovno, where

he was elected one of the Presidents of the Conference. In 1906, as re-

marked, Katzenelson was elected to the First Duma, which held its sessions

for less than three months before being dispersed by order of the Tsar.

The reason was that its composition was too left-wing. “It strayed into a

field which did not belong to it”, according to the Order.

As a protest against this measure by the Government, a large section

of the Deputies met at Vyborg in Finland and issued a Proclamation

against the closing of the Duma, calling for passive resistance against the

Government. Katzenelson and the other Jewish Deputies signed this pro-

clamation. All the signatories were arrested, including himself, and after

his release he was deprived of the right to be elected again. Following the

(Kerensky) Revolution in Spring 1917 he was a Member of the Council

for the preparation of an all-Russian Jewish Conference. He spent his final

years in Libau, where he helped in the restoration of the Jewish community

after the War, and died there in 1923.

Only three Jews were elected to the Second Duma. Among them was

Jacob Shapira, a timber merchant and exporter of Windau. He was a person

of wide culture, wealthy and philanthropic, who held Zionist views. The
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Second Duma lasted from 20th February to 3rd June 1907, and was dis-

persed because it was even more radical than the First Duma.
J. Shapira settled in England where he was killed during the bombing

of London in the Second World War.

Two Jews were elected to the Third Duma, Advocate Naphtali Fried-

man of Kovno and Lazar Nisselovitch of Kurland.

Nisselovitz was born in Bausk. After completing his studies at the Legal

Faculty of the St. Petersburg University in 1880 he worked in the Ministry

of Finance, and at the same time wrote a series of studies dealing with

financial problems connected with Russian industry.

In 1882 he left Government service and set up in private practice as a

lawyer. At the Duma he joined the Constitutional Democrats or “Kadets”,

first stating in advance that he would be completely independent in all

matters connected with Jewish questions; although the said party did not

view this condition with favour. Nisselovitz was elected as an expert to

several committees, including the Finance Committee. He also lectured to

the Duma on legal matters.

The two Jewish Deputies, isolated amid a largely hostile group where

the Jewish people and its representatives were subjected to plentiful abuse,

had a very difficult and exhausting function to exercise. Although they

were not among the outstanding leaders of Russian Jewry, they acquitted

themselves honourably of their duties.

Advocate N. Friedman, a wise and pleasant person who was suited

to parliamentary activities by his profession, was a gentle and unwarlike

man by temperament. As a result the name of Nisselovitz appeared as

the Jewish spokesman in the Duma during most of the debates. While the

Third Duma was in session matters of Jewish interest were particularly

plentiful. This period, from 1907 to 1912, was a gloomy one for Russian

Jewry. The reactionaries held boundless sway and their arrows were directed

primarily against the Jews.

It is enough to mention several of the events which set Russia in a

commotion during this period. Stolypin, the Prime Minister, was assassinated

by the Jew Dimitri Bogrov. A Ritual Murder charge was brought against

Mendel Beiliss. As a result questions and interpellations were presented in

the Duma, and charges and libels that were the fruit of a venomous Anti-

semitism beyond all previous experience were regularly heard. There were

also systematic administrative persecutions aiming to restrict rights of re-

sidence. In the Duma an attempt was made to abolish Jewish military ser-
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vice on the excuse that the Jews in any case tried to evade this, etc. In

brief, the atmosphere was thick with Jew-hatred which Deputies Friedman
and Nisselovitch had to face and withstand.

One of the most important measures taken by Nisselovitch in the Third

Duma was the proposal he submitted at a Plenary Session of February 1911

calling for the abolition of the Pale of Settlement. Together with Friedman,

he had previously succeeded in obtaining the signatures of 166 Deputies

in support of this motion. Although the proposal was referred to Com-
mittee without any time limit being set for deliberations, the motion as

such was regarded as a limited triumph, of which Nisselovitch was proud.

However, the constant tension and excitement ruined his health. He refused

to stand for election to the Fourth Duma, and passed away in 1913.

The Latvians were a progressive minority who at the time had common
interests with the Jews. They agreed to establish common Latvian-Jewish

blocs, and all three of the first Dumas had both a Latvian and a Jewish

Deputy from Kurland.

At the elections to the Fourth Duma, however, the Latvians demanded

the right to return both Deputies. In spite of the fact that in other Pro-

vinces the Jews voted for progressive candidates without gaining any De-

puty of their own, the Jews of Kurland insisted on being represented by a

Jewish Deputy. In the absence of any other choice they made an agree-

ment with the German electors, who preferred to support a moderate Jewish

candidate rather than a second progressive Latvian.

As a result Dr . Ezekiel Gurevitch was elected to the Fourth Duma.

He was a physician resident in Jakobstadt, who had been born in 1861 and

had studied medicine at Dorpat University.

Dr. E. Gurevitch was not an experienced man of affairs, but he held

his own in worthy fashion. Special mention should be made of his appear-

ances in the Duma plenum during 1913 in connection with the restrictions

imposed on the higher education of young Jews by Kasso, Minister of

Education and a Jew-hater; as well as in connection with the budget of the

Ministry of Education. In his speeches Gurevitch firmly and politely op-

posed all the persecution and complained about the unsatisfactory economic

condition of Russian Jewry.

The events that took place after the outbreak of the First World War
in 1914 proved that there was no change in the attitude towards the Jews.

They were now doubly persecuted by the High Command in the vicinity

of the Front, where they were charged with treason and were subjected

to mass expulsion. In the heart of Russia itself the authorities distributed
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official circulars charging the Jews with raising prices and trying to destroy

the crops.

The Jewish deputies protested at the measures taken by the Military

Authorities against the Jews in the battle zone, but without achieving any

results whatsoever.

Deputy Gurevitch presented a Jewish Delegation, headed by Rabbi

Mordechai Nurock, to the Prime Minister in connection with the expulsion

of the Jews from the vicinity of the Front in the year 1915.

Nothing is known about the fate of Dr. Gurevitch after the 1917 Re-

volution.

Ill

To turn now to another field of political and communal activity : It

should be borne in mind that this period of the end of the Nineteenth and

first half of the Twentieth Centuries was an epoch in which National and

Socialist Movements came to life. It saw the First World War, the Russian

Revolution and its various side effects, the emergence of new states based

on national self-determination and accompanied by high hopes and great

disappointments. It saw the rise of Nazism, the Second World War, the

Holocaust and the establishment of the State of Israel. All of these develop-

ments were reflected in the public activities of the period.

The yearnings of the Love of Zion Movement found an echo in many

hearts, but only a few people sought the ways and means of shaping and

implementing this ideal. One of the first to advance toward this end was

Zeev (Vassily) Berman .

He was born in Mitau in 1862. His father was a Maskil (modernist

Jew who supported the development of Hebrew as the unifying Jewish

secular language) who opened a school in Mitau. Together with his family

he afterwards moved to St. Petersburg, where he also headed a school and

published the weekly “Russki Yevrei”’ (Russian Jew) between 1884 and

1897. His son Vassily published his first poem in its pages. He proceeded

to the Faculty of Laws at the St. Petersburg University, and after com-

pleting his studies began to practise law.

The Pogroms of the early Eighties caused him to turn to the Hibbat

Zion Movement, which his father opposed. Zeev Berman attended the

First Hovevei Zion Conference at Kattowitz in 1884, and played a con-

siderable part in obtaining official Government recognition for the so-called

“Odessa Committee” in the early Nineties.
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He was among the first to base the return to Zion on scientific founda-

tions. As the Secretary of the ICA (Jewish Colonisation Association) he

visited several European countries in 1893 in order to study the Migration

Problem, and reached the conclusion that migration was an inevitable pro-

cess in the life of the Jewish nation.

Together with others who held similar views he published two Russian

volumes entitled “Palestine” and “Zion”, which made a great impression

and exerted considerable influence in their own time. He published numer-

ous essays and engaged in written and spoken propaganda, proving to be an

enthusiastic orator. He also edited a Bibliography of Eretz Israel literature,

visiting that country in 1889. The institutions of the Hibbat Zion Move-

ment hoped to put his range of knowledge and personal qualities to pro-

ductive use, but he developed Tuberculosis and died in Cairo in 1894.

(Yevreiskaya Encyclopedia IV.)

Rabbi Mordechai Nurock enjoyed length of days and participated in

all the ups and downs of the period. He was a member of the rabbinical

family Lichtenstein of Tokum, moved with his father, a rabbi, to Mitau,

and acted on his behalf during his life-time, taking his place after he

passed away.

His communal activities began under Tsarist rule in Kurland, which

was outside the Jewish Pale of Settlement. The rabbi not infrequently had

to defend and protect Jews who established themselves there without right

of residence. When the Jews of Kurland were expelled in 1915 he spoke

for the refugees before the highest Government authorities. As represent-

ative of the Mizrahi Movement he played a lively part in the outstanding

Jewish Community of Moscow until he returned to Latvia in 1921. From

that time he engaged in parliamentary activity as a Deputy in the Latvian

Seim, serving from the First to the Fourth without interruption until the

Fascist coup d'etat in 1934.

Apart from his Seim activities he attended all Zionist Congresses on

behalf of the Mizrahi. He was also a member of Inter-Parliamentary Con-

gresses and Conventions of the Organisation of Minorities. He took part

in the establishment of the World Jewish Congress, etc., etc., and was a

key figure in all these institutions.

Following the Russian Occupation of Latvia in 1941 he was arrested

and imprisoned for 14 months on a charge of Zionist activities. After his

release he was sent to Tashkent and in 1945 left Russia, proceeding to

Sweden and Norway where he was received by the King. From there he
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went to New York where he played an active part in mobilising support

for the United Nations Resolution of 29th November, 1947, calling for

the establishment of a Jewish State in Palestine.

In 1948 he came to Israel and was elected to the Knesset, of which he

remained a member until his death. As a veteran Parliamentarian, one

of the very few in the Knesset, he was of considerable assistance in estab-

lishing parliamentary procedures. For some time he was Minister of Posts,

and was proposed as President of Israel. Throughout this period he visited

all countries of the world on behalf of Jewish National Institutions, and

exerted an outstanding influence wherever he came thanks to his aristo-

cratic presence and effective and straightforward speeches. He was Chair-

man of a number of Israeli institutions and contributed regularly to the

press, both in Israel and abroad.

He engaged in the full range of communal and political activities and

enjoyed fame and renown, but had no personal happiness. While in prison

in Soviet Russia his wife and two sons were killed in the Riga Ghetto.

He never established a home again.

The following passage is taken from an essay in a volume dedicated

to his memory entitled “Zecher Mordechai”, published by the Rabbi Kook

Foundation, Jerusalem 5727 :

“For the survivors of Latvian Jewry in Israel and elsewhere the

person of Rabbi Nurock was a link with the period when the com-

munities of Kurland and Livonia began to blossom, and led by way

of the road of suffering and the Holocaust to a new life in the State

of Israel. His departure marks the end of a generation. No leader has

come to replace him.”

In Kurland there were no Yeshivot to which orthodox parents could

send their sons to study Torah, and so they were sent to neighbouring

Lithuania. In this way Jacob Heilman (Talsen 1880 — Buenos Aires 1950)

was sent from home at the age of 14 to study at the Yeshivot of Slobodka,

Mir, etc. He found his way to Zionism and secularism, and proceeded to

Germany in 1897. There he matriculated in spite of great poverty, studied

Philosophy at Marburg University and received his Ph.D. at Berne in 1910.

He was a supporter of the Uganda proposal and left the Zionist Move-

ment as a result. In the years 1904-1906 he took an active part in the

illegal Russian Social Revolutionary Party. He settled in Riga in 1912 and

moved to Moscow during the First World War. In 1919 he returned to
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Riga, where he joined the Zeirei Zion Party by which he was elected to

the Latvian Constituent Assembly.

His journalistic career had commenced at the end of the Nineteenth

Century with contributions to the Hebrew journal “Hamelitz”. In Riga

he was one of the founders, in 1919, of “Die Iddishe Folkstimme” which

was closed on account of the difficulties that marked the end of the First

World War. He was appointed Editor of “Dos Folk” but resigned at once

on matters of principle. He was one of the editors of the Zeirei Zion

journals “Der Weg” and “Unser Weg”, returning in due course to “Dos
Folk”. In 1927 he became one of the editors of “Frimorgen”, with which

he worked until the daily was closed after the Fascist coup d'etat of 1934.

During the Twenties he was one of the leaders of Zeirei Zion — Hi-

tahdut in Berlin, and was sent on missions to several countries. After the

" Frimorgen” was closed he moved to Warsaw, where he participated in

“Dos Neie Vort”. Following a brief visit to Eretz Israel in 1939 he pro-

ceeded to the Argentine as representative of the World Jewish Congress.

In Buenos Aires he contributed to the “Yiddishe Zeitung” and “Die

Neie Zeitung”. His essays were collected in the Volume “Jerusalem” pub-

lished by the Buenos Aires Community, in which he won affection and

high esteem. The book was published in Hebrew in 1957, with a biography

written by Baruch Zuckerman. He died in Buenos Aires in 1950, and

in 1952 his remains were transferred to Israel and interred in Jerusalem.

Dr. Jacob Heilman, an outstanding public figure in Latvian Jewry, is

frequently mentioned in the Hebrew volume on Latvian Jewry (Yahadut

Latvia), Tel Aviv, 1953. A detailed account of his work as a journalist,

who participated in the Jewish press of several countries, will be found

in the Yiddish “Lexicon of the New Yiddish Literature.”

Dr. Heilman was an original thinker who did not always accept the

usual line of thought. A devoted friend and comrade, he was aggressive

towards his opponents. Enthusiastic and tempestuous, keen and sharp, swift-

thinking, he was equipped with a thorough Jewish cultural foundation and

an extensive European education. He had considerable communal exper-

ience, and was honoured by admirers and opponents.

Professor Max Matatiahu Laserson was one of the most important Kur-

land Jews to participate in general political and Jewish communal activities

in Latvia.

Temperamentally he was a scholar who was concerned primarily with

his favourite field : Theory of Law, International Law, Philosophy of Law,
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etc. In other circumstances he would certainly have achieved an outstanding

international reputation in his own range of studies.

However, the times in which he lived and the situation of the Jews

transformed him into a leading protagonist of his people, using his far-

reaching knowledge and intellect not only in the directions he himself would

have preferred, but far more frequently in the struggle to improve the

Jewish situation in Latvia, or at least to prevent that situation from becom-

ing worse.

Max Laserson was bom in Mitau in 1887 and studied law at St. Pe-

tersburg University from which he graduated in 1910. He received the

degree of Magister for his first work after graduation. This was promptly

followed by a series of studies on legal aspects in the literary works of

Tolstoi and others. Thanks to these monographs he was granted the status

of “Privatdozent” (Lecturer) at the St. Petersburg University.

Following the February Revolution of 1917 he worked in the Minorities

Department of the Kerensky Government, returning to Latvia after the Bol-

shevik Revolution of October, 1917. He joined the Zeirei Zion Party by

which he was returned to the First, Second and Third Seims. It is unne-

cessary here to deal with his parliamentary activities, which are adequately

illustrated in his essay, included in this volume, on “The Jews and the

Latvian Parliament.”

During his activities in Latvia he published inter alia

:

“The Develop-

ment of the Latvian Constitution,” “State Law in Latvia”; and a major

study on “The General Theory of Law.’”

His works on Jewish themes included “The Theory of Natural Law

according to Jewish Literary and Legal Sources”; “Jewish Law”; “Spinoza

as a Philosopher of Law and State”, etc.

His active participation in Minority Congresses was accompanied by

studies such as “State, Sovereignty and Minority”; “The Law of Minorities

in the Baltic States”, etc.

Several of his studies were connected with the idea of establishing the

State of Israel long before it came into being. These included : “The Man-

date, the Constitution and the Legislative Council”; “How a new State is

established”; and “Thoughts on a Jewish Constitution.”

After the seizure of power by Ulmanis, Laserson was sent to the Con-

centration Camp at Libau. After his release he left Latvia and came to

what was then Palestine. However, he did not strike root here, although

he was one of the founders of the Tel-Aviv High School for Law and

Economics. There was no adequate field for his talents and learning, nor
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did he gain the attention of those who might have been able to help him

to find a suitable place in the limited academic spheres of the time.

He proceeded to the United States, lecturing en route at the Paris and

London Universities and elsewhere. In U.S.A. he found a suitable academic

position. He lectured at Columbia University, New York, first as a Guest

Professor and afterwards as a permanent member of the academic staff.

His final works were connected with Russian foreign policy. He published

“Russia and the Western World”, “Russia and the World”, “The Influence

of America on Russia,” etc.

“M. Laserson displayed his erudition in more than one field. To be

sure, the subjects that were closest to him, those in which he engaged

and which he taught, were the Philosophy of Law and the Theory

of the State; but he had an ample range of knowledge in various

other fields of science and art. He was a connoisseur of painting and

architecture, and had a fine artistic taste. He was closely acquainted

with the general history of Europe and America in particular. He was

familiar with world literature, much of which he knew in the original

since he had an absolute mastery of many languages. His scholarly

and publicistic work was marked by fresh and original thinking,

testifying to his wide knowledge and exceptional memory. His peda-

gogical talent was outstanding. He knew how to express his ideas in

a lively and literate fashion, but at the same time he would lecture so

simply that the reader or listener absorbed the ideas and thoughts

without any difficulty, and the ideas seemed to be his own. Laserson

was an experienced orator and publicist.’”

The above quotation is taken from an essay published in the Hebrew

volume on “Latvian Jewry”, Tel Aviv 1953 and was signed E. S-n. It

was written by the Tel-Aviv Chief Magistrate Dr. Eleazar Selikson, who had

been Professor Laserson’s assistant in Latvia. The essay in question gives

a detailed survey of most of Laserson’s work, and a selective list of essays,

etc. Those cited above have been taken from it.

Profesor Laserson passed away in New York in 1950, at the age of 63.

We were associated in party activities for many years. I also met him

in Eretz Israel before he left for U.S.A. and during his brief visit to his son

in Tel Aviv; and we corresponded regularly. “I am happy as a scholar” —
but there was a tinge of melancholy in the happiness.

At all times and under all circumstances, rising or falling, succeeding or

failing, he was always a good companion, of fine spirit and rare culture.
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Dr. Jacob Hoffman was identical with the Revisionist Movement and

Betar in the eyes of Latvian Jewry. He was bora at Yelizavetgrad, Russia,

in 1891 and studied in Berlin and Dorpat where he graduated as physician.

He served as a doctor in the First World War, was wounded and received

a medal. In Russia he dedicated himself to communal work among victims

of the War. He settled in Riga in 1920.

While still a student he joined the Zionist Movement and was among

the founders of “Hehaver”, and a Congress Delegate from the Eleventh

Congress onward. After V. Jabotinsky visited Riga in 1923 the first branch

of the Revisionist Movement was established there under the chairmanship

of Dr. Hoffman. Thenceforward be was dedicated to that Movement until

the end of his life, and he left the World Zionist Organisation together with

Jabotinsky.

The Revisionist Movement gathered some of the most enthusiastic young

people in the Latvian Zionist Movement, who established the “Hashmonia”

Student Society, and the “Brit Trumpeldor” or Betar Youth Movement. The

latter dedicated itself to Halutz training at a special farm, and to maritime

training on a ship called “Theodore Herzl” which was given to them by the

Industrialist Rudolf Kaplan. For some time the Revisionist Movement also

had its own afternoon paper, “Oventpost”’, which was closed in 1934 after

the Fascist seizure of power.

Dr. Hoffman headed all these activities and movements in addition to

his professional activities. For some time he was Chairman of the Medical

Society and also headed the Jewish National Fund in Latvia.

The World Headquarters of Betar was in Latvia until the end of 1930,

when Hoffman moved to Paris at Jabotinsky’s suggestion and undertook the

organisation of the Revisionist Movement. In 1934 he came to Eretz Israel

but did not find a proper field for his energies in spite of his extensive acti-

vities abroad. During the War he was cut off from part of his family, who

lost their lives in the Riga Ghetto. He suffered from heart disease and passed

away in 1944, at the age of 53.

The following description of him will be found in the Hebrew *‘Latvian

Jewry”, p. 426

:

“.
.

.

He held office and took an active part simultaneously; and wher-

ever he was he dedicated all his soul and all his might to the matter

at hand. Every day he would be consumed by his fervent ideals and

energetic activity. Yet every morning a new Hoffman would be bom,

bubbling over with fresh energy. If he was a friend his friendship was

boundless. If he was a rival and opponent he was a relentless one.
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Yet always, in every manifestation, he remained the same hundred

per cent, entire human being who never fought anybody behind his

back, or tried to trick or mislead anybody. He loved open warfare . .

.”

In the days of Independent Latvia those who heard the speeches of

Yerahmiel Vinnik with their pure Yiddish, or read his essays in “Dos Folk”,

“Der Weg”, “Unser Weg”, etc. found it hard to imagine that he came from

a family in which German had been the language in daily use.

His was a poetic, romantic soul. He knew most of Lermontov’s poems

by heart and himself wrote Russian poems which made a great impression

on his younger companions. While still a schoolboy a friend told him of a

group of youngsters who dreamt of a distant country which might become

their Homeland one day; and he was at once drawn to all the yearnings of

Redemption, to the romance, the far-off ideal, the poesy of the thought.

From that it was but a step to the whirlpool of party propaganda and the

exploitation of his natural capacities. His gift for enthusiastic oratory and

his effective pen found their place in the Zionist Movement and its parties.

Y. Vinnik was born in Riga in 1895, attended the Real School and

began to study medicine in Dorpat. But the First World War and its effects,

the establishment of Independent Latvia, the condition of the Jewish com-

munity and the place of the Zeirei Zion Party within it (he had been a

member from the beginning) upset all his plans. He began to study at the

Faculty of Laws of the Riga University, but never found the time or leisure

to graduate.

He had a hand in establishing the greater part of the Jewish press of

Latvia. He was a founder and editor of the “Iddishe Folkstimme” which

was closed down because of the War. He was on the editorial staff of “Dos

Folk”, which he left in 1925 because of differences of opinion with his col-

leagues. He was one of the editors of “Der Weg” and “Unser Weg”, which

did not last long, and edited “Der Ruf”, of which only a few issues appear-

ed He also edited the afternoon paper “Oventpost”’ which passed into other

hands, and also contributed sometimes to the “Frimorgen”.

For several years Y. Vinnik was a member of the Riga Municipal Coun-

cil, the most important function in the country after membership of the Seim.

Wherever he appeared, in the press, the Municipal Council, or the Jewish

Communal Council of Riga, he would fight for the principles of his party;

and he was particularly outstanding in the struggle to secure equal rights

for Hebrew as a language of instruction in schools. During the final years
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before the Fascist seizure of power he was on the staff of the Jewish Sick

Fund.

“Those who knew Yerahmiel Vinnik will remember him first and

foremost as an active communal worker. Everything else — his private

life, his livelihood, his studies — they were all secondary to that.

Whenever his private life clashed with his public duties the latter

would win. It might almost be said that his public life ruined his

private life” (Latvian Jewry, p. 433).

When the Russians entered Riga in 1941 he was arrested and sent to a

camp at Solikamsk, where he was compelled to engage in hard labour in the

notorious “Chertiozh” Section. He died of exhaustion there in 1942.

Dr. Benjamin Sieff was born in Lithuania in 1879, and came to Latvia

in 1918. His important work as an economist, and his achievements for

Jewish economic institutions while he lived in Latvia, entitle him to be re-

garded as one of the most active Jewish communal workers of Independent

Latvia.

After studying at a Lithuanian Yeshiva he proceeded to Germany and

France, where he studied Philosophy, Economics and Languages. From 1904

he worked in St. Petersburg, Russia, being employed by large banks; and

he also edited an economic section in the press and published a series of

books on financial problems.

In 1918 he moved to Riga, became the Economic Editor of the Russian

paper “Sevodnia” and published a number of studies on financial matters

connected with the Latvian economy.

He was intimately associated with Jewish public affairs. His essay in

this volume, “Jews in the Economic Life of Latvia”, indicates his share

in organising Jewish economic institutions. He worked together with the Jew-

ish deputies in the Seim, — a fact of considerable importance because he

was an economic adviser of the Ministry of Finance. He was likewise a

member of the All-Latvian Society of Writers and Journalists.

When a boycott was proclaimed against German goods he took an active

part in organising it, and went abroad on behalf of the Boycott Committee

in order to coordinate activities with other Jewish bodies elsewhere.

After the Fascist seizure of power he proceeded to Eretz Israel, where

he founded the Tel Aviv High School for Law and Economics together with

Professor Laserson and others. He lectured at this institution and published

a number of studies on local economics, besides translating leading economic

works into Hebrew.
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He passed away in Tel Aviv in 1947.

In the Hebrew “Latvian Jewry,” Tel Aviv, 1953 there is a detailed

account of his life and works.

IV

The common factor in the last section was the fact that all those des-

cribed belonged to various sections of the Zionist Movement.

Below will be found an account of protagonists of various other ap-

proaches who played their part in the public and communal life of Latvian

Jewry.

In this work frequent mention has been made of the Seim deputies

Mordechai Dubin and Simeon Wittenberg , both representatives of the Agudat

Israel. Any description of Jewish personalities in Latvia must give an ac-

count of them, for they were among the most outstanding figures of the

community, and defended Latvian Jewry after their fashion. Although cer-

tain groups did not accept their political approach, it did correspond to

their own point of view, and in their opinion it offered the most certain

method of helping the largest possible number of Jews.

Mordechai Dubin, a member of the Habad Hassidic Movement and a

merchant, most of whose time and energies were dedicated to Shtadlanut,

would also have accepted this definition. Incidentally, all the Jewish Deputies

found it necessary to “help” and intercede for those who came to them as

far as possible. In the case of Dubin, however, this was his main function

on account of his position, status and connections. In the morning when he

came to pray at the
“
Bazar Berg

y

Minyan (prayer group) his clients were

already waiting for him. From there he would accompany them to public

institutions where he would “arrange” matters.

Whether passport, permit or release from arrest, there was nothing that

Dubin could not arrange. Such, at least, was the general belief, and as a rule

people were right. Everything he did was done without considering whether

the person asking for help was his supporter or an opponent. It was a Jew

who was asking for help, and that was what mattered. His popularity among

the Jewish public was unbounded.

Dubin was a member of the National Council, the Constituent Assembly

and all Four Seims. As a matter of principle he supported the Right-wing

groups, claiming that the Left-wingers, the Social Democrats, etc., would

support the Jews anyway in accordance with their party principles; and since

it was often necessary to obtain the help of the Antisemitic groups, they
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had to be supported . . . True, he did his best to justify his approach. He
often said that it was impossible to rely on either the Left-wing or the Right-

wing, but the latter should be and could be bribed in the Jewish interest. He
also polemicized frequently with the other Jewish Deputies because they

supported Left-wng coalitions; all of which has been described elsewhere in

this volume.

Simeon Wittenberg, a leader of “The Young Agudat Israel”, entered the

Fourth Seim. He was a gifted man who had graduated from the Faculty of

Laws, and who made an outstanding impression during his brief term in

the Seim as a person of ample knowledge in the fields of economics and

financial policy. However, the Fourth Seim was dispersed upon the Ulmanis

seizure of power, and the heavy clouds of approaching Fascism also had

their effect after the Nazis came into power in Germany. During this period

the Aguda deputies also changed their approach, but the wheels of history

could not be turned back by post factum speeches.

During the period between the Ulmanis coup d'etat (15th May 1934)

and the Russian entry into Latvia (17th June 1940) the Aguda constituted

the representative Jewish institution. Their paper. “Haint”, which was

controlled by Wittenberg and Yehuda Leib Samunov, was the only organ

of expression. After the Jewish Department in the Ministry of Culture was

abolished, the Aguda made use of its authority in order to liquidate secular

education in the Jewish schools.

Upon the Russian Occupation Dubin was arrested and sent to Inner

Russia. He was released before long, but since he continued to take part

in Jewish affairs he was arrested again and finally incarcerated in a lunatic

asylum. Till the end of his days he continued to be a strictly observant

Jew. It is reported that he died in 1956 in Central Russia.

Like all other Riga Jews, Simeon Wittenberg was imprisoned in the

Ghetto after the German Occupation. He displayed exceptional courage

and resourcefulness in organising the Jews there, together with a vast

devotion and self-sacrifice on behalf of the sufferers. He died of exhaustion

in the Buchenwald Camp in 1945.

Both lost their families in the Riga Ghetto.

The Jewish workers of Latgale provided the Jewish radical represent-

atives in the Seim. These were Professor Max Laserson, who has already

been described, and Dr. Noah Maisel , representative of the Bund.

Noah Maisel was bom in the small town Nesvezh, in the Minsk Gov-

ernment District, in 1891-2, and graduated as a physician at Dorpat Univer-
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sity. During the First World War he was in Dvinsk, and in 1919 when the

Bolsheviks held the city he was in charge of the Department dealing with

the transfer of refugees and prisoners of war. Dvinsk was occupied by the

“Right’" Poles, who handed it over to Independent Latvia. Maisel remained

in Dvinsk and became a Latvian citizen.

He came from a well-to-do home. During his school years he was in-

fluenced by Bund theories, and when Dvinsk began to recover after having

been ruined in the War, he helped to establish a local Bund organisation.

To begin with this numbered a handful, but as the population grew and

after ties had been established with Riga where there was a large Bundist

centre, Dvinsk became an important Bund centre as well; for Latgale

provided a suitable terrain for the development of this party.

The Bund had considerable influence in Dvinsk. Maisel was a member

of the Jewish Community Council and the Municipality. At the elections

to the First Seim he was elected on the Latgale list of the Social Democrats.

He continued to belong to this fraction, even though a separate list for the

Bund emerged in due course.

Dr. Maisel abandoned the medical profession, dedicating himself ex-

clusively to communal activity. In order to be more effective in this field

he studied at the Riga University and graduated from the Faculty of Laws,

He was also a deputy in the Second and Third Seims.

He would make thorough preparations for every public appearance,

both in the Seim and elsewhere, and was a keen and enthusiastic orator and

polemicist. He exploited these qualities effectively against opponents, both

in the struggle for Yiddish against Hebrew in the Municipal and State

schools, and against Jewish and non-Jewish reactionary deputies slike.

He was the spokesman on matters of citizenship — a matter of the

utmost importance for many Jewish residents of Latvia, who were classed

as aliens on account of surviving Tsarist laws. A new Citizenship Law was

passed with the support of the Left-wing Coalition in the year 1927. He
participated in the Bund press, writing in the “Neie Zeit” and in the “Lat-

galskaya Misl”, the organ of the Social Democrats in Latgale.

Following the Ulmanis seizure of power he was imprisoned in the

Libau Camp, but did not sign an undertaking to refrain from political acti-

vities. After the dissolution of the Camp he was therefore kept in detention

until July 1935.

He proceeded to U.S.A. in 1937 on behalf of YIVO (The Yiddishe

Wissenschaftliche Institute) and conducted a successful campaign on behalf

of the Institution. But he did not wish to become a professional campaigner
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and be supported until he mastered the English language, and could find

his proper place in public life. He therefore resolved to return to Latvia

and refresh his medical knowledge.

In 1941 he was arrested by the Russians. His fate is not known, but

he is said to have been exiled to Northern Siberia where he died in 1956.

“Strange is the way in which a child of wealthy Jews could be trans-

formed into the spokesman of the Jewish poor in poverty-stricken

Latgale . . . We knew little about his personal life ... He was not an

ascetic. He liked good clothes and was always a European in the

full sense of the word, not only in his behaviour but in every detail

of his appearance. Incidentally, he had a deep knowledge and vast

understanding of music.”

(The above is taken from the appreciation by his comrade and friend

Isaac Levin-Shatzkes in the Hebrew “Latvian Jewry”, entitled : “Noah

Maisel, the Communal Spokesman of the Bund in Latvia.”)

Zeev Latzky-Bertholdy was driven from place to place for many years

by the events of his times and of his own personal life. It is true that ac-

cording to his official papers he was a citizen of Latvia, received his educa-

tion in Riga and for many years was a journalist there. Yet it is hard to

assign him to any specific Jewish popular group. He was a general Jewish

leader who worked in many countries, changed his opinions, was linked to

several Movements; yet consistently supported every tendency which, in the

given circumstances, seemed to offer a constructive future for the Jewish

masses, particularly those who lived in Russia. On account of these quali-

ties of his he deserves to be mentioned among Latvian Jewish personalities.

Zeev Latzky was born in Kiev during the pogrom year 1881. The

pogroms caused his parents to move to Riga where he was educated, gra-

duated from the Secondary School and entered the Riga Polytechnicum,

from which he was expelled in 1901 on account of his political activities.

He then moved to Berlin and under the influence of Nahman Syrkin

began to sympathise with Zionist Socialism. On his return to Russia he

became a founder of the “S.S. Zionist Socialist Party* and worked in the

Underground, helping to organise a Jewish Self-Defence Movement. He

was arrested several times, and during the period of Russian reaction be-

tween 1906 and 1912 was in Germany and Austria. There he engaged in

journalism, dedicating himself to investigating Zionist Socialist principles

and working out a joint platform for the Zionist Socialist parties.

In 1907 he appeared in Stuttgart on behalf of his Party in order to
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persuade the International then meeting there to admit it to membership.

In 1908 he proceeded to New York in connection with Migration affairs.

On the eve of the First World War he returned to Russia, where he worked

with the ORT and IKOPO in providing for Jews expelled from their homes

owing to hostilities.

In the Revolution year 1917 he took an active part in organising Rus-

sian Jewry and bringing about a general Jewish Convention. During this

period he decided to leave the “S.S.” Party, and was among those who
renewed the activities of the “Folkpartiei”.

While organising the General Jewish Convention he returned to Kiev,

the city of his birth, which had become the capital of “Independent Uk-

raina”, at the time of the partially-realised Jewish national autonomy in

the Ukraine. This is not the place to describe the tempestuous, hopeful and

disappointing period which ended with the terrifying Ukrainian pogroms

that accompanied the first five years of Bolshevik Russia. Latzky took an

active part in all events, and for a short while served as Minister of Jewish

Affairs in Ukrainia.

The liquidation of Independent Ukrainia and the course of events

within Russia compelled Latzky to leave in 1921. He returned to Latvia

as a refugee, but proceeded to Germany at once and helped to establish

the “World Committee in aid of Refugees.” During the years 1923-1925

Latzky twice visited South America to investigate the possibilities of im-

migration for victims of the War.

In 1925 he returned to Riga, where he worked in “Dos Folk" and was

afterwards one of the editors of “Frimorgen” until 1934, when the paper

was closed after the Fascist putsch.

While in Latvia he once again drew close to Zionism. He became a

member of the League for Labour Eretz Israel, a non-Zionist Member of

the Jewish Agency for the Baltic Countries and, unlike the majority of

“Folkists”, supported equal rights for Hebrew as a language of instruction.

In 1935 the cycle of his wanderings came to an end when he pro-

ceeded to Eretz Israel. He joined Mapai (the Eretz Israel Labour Party),

but this period was a brief one, for he died in 1940, when less than sixty

years old.

As a journalist and publicist Latzky published many essays on political

and general events in the daily press of Riga, Warsaw and elsewhere,

and finally in Eretz Israel. He published several booklets : “The Pogroms

of Denikin” on the Massacres of the Jews in the Ukraine after the First

World War; “Die Einwanderung in die Yiddishe Yishuvim in Darom
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America” (Immigration among the Jewish Centres of South America)

based on his missions to those countries; “On the position of the Jews

in Eastern Europe and the Upbuilding of Eretz Israel.”

Some of his essays and studies were collected in his book “Erdgeist”

(Spirit of the Earth), which he first published in Kiev in 1918 and reissued

in Riga in 1932, with several more essays. In this work he based his

opinions first and foremost on the “Socialist Territorialism” which was

and remained his ideological basis. It also contained essays on art and

literature, painting and sculpture, music and the theatre, etc.

In spite of his “practical activities” in political parties, in the Jewish

Self-Defence, in provisions for refugees and the expelled, and in spite of

his share in public activities and politics, he remained a thinker for whom
abstract ideas, traditional Romanticism and Mystcism in literature, painting

and the theatre were closest of all to the heart.

Zalman Levitas was one of the important Folkists of Riga. He was

born at Zhagar, Lithuania, in 1876 and lived for many years in Warsaw

where he established the “Yavneh” Publishing House, which issued books

in Hebrew and then began to publish in Yiddish. Under the pressure of

the Polish authorities he left Warsaw and came to Riga.

There he became a merchant and took an active part in communal

activities. In 1910 he was one of the founders of the daily “Die Iddishe

Stimme”’ (The Jewish Voice). Within the Jewish community he organised

a census of the Jewish population of the city and prepared all the necessary

statistics. In 1918 he was one of the group that initiated the opening of

Yiddish schools, and in 1925 he helped to found the Yiddishist paper

“Letzte Neies” (Latest News).

He was Chairman of the ORT Executive in Latvia from the time the

Society was established there. He was also a member of the ORT Executive

in Berlin.

His fate under the Nazis Is not known.

Abraham Braun-Sergei was born to a well-to-do family in Riga in

1881; a family in which communal activity was a tradition. In 1900 when

he was a student at the Riga Polytechnicum he joined the Bund. As a

result of illegal political activities he was expelled from the Polytechnicum

in 1901, and thenceforward dedicated himself entirely to underground poli-

tical work. He was a brilliant propagandist and speaker, engaged in his

activities in several cities, and was repeatedly imprisoned. After the perse-
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cution of the Revolutionaries in 1902-1903 there was a tendency on their

part to engage in terrorist activities as “organised revenge” against the

regime. Braun was one of the heads of the Organisation in Riga, where

he had the conspiratorial name of “Sergei”.

In 1906-1907 he attended Conferences and gatherings of the Bund in

Berne and Lemberg. His party sent him to South Africa. After the 1917

Revolution he was active in the Central Committee at Minsk. He protested

against Bolshevik methods but denounced every sign of Counter-revolu-

tion. At the Eighth Conference of the Bund in 1917 he was elected to the

Central Committee.

In 1921 he returned to Riga where the Latvian Government suspected

him of being a Bolshevik representative. He was arrested and sentenced

to death, but was released thanks to the intervention of Social Democrats

in other countries. He worked in his party during the years that followed

and was one of the editors of “Dos Folk” for a short time. Following the

Fascist seizure of power in 1934 he was arrested and detained in the Libau

Concentration Camp. After his release he had to leave Latvia. He spent

several years in Esthonia and proceeded to New York in 1938. He wrote

in “Der Freind”, but his main occupation was as a lecturer for the “Ar-

beiter Ring” (Workers’ Circle). In 1940 he prepared to return to Europe,

but had a heart attack at his farewell party and died.

Although Sergei-Braun was always dedicated to his party he did not

follow the beaten track but offered an approach of his own to all questions,

both political and literary. His main gift was his power of speech. His

lectures were always creative achievements which were fashioned and de-

veloped while actually lecturing. His persuasive powers, his pleasant and

attractive personality, his original way of thinking, all helped to establish

a bond of close sympathy between him and his enchanted audience.

Isaac Levin-Shatzkes was one of those public figures who combined

journalism with communal activities. He was born in Dvinsk in 1892 and

passed his matriculation examinations at Vitebsk in 1914. Between 1915

and 1919 he served in the Russian army, was captured and sent to a pri-

soner-of-war camp in Germany. After his release he was recruited for the

Red Army.

He joined the Bund in 1912 and from 1920 was active in Dvinsk, once

it became part of Independent Latvia, as a member of his Party’s Central

Committee, member of the Municipal Council, Secretary of the Jewish
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Community Committee, Chairman of the Trade Unions of Latgale, and

Member of the Sick Fund Executive.

He began his journalistic career in Russian in 1913, and commenced
writing Yiddish from 1921, after which he participated in the entire Bund
press, “Unser Wort”,

£<
Neie Zeit”, etc. He was also a regular contributor

to
A Dos Folk”' and “Frimorgen” and edited the Russian journal “Lat-

galskaya Misl” which appeared in Dvinsk.

After the Fascist seizure of power in 1934 he was detained in the

Libau Concentration Camp and was sent to prison. In 1936 he arrived in

New York where he became Secretary of the “Yiddishe Sozialistishe Ver-

band” (Jewish Socialist Society) in U.S.A. and editor of the “Wecker”

(Awakener). He contributed to a number of journals including “Die Zu-

kunft” (The Future) and “Der Freind” (The Friend), and was an active

member of the “Allweltliche Yiddishe Kultur Congress” (World Jewish

Cultural Congress), “ZIKA”, etc.

He passed away in New York in 1963. A number of essays were dedi-

cated to his memory in the 1st January 1964 issue of “Der Wecker”.

V
As can be seen in earlier sections, it is sometimes hard to decide pre-

cisely where the communal worker ends and the journalist begins, and vice

versa. But in dealing with Michel Kitai there is no doubt whatsoever that

he was a journalist pure and simple; although his history shows that he

was connected with several parties. For him, however, that was purely

incidental.

M. Kitai was born in Riga in 1886. As his family had no right of

domicile there, some of them moved to Zhager in neighbouring Lithuania.

After he had finished his Jewish studies in the Heder he went back to his

father in Riga, where he worked for a watchmaker. It is hard to know

whether he intended to adopt that profession or did so to obtain the right

of residence which was available for craftsmen working at their own crafts.

He joined the “Dovrei Ivrit” (Hebrew Speakers) Circle, went on to the

Bund and afterwards entered the S.S. movement. All this came to an end

when he was arrested and spent the year 1907 in prison. After his release

he went abroad for a year, and worked as a harness-maker upon his

return.

He printed his first poem in “Die Iddishe Stimme”’ in 1910. After

that he wandered from town to town and paper to paper on account of

then current conditions, war, papers that closed down, etc. In 1912 Kitai
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was in Vilna writing for “Der Tog”, “Vilner Wochenblatt” and “Freind”.

In 1913 he was in Berditchev writing for “Die Folksstimme”. In Odessa

he spent almost five consecutive years. There he wrote in “Unser Leben”

and was the Secretary of the Committee of the “Vereinigte”.

During the war years he was in Kiev, Yekaterinoslav, Hommel and

Moscow. In 1921 he returned to Latvia, settled down in Riga and began

to work for “Dos Folk”. A few years later he left the paper together with

a group of other journalists on account of the changeable policies of the

editor. Together with Mikhail Yo, of whom more will be told below, he

began to publish humorous journals from time to time and was the Se-

cretary of the “Arbeiter Heim” Publishing House (a cover name of the

Communist Movement in Latvia) under the management of M. Shatz-Anin.

He afterwards worked for the journals of the Zeirei Zion; “Der Weg”
and “Unser Weg”", also in the “Letzte Neies”, a strictly Yiddishist paper,

and in the daily “Frimorgen” from 1926.

The latter journal was closed in 1934 after the Fascist seizure of power

in Latvia. During the following years Kitai was in Poland as one of the

editors of “Literarishe Bletter” (Literary Pages). During 1938 he published

his book on “Unser Shreiber and Kinstler” (Our Writers and Artists) in

Warsaw. His wanderings from place to place, his meetings and acquaintance-

ship with writers, journalists and artists gave Kitai plenty of material. In

the introduction to his book he wrote : “With few exceptions the author

has written on the basis of personal knowledge, impressions and memories.

What he writes of some of them is a synthesis of their work . .

.”

The descriptions in the book are the fruit of his feuilletons and criti-

cisms of the theatre and painting. With an observant eye, like a watcher

from the side, he drew attention to what was specific and characteristic,

noting weaknesses and also describing the valuable and beautiful elements

in the artist’s work.

This Bohemian of the Latvian Jewish press was a quiet and modest

person. He had a brother in Copenhagen whom he used to visit from time

to time. In 1942 he died entirely alone at a hospital in Samarkand.

M. Gertz, the pseudonym of Gershon Movshovitz, may rightly be con-

sidered as the historian of the Jewish press in Latvia on account of his

Yiddish “Twenty-five Years of the Yiddish Press in Lettland”, which ap-

peared in Riga in 1933.

In this book he gives a lively account, in fluent Yiddish, of all the

papers that had appeared during the years before Independent Latvia,
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from the “Natzional-Zeitung” of 1907 and “Die Iddishe Stimme” of 1910;

and of all the newspapers, pamphlets, one-time publications, etc., which

appeared until the year his book was published.

M. Gertz was born in 1892 in the Kovno Government District, and was

brought to Riga at the age of seven. He studied in the traditional Hadarim

and at the Lithuanian Yeshivot Mir and Slobodka — which was a centre

of the “Mussar” pietist group. At the age of 19 he went to Vilna, where

he published his first feuilleton in the weekly “Vilner Wochenblatt”.

He spent the war years 1914-1918 in Riga and Central Russia. In 1919

he returned to Riga, where he stayed until the War Front approached

the city in the Second World War. From 1940 he lived in Russia, returning

to Riga in 1945 and living there until 1950. He was arrested and exiled

to the Teitchet Camp in Siberia, from which he returned to Riga in 1956,

passing away there in 1958.

It may be said that M. Gertz displayed very extensive fluctuations in

his journalist ideologies, ranging all the way from Communism to the

Aguda.

Riga was under Communist rule from January to May 1919. The

authorities published a daily, ‘Der Roiter Ernes” (The Red Truth) which

was full of articles calling for the Class War and against Jewish religious

functionaries and the Bourgeoisie. M. Gertz actively participated in this

journal.

In 1920 he began to write for the daily “Dos Folk”, which was noto-

rious in the Latvian Jewish press for its lack of any consistent policy. In

the book referred to above M. Gertz described this journal as follows

:

“.
.

.

Left-wing today. Right-wing tomorrow, Zionist and pro-Hebrew today,

Yiddishist and Socialist soon after, an Orthodox paper today, and Free-

thinking tomorrow . .

.”

A number of journalists like J. Heilman and J. Vinnik left the paper

almost immediately. At the end of 1922 it, was abandoned by a whole

group of journalists, including M. Kitai, M. Razumny, M. Yo, J. Levin-

Shatzkes, etc., and others. They combined to publish a sheet entitled “Die

Gele Presse” (The Yellow Press). M. Gertz was not among them. He left

“Das Folk” only in 1925 and together with several of those already men-

tioned published a one-time paper, “Unser Folk” (Our People). Imme-

diately after this a group of journalists including himself began to negotiate

with the publishers of the popular Russian daily “Sevodnia” (Today) for

the establishment of a new Yiddish daily, “Frimorgen” (Early Morning)

which began to appear in January 1927.
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While writing for “Dos Folk” he also took a hand in editing humorous

publications, children’s books, etc. He worked for “Frimorgen” as long as

it appeared, and was also the editor of the afternoon paper “Batog” (In

the Daytime), which appeared in 1932. He likewise wrote for journals

abroad, including the New York “Morgen Journal”, the Warsaw “Lite-

rarishe Bletter”, “Hazonim Veit”, etc.

Apart from his book on the History of the local Jewish press he also

wrote a book “Mussarnikes”, describing life as lived amid the followers

of the Mussar Movement with whom he had studied at Slobodka. When
he was in Russia in 1940 he wrote for the Soviet press. After his return

to Riga he planned to publish essays on the sufferings in the Ghetto. Indeed,

he described this period in “Fun Grub” (From the Grave). Subsequently

he published : “Neigebornener Yid” (The New-born Jew); “Noch mein

Mamen” (After my Mother); “Misha Alexandrovitch”, about the singer

of that name; and other works.

Some of these have been issued in print, while others remain in manu-

script.

On the last page of his book on the Yiddish Press, M. Gertz-Mov-

shovitch publishes the photograph of a bespectacled man with a tiny little

beard, which bears the text : “Jacob Zhagorsky , the unwearying collector

of printed Yiddish in Lettland.”

Who did not know this man with his battered briefcase under his arm,

who collected contributions for the Keren Hayesod in Riga? Yet very few

indeed knew that in spite of his most modest opportunities Zhagorsky de-

voted himself day and night to the collection of printed Yiddish material.

He was born in Riga in 1880 and was one of the founders of the Linat

Hatzedek Maternity Hospital, and the Hachnassat Kallah Society for pro-

viding poor brides with dowries. He also helped to establish the Aleph

Society of Journalists and Writers, etc. But his main concern was this col-

lection which filled every corner of the rooms in his little apartment. He

also held a one-time Exhibition of his treasures. Only after boundless

entreaty was he finally given a room at the Craft School, where he could

house his collection in fitting style.

It was with good reason that M. Gertz included the photograph and

the words beneath it. The Collection must unquestionably have been very

useful in writing his book.

As for the fate of Jacob Zhagorsky and his Collection, one can only
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guess that they went the way of all those thousands who perished or were

exterminated in the Riga Ghetto during the years of the Holocaust.

In the theatrical and artistic, journalist and communal circles of Riga

during the days of Independent Latvia there was a particularly noticeable

young man of stocky, medium height with a mop of reddish blond hair

and an almost dreamy expression on his face. This was the painter Mikhail

Yo. It is possible that some Riga old-timers in Israel still have a few of

his paintings, which could once be purchased at a reasonable price.

Meir Jaffe, who signed his articles and paintings with the name Mikhail

Yo, was born in Vitebsk in 1895. When young he came to Riga and under-

went many vicissitudes, poverty and privation. He worked for a watch-

maker, helped a house-painter, sang in the Choir of the famous Cantor

Rosovsky and while still a boy joined an amateur dramatic group. He
printed an essay in a local Russian daily, began to paint, and whatever

he did displayed ample energy and originality.

During the First World Mar he was conscripted, fought in battle, was

wounded, underwent treatment in military hospitals and finally returned

to Riga.

The lively Jewish life of Independent Latvia provided his many-sided

talents with ample fields for activity. He painted pictures, illustrated books,

or prepared scenery and costumes for the Yiddish theatrical troupes which

frequently came to Riga from Vilna and elsewhere and stayed there for

entire theatrical seasons. He was also a theatrical critic.

I still remember his essays on the first performances of “Habimah”

after it left Russia. Those performances were held in the largest theatre

of Riga.

Yet whatever he earned from his many-sided labours did not give him

the opportunity of expanding his horizon, of going out into the wide world,

of seeing and studying all that lay beyond the frontiers of Latvia and

Russia. He had a great desire to do something in this direction, which is

so vital for any painter; but without success. On one occasion he suggested

an idea of his to me : Let the Zionists, the Eretz Israel Office or some other

institution place at his disposal the means for going abroad and visiting

Eretz Israel, and he would return the money from the sales of pictures he

would paint there.

Now it is necessary to realise what the situation then was in Riga. When

Halutzim had received certificates permitting them to immigrate to Eretz

Israel it was necessary to go virtually from door to door in order to raise
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their fares by ship. In such circumstances it is obvious that no money was
available for such a “fantastic” proposition as that suggested by Michail

Yo. I do not wish to say that at the time there were no people in Riga

who would have been capable of finding the money for this; but imagina-

tion and willingness were also necessary . .

.

Yo, was not a party man. His efforts and interests were exclusively

artistic. It was in the field of the arts that he sought achievement and per-

fection, and he demanded equally high standards from others.

. . He offered sharp criticism, consistently and without any senti-

ment about it, in order to lead to a better theatre; and he combined

a fine artistic sense with a thoroughly healthy instinct.”

In the Thirties he held an Exhibition consisting of more than eighty

pictures, oil paintings, theatrical scenery and book decorations. Most of

them were on Jewish themes such as the Vilna Ghetto, market women,

porters, etc.

“.
.

.

Yo never aimed at a specifically Jewish art, and it may be that

the harsh impression left by most of his works are the outcome of

a difficult childhood and his bitter memories of the War.”

The above two quotations are taken from Michel Kitai’s book, to

which we referred in the previous section.

During the Second World War Yo was in Russia, where he worked

for a Moscow publishing firm. After the War he returned to Riga. Like

so many others, part of his family had been killed in the Holocaust; while

he himself suffered from heart disease.

He published children’s stories with illustrations, and a monograph on

the painter Isaac Levitan. Towards the end of his life he planned to issue

illustrations for folksongs, but never lived to do it.

“.
.

.

Within him he bore a yearning for loftier and more beautiful

worlds ... He always marched ahead with a straight back, obstinately

fighting throughout his life against all that was in bad taste or petty-

bourgeois, against niggardliness of heart or thought. He did not follow

the beaten track but unweariedly sought for whatever is quintessential

in the arts, in literature and in life.”

His friend and companion Mark Rasumny commemorated him in

those words in the Warsaw Yiddish paper “Folkstimme” after he passed

away in Riga in the year 1960.

VI

The name of Israel Hayyim Taviov was at a certain period one to con-
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jure with among students and teachers of Hebrew and readers of the

Hebrew press and literature throughout the whole of Russian and far beyond.

He was bom in a small Lithuanian town in 1858 and Lithuanian Jews

therefore regard him as one of their fraternity. However, at the age of two

he was brought to Riga where he grew to maturity and received his educa-

tion. Apart from a few years spent in Vilna as one of the editors of the

Hebrew journal “Hazman'
'
(The Times) and the period of the First World

War which he spent in Moscow, he lived and died in Riga. The Riga

environment, which differed so much from the towns and cities of the Pale

of Settlement, exerted considerable influence on his character and education

— on this point all his biographers are agreed — and he therefore deserves

to be included among the personalities of Latvian Jewry.

His was a wide-ranging culture combined with philological interests,

dedication to study and a desire to expand his range of knowledge, which

continued all his life long. These expanded his horizons and prepared him

for literary activities in various fields : The daily press, to which he con-

tributed feuilletons and political surveys; pedagogics and text-books, studies

and researches in general and Talmudic philology, and translations of the

choicest works in European literature.

Those of his works which appeared in book form included : “Otzar

Hamilim Ufitgamim” (Treasury of Words and Epigrams); “Otzar Hashirah

Vehamelitza” (Treasury of Poetry and Rhetoric); and a “Mivhar Hasa-

frut” (Anthology of Hebrew Literature). The more important of his studies

were collected and published after his death as : “Kitvei I. H. Taviov”

(Works of I.H.T.), Berlin 1923. Among his translations into Hebrew men-

tion should be made of the Autobiography of Solomon Maimon from Ger-

man; “Ephraim Kuh” from the German of Berthold Auerbach. “Tom
Sawyer”, by Mark Twain; “The Pickwick Papers, Part I”’, by Charles

Dickens and “The Picture of Dorian Gray” by Oscar Wilde.

I. H. Taviov was a keen and zealous protagonist of Hebrew and cam-

paigned by all the means at his disposal against the spread of Yiddish. A
study of the man and his work was published by M. Bobe in “Heavar”

16, 1969.

He died in Riga in 1920.

Taviov’s whole personality was marked by his keen opposition to the

spread of Yiddish; but Latvian Jewry also produced two of the most im-

portant students and architects of the scientific study of Yiddish, namely

Max (Meir) Weinreich and his son Uriel Weinreich.
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Max Weinreich was born in 1894 in Goldingen, a small town that was

thoroughly imbued with the German culture of Kurland. He studied first

in Goldingen, later in Dvinsk, and in 1912 entered the Faculty of History

and Philology of the University of St. Petersburg. He continued his studies

in Germany and in 1923 received the degree of Ph.D. at Marburg Univer-

sity for a dissertation on the History of Jewish Philology.

In 1924 he went to Vilna where he was one of the founders of the

“YIVO” (Yiddishe Wissenschaftliche Institut or Yiddish Scholarly Institute,

now in New York). It may be said that all his life long, first in Vilna and

later in New York to which the YIVO was transferred after the Second

World War, his life was bound up with the scholarly work, editing and

organisation of that Institution.

He began to write for the press when still young, in the papers of the

Bund and several journals in Riga. His works include studies, research

and philology, a grammar of Yiddish, essays, introductions, notes to books,

etc., etc. An even partial bibliography would require several pages. Most

of the material is available in Volume III of the Yiddish “Lexicon of the

New Yiddish Literature.”

The crown of his work is his comprehensive study of the “History

of the Yiddish Language”, containing the history of the language from

the 13th Century to the present day. This work took him more than

ten years.

In 1947 he was appointed Professor of Yiddish at the City College of

New York, and Visiting Professor in a number of other Universities.

He passed away in New York in 1969.

His son Uriel Weinreich followed in his father’s footsteps, engaging in

philology and linguistic research. He was born in Vilna in 1926 and came

to New York in 1940, together with his father. His book “College Yiddish”

is one of the basic text-books of the language. His modem English-Yiddish

and Yiddish-English Dictionary is the best that has appeared hitherto.

He also published studies in general philology. In 1959-1960 he lectured

at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, where he also worked on an Atlas

of the spread of Yiddish dialects and culture.

He passed away in New York in 1967, at the age of 41.

Jacob Israelson is not known to many nowadays, but occupies a special

place of his own in the field of scholarship on account of his extensive

range of knowledge, despite his modesty and reluctance to advertise himself.

He was born in Mitau in 1856, graduated from the Libau Gymnasium
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and afterwards entered the Faculty of Oriental Langages at the University

of St. Petersburg. In 1878 he received a gold medal for his study of the

Syriac “Peshitto”, the Syriac translation of the Bible. In 1889 he received

the degree of Magister.

He dedicated himself to the study of Semitic languages and published

books with several firms in Germany and France. He contributed to the

Russian Jewsish organ “Voskhod”* and translated several volumes of

Flavius Josephus. He contributed to the Russian Brockhaus-Efron Ency-

clopedia.

He translated the works of Professor Daniel Chwolsohn, on the Ritual

Murder Charge against Jews, from German into Russian. During the trial

of Mendel Beiliss he was one of the leading experts of the Defence on ac-

count of his learning and scholarship.

Israelson’s work, “Religious Sources on the Ritual Murder Charge

against the Jews” is held by YIVO in manuscript.

In 1920 he lived in Kiev, where he wrote his Yiddish study on “Nathan-

Nata Hanover, his life and literary activities”, which was published by the

YIVO in its “Historical Studies”, Warsaw, 1929. (Nathan-Nata Hanover

is best known for his Hebrew work “Yeven-Metzula” — the Nether Deeps

— , a historical account of the Chmelnitzky Massacres of Polish and Li-

thuanian Jewry in 1648-49, which was first published in Venice in 1653.)

After the First World War Israelson returned to Libau, where he died

in 1926.

Jewish physicians played a considerable part not only in their pro-

fessions but also in communal and cultural areas that helped to shape

Latvian Jewry.

Mention has already been made in the present essay and elsewhere in

these pages of Dr. M. Scheinfeld and Professor V. Mintz of Riga; Dr.

Isaac Jaffe the historian; Dr. J. Hoffman the Revisionist leader; and Dr.

N. Maisel, the Bund Deputy in the Seim.

However, it is only fitting to mention some more of these physicians.

They include : Dr. B. Dubinsky, member of the Management of the “Ar-

beter Heim” and the “Kultur Liga”, and Chairman of the OZE (Jewish

Health Organisation), who was also one of the founders of the papers

“Letzte Neies” and “Frimorgen”; Dr. B. Hertzfeld, founder and director

of the Linat Hatzedek Society, who wrote a book on “Mother and Child”;

Dr. Julius Eliasberg , chairman of the Curatorium of the Bikkur Holim

Hospital and member of the OZE Board of Management, who was an
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active member of the Social Democrats and the Bund; Dr . Abraham Sal-

kind, a leading Riga Zionist and member of the Executive Committee of

the Physicians” Association; Dr. M. Sand and Dr. Z. Gordin, both of

Dvinsk and active in the Zeirei Zion — ZS Movement and the OZE
Executive, while Dr. Gordin was also a writer and journalist; Dr. J. Wolpe,

Dr. B. Lifshitz, Dr. Werth , all of whom took an active part in organising

a General Latvian Sick Fund; Dr. Z. Kantor of the “Jewish” Sick Fund

in Riga, etc.; Dr. N. Grinstein, head of the Health Department of the Town
Council in Riga.

Special mention should be made of Dr. Hermann Wassermann whose

initiative, energy and ceaseless efforts led to the establishment of institutions

that played a large part in the spread of Hebrew in Latvia.

Dr. H. Wassermann was born in Livonia in 1874, studied at Dorpat

University and proceeded to advanced studies in Berlin, coming to Riga

in 1900. He engaged in professional activities and was called to the army

as a physician during the First World War. On a number of occasions

he was elected Chairman of the Society of Jewish Physicians.

His communal activities were in the field of culture. He founded and

permanently headed the “Society for Improving Science and Arts in Lat-

via.” This Society founded the Popular Conservatoire which was directed

by the composer Solomon Rosowsky. It also established the first Hebrew

Kindergarten and, in 1925, the Hebrew Gymnasium in Riga where a whole

generation of Jewish youth grew to maturity.

It was by no means easy to maintain these institutions, not only ma-

terially but also at a satisfactory cultural level; and Dr. Wassermann was

responsible for all this. However, these institutions, which were established

by dint of so much love and toil, shared the same fate as the other Jewish

institutions after the Putsch of 1934, the Russian Occupation and the Ger-

man Conquest.

In 1941, during the Russian Occupation, Dr. Wassermann was arrested

together with the other leaders of Latvian Jewry and was sent to the Kirov

Concentration Camp in the Urals. First he was sent to physical work but

before long he was exploited as a physician. About a year later he joined

part of his family in the Krasnoyarsk Government District of Siberia, and

remained there until 1947 when he was permitted to return to Riga. He

worked as a hospital physician there rntil 1 950, when he was arrested again

and exiled with his family to Kazakstan. Two years later he died there.

Joshua or, as he was generally called, Zhano Tron was widely known
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in Riga and Independent Latvia. He was bora to a rabbinical family in

Mitau in 1864, graduated from Moscow University, engaged in law and

was a veteran Zionist who immediately after the First Congress founded

the first Zionist Society in Riga under the name “Zion”, together with E.

Ettingen.

He was one of the founders and the Secretary from the beginning (1901)

of the “Disseminators of Enlightenment Society” of which he was an hono-

rary member, remaining Secretary until he came to Eretz Israel in 1935.

At the time of the Kurland expulsion in the First World War he was an

active member of the Legal Committee, which sent him on a mission to

Petrograd.

In Independent Latvia he was a member of the National Council on

behalf of the General Zionists, and was afterwards elected to the Consti-

tuent Assembly, in which he was a member of the Legal Committee.

For many years he headed the Jewish National Fund in Riga, and went

to U.S.A. together with Professor Laserson in order to raise funds for the

Hebrew Gymnasium in that city.

In 1935 he came to Eretz Israel, and passed away in Haifa in 1939.

Professor Solomon Tron
,
his brother, was not known in Latvia but was

famous elsewhere. He was born in Mitau in 1874, studied engineering in

Riga and Brussels, where he helped to organise the Strike of 1900. He
worked for the General Electric Corporation as a Construction Engineer,

and came to Russia as its representative. He engaged in building and elec-

tricity at Vladivostok in the Far East and at Baku on the Caspian Sea.

As a revolutionary Socialist he took an active part in the 1905 Revolution,

from which time he maintained close ties with Russian revolutionaries and

in due course was in close touch with Trotzky, Vishinsky, Mikoyan, etc.

During the First World War he was in U.S.A., but returned to Russia in

1916 in connection with the production of electricity in Finland.

After the Revolution his name is connected with the famous Dnie-

prostroi Dams across the River Dnieper. Thanks to him the General Electric

Corporation agreed to send dozens of engineers under his leadership to

Russia long before normal relations had been established between U.S.A.

and U.S.S.R. He remained in Russia with brief intervals until 1933.

In the Second World War, Tron and his wife were given the difficult

task of selecting 2,000 refugees from Occupied Europe for admission to the

Republic of San Domingo. On this occasion Tron met Germans, some of

whom helped him to take Jews out of Concentration Camps. At this time
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he was also one of the Directors of United States “Land-Lease” Opera-

tions. In this connection he went to China in 1943, developed an affection

for the country and spent five years there as Personal Adviser to General

Chang Kai Chek.

He was one of the advisers at the Potsdam Conference of 1945, with

the rank of Colonel. He visited U.S.S.R. in order to rehabilitate the Jewish

settlements in Crimea, but could not find any trace of them.

From China he proceeded to India, where he became one of the eco-

nomic advisers of Pandit Nehru for three years.

In 1952 he came to Israel. At the request of the late Eliezer Kaplan,

then Minister of Finance, he undertook to serve without salary as Economic

Adviser to the State of Israel. He headed a team of engineers for about a

year, engaged on various projects, but resigned on account of differences

of opinion with the Government, chiefly with regard to the exploitation of

the Compensation Payments from Germany. Tron insisted that this money

should be a basis for developing the industry and economic independence

of the country, rather than permitting individuals to become rich with

the money.

He spent his final years in London. Friends and guests regularly visited

him in order to converse with him and benefit from his vast knowledge,

not only of economics and engineering but also of literature. In 1969 he

passed away in Italy at the age of 95.

VII

In this section we shall include several persons from Dvinsk without

whom no account of Dvinsk and Latgale would be complete; even though

their names became known far beyond their own homes. Their activities

added lustre to their place of origin.

R. Abramovitch was the pseudonym of Raphael Rein at the time he

engaged in illegal activities, and it clung to him all his life long. He was

bom at Dvinsk in 1880 and attended Heder and the Ponivezh Gymnasium,

taking the final year of his course in Libau. In 1899 he entered the En-

gineering Section of the Riga Polytechnicum . He had a preference for the

exact sciences. Mathematics, Physics, etc.

At the turn of the century the Riga Polytechnicum was a focal point

for revolutionary movements. The mass student demonstration of 1902

in Riga has not yet been forgotten. Here he met underground circles, the

Social Democrat Movement, and the slogan of the Class Struggle which
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according to Socialist dogma is a direct outcome of Capitalism. This “re-

alistic” and materialist approach towards the solution of the problem of

the exploited convinced him with its unimpeachable logic.

At that time two movements contested for the Jewish community of

Eastern Europe : Zionism and the Bund. In those early days of Herzl,

Abramovitch regarded Zionism as a Utopia that lacked every realistic

foundation for fulfilment and, even in the best of cases, would call for a

combination of all the forces of the Jewish people, including the Jewish

capitalists; and such an eventuality was in direct conflict with all his views

according to the principles of Orthodox Marxism.

R. Abramovitch joined the Bund and became one of its central pillars.

In the course of time he also became a leader of the Menshevik Social

Democrat Movement in Russia. His story is typical of the revolutionary

of that period. His spiritual qualities placed him at the head of events

wherever he came, and his share in the Russian Labour Movement was

considerable.

In 1902 he was expelled from the Riga Polytechnicum on account of

political activities. He moved to St. Petersburg and in 1903 crossed the Ger-

man frontier illegally. It was his intention to continue his studies in Liege,

but he made his way to Switzerland whch was the centre for Russian re-

volutionaries. In the consultations of the Bund in Geneva he was the spokes-

man on the National Question.

In 1904 he returned to Russia, became a member of the Warsaw Com-

mittee of the Bund and was arrested there. Following his release he attended

the Sixth Conference of the Bund in 1905. After the St. Petersburg revolt

of 1905 he was the Bund representative on the Labour Councils established

there, and was the editor of the Russian “Yevreiski Rabotchi” (Jewish

Workers) and “Nashe Slowo” (Our Word).

In 1906 he helped to organise the Seventh Conference of the Bund, and

influenced the return of the Bund to the General Russian Social Democrat

Party. (The Bund had left that party on account of differences of opinion

regarding national issues such as the separate organisation of Jewish work-

ers.) During the same year he was elected to the Bund Central Committee.

In 1907 he attended the Social Democrat Conference in London, and

was sent to U.S.A. by the Bund. In 1908 and 1909 he taught Mathematics,

Jewish History and Physics in Vilna while simultaneously engaging in un-

derground activities.

He was arrested in 1910 and exiled to the Vologda Government District,

from which he escaped and reached Heidelberg, where he published a study
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“On the Sources of the Bible”. From then until 1917 he lived in Vienna,

where he conducted Bund activities and participated in all Yiddish journals

including “Zukunff”, “Forverts”, etc. He favoured legal activities, i.e.,

through Cooperatives, Trade Unions, etc.

At the commencement of the First World War he was a supporter of

the “Zimmerwald Conference”, which called for the opposition of organised

workers to participation in the War.

In 1917 he returned to Russia in one of the “sealed” railway coaches

which Germany sent on to Russia with the leading revolutionaries, including

Lenin. After the Revolution he became a member of the Central Com-

mittees of both the Bund and the Menshevik Social Democrats, and took

an active part in the propaganda for ending the War. He was also actively

engaged in the consultations aiming at a common platform between the

Bolsheviks and the other Socialist Movements.

In 1918 he moved to Moscow together with the Central Committee of

the Mensheviks and was on the staff of the journal “Vperyod.” He was ar-

rested by the Cheka (Bolshevik Secret Police) that year for trying to hold a

Convention of Unorganised Workers, and spent several months in prison.

During the years 1918 to 1920 he conducted Menshevik activities to-

gether with I. Martov and F. Dan, and also wrote in all Bund publications.

In 1920 the Bund split. Some of its members joined the Bolshevik

Movement and established the “Combund”. Abramovitch headed the part

that remained faithful in principle to the former functions of the Bund,

and was elected Chairman of its Central Committee. The relations between

the Bolshevik Government and the other Socialist parties became so bad

that he moved to Berlin and in 1921 was one of the founders of the Russian

“Sozialisticheski Vestnik”, a journal which engaged in propaganda against

the Bolsheviks and gave reliable information on what was happening in

Russia. In due course he became the editor of this journal, and contributed

to it as long as he lived.

He was the representative of the Mensheviks at the Vienna International

in 1921, and helped to bring about a union with the Second International.

In 1923, after the meeting of the International in Hamburg, he became

one of the leaders of the World Socialist Movement.

Between 1924 and 1930 he lectured in the United States, and wrote

for the Yiddish daily “Forverts” of New York. In 1933 he moved to Paris

where he became one of the editors-in-chief of the Yiddish
4
Allgemeine

(General) Encyclopedia”. In the volume on “Jews” he wrote a study of

Jewish history in Lithuania, Poland and Russia. He moved to New York
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in 1940 as one of the editors of “Forverts”, while at the same time con-

tinuing to edit the “Sotz. Vestnik”. From 1942 to 1950 he edited the

“Modem Review”.

Apart from essays in newspapers and journals he wrote a number of

Yiddish works in book form, such as : “Textbook of the History of (Bi-

blical) Israel”’, Berlin 1923; “In Two Revolutions — Reminiscences”, New
York 1944; “The Vanished World”, New York 1947; “The Future of So-

viet Russia”, Berlin 1923; “Anti-Socialist Terror in Soviet Russia”, Berlin

1923.

He died in New York in 1963.

His negative attitude to Zionism has already been referred to. Benjamin

Eliav, who translated his book on “The Soviet Revolution” (Am Oved, Tel

Aviv 1966) remarks in his introduction : “Yet towards the end of his life

he displayed great enthusiasm for the emergence of Israel, particularly for

the Labour Movement ... He dreamt of visiting the country but it never

came about
.”

Quite different from Rein-Abramovitch, the pellucid theoretician for

whom everything was based on reality and rationalism, was the revolutionary

Isaac Nahman Steinberg
, also a native of Dvinsk. Steinberg was imbued

with a Hassidic fervour, and not only because he remained an observant

Jew all his life long but because of some inner uneasiness, some split

between cold logic and spiritual conscience, a contradiction between mercy

and terror, between righteousness and the persecution of opponents, between

the sufferings of the Jewish people and his own incapacity for finding a

satisfactory solution.

The following is a brief account of his life. He was born in Dvinsk in

1880 and from 1903 lived at Pernau in Esthonia, where it was possible to

study without profaning the Sabbath.

In 1905 and 1906, those fateful years for the Russian Revolutionary

Movement, he found himself caught up in the whirlpool of revolutionary

discussions. The orthodox materialism of the Social Democrats, who claimed

that economic conditions were invariable and not subject to the influence

of the human will, did not speak to his heart. Far closer were the Social

Revolutionaries, who recognised the influence of national and personal

ideals; and who found moral justification for their support of individual

terrorism, which was directed against tyrants and oppressors.

In his youth in Dvinsk he had been influenced by Zionism, but now he

dedicated himself entirely to the movement for all-Russian freedom since
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that would cause the Jewish question to be resolved of itself; religion being

a private matter of which a person needs to give an account only to

himself.

In 1906 he proceeded to Moscow University to study law. He was ar-

rested and sentenced to exile in Siberia, but thanks to the intercession of

his parents he was expelled from Russia instead. He continued his studies

in Germany, where after three years he received his Doctorate of Laws

for a dissertation on “Political Judgment according to the Talmud.”

While he was outside Russia he established contact with the Revolu-

tionaries in exile, and was present at the Congress of the Second Inter-

national in 1907. During all these years he was a member of the Social Re-

volutionary Party.

In 1910 he returned to Russia, took the law examinations and began

to work as a lawyer’s assistant. He married in 1914 but was expelled from

Moscow to Ufa in 1916, staying there until the 1917 Revolution.

At the outbreak of the Revolution he was one of the extreme opponents

to the continuation of the War. He opposed the Kerensky Government and

demanded immediate implementation of the Agrarian Reform. He became

one of the organisers of the left wing of the Social Revolutionaries, and

in December 1917 he was co-opted to the Soviet Government as Minister

of Justice. As such he abolished the former legal system, established Re-

volutionary Tribunals, and since there was no Bolshevik majority when

the Constituent Assembly met, it was Steinberg who helped to have it dis-

persed. During his three months in office he did his best to introduce a

humane attitude towards the opponents of the Revolution; but the Cheka

had the upper hand, and only rarely did he succeed in acting according

to his conscience.

The idyll between the Left-wing Social Revolutionaries and the Bol-

sheviks lasted only a short time, and they left the Government after the

latter signed the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk with Germany.

Until 1922 the Left-wing Social Revolutionary Party could still function

in Bolshevik Russia; although he spent a year in prison where he wrote his

book “From February to October.” In 1923 he left Russia and from that

time edited various works and journals which conducted propaganda against

Soviet Russia. He published books on : “The Image of the Revolution”;

“I was a People’s Commissar”; “Maria Spiridonova”’. He also wrote plays.

In 1926 he began to issue the journal “Freie Schriften” (Free Writings),

first in Warsaw and later in London. He began to concern himself with the
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Jewish Question and in 1928 published his book “In Stormy Times” in

which he warned of the increasing danger of Nazism in Europe.

He held that Zionism was unable to solve the problems of the Jewish

people, and therefore revived the defunct Jewish Territorialism of the de-

cade before the First World War in a new movement called the “Freeland

League of Jewish Colonisation.” His aim was to find some possibility of

existence for Jews and “Jewishness” by setting up autonomous centres on

Socialist foundations in which the Jewish culture would be based on the

Yiddish language.

He made many efforts to find his “Freeland” : In Angola, Alaska,

Madagascar and finally the Northern Territory of Queensland in Australia;

to which Dominion he went to engage in negotiations, and where he re-

mained for four years on account of the Second World War. All his efforts

were doomed to failure.

The annihilation of European Jewry was a heavy blow, while the

establishment of the State of Israel could not satisfy his desires. He became

one of its critics, both because it set out to be the only objective and long-

range solution for the problems of the Jewish People, and also because he

held that it could not exist in the Arab world.

He died in New York in 1957. A Yiddish work devoted to him was

published there in 1961.

The revolutionaries Rein-Abramovitch and Steinberg fit well into the

revolutionary tradition of Dvinsk. Entirely different were two men who

achieved renown in the fields of art. One was the sculptor Nahum Aaron-

son and the other was the actor Shlomo Vofsi-Mikhoels.
Nahum Aaronson was bom to a Hassidic family in 1872, in the small

Latgalian town Kraslavka. From his childhood he used to carve figures,

but in his town there was no possibility of study or development. At the

age of 15 he went to Vilna, where he studied at the School of Art for three

years under conditions of poverty and want. Aaronson did a bust of the

District Superintendent of Schools, who tried to secure his entry to the

Academy of Arts in St. Petersburg; but his efforts were in vain. Aaronson

had no right of residence outside the Jewish Pale, and also lacked the basic

education required. He made his way to Paris without money and without

knowing French, entered the Municipal Ecole des Arts Decoratifs without

needing to pay, and made a very scanty living by technical work for a

sculptor. Upon completing the school he was given its highest prize.

In 1894 he returned to Russia in order to serve in the army, was
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exempted from service and returned to Paris. There his early years at this

time were very difficult indeed. Lack of food caused him to faint from

exhaustion one day; but luckily for him that was the day when he received

his first major commission. He became famous in 1897, after participating

in the Annual Exhibition of the Salon. He exhibited at various European

capitals, became widely known, and his works were acquired by leading

museums throughout the world.

He spent most of his life in Paris, where he received the “Legion

d’Honneur”. In 1941 he went to U.S.A. because of the War and the Nazi

Occupation of France, dying in New York in 1943.

He prepared statuary and statues on general and Jewish themes, carving

allegorical personages and symbols from the distant past and the present,

as well as writers and scholars including Tolstoi, Turgeniev and Pasteur.

Composers included Beethoven, Berlioz, Chopin and Wagner. Statesmen

included Roosevelt and Lenin. He prepared single and group statues, memo-

rials and fountains.

Among his Jewish figures from the distant past were “Eve,” and “the

Prophet” (in the Tel Aviv Museum). Those of the present included : An
Old Jew, Pogrom, busts of Nordau, Louis Brandeis and others. Aaronson

is thought to have been particularly influenced by the culture and art of

Western Europe. His statues of adults and children show his tendency

to penetrate to the unconscious self of his subject, and to lay bare the

deepest urges in the latter’s soul.

The ties between Aaronson and his city can be judged by this passage

from a letter written in 1930 to a fellow-townsman

:

“Until now I have not answered your letter which has brought to

mind my Kraslavka, small and aged, drenched in sunshine, where

I spent the best years of my life. In any case that time is engraved

to this day in my memory as the best years. Your letter brought the

past and all that was precious before my eyes.”
9

Solomon Vofsi-Mikhoels was bom in Dvinsk in 1890 in a traditionally

observant family, and went to Heder for his Jewish schooling. At the age

of thirteen he began to study general subjects and the Russian language.

In 1905 he entered the Riga Realschule, which he completed in 1908. While

studying he gave private lessons in the Russian language and distinguished

himself at school when reciting select passages from Russian literature.

He continued studying in Kiev and afterwards joined the Juridical Faculty

at the University of St. Persburg.
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In 1918, when he was 29 years old, he entered the School for the

Theatre. From 1919 he began to appear at the Yiddish Dramatic Studio,

which was headed by Alexander Granovsky.* He appeared in Maeterlinck’s

plays and Shalom Asch’s “The Sin” and “Amnon and Tamar”. At this

theatre he adopted the pseudonym Mikhoels, apparently in memory of his

father whose name had been Michael.

In 1920 he proceeded to Moscow with the Theatre, which now changed

from a Studio to a Chamber Theatre, “The State Jewish Theatre”. Mikhoels

appeared in Asch’s “God of Vengeance”, Gutzkov’s “Uriel Acosta” and

Goldfaden’s “The Witch”, etc. In 1925 he appeared in a film, in which

he played Shalom Aleichem’s Menahem Mendel.

In 1926 he was honoured as a “most productive” actor of U.S.S.R. In

1928-29 he and the Theatre went abroad and appeared in France, Belgium,

Holland and Austria.

In 1929 he was appointed Artistic Director of the Theatre, and parti-

cipated in performances of plays by Bergelson, Nissonov and others. In

1925 he achieved very high fame with his performance as King Lear.

Between 1926 and 1939 he performed in plays by Kulbak, Goldfaden and

Peretz Markish, and acted the parts of Shalom AleichenT’s “Tuvia the

Dairyman” and Shakespeare’s “Richard the Third”.

In 1939 he was awarded the “Order of Lenin” and honoured as Pe-

ople’s Actor of U.S.S.R.

During the war years from 1941 he served as Chairman of the Jewish

Anti-Fascist Committee, and his Theatre was transferred to Tashkent. In

1943 Mikhoels and Itzik Pfeffer visited U.S.A., Canada, Mexico and Eng-

land to conduct anti-Hitlerist propaganda and win support for U.S.S.R. as

representatives of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee.

He returned to Russia in 1944 and continued his theatrical work and

his professorial activities. In 1948 he was killed in Minsk. His death is

surrounded with mystery, and many people believe that he was liquidated

among the other Jewish writers and artists who met their deaths during

the terrorist years of the Stalin period.

Mikhoels was an exceptional actor, in whom the qualities of the born

* Alexander Granovsky or Abraham Azarkh studied at the same private Realschule,

known as “Friedrich German”, in Riga as S. Vofsi. The writer of these lines

studied together with them there. Jewish pupils at this school amounted to 90%

since they could not gain admission to Government or Municipal Schools on

account of the Governmental numerus clausus against the Jews.
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artist were combined with knowledge, widely branching culture and meti-

culous care for every line and motion. He was a small man with a face

that was almost ugly, but his intelligence and intellect enabled him to over-

come his physical difficulties. He could achieve the highest artistic levels,

as when playing “King Lear”, where tragedy and grandeur combined into

one complete and impressive figure.

VIII

There is a certain prayer which comes to the mind and heart of a

writer of reminiscences, a lament for bygone years combined with a fear

for the future. It is the universal human plea : “Do not cast us away from

before thee and do not take thy holy strength away from us. Do not cast

me away in old age, and when my strength fails do not abandon me . .

.”

When I was young I used to go to hear this prayer being sung by the

Cantor Baruch Leib Rosowsky at the Riga Great Synagogue in Gogol

Street. The memory has led me to write the following section on the musical

figures of Riga.

The official Synagogue of Riga Jewry was the Great Synagogue in

Gogol Street, known as “Die Gogol Schul”, where the Chief Rabbi used

to pray during festivals and the notables of the community thought it an

honour to possess a permanent seat. The high esteem in which it was held

was due in no small measure to the famous Cantor Baruch Leib Rosowsky,

who served there for 48 consecutive years, from the time the Synagogue

was built.

B. L. Rosowsky was born in the small town Nalewki, in the Vilna

Government District. Until the age of 23 he lived there, married, had three

children, became a well-versed and keen student of the Talmud and rab-

binical authorities, and was a good-looking man, but otherwise did nothing

in particular. The livelihood of the family was provided by his wife. How-

ever, his prayers and Sabbath and festival hymns, sung in a fine lyrical tenor

voice, were already outstanding.

Business affairs brought his father to St. Petersburg where he intro-

duced his son Baruch Leib to the wellknown local merchant brothers Reb

Meir and Reb Moshe Arieh Leib Friedland.

Thanks to their influence Baruch Leib entered the Conservatoire that

was directed by the famous musician Anton Rubinstein. Thanks to their

material aid he completed his studies there, spending six years at the insti-

tution.
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He afterwards went for further study with Cantor Sulzer of Vilna, but

did not find the latter’s manner of prayer to his taste, and proceeded to

Koenigsberg, to the famous Cantor Hirsch Weintraub. “As a man of the

people and an outstanding lyricist, Weintraub was in accord with my
father’s taste”, writes his son the composer. Professor Solomon Rosowsky,

in his essay : “How my Father was accepted as Cantor in the Great Syna-

gogue of Riga”, in “Latvian Jewry”’ Tel Aviv, 1953.

On his way home B. L. Rosowsky visited his kinsfolk in Vilna, where

he was asked to lead the congregation in prayer. But the far-famed city of

Vilna “did not yet have any culture at all in the cantorial field,” and his

appearance was a dismal failure. At that period, in the Seventies of the

last century. Cantors were expected to perform all kinds of tricks and

engage in various growlings and unnatural warblings, to repeat words end-

lessly, and so on. A cantor like Rosowsky, one of the first with a highly-

cultured approach and full musical training, did not accord with the general

taste of the Congregation.

“A group of Riga merchants who used to float logs of timber down the

River Dvina . . . decided to contribute a large part of their profits towards

building the Synagogue . . . When the building was finished they requested

Cantor Weintraub in Koenigsberg to inaugurate the new edifice ... He
recommended his pupil Rosowsky to them.”

This time as well there was every prospect of failure, for many of the

Riga congregation “had also grown up with corrupt concepts of cantorial

music”, and the intellectuals were the only ones who supported him. Ro-

sowsky then appealed again to his benefactor Friedland, who wrote to

the Governor of Riga and requested his help. The Governor appeared at

the Synagogue during the service. After it was over he went to Rosowsky,

to whom he took a great liking, and warmly thanked him for his prayers.

That settled the matter. He began praying at the Synagogue in 1872 and

continued until 1919, passing away that year only a few months after he

ceased to lead the services.

B. L. Rosowsky composed many melodies, some of which were pub-

lished by his son. Professor Solomon Rosowsky (Fifteen Selihot — Peni-

tential Prayers — for the Days of Awe) in 1924 through the “Yuval”

Publishing House in Berlin as “Part Two.” The First Part, consisting of

Prayers for the Sabbath and the Three Major Festivals, was never pub-

lished for lack of money.

Professor Solomon Rosowsky inherited the love of music from his
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father the Cantor. The latter wished him to be a lawyer and he commenced
to study law, but his natural tendencies proved stronger and he continued

the family tradition. He was born in Riga in 1878, and as remarked began

to study law. However, he abandoned this field and dedicated himself to

music, first in Kiev and afterwards in Leipzig. In 1906 he moved to St.

Petersburg and entered the Conservatoire in which his father had studied

some forty years earlier. In 1908 he founded a “Society for Jewish Folk

Music” and thenceforward became known as a composer using Jewish

themes. He was also the musical editor of the daily “Den”.

In 1918-1919 he was the Musical Director of the Jewish Dramatic

Studio under the management of Alexander Granovsky, and wrote music

for “Amnon and Tamar”, “Uriel Acosta” and other plays presented by

the Studio. In 1920, when the Studio was transferred to Moscow, Rosowsky

returned to Latvia.

There he headed the Jewish Conservatoire established by “The Society

for improving Science and Art”’ which had been founded by Dr. Hermann

Wassermann. He was the musical critic of the Russian daily “Sevodnia”.

In 1924, as recorded above, he published part of his father’s works in

Berlin.

He proceeded to Eretz Israel in 1925 and commenced his musical

career in the Studio of the “Gdud Haavoda” (Labour Legion). He was

one of the founders of the Musical Academy of Jerusalem, where he wrote

music to the performances of “Sabbethai Zvi”, “The Treasure”, “The

Locks of Absalom”, “Jacob and Rachel”, etc. The Jewish National Fund

commissioned a collection of “Music of the Land” from him. When the

Palestine Broadcasting Service commenced in 1936 he suggested the musical

signature tune of the Hebrew news, based on the cantillation of the first

words in the Torah.

The Palestine Institute for the Musical Sciences was established at this

time, and there he began his life’s work, a study of the musical aspects

of the Cantillation of the Torah. This study was published in New York

in 1957 under the title: “The Cantillation of the Bible.”

He went to U.S.A. after the Second World War, returning to Israel

for a short while in 1959. He then went back to New York, where he

died in 1962.

“The Cantillation of the Bible” has been translated into Hebrew by

Dr. Shneur Zalman Zeitlin jointly with and under the editorship of Dr.

Hayyim Bar Dayan, and is due to be published shortly. (Dr. Zeitlin has
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also been good enough to provide me with most of the information on the

Rosowsky family.)

Cantor Rosowsky”s Choir included two singers who in due course

achieved fame in the larger musical world. These were Joseph Schwarz

and Herman Jadlowker.

Joseph Schwarz, who was born in Riga in 1880, had a Baritone that

was very well suited for Concerts and Operas. He began his musical

career in Rosowsky’s Choir, and in due course began to appear in such

wellknown European Opera House as the Volks-Oper in Vienna, the

Hofoper in Berlin, etc. In 1921 he joined the Chicago Opera and appeared

as the chief singer in a performance of “La Traviata” in New York. All

his appearances were crowned with great success. Unfortunately his career

was interrupted in 1926, when he died in Berlin at the age of 46.

Hermann Jadlowker was bom in Riga in 1878. His was an operatic

tenor. From Rosowsky’s Choir he proceeded to the Vienna Conservatoire.

He began to appear at the Cologne Opera House in 1899, and passed

through a large number of European cities including the Opera Houses

of Stettin and Karlsruhe, finally making his way to Berlin where he became

a leading singer. Kaiser Wilhelm II was particularly fond of his outstanding

coloratura. He appeared at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York

in 1910, 1912, and again in 1919. After 1924 he appeared as a guest singer

and at concerts. In 1929 he returned to Riga, assuming the post of Chief

Cantor at the synagogue in Gogol Street where he had been the chorister

of Cantor Rosowsky. He proceeded to Eretz Israel in 1939, dedicated

himself to teaching music and sang at Memorial Meetings to the Martyrs

of Latvia and Esthonia.

In 1953 he passed away in Tel Aviv.

Most of the musicians mentioned here were famous in several countries,

but the composer Marc Lavry found his place in Eretz Israel once he came

there, and developed his qualities and talents in that country.

Mark Lavry was born in Riga in 1903 and was a composer and con-

ductor. After graduating from the Riga Conservatoire he studied in Leipzig,

Between 1927 and 1932 he lived in Germany where he conducted orchestras

for Ballet, Opera and Radio, besides being Conductor of the Berlin Or-

chestra for four years. During this period he began writing musical com-

positions. From 1932 to 1934 he was a conductor of the National Opera

in Riga.
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In 1935 he came to Eretz Israel. Between 1941 and 1947 he conducted

the Israel People’s Opera” and later served as the Musical Director of

“Kol Zion Lagola” (The Voice of Zion to the Exile).

The compositions he wrote in Eretz Israel combined folklorist elements

with others that are characteristic of the new life developing in the country.

Such were his Opera “Dan the Watchman” and “Tamar”, his symphonic

poem “Emek”; his Oratorio “The Song of Songs”; his “Holy Service for

the Sabbath”; and his Concertos for piano, violin and viola.

The final years of his life were spent in Haifa where he was the Mu-
sical Adviser of the Youth and Sports Department of the Municipality.

He worked on a “Symphony for Drums’”, which should have been per-

formed on the forthcoming Independence Day but never lived to com-

plete it.

He suffered from heart disease in his final years, and passed away in

Haifa in 1967.

Finally it is only proper to mention the violinist Professor Adolf Metz

of the Latvian Conservatoire, who used to appear free of charge at parties

and celebrations on behalf of charitable institutions in Riga.

He was murdered in the Riga Ghetto in 1944.

IX

In several Latvian communities there were official Crown Rabbis who

engaged not only in their official semi-registrar, etc., functions but also in

communal activities on behalf of their congregation and Russian Jewry

as a whole. Their activities were usually highly appreciated and they were

affectionately remembered for many years by the local Jewish population.

Shlomo Pucker officiated between the years 1859 and 1893 in Mitau,

and later in Riga, as a Crown Rabbi. He was born in Poland and was

educated at the Government-sponsored Rabbinical Seminary of Vilna. After

his appointment he did a great deal on behalf of communal institutions,

and fostered the spread of religious and general enlightenment among the

Jews of Kurland. He wisely and successfully conducted a struggle, both by

sermons and by polemic essays in the German press, against the Protestant

Mission which was very active among the Jewish community of Kurland

during the 1860s. In 1864 he was invited to St. Petersburg as a member

of the Committee which considered the granting of the right of residence

to Jewish craftsmen outside the Pale of Settlement.
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Between the years 1883 and 1889 there was a “Higher Committee for

revising Present Laws regarding the Jews” which was known by the name
of its Chairman, Count Pahlen. It recommended various ameliorations in

the civic status of Russian Jewry, but these were disregarded by the auto-

cratic rulers of the Empire. Pucher submitted memorandums to this Com-
mittee with the aim of improving the legal position of the Jews, both in

the Baltic region and in Russia as a whole. He was persona grata in

Government circles, and various distinguished Orders were bestowed on

him for his communal activities.

In 1893 he proceeded to Riga to function as Crown Rabbi, and passed

away there in 1898. A special Fund was established in his memory by the

Riga Society for the Dissemination of Enlightenment.

Aaron Pumpiansky , also a graduate of the Vilna Rabbinical Seminary,

served as Crown Rabbi in Riga between 1873 and 1893. He was a writer,

publicist and translator. In 1881 a Russian monthly, “Yevreiskiya Zapiski”

(Jewish Notes), began to appear in Riga under his editorship. Twelve

numbers appeared in all containing historical surveys and records of local,

general and foreign life.

This was the first attempt to issue a Jewish periodical in Riga. The

issues contained an essay on “The Jews in the Government Districts of

Livonia and Kurland”, as well as a drama entitled “Solomon the Wise”

which he himself wrote.

Dr. Judah Leib Kantor, the writer and publicist, officiated as Crown

Rabbi in Libau from 1890 to 1904, and held the same office in Riga from

1909 until his death in 1915. He was a writer and journalist with a con-

siderable reputation in Russian Jewry. Here we shall consider only his

influence on the Jews of Riga and Kurland.

Dr. Kantor was one of the representatives of Latvian Jewry at the All-

Russian Jewish Conference held in Kovno in 1909, where an attempt was

made to revive the Community organisation as the basis of Russian Jewry.

His standing was such that he was elected to the Presidium of the Con-

ference.

Thanks to his initiative a group of Riga communal workers and per-

sons of means founded the Yiddish paper “Di Iddishe Stimme” in 1910,

with the aim of accustoming the Jews of the Baltic territories to view a

journal in Yiddish as their national means of expresson. The Chief Editor

was the writer Dr. Eliashiv, who went by the pen-name of “Baal Mach-
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shoves”. It was of a high standard, but closed down after 51 issues. The

local Jewish elite at the time was indifferent to a Yiddish journal, while

the contents were too abstract and intellectual for average readers.

Rabbi Dr. Aaron Ber Nurock headed the Libau community, first as

Rabbi and Crown Rabbi and later as President. His term of office began

in 1907 and for thirty years he represented Libau Jewry and defended

their rights, particularly during the German Occupation of the First World

War.

He was a delegate to the Constituent Assembly of Latvia on behalf

of the Jews of Kurland, and was also a Deputy in the Third Seim.

X
Latvian Jewry’s charitable institutions resembled those that were to be

found elsewhere in the Diaspora. Here I wish to make particular mention

of two philanthropists who helped to establish institutions which were the

pride of Latvian Jewry. These were Ulrich Milman and Abraham Sobo-

levitch. Here we quote some of the reminiscences which E. Ettingen pub-

lished about them in “Latvian Jewry”.

Ulrich Milman , one of the leading industrialists of Latvia, distinguished

himself by hs numerous contrbutions towards the needs of the Jewish

public. He was born in Bausk in 1882 and displayed business acumen from

his youth. In 1902 he entered into partnership with the owners of the

Maikapar Cigarette Factory. The firm prospered greatly under his manage-

ment. He also invested large amounts in industrial and commercial enter-

prises, both in Latvia and in other countries.

His contributions to various Jewish and general institutions increased

with the expansion of his business interests. In 1905 the large Synagogue

in Petau Street in Riga was erected thanks to his initiative and with his

aid. Several years later he donated one of his houses in Elizabeth Street

to the Latvian Red Cross. He also contributed a large sum towards the

erection of the Jewish Club in the city, and it was he who established the

Bikkur Holim Hospital.

The Bikkur Holim Society for visiting and aiding the sick was founded

in 1870. For most of its existence the help it provided was restricted to the

upkeep of a clinic and the provision of remedies for needy patients. In

special cases doctors were also sent to their homes. The Society wished to

establish a Hospital, and before the first World War it had succeeded in
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collecting more than 300,000 roubles for the purpose in a Fund that bore

the name of the philanthropic Reb Isaiah Berlin; but during the war years

almost all the money was expended to support victims of the hostilities.

In 1920 Ulrich Milman placed the means for building a Hospital at

the disposal of the Society. The Joint Distribution Committee helped to

provide equipment, and in 1924 the Hospital was opened in a handsome

six-storey building in Moscow Street. Milman received the “Three Stars”

Order from the Latvian Government because of his philanthropic activities.

When Hitler came to power in 1933 Ulrich Milman was in Berlin, and

the Latvian Government offered to appoint him as Consul for Latvia in

order to protect him against Nazi persecution. He refused and emigrated to

the U.S.A., where he continued his commercial and communal activities,

serving as Chairman of the Russian Committee of the United Jewish Appeal

in New York. During the Fifties he passed away in that city.

Abraham Sobolevitch was born in Kalvaria, in the Suwalk Government

District, in 1867. He was a large-scale man of affairs and a model com-

munal worker. While still young he conducted industrial affairs in Vitebsk.

After the Russian Revolution he moved to England and from there went

to Latvia. In Riga he established the “Continent Galoshes Factory”, and

also had similar enterprises in Lithuania and Poland. He developed the

transfer of raw materials from Soviet Russia through Latvian ports, and

re-established the Tannhauser Beer Breweries.

As in his business affairs, he displayed far-reaching capabilities in com-

munal activities. In Riga he established the Tushia Hebrew Gymnasium

as a continuation for the Reformed Hedarim. He was a member of the

Committee of the Society for the Dissemination of Culture and was Chair-

man of the Keren Hayesod in Riga.

The late E. Ettingen wrote of him as follows

:

“The Linat Hazedek Society was founded in 1910. In 1921 it acquired

a building of its own to serve as a Maternity Hospital, and at once

expanded its activities. This Hospital was headed by Dr. B. Herzfeld,

who was not only an outstanding physician but also a dedicated com-

munal worker. In 1929 the Lutheran Church took legal action against

the Linat Hazedek, claiming that it owned the Hospital building.

“After protracted legal proceedings the Church won the case, and

one day we witnessed a shocking scene : The patients, women with

their newly-born babies, were evicted and left without a roof to cover

their heads.
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“By chance the industrialist and philanthropist Abraham Sobolevitch

happened to pass. He was so taken aback at the sight that he decided

to erect a new hospital. Without delay he sought for and found a

plot in Moscow Street, and gave orders for construction to commence
at once. As soon as the building was complete he handed the keys

over to the Hospital Management, and made an express provision

that it would not be called by his name. Indeed, he refused to be a

member of its Directorate. The Hospital was constructed in accord-

ance with all the latest medical principles, and was a credit to its

founders and to the Jewish community of Riga.”

In 1929 he came to settle in Eretz Israel. Even before his arrival he

had a building erected for the Bnei Akiva Yeshiva in Kfar Haroeh.

In 1947 he passed away in Jerusalem.

Apart from those mentioned above there were many other Jews in

Latvia with open hearts and hands who, each one according to his own

capacity, aided every national and cultural enterprise, the Halutz Pioneer

Movement, and charitable institutions. The names of these many unknown

together with their deeds are all recorded in the “Book of Memories'”.

May the memory of them all be blessed.

Here ends this account of Latvian Men and Deeds, as far as my in-

formation and the material at my disposal have taken me. Mention has

been made only of those who have passed away.

It is not impossible that I have missed individuals who deserve to have

been included. If so, it has not been done of set purpose.

There is no terminal point in history. There is always something to

add. We belong to a generation who lived in Latvia at a certain period

that has now come to an end. Others will undoubtedly follow and will

add what may be missing here. May they do all they can to make the tale

complete.
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ESTHONIAN JEWRY
A HISTORICAL SUMMARY

Dedicated to the memory of my parents,

Joseph Michael and Rachel Wilensky,

who were murdered by the Nazis in Esthonia

at the end of 1941.1

BEFORE THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

THE State of Esthonia was founded in 1919 and consisted of the former

Russian Government District of Estlandia and half of the one-time Govern-

ment District of Livonia. At the height of its development the Jewish com-

munity of this little country numbered about 5,000, or some 0.4% of the

total population, which amounted to rather more than 1,125,000. In spite

of their scanty numbers compared with the Jewish populations of Latvia

and Lithuania, however, the Jews of Esthonia constituted a kind of multum

in parvo.

The first Jews in Esthonia were the Kantonists

:

Jewish boys who were

kidnapped from their homes while still children in order to serve in the

Russian army for twenty-five years (from the time they reached military

age). They underwent terrible persecutions on the part of those to whom
they were entrusted, in order to “persuade” them to convert to Christianity.

Only a small proportion of the boys succeeded in remaining true to the fate

of their fathers. Most of them converted or perished.

In addition to the Kantonists, Jewish soldiers known as “Nikolai’s sol-

diers’ (so called after Tsar Nikolai I) served in the garrisons of Reval

(Talinn), Dorpat (Tartu) and Pemau from about the time of the Crimean

War. At the end of their period of military service, which might also last

up to twenty-five years, these Nikolai’s soldiers were allowed to marry and

establish families, which were maintained by the Russian army. They and

their offspring were permitted to live in any of the cities of Russia outside

the Pale of Settlement; and they constituted the foundation of many com-

munities which came into being in Esthonia.

Thus the basis of the modem Jewish community goes back to the

middle of the Nineteenth Century. However, the names of individual Jews

are found in the Archives of Reval as early as the Fourteenth Century.

Nor was it a matter of chance that the names of individual Jews were re-

corded in these Archives during the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries.
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The Reval District was for a long period the property of the Danish Crown,

which treated Jews in a more humane fashion than the Knights of the

Livonian Order; who then ruled the Baltic countries and mercilessly per-

secuted not only occasional Jews but every Christian who was not a Romam
Catholic.

With regard to the Kantonists it should be mentioned that most of the

boys who were taken to Russian army camps in Esthonia were themselves

Esthonians. The number of Jews was smaller, while Russians proper were

very few indeed. David Epstein, a Kantonist who reached Esthonia in a

group of several thousand Jewish boys, relates that not more than fifty of

them remained Jews. The others converted to Christianity or died while

they were still children.

As remarked, many Jewish Kantonists converted to Christianity because

they could not withstand the cruel persecution of their army chiefs. When
the first group of Kantonist boys, who had numbered several thousand,

arrived in Reval in 1828, only about fifty Jews were left. The others had

converted or died. But the authorities still suspected that many of the Jews

had converted only in appearance and were continuing to observe Jewish

practices in secret. Ordinances providing for this contingency were published

as early as 1786. Every Jew who changed his faith and became a Christian

had to proclaim the fact publicly in Church. An Order was also published

that in cases involving Jewish converts Jews might be brought as witnesses

only if there were not enough Christian witnesses. In Reval, 110 Jews con-

verted to Christianity during the year 1844.

Sweden ruled over Esthonia from 1621 to 1710. In accordance with

an Ordinance published in September 1621, the presence of Jews was not

to be tolerated in the country, as being harmful to the local inhabitants.

Even earlier, in 1595, the King of Poland who then ruled over Southern

Esthonia issued an Order forbidding Scots (who were then beginning to

make their way into Muscovite and neighbouring territories) and Jews to

reside in the regions of Dorpat, Pemau and Wenden. However, the local

authorities did not act in accordance with this Order and so an even stricter

one was issued in 1598. This prohibited the presence of Dutchmen, Scots

and Jews in the aforesaid regions.

The fact that this prohibition was issued serves to indicate that by the

end of the Sixteenth Century there were already Jewish peddlars in no

small numbers to be found in Northern Livonia (South Esthonia). This

is also shown by an Order of the Commissioners for the King of Poland
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dated 1598, prohibiting Scots and various other peddlars, Jews and vaga-

bonds of whatever kind to be present, as remarked, in the Land of Livonia

unless they were provided with authorisations from the cities of Riga,

Dorpat or Pemau. The Order also specifies that the presence of all these

peddlars and wanderers was not to be tolerated, and they were not to be

provided with lodgings or refuge, because they harmed the local merchants.

At the end of the Seventeenth Century, when trade between Sweden

and Poland was on the increase, Jews played an important part as middle-

men and were under the protection of the authorities, having the status of

what were known as “Schutz-Juden” (Protected Jews). In the protocols of

the Municipal Archives of Reval (the present-day Talinn) we find the for-

mula of an oath that were specially composed for Jews. The following is a

special formula quoted in connection with the oath to be taken by the Jew

Elias Salomon in 1783, when he and the Christian craftsman Hornschach

were authorised by the Russian Government to prepare seals for the latter.

The two craftsmen were ordered to take oath that they would not abuse

the privilege granted to them. However, the Christian took a brief oath

whereas the Jews Salomon swore at full length

:

“Adonai who created Heaven and earth. Thou who didst create me
and all mankind, I, Elias Salomon call upon Thee by Thy Holy and

all-powerful Name to confirm these my true words : That apart from

the seals which I shall prepare in accordance with the royal authorisa-

tion granted to me, I shall prepare no other specimens of the said

wares, I shall not abuse this authorisation and I shall not prepare

similar specimens of seals like these, either by myself or at the hands

of others ... So help me God.

“And if I act deceitfully and misuse my authorisation — then let me
be accursed forever, may the fire that consumed Sodom and Go-

morrhah consume me, and may all the curses written in the Torah

be fulfilled in me . .

.

“And may the Lord of Truth never stand any more at my right

hand . .

.”

As late as 1830 the Jew Ber Gottlieb had to take a similar oath in

Reval. His oath contained additional curses such as : Let the earth swallow

me up as it swallowed the followers of Korah, etc., etc.

Early in the Eighteenth Century the Russian Tsar, Peter the Great,

conquered the Baltic countries, and from 1710 until her Proclamation of

Independence more than two hundred years later Esthonia belonged to

Russia. Peter the Great granted many Jews the right of residence in Es-
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thonia, since he needed them for commercial and building purposes. These
were “Schutz-Juden” whose presence depended on the good will of the

rulers. However, the Tsarina Elisabeth his daughter treated the Jews cruelly,

and according to a Decree which she issued in December, 1742, Jews were

forbidden to dwell within the boundaries of Russia and were all to be ex-

pelled. This Decree was carried out to the full, and Jews were expelled

from Esthonia as well.

Greater comprehension as to the part played by the Jews in the develop-

ment of trade and industry was shown by the Empress Catherine the Great,

in whose reign Jews returned to Esthonia, although illegally for the greater

part. The Archives of the Reval Municipality towards the end of the Eigh-

teenth Century contain letters from Jewish merchants living in the cities of

Shklov and Mohilev who had close trade relations with the Christian whole-

salers of Reval. These Jewish merchants sometimes even had branches in

Leipzig and London, and frequently visited the cities of Esthonia, thanks

to special permits. Even if these visits were occasionally against the law,

the police officials preferred to disregard them on account of the great

benefits which the city enjoyed thanks to this trade with the Jews.

The general population of Esthonia, particularly in the villages, adopted

a friendly attitude towards Jews and not infrequently helped them to con-

ceal themselves from the authorities. It should be noted that the Christians

of Esthonia were less anti-Semitic than their Latvian and Polish neigh-

bours. This may possibly be due in part to the influence of their other

neighbours, the peoples of Scandinavia. And this in turn may help to ac-

count for the relatively considerable number of mixed marriages between

Jews and Esthonian girls during the Twentieth Century.

And so we come to the Nineteenth Century during which the Jewish

Communities of the country were founded and firmly established. An Order

issued by the Military Commander of the Estlandia District in 1807 shows

that he permitted Jewish gold and silversmiths, whose residence period in

Esthonia had expired, to remain in that territory until the annual fairs had

been held. The Esthonian villagers told legends and tales about the bravery

of Jewish peddlars or merchants, who forcibly resisted the confiscation of

their property and their expulsion from the country.

In the Nineteenth Century, during the reigns of Nikolai I, Alexander II

and Alexander III, three different types of Jewish communities came into

being in the country. The first consisted of the offspring and descendants

of the Kantonists and Nikolai’s Soldiers, who were mostly craftsmen and

very largely destitute of Jewish learning in spite of their religious fervour.
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Second came Jews of Kurland, who moved to Esthonia and were marked

by their devotion to German culture and speech. Third were Jews who
came from Lithuania, from the Pale of Settlement and from Latgale. These

were mostly Jewish scholars; and despite the fact that most of them were

poverty-stricken they showed a certain contempt for the well-to-do but un-

lettered offspring of the Jewish soldiers. This lack of homogeneity among
the local Jewish communities continued in the Twentieth Century as well.

During the Eighteen Thirties Jewish patients from the Pale of Settle-

ment were given special permission to come for treatment to the hospitals

of Dorpat, which had an excellent medical reputation. Later many Jewish

students from the Pale of Settlement and Inner Russia also came to this

famous University City. The first Jewish student known in Dorpat was a

certain Alexander Wulfius, who was there in 1840. After he graduated in

laws he converted to Christianity and remained in Dorpat permanently. At

the same time he maintained his friendship with Jews and helped those of

the city considerably in their communal and cultural affairs. He also made

large-scale contributions to the Community. It is interesting that he was

popular and highly respected by Jews and Christians alike.

During the second half of the Nineteenth Century, as remarked, there

was an increase in the number of Jews in Esthonia. Apart from merchants

and hawkers there were now many craftsmen, including shoemakers, tailors,

tinsmiths and, above all, shingle-makers. These craftsmen came from Li-

thuania, Poland and Kurland. Like the hawkers and peddlars they found

that they could make an easier living in Esthonia than in their former

dwelling-places, although they had no right of domicile. In 1865 Tsar Alex-

ander II granted the right af residence in the Baltic Provinces to Jewish

craftsmen who were engaged in their specific occupations. However, in

accordance with an Order dated 1842, those Jews who had the right of

residence in Esthonia were forbidden to employ Christian workmen. Thus

we read that in 1859 the Jewess Hannah Meirovitch of Reval was accused

of employing a Christian female help to work in her home, and was sen-

tenced to pay a fine of 5 roubles for every twenty-four hours of such em-

ployment. The total fine she had to pay was 450 roubles to the Municipal

Treasury. If she was unable to pay this amount she was to receive 55 strokes

of the rod (!) from the Police.

The German merchants of Dorpat also displayed their hostility towards

Jewish peddlars and hawkers. In 1841 they applied to the Mayor to forbid

the Jewish peddlars to engage in trade since the activities of the Jews un-

favourably affected the material condition and standing of the German
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merchants, which was declining in any case. They also proposed that ped-

dling should be prohibited for Russians and Esthonians as well.

Alexander II granted rights of residence in Esthonia and the whole of

Russia under the Order of 1865 not only to craftsmen but also to the

families and descendants of Nikolai’s Soldiers, to merchants of the First

Guild, and to university graduates. In 1856 there were already about 60

families of Nikolai’s soldiers in Reval, and about 10 such families in Dor-

pat. These may be regarded as the pioneers of the Jewish Community of

Esthonia.

Nikolai’s Soldiers, who included several scholars with rabbinical diplo-

mas, were in Reval by order of the army. Almost completely unknown to

the general Jewish public, they established a small synagogue and Jewish

cemetery during the Forties. In order to find the necessary money with

which to erect a fence around the cemetery the soldiers sold their rations

of bread and food.

In the Eighties the Nikolai Soldiers, whose numbers in Reval had

reached almost 800, resolved to have a Torah Scroll written from their

own resources. For this purpose they invited a special Torah scribe to the

city. The military authorities approved of this step, and the traditional

ending of the Scroll was celebrated with much pomp and circumstance.

At the meeting of the Reval City Council, the local Jewish corset-maker

Jacob Kuklinsky, who represented the soldiers belonging to the local com-

munity, announced that they had selected a certain Semyon Cohen to be

the representative of their Community. This Kuklinsky is met with again

on account of a denunciation against him brought by a convert, to the

effect that the said Kuklinsky had spoken contemptuously against the Chris-

tian faith and against Jesus when he tried to persuade three Jews not to

change their faith.

In December 1870 the Ministry of the Interior issued a permit for the

erection in Reval of a Synagogue for Jewish civilians residing in that city.

As remarked above there was already one synagogue for the soldiers, but

it was far from the centre of town and lay near the military barracks. In

any case both synagogues together were too small to contain all those who

came to pray. In 1882 the foundation stone of a large, spacious and hand-

some synagogue was laid, and it was officially dedicated a few years later.

At this period the position of Reval Jews was satisfactory, particularly

after 1876, when Jews were permitted to purchase real estate.

A “heder” (old-style Hebrew school) was set up by a Hebrew teachef

among the Nikolai soldiers in Reval, and teachers also taught general sub-
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jects there. During the Seventies this became a Jewish elementary school

for the children of Jews of restricted means. Wealthy Jews, however, used

to send their children to Christian schools.

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Jewish National Cultural Autonomy

On 12th February 1925 the Parliament of the Esthonian Republic

passed a law providing cultural autonomy for all National Minorities in the

country, including the Jews, with permission to use the national language

of the minority for all cultural activities. Even the Jews of the neighbouring

Lithuania and Latvia never achieved such full autonomy, for which the

only requirement was that the minority should consist of not less than

three thousand residents of the country. As a result the Jews of Esthonia

were placed on an equal footing with the Russian, German and Swedish

minorities. The statement issued by the Esthonian Government informing

the Jews of their full cultural autonomy was issued at the celebration of

the first decade of the country’s independence, and was published in both

Hebrew and Yiddish. This document, which is to be found in the Jewish

National Library in Jerusalem, is sui generis, being the first and only one of

its kind issued during the two millennia of exile in which official use was

made of both Hebrew, the national language, and Yiddish the Jewish ver-

nacular.

The institutions of Jewish cultural autonomy began to function in 1926,

and included the folloging

:

1. A Kultur-rat or Cultural Council of 27 members, who were elected

for three years;

2. A Kultur Verwaltung or Cultural Administration of 7 members, who

were elected by and from the members of the Cultural Council;

3. Local Committees which were concerned with rates and taxes and

schools.

The income of the autonomous institutions derived from the rates levied

on the members, subsidies granted by the Government and municipalities,

and other sources. Elections to the Cultural Council were general, direct

and secret.

The question of the language of instruction in the Jewish schools led

to sharp differences of opinion until a compromise was reached whereby

the two languages, Hebrew and Yiddish, were given equal rights as lan-

guages of tuition.
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In 1926 a Society was established for Jewish schools. In Talinn it

founded a Yiddish kindergarten and elementary school. Later the Jewish

schools in Talinn united and provided parallel classes in both Hebrew and
Yiddish.

In 1932 there were 204 Jewish children attending secondary schools,

of whom 115 studied in Hebrew or Yiddish classes, 19 in Esthonian schools,

25 in Russian schools and 45 in German schools.

Details about the Jewish school in Dorpat, which was founded as early

as 1875, will be found below.

The cultural autonomy introduced fresh vitality in the Jewish Com-
munity of Esthonia, where there were soon a large number of cultural,

educational, sport and entertainment societies — a number that was indeed

surprising when the size of the local Jewish population is taken into con-

sideration. Naturally most was done in the two major cities Reval (Talinn)

and Dorpat (Tartu), which competed with one another for the hegemony

over the Jews of the country. Reval was the largest city and the capital,

with a wealthy Jewish community, while Dorpat prided itself on its Univer-

sity, Jewish students and student institutions.

A few statistics on the Jews of the country between the two World

Wars are given here. According to the official population census of 1922

there were 4566 Jews in the country, constituting 0.4% of the total popula-

tion. Almost all of them lived in towns, practically half in the two major

cities Reval (Talinn) where there were 1,203 Jews, and Dorpat (Tartu)

containing 920. They constituted about 1.3% of the urban population.

There was not a single Jewish representative in the Esthonian Parliament.

In 1934 a total of 1,688 Jews were active in economic life. Of these,

514 were engaged in trade, 409 as clerks or in services, 249 in various

crafts, 233 as workers, 158 as members of the free professions, 26 landlords

and 16 Jewish religious functionaries. Most of the Jews had small or me-

dium-sized shops.

Of the 249 Jewish craftsmen 77 were tailors, 40 furriers, 39 tinsmiths,

33 leather-cutters for shoes, and 16 technicians. There were no shoemakers

among them. Most of the craftsmen worked alone, without any helpers.

Jewish physicians constituted 8.9% of all those in the country. In 1932

there were 85 Jewish physicians, of whom 65 were men and 20 women.

They did not all engage in their profession. In fact no more than a few

did so as there was no need for so large a number of Jewish physicians,

to whom Christian patients hardly came at all. As a result they worked in
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the businesses of their parents, and in many Jewish shops one might be

served by a “Herr Doktor”.

In Reval, Dorpat and Narva there were Jewish Cooperative banks. In

1936 all three of them together had 610 members. There were also Jewish

industrial plants in the country, of which the largest, ETK, manufactured

paints and cosmetics.

The following is a list of some of the many Jewish institutions to be

found in Reval (Talinn) in the year 1928

:

A religious communal administration; Management of the Jewish Na-

tional Cultural Autonomy; The Public Jewish Society; The Bialik Literary

and Dramatic Society, founded in 1928; The Zionist Organisation; The

Maccabi Sports Association; The Charity Society; The Burial Society; The

Society for the Study of the “Ein Yaakov” (a work containing all the non-

legal sections of the Talmud); The Hanoar Pupils’ Zionist Organisation;

etc., etc.

Between the years 1871 and 1925 the number of Jews in the city rose

from 412 to 2,352.

There was no Yiddish daily, but the Lithuanian journals “Yiddishe

Stimme” and “Dos Wort” used to publish a weekly supplement dedicated

to Esthonian Jewry.

The Dorpat Community

Reference has already been made to the friendly competition between

the communities of Reval and Dorpat. The latter was given vitality by its

Jewish University students and the Institutions they established.

Until the introduction of the numerus clausus in secondary and high

schools of Russia in the year 1887, the University of Dorpat was a centre

of attraction for Jewish students, who numbered 235 in 1886.

Juedische Studenten Kasse (Jewish Students’ Fund)

The University of Dorpat was more liberal and easygoing towards Jews

than other Russian Universities. Life was relatively cheap, it was close to

Jewish centres, and at the end of the Nineteenth Century the language used

was German which did not constitute an obstacle for Yiddish-speaking stu-

dents. The Medical Faculty was of a very high standard, and as a result

the University attracted Yeshiva students from Volozhin and other centres

of Talmudical studies. Most of these had no means of their own, and in

order to ease their studies at the University the “Juedische Studenten Kasse”

or Jewish Students’ Fund was founded in 1875. Its original name was

“Unterstuetsungkasse fuer unbemittelte Studierende in Dorpat” (Fund for
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the Support of Persons without means studying in Dorpat). At its first

Meeting the Fund had 22 members. It received a monthly grant from the

Society for the Dissemination of Enlightenment. Each member paid his

membership fees every semester.

The Jewish Elementary School in Dorpat

Besides providing support for Jewish students without means, the Fund
played an active part in the life of the community. As long ago as the

Seventies of the last century Jewish students began to teach, free of charge,

poor Jewish children in Dorpat whose parents did not have the means to

send their children to the general school. A certain Eliezer Perkin applied

to the Ministry of Culture for the establishment of a Jewish School in Dor-

pat, and a favourable reply was received. However, the community was too

poor to satisfy the Ministry’s condition of paying 300 roubles a year to

the Government, in return for which the latter would open the school for

the children. So the students came to the aid of the community. Several

public-spirited Jewish students called a General Meeting attended by com-

munal representatives, at which it was decided to establish an elementary

school with two shifts. The girls would learn in the morning from 8 to 1,

while the boys who attended Heder in the morning would go to school

from 2 to 6 p.m. The course of studies included : Russian, German, Arith-

metic, Geography and Jewish History. The students undertook to teach

free of charge, while well-to-do householders undertook to provide the

money to hire premises, buy books, instruments, etc. And so the Jewish

school came to be opened. It should be noted that the members of the

Students’ Fund paid not only their membership fees but also a certain sum

in support of the school, which they administered until the year 1907.

In addition to clubs, large libraries and various groups and societies,

Dorpat also had an institution which crowned its communal activities. This

was the “Akademischer Verein fuer Juedische Geschichte und Literatur”

(Academic Union for Jewish History and Literature), which was founded

in 1884 on the initiative of a number of students, including Dr. J. Bernstein-

Cohen. The Society was established in order to foster comradeship among

its members, and even more in order to permit the thorough-going study

of Jewish History and Literature, spread Jewish culture among the masses

and make them nationally conscious. The Society had a considerable in-

fluence on the cultural level of the community. Its meetings and lectures

were open to the general public, were very popular and always attracted

a large audience. The lecturers included the Hebrew poet Saul Tschemi-
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chovsky who called Dorpat “The Heidelberg of Russia”, Dr. Alexander

Goldstein and other notable personalities. Many former members now live

in Israel as physicians, teachers, clerks, workers and kibbutz members. In

Israel there are also two women writers born in Dorpat who were members

of these Society. These are the poetess Ella Amitan-Wilensky and the writer

Ida Priver-Bakst.

All one-time members of the Society remember it affectionately as part

of their youth. On occasion they have met together in Israel to celebrate

its anniversaries. At the beginning of the Twentieth Century the meetings

and lectures were held in the home of the Gens family, six of whose seven

children were university graduates and members.

It is possible that the Society was originally intended to be a Jewish

version of the numerous Christian Student Corporations of Dorpat, but

it turned into a small-scale spiritual centre for the Jews of the city, and

far beyond. It also had a large library.

In 1926 there were 188 Jewish students at the Dorpat University. From

1934 on the University maintained, as part of its Faculty of Philosophy,

a special Chair for Jewish subjects (History and Philosophy) headed by

Dr. L. Gulkowitz, who had formerly been Professor of Philosophy in Leipzig.

This was possibly the only University in Eastern Europe which had a spe-

cial Department for Jewish scholarship.

In 1934 the number of Jewish students declined to 94.

Apart from institutions connected with the student body, the Dorpat

Community also maintained the Societies, etc., that are usually to be found

in Jewish Communities, such as the Synagogue, Burial Society, Charitable

Society etc. Of these the more important included : The Religious Com-

munity; The Autonomous Cultural Administration; The Academic Society

for Jewish Literature and History; Three Student Societies, one exclusively

for women, one assimilationist in trend, and a third consisting of Zionist

supporters of Jabotinsky; The Zionist Organisation; Democratic Club; Ma-

ternity Home; Society for visiting the sick; Societies for the study of the

Mishna and Ein Yaakov; Friends of the Yiddish Language, founded by

Payensohn and J. Gens; Society for the expansion of Jewish Scholarship at

the Dorpat University; Hehalutz; Dorpat Society of Jewish Youth for His-

tory and Literature, founded by the students Leo Wilensky and Jacob Gens.

The Jewish population of Dorpat rose from 616 in 1879 to 920 in 1934.

The Zionist Movement

The Movement engaged in widespread activities, chiefly in Reval and
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Dorpat. During the Hovevei Zion period, in 1890, a Society was established

in Dorpat with the aim of providing material support for settlement in Eretz

Israel. Membership grew from year to year, and by the middle of the Nine-

ties it sent an annual sum of 100 roubles towards Jewish settlement in the

Land of Israel — a by no means small amount for such a small community
in those days. *‘Hehaver” was a lively and active Zionist Society in which

Leo Wilensky and Jacob Gens played a considerable part.

In 1917 a special Childrens’ Library was established in Dorpat in me-

mory of the wellknown communal worker Dr. J. Eiges, and received about

250 books from the Library of the Literary and Historical Society.

The Zionist families of Dorpat included : Uswansky, Baksht, Wilensky,

Gens, Zalmanowitz, Kruskal and Rubin in Reval. Some of their children

came to Eretz Israel. In the guest room of my parents’ home the portraits

of Herzl and Nordau were hung besides the portraits of Tsar Nikolai II

and his family.

The Jews of Esthonia were relatively fortunate, as about 4,000 of them

were evacuated into Central Russia during 1941 before the German Occu-

pation. About 1,000 remained behind and were extermined.

In the present Soviet Esthonian Republic there are now close on 4,000

Jews once again.

Note:
A special Bibliography on the Jews of Esthonia will be found in the

General Bibliography.
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Max KaufmanD

THE WAR YEARS IN LATVIA REVISITED*

I am the man who hath seen affliction by the rod HiO

of His wrath (Lamentations of Jeremiah. HI. 1.) ,(| ,||| n&X) irrasr MED

TO write of the great destruction of the Jewish community at the hands of

the Hitlerites is far from easy, for in doing so many nightmares are re-

vived. The urge to write this article has been furnished by the famous

words of Queen Esther : “For how could I endure to look on the evil that

is to befall my people? and how could I endure to look on the extermina-

tion of my kindred ?” (Esther, VIII, 6).

In a similar vein immediately after the Holocaust I answered an inner

call to make a record on paper, and thus preserve for history, my recollec-

tions of what happened to Latvian Jewry during the Second World War. 1

Thirty years have now passed since the beginning of the tragic events

for us Latvian Jews. The cries of our men, women, and children marching

toward their death accompany the survivors to the present day. For former

inmates of German camps it is still difficult to grasp psychologically what

came about during those dark days in the history of the Jewish people.

Some are attempting to forget, or may even have done so. Perhaps this

is a law of nature. Yet in actuality this tragedy can never be forgotten, and

one must always “remember what the Amalekites have done to you.”

The Latvian Jewish population in 1939 numbered nearly one hundred

thousand. Although small in size, it occupied an important place in World

Jewry. With the establishment of Soviet bases, and the subsequent Soviet

occupation of Latvia, the number of Jews began to decrease somewhat.

Some who had connections abroad or possessed other means left the

country; and a further decline occurred on 14 June 1941, shortly before

the Nazi attack. Approximately five thousand Jews as well as very many

Latvians were forcefully relocated on that date and transported to the

innermost regions of the Soviet Union, particularly Siberia. The victims

* For the valuable assistance rendered in preparing this article for publication I

am grateful to Professor George Schwab of City College, The City University of

New York. Of course the responsibility for anything written here rests entirely

upon me.

1. Die Vemichtung der Juden Lettlands (Munich, 1947).
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included a considerable segment of the Jewish intelligentsia, among them

the Jewish representatives in the Latvian Parliament; Rabbi Dr. M. Nurock,

M. Dubin, and N. Maisel. Most of these deportees died in Siberian camps

on account of the sub-human conditions there and the treatment meted out

to helpless Jews by the Stalinists. Further population transplantations in-

tended by the Russians came to nothing because of the German invasion of

22 June 1941. Some Jews accompanied the Russian retreat. Quite a number

of Jewish boys were conscripted into the Red Army in which they fought

valiantly, a not inconsiderable number losing their lives in the fighting.

On 26 June the Nazis occupied Dvinsk (Daugavpils), thereafter Libau

(Liepaja), and Riga on 1 July.

Riga, which was referred to as Little Paris, was the centre of the Baltic

States from the viewpoint of culture. It was very strongly influenced by

its neighbours : By Russia to the East and, on account of the very large

German population, by Germany to the West. Jews who found it impos-

sible to attend institutions of higher learning in Latvia before and after

the Czarist period usually went abroad to study. The language spoken in

Jewish homes was predominantly German. After the Great War Yiddish

and Hebrew, as well as religious schools, were established and were well

frequented, and Yiddish became quite popular. Besides the Jewish and

Russian press in Jewish hands, Riga was also an outstanding focus for

Jewish theatrical life. As a Jewish cultural centre the city attracted many

Jewish personalities from abroad; for example, O. O. Gruzenberg, Pro-

fessors Simon Dubnow,2 Benjamin Sieff, Zentnershver, Rabbi Dr. Yehuda

Leib Kantor (Editor of the first Hebrew newspaper “Hayom” in St. Peters-

burg). Rabbi J. Schneuerson from Lubavitch, Dr. J. Hoffman who together

with V. Jabotinsky founded the Revisionist Betar Youth Movement in

Riga, etc. There were also many outstanding Latvian Jews there. Among

these were Professors Paul Mintz, Vladimir Mintz (who was summoned

for consultation in the treatment of Lenin), both originally from Dvinsk,

Dr. Jacob Heilman, and a great many others.

The Latvian population of Riga welcomed the Nazis in their Sunday

garb. Most of the buildings were decorated with swastikas, and “Perkon-

krust” (the Cross of Perkons) members (a Latvian ultra-nationalist move-

ment) prepared plans for the destruction of the Jewish community. Under

the leadership of the Latvian Voldemar Arajs Latvian columns were

brought into existence for the purpose of murdering Jews; and many lost

2. Dubnow is the subject of a chapter in my book. Ibid., pp. 259. ff.
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their lives all over the country. But the “Perkonkrust” members did not

remain alone in their patriotic endeavours. Accompanying the German for-

ces were Gestapo contingents, who systematically began to decimate Jews.

On 28 July the Jews were ordered to affix the yellow Star of David
(the yellow badge of shame) on the left chest, and subsequently in the

centre of the back as well. Jews were prohibited from walking on pave-

ments, from entering parks and public baths. They received half as much
food rations as non-Jews, were conscripted for compulsory labor, were

prohibited from establishing social contact with non-Jews, and were forced

to surrender their valuables. As can well be imagined, the Jews became

more than depressed as a result of this treatment. But in due time they

adjusted themselves to the new situation and wore the Star of David with

pride, despite the biting sarcasm of the Latvian population.

These were but minor points in the overall context of the Nazi plans

to solve the Jewish question. Serious were the synagogue burnings, and

catastrophic the practice of chasing Jews into houses of worship and then

setting these on fire together with the people within and the Holy Scriptures.8

For example, in the Stabuiela Synagogue Rabbi Kilov and his worshippers

went up in flames; and in the new Jewish cemetery synagogue Cantor Mintz

perished with his family. Mass arrests followed by the slaughter of Jews in

the forests were followed by the order to establish a ghetto in Riga by 25

October 1941. The numbers moving into it were small, since very many

had already been eliminated.

Hammers were beating powerfully and quickly as the ghetto had to

be ready by a particular day; and we were finally separated from the rest

of the world and locked up on 25 October. Now we were surrounded

entirely by enemies. Our only consolation was that in our history we Jews

have experienced so many difficult periods and have lost so many members

of our people, but again and again we have survived and thus in the final

analysis have been victorious. In the midst of our new tragedy I already

imagined a new and healthy generation emerging, a generation tried in

battle. Even though we were in the process of losing millions, people we

can never replace from the viewpoint of human values and knowledge,

time will, perhaps, permit us to regain and even surpass the number mur-

3. The only Jewish house of worship to escape destruction was the Petaus syna-

gogue. It was surrounded by other buildings which could easily have caught fire

from it. But the interior did not escape the wrath of the beasts.
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dered. Our brothers went to their deaths with Hatikvah on their lips.
4

After more than twenty years I see that the thoughts which I recorded

in my book in 1947 were prophetic in so far as our people, although still

small in number, after several thousand years have succeeded in reestablish-

ing an independent sovereign state with our old capital, Jerusalem. With

its magnificent accomplishments Israel constitutes an example for the rest

of the world. As a whole the Jewish people have survived and reached new

heights.

The ghetto was established in the section of Riga known as Moskauer

Vorstadt. Well-trained Gestapo murderers assumed control, and their pre-

sence was immediately felt. The actual task of guarding the ghetto was

entrusted to uniformed Latvian volunteers, who participated not only in

murdering the inmates of the Riga ghetto but also those of Warsaw and

other ghettos and concentration camps. On the very first night several Jews

were shot without warning near the double barbed-wire fence. Occasionally

the guards paid “small” visits to the inner sanctuary of the ghetto, and

these always resulted in additional Jews being murdered.

Under the able and wise leadership of attorney Michael Eljaschew a

Jewish committee was created in the ghetto. Other members of the com-

mittee were Blumenau, Minsker, Kaufer, Dr. Blumenfeld, and Schlitter, an

immigrant from Austria who by virtue of his Austrian heritage had easier

access to the Nazi authorities. As can well be imagined, the committee

had difficult and responsible tasks to preform: The touchy endeavor of

assigning living quarters to approximately 33,000 Jews in a space which

had formerly housed 5,000 non-Jews; to assure a continuous flow of food

and fuel for the approaching winter and, among other tasks, adequate pro-

visions for sanitation facilities. Regarding medical attention, we possessed

a number of wellknown physicians, but at our disposal was only a very

small hospital (the former “Linas Hazedek”) and the drug supply was far

from adequate. Also established in the ghetto was a Jewish police force

under the leadership of Michael Rosenthal, as well as a labour office under

the guidance of J. Goldberg (formerly of Rujene). 5 Without synagogues

individuals wishing to pray did so privately at the abodes of Rabbi Zack

4. Die Vemichtung..., pp. 79-80.

5. The Nazis ordered food to be distributed according to the amount of work

performed. To receive a relatively adequate food supply everyone was forced to

work. Some highly prized specialists received additional food coupons which

were stamped with the initials W.J. (Wertvoller Jude, Valuable Jew).
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and the attorney, Simeon Wittenberg who had succeeded in rescuing many
Holy Scriptures which were brought to the Ghetto, where he began to

establish a Jewish school; as well as other private quarters. In addition

to the prevailing atmosphere, the severity of the first winter under the

Occupation was responsible for the suicide of many Jews — one of the

most extreme cases being that of Mrs. Ghana Meisel, who poisoned her

two daughters and four-months old nephew before committing suicide

herself.

Germans employed Jews inside and outside the ghetto. Men were put

to use for heavy duties, women and children for lighter tasks. With clothing

torn and under heavy guard, Jews marched dejectedly in columns to and

from work. The only thing we were really provided with was the old and

wellknown Jewish cemetery. It happened to be located in the area which

subsequently became the centre of our phetto. The cemetery, which was

stained with our blood and tears and contained the bodies of very many

wellknown Riga Jews, has been transformed into a blooming park since

World War II, and there the young generation amuses itself.

As is usual in such circumstances there were both pessimists and op-

timists among us. But with the arrival of the Nazi minister, Alfred Rosen-

berg, even the optimists gave way, since his decision was to liquidate most

of the ghetto inhabitants. Thus the duration of the original ghetto was

only thirty-seven days, and with anguish I must now begin to recount the

ensuing “Ten Bloody Days.”

Although these occurrences took place many many years ago, the cries

of men, women, and children as they walked their last road are anchored

in my memory as if these events had taken place only yesterday. Almost

everyone who had to witness these events and hear the symphony of mourn-

ing, and yet survived, reacts in the same way. Incomprehensible to me even

to the present day is the fact that God was able to witness our huge

catastrophe. But on with the story.

On 27 November 1941 an announcement appeared in the ghetto notify-

ing Jews that it would be liquidated and the inhabitants resettled. Columns

of one thousand men each were ordered to appear for a roll call on 29

November. This announcement had a lightning effect upon the ghetto in-

habitants. The streets were crowded with people, and disconcertedly they

stood in front of the grave notice studying the meaning of the words “liqui-

dation” and “resettling.” Nobody wished to believe that behind these words

lurked something dangerous and calamitous.
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Another decree ordered that specific streets be evacuated before the

evening of 28 November. The inhabitants of these streets were almost im-

mediately chased into the inner part of the ghetto. This act constituted in

actually the creation of a new ghetto, the so-called Small Ghetto.

The bloody evacuations began on the night of 29 November. Thousands

of totally drunk Latvian 0 and German guards in uniform swarmed into the

large ghetto and started hunting Jews. Like wild animals they broke into

apartments. Many Jews were beaten and some murdered. Children were

torn from their parents, and some were thrown out of windows by the

guards. Jews were ordered to dress quickly and fall into columns.

Under German leadership these were surrounded and heavily guarded

by Latvians. Children, the weak and the ill were taken in public trans-

portation buses towards Salaspils. There they were joined by other Jews.

At the Rumbuli railroad station adjoining the forest graves had already

been prepared by Soviet prisoners of war under German guidance. In bitter

cold, men, women, and children were ordered to undress, after which they

were horribly beaten, pushed to the edges of the graves and slaughtered.

Thousands of victims had to wait their turn in the meantime and watch

the mass killings.

The blood-bath ceased after several days, and those returning from

work who had not been caught in the ghetto massacres found a new place

to live, namely in the newly-created small ghetto. Under the noble guidance

of the late attorney Simeon Wittenberg, everyone from the small ghetto

was now mobilized to bury, in the cemetery, those who had been murdered

in the large ghetto. Mass shootings then began anew. In the days that fol-

lowed far more than twenty-seven thousand innocent men, women, and

children were mercilessly butchered and buried in the Rumbuli forest —
among them Rabbi M. Zack, the world-renowned Jewish historian Simon

Dubnow, the members of the Jewish ghetto committee, and many of the

most prominent members of the Riga Jewish community.7

6. The Latvians were led by the notorious Herbert Cukurs, a “Perkonkrust” mem-
ber, who afterwrads found political asylum in Sao Paulo and was executed in

1965 in Montevideo by members of a group called ‘Those Who Can Never

Forget.”

7. Many years later the Soviet authorities acceded to the pleas of Riga Jews and

erected a small monument with the following inscription in Latvian, Russian, and

Yiddish : THE VICTIMS OF FASCISM. From this inscription future genera-

tions will not know that the majority buried there are Jews, and this monument

cannot therefore be regarded as a Jewish memorial.
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The Small Ghetto was inhabited by some five thousand Jews, including

several hundred women and some children. A barbed-wire fence separated

the women and children from the men. These few Jews constituted the

remnants of the old and beautiful Riga, the Riga which so many of us had

once cherished.

Deep in mourning for the tragic happenings, we marched daily with

the women to and from work. For a very long time none could adjust to

the huge losses we had incurred. In the ghetto thoroughly trained Gestapo

killers headed by a commandant established a murder regime. The large

ghetto was now being prepared for new Jewish arrivals from Germany,

Austria, and Czechoslovakia. According to our estimates approximately

thirty thousand arrived and were divided at the Riga Skirotavas terminal

:

about half were brought to the large ghetto 8 which now became known

as the German ghetto, and the rest were taken to the forests and murdered.

These foreign Jews had brought much lugguge with them, but everything

was immediately confiscated.9 To absorb some of the newcomers a camp

was also established in the vicinity of Riga, at Jumpravmuiza.

The foremen of both ghettos were Jews appointed by the German com-

mandant. Two Jewish police forces were established, one for each part,

a small hospital was set up in the German ghetto (besides attending to their

usual tasks Jewish doctors of both ghettos were forced to perform many

abortions), and an employment office in the small ghetto served both sec-

tions. Jews were forced to work for the German armed forces, the German

civil authorities and the Gestapo. They were exploited not only because of

their capabilities and intelligence, but also because no language barrier

existed between Jews and Germans. Very many German units established

workshops, and Jewish experts and artisans were conscripted to man these.

At the very end of 1941 so-called “marching commandos” were detained

in part or totally by the employers, so that Jewish workers could be more

efficiently exploited. The demand for non-reimbursed Jewish workers was

8. Included among the new arrivals were many who had intermarried. The pff-

spring of such marriages were considered half-Jews. While Jews prayed privately

in Jewish homes, the Christians did likewise but under the auspices of a half-

Catholic clergyman who wore a Star of David on his gown (German Jews had

to wear only one star).

9. Much of the clothing which was confiscated was sifted in the ghetto, and in

gratitude to the Latvians for their help the German authorities sold these to the

indigenous population for next to nothing. Thousands of Latvians stood in line

to purchase clothing which was stiff with Jewish blood.
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heavy. After the first mass arrests in the ghetto those who had remained

behind no longer felt secure, and therefore there developed among us a

detention psychosis. These detention places, some of which were highly

prized by us and where each one had hopes of being detained, were trans-

formed at the end of 1943 into something like branches of the Kaiserwald

concentration camp.

The extreme severity of the first winter took an additional toll. Thou-

sands upon thousands of men, women, and children from both ghettos,

irrespective of age, were conscripted for snow removal. Due to a lack of

proper clothing and an inadequate diet many perished. In February 1942

the so-called “Duenamuende Tin Factory” action occurred in the German-

Jewish part of the ghetto as well as at the Jumpravmuiza camp, and several

thousand were murdered in the Bikemi forest. At about the same time,

750 who had recently arrived from Berlin were also slaughtered in the

forest, and the blood-stained clothing of the perished Jews was returned

by the Nazis to the German ghetto. Thirty of our young men from the

small ghetto were utilized for medical experiments and then killed. Some

Riga Jews were sent to work in Esthonia — in the Vaivara, Kivioli and

Kloga coal mines. There they were joined by other Jews from Vilna and

Kovno. Few survived. In the meantime a child was born in the section set

aside for women in the small ghetto, and the infant was named Ben Ghetto.

He was slaughtered shortly after birth. Another woman gave birth to a

child, and on the order of the commandant the child was done away with

through an injection. Outside the ghetto Germans began searching for Jewish

women who were married to non-Jews. Those found were incarcerated and

subsequently murdered. The German ghetto was out of bounds for us, under

threat of capital punishment. In so far as our small ghetto was concerned,

two transports of men and women (without children) arrived at the end

of 1941 and in 1942 from Kovno. About a year later a transport arrived

with approximately five hundred women from Hungary, and another one

with several hundred women from Holland. All were taken directly from

the railroad station to the forest and slaughtered. One day a small group

of gypsy children (non-Jews) who were rounded up in Latvia arrived in

the ghetto. They were given toys taken from the luggage of some of the

German Jews, and the same evening they were sent to be butchered.

In such circumstances, how could anyone help but have a sense of

futility regarding the future ? Each and everyone of us attempted to save

himself by whatever means available. Under penalty of death an order was

issued by the ghetto commandant, Kurt Krause, prohibiting the exchange
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of goods with Latvians. Fifteen Jews returning from work in columns were

executed in June 1942 because the authorities found food in their posses-

sion. In one instance, for example, on an inspection tour of the German
ghetto Krause visited a Czech physician. Upon noticing that he was smoking

cigarettes not legally available, the physician was instantly shot by the com-

mandant. If one wanted to survive there was no other way but to take

risks. An additional fear was that Latvians, with whom many of us had

entrusted things for safekeeping, would denounce us as they were interested

in keeping our possessions.

A change occurred in the Riga ghetto in 1943. An Austrian Gestapo

official of low rank, Eddi Roschmann, who had proved his sadism, was

appointed commandant. The intolerable situation forced us to seek a way
out. Even prior to Roschman’s appointment it had been decided to plan

a rising and establish contact with the partisans in the forests. Rifles, gre-

nades, and old French machine-guns were provided by the Jewish work

column employed by the Riga Powder Tower (Pulverturm). As a rule these

were smuggled into the ghetto in official food parcels, and stored with

the food in a cellar. Latvian Jewish youth were trained in handling the

weapons, and during shooting exercises Jewish workers in an adjoining

smithy provided the noise to drown out these exercises and allay the suspi-

cion of the Germans. But through some loose talk by the trainees, the

authorities were informed of the planned revolt. It must be presumed that

the Germans found a list of the names of the fighters, for at first only a

few were arrested but subsequently these arrests assumed a mass character.

Soon after the first arrests some members of the Resistance escaped on

a military truck driven by a Latvian, to join the partisans in the forests.

They were betrayed by the driver. The truck was ambushed by German

forces outside Riga and the Jews replied by opening fire. Both sides suf-

fered casualties, and one wounded Jewish youngster was returned to the

ghetto. Commandant Krause now announced that since there were weapons

in the ghetto, those found in possession of war material would be hanged.

In connection with this affair the Germans decided to liquidate the Latvian

Jewish police force in the small ghetto. The policemen were gathered on

the Blechplatz and murdered with machine-guns. A few who succeeded in

escaping were subsequently found and shot. Accidentally the Germans killed

a fellow Nazi, and a small memorial was erected on the spot to honor him.

Throughout our tribulations these policemen helped us immensely and they

will long remain in our memory.

Of course, the revolt which took a long time to plan never occurred.
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The Germans found and confiscated the weapons, the entire episode cost

the Jewish community several hundred additional lives, and several camps

were established outside Riga at Olaine, Dundagen, Popewaln, etc. There

Jews were utilized for cutting peat and other hard tasks. Whenever the

bloody Roschmann with his aides Gymnich and Migge came for visits some

Jews lost their lives. For example, his visit to Shlock cost us three boys,

including my son Arthur. I located these aides of Roschmann after the

liberation, and had them arrested in Cologne. Max Gymnich committed

suicide in prison, and Kurt Migge received a prison sentence of only ten

years.

In 1943 for the first time a not inconsiderable group of older men,

women, and children of both ghettos were transported to Poland where

they were gassed. At about the same time a large transport of men and

women (without children) arrived from Vilna after the liquidation of the

ghetto there. In the same year a concentration camp was established in the

Riga suburb of Kaiserwald, and gradually the remaining Jews of both

ghettos were transferred to this camp. On 2 November 1943 German and

Latvian military units surrounded both ghettos, and all the remaining Jews

were chased from their dwellings into the streets and transported to the

concentration camp. Some were detained by German employers in the city,

the weak ones were sent to be slaughtered.

Thus the existence of the Riga ghetto ended after 702 bloody days.

Dvinsk (Daugavpils), the capital of Latgale, was the second largest

Latvian city. Heavily influenced by Russian culture, the languages most

spoken at home were Russian and Yiddish. The German armies had rushed

to occupy Dvinsk on 26 June 1941 since it was strategically located. It served

as an intermediate point in the rail connection between Germany and Le-

ningrad via Warsaw, as well as between Riga and Central Russia (Orel).

A main road also connected Koenigsberg in East Prussia with Leningrad

via Kovno and Dvinsk. By rushing to occupy the city the Germans suc-

ceeded in encircling large segments of the Soviet army in the Baltic States.

Dvinsk had claimed the largest Jewish population of the Baltic States

even before Latvia had gained its independence in 1918. After World War I

many Jews moved to Riga, while others from adjoining small cities moved

to Dvinsk. It was a city of profound contrasts, a city of some rich and

many very poor Jews, a city which possessed a distinct Jewish temper and

a cosmopolitan atmosphere, and in view of these factors it is therefore no

accident that it had earned for itself an important reputation in the Jewish
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world. For example, the industrialist S. Zachs was in 1897 a representative

at the first World Zionist Congress at Basle, and the Socialist Movement,
particularly “The Bund,” already, at the time of the 1905 Russian Revolu-

tion, exerted a profound influence in all of Latgale. The hunger for educa-

tion and the restrictions imposed upon Jews in the Czarist period forced

many to study away from home. Educated personalities originally from

Dvinsk were, among others. Professor Miron Vofsi who was later impli-

cated in Stalin's plot against Jewish physicians, and Shlomo Michoels-Wofsi

of the theatrical arts. Since Dvinsk was a city filled with synagogues and

yeshivas it also claimed well known religious personalities, including Rabbi

Meir Simha Cohen and the so-called Rogachover Gaon Joseph Rosen. Their

scholarly publications dealt mainly with topics relating to intellectual thought.

Both died a natural death shortly before World War II, and their graves

have remained unharmed in Dvinsk until the present day.

The rapid occupation of Dvinsk by German forces engendered a pro-

found shock in the Jewish community. By virtue of the proximity of the

Soviet border many Jewish youngsters fled to the Soviet Union. During to

incessant bombings by German planes many, unfortunately, never reached

their destination.

As everywhere else in Latvia the organized Nazi-inspired Latvian Per-

konkrust members made themselves felt even before the Germans had time

to organize their murder machinery. Almost immediately all houses of wor-

ship were destroyed, and on 15 July 1941 Jews were ordered to affix the

Star of David : women on the chest and back, and an additional one for

men on the knee. Those who survived the immediate mass slaughters in

the prisons were incarcerated on 25 July 1941 in the ghetto which was

located in the old military fortifications on the other side of the river

Daugava, at Griva. Only a few days later many of the elderly men and

women were transported from the ghetto and murdered. Some months later

Mrs. M. Gittelson was hanged in the ghetto, and for several days she re-

mained hanging on the gallows. Many Jews also died because of the severity

of the conditions, including starvation.

The systematic execution of Jews at the hands of Nazi Germans and

Latvians occurred in the forests of Pogulianka and Strope, and in other

places. Those who survived were transported in cattle wagons by Latvian

volunteers on 25 October 1943. Some hanged themselves en route and some

others took poison. The Jews were welcomed by the savage Roschmann at

the Riga Skirotava terminal. Under heavy guard the victims were then

transferred to the Kaiserwald camp. Included were a number of Jews from
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the small towns of Rezekne, Korsovka, Ludza, etc. Today Soviet Dvinsk

claims only a few Jewish fomilies, and the same holds true for the other

small towns of Latgale.

Libau (Liepaja), capital of Kurland, was the third largest Latvian city.

Like Riga and Dvinsk, it also claimed a large Jewish community. With

their ice-free ports Libau and Windau (Ventspils) had constituted “a window

to Europe” for the Russians. At the turn of the century large Jewish emi-

grations to the United States, South Africa, and other countries took place

through these ports. The Jewish Alliance of Courland in the United States

had approximately ten thousand members in 1940. Now only a few remain.

Western culture predominated in Kurland, and the languages spoken

by Jews were predominantly German, Latvian, and some Russian. This

relatively small geographic area produced some outstanding scholars as,

for example. Rabbi Dr. M. Nurock and his brother, Rabbi Aaron Nurock,

Rabbis Samunov and Kook (subsequently Chief Rabbi of Israel). Professors

Akzin, Brutzkus, Laserson, Weinreich (father and son), and Lina Stem.

Among Libau Jews who studied abroad and returned was Dr. A. Schwab

— student, assistant and protege of the renowned gastroenterologist. Pro-

fessor Boas of Berlin. In the world of music Max Rabinovitsch, the Grau-

dans, and others, attained international recognition.

Libau as well as the rest of Kurland was occupied by German forces

at the end of June 1941. Orders emanating from Riga regarding the treat-

ment of Jews by Latvians and Germans were very similar to those of the

Latvian capital. By the end of July 1941 approximately four thousand Jews,

mainly men, had been arrested and slaughtered in the vicinity of Libau, at

Skeden. 10 In the matter of a few days some three thousand five hundred were

murdered in December of the same year. Of the once flourishing Libau

Jewish community only approximately eight hundred remained alive. A
ghetto was established for them on 12 July 1942, and was dissolved on

8 October 1943. The inmates were then transported to the Kaiserwald camp.

At present there are some sixty Latvian Jewish families in Libau.

The large industrial and merchant town of Mitau (Jelgava), also in

Kurland, which the indigenous Jews had helped to develop, was Judenfrei

(Free of Jews) by the end of July 1941. All the synagogues were burned

and the Jews slaughtered at the Jewish cemetery.

10. Some photographs taken by Latvians and Germans showing disrobed women
and children being led to their death were found after the Liberation.
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While being transported to work by the Germans I witnessed Jews
being chased into the Tukum synagogue, whereupon it was set on fire. The
Jewish inhabitants of Jakobstadt (Jekabpils), Kandava, and all the other

small towns of Kurland shared a similar fate. Hardly any Jews live there

today.

Before the war Kaiserwald was something extraordinary, and all of us

had spent wonderful times there. But it became a huge cemetery. The
Kaiserwald concentration camp was the headquarters for all the labour corps

located in and around Riga, and as such it housed the Central Labour

Office as well as the huge index which contained the names of thousands

of prisoners of both ghettos, and those Jews who worked outside the camp.

In Riga we were at first under the jurisdiction of the Gebietskommis-

sariat. We were gradually taken over by the Gestapo and in Kaiserwald

were subject to the SS. The head of the camp was Obersturmfuehrer Sauer

of Berlin. Besides male and female SS assistants, he had at his disposal

old-time incarcerated criminals who wore civilian clothing and were above

the Jews. These criminals constituted the leadership within the camp. Human
beings were of no consequence, and the whip reigned supreme.

As in many other camps where I was subsequently incarcerated, new

arrivals at Kaiserwald were first forced to relinquish their luggage. Imme-

diately after the Jews were sent to the showers, where the rest of their

belongings were confiscated and individuals searched in the rectum and

vagina for valuable possessions. After the shower prisoners received striped

prison garb reminiscent of the pattern and color of zebras, and it was not

unusual for authorities to refer to us as “zebras.” Each prisoner received

a number which was affixed to his jacket. The confiscated belongings were

taken to a central clearing place in the camp (the Kleideramt) and searched

for valuable possessions.

Men and women were separated and the two parts of the camp were

divided by a double barbed wire fence. SS girls, including the notorious

Kova who ordered lamp shades made of human skin (she was arrested

and put on trial after the Liberation), terrorized the women in the section

of the camp assigned to them. Their heads were totally shaven while the

men received very short haircuts with a broad stripe shaved from the fore-

head across the top to the neck. The hair was packed, shipped to Germany

and utilized in the economy.

The daily routine began and ended with a roll call. Twice a day Jews

were forced to line up in military fashion, the weak, ill and children as
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well, whereupon heads were counted. If the number did not coincide with

what the authorities had expected the Jews were forced to remain standing

at attention for a long time. Some even died standing at attention because

of the strain, the extremely poor living conditions in the water-logged bar-

racks and a diet which bordered on pure starvation.

After the roll call and a breakfast which consisted of a slice of bread,

a teaspoon of sugar and some black coffee, Jewish men and women were

forced to join work columns and were then marched like soldiers to the

camp gate, where SS men counted the number in each column. Then the

Jews were turned over for the day to German and Latvian employers.

After the day’s work the Jews were returned to the lice-ridden barracks.

Then suddenly events began to overtake the Germans as the front

gradually came closer to Riga. The SS began to consider the possibility of

evacuating Jews, and it was decided first to liquidate the old and weak

and then to transport the survivors by sea to the Stutthof concentration

camp near Danzig. The first transport left Riga on 6 August, and the second

on 9 September 1944.

Officially Latvia became free of Jews.

Like all the other concentration camps in Germany, Stutthof had an

international air since there were many thousands of prisoners from all

over Europe. The conditions at Stutthof were so catastrophic that the weak

and ill were eliminated daily in the camp gas chamber. As could have been

expected, Jews of many countries incurred heavy losses there. The remains

of those who were gassed were utilized to produce soap in a Danzig soap

factory. The soap was then distributed to prisoners in other camps.

As a rule there was no demand for legitimate work. To keep Jews

occupied they were forced to carry logs and other such things back and

forth. While doing so many were beaten to death by SS guards. In the midst

of this tragedy a Polish Catholic clergyman from an adjoining barrack in-

sisted daily on organizing Jewish religious services. With the help of Dubin

and Golovchiner (son and secretary respectively of the well-known deputy

to the Latvian Parliament and head of the Jewish community in Riga) ser-

vices were conducted every day. Dubin, Golovchiner, Simeon Wittenberg the

attorney, and his son refused to eat the daily ration of soup since it was

not kasher. Until their deaths they subsisted on mouldy bread, some sugar

and black coffee only.

From the Stutthof concentration camp Jews were also transported to

other concentration camps including Bergen-Belsen, Dachau, Buchenwald,

Sachsenhausen, Lauenburg and Burggraben. Those camps which were locat-
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ed not far from the Soviet borders were liberated at the beginning of 1945.

Most other camps were freed by British and American forces in the western

part of Germany in April and May 1945.

Thus ends the sad chapter of the once brilliant Latvian Jewish com-

munity. Its martyrdom cannot really be described. Many things can be

printed yet some things are difficult to comprehend, including what the

Jewish community suffered at the hands of the Germans and their colla-

borators.

The final solution regarding the Jews which resulted in the massacre

of some six million was thoroughly prepared by Himmler, Eichmann and

their assistants with Hitler’s approval. But shortly after the German occu-

pation of Latvia the Latvians, too, prepared their version of the final solu-

tion of Latvian Jews. While the Germans were still busy with occupation

questions Latvian volunteer groups were organized with German blessings;

and these volunteers rounded up Jews in the provinces and to an extent

also in the cities. Later these Latvians also organized voluntary military

formations, and together with German units they murdered Jews inside and

outside Latvia. In so doing the Latvians won the confidence of the Ger-

mans, and therefore the Germans did not hesitate to transport thousands

upon thousands of Jews from other countries to be murdered in Latvia.

This was confirmed in 1946 at the Riga trial of the former German com-

missioner for occupied territories, Jekeln, and five other generals who were

tried simultaneously. All were hanged in Riga’s Liberty Square (Uzvaras

Laukums).11

Much archival research is being conducted on the number of Latvian

and other Jews killed in Latvia by the Germans.12 I believe, however, that

the exact number will never be accurately determined since Latvians had

murdered many Latvian Jews even before the Germans took over. The

attempt made by the Latvian historian, Arnolds Spekke, in his History of

Latvia (1951) to shift the guilt for the merciless slaughter of Jews entirely

11. 1 had the opportunity to be present at the trial and heard the testimony of the

former German General Jekeln.

12. The Nuremberg documents, and particularly the research conducted between 1947

and 1969 at the Hamburg county court with which I was in constant touch,

reveal much regarding the fate of Jews in Latvia. As related by Arnolds Spekke,

the official report of “Stahleckers Einsatzgruppe” states that the total number

of Baltic Jews murdered was 264,000 (200,000 Lithuanian, 60,000 Latvian, and

4,000 Esthonian. Jews).
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to the Germans (p. 402) is not shared by this writer and also contradicts

the facts. As an eye-witness to the great tragedy in Latvia I cannot minimize

the German guilt. But from the Latvians, with whom we had co-existed

for several hundred years, and with whom we had passed through good

times as well as bad, we should have expected human rather than an animal

treatment. As for Mr. Spekke, he was certainly aware of what happened.

Ample documents are available relating the misdeeds of Latvians in their

attempt to solve the Jewish question, and telling of Latvian collaboration

with the Germans on this point. He does relate that the Lutheran Arch-

bishop Grinbergs attempted to intervene with the German authorities against

the mass murders of Jews by Germans, but to no avail.

The deans of the Lutheran and Catholic churches of Latvia (Bishop

Joseph Rancans is held to be the last President of Independent Latvia in

exile) were certainly not blinded by the crimes committed by their fellow

Latvians. Why did they not utilize their lofty and holy pulpits to preach

against these mass slaughters, to which so many Latvians were party ?

Finally they, too, left Latvia together with thousands of Latvians who were

involved in the crime of decimating Jews, and who escaped with possessions

robbed from the victims. After all, it was the small Jewish community of

Latvia with its vast world connections in all fields of endeavour which

helped peasant Latvia to win political independence. The reward was a

sanguine one indeed.

The destruction of Latvian Jewry will remain an eternal stain on the

Latvian and German peoples. Future generations must not forget the bar-

barities of the wild beasts. The voice of our brethren will rise forever from

the earth. History is very cruel and at times it repays what a people deserves.

It is in this context that I venture to say that Latvians will be repaid for

their complicity in the extermination of Jews, and for stabbing retreating

Russian forces in the back. With its millions of citizens, the huge neighbour

to the East is flooding Latvia with its citizens; and Latvians are bound to

become a minority in their own country in the not-too-distant future. For

us survivors, Latvia and Germany are symbols of a huge graveyard, a grave-

yard without graves, a graveyard without monuments.

Twenty-five years have passed since the rays of hope have again begun

to shine for us. Twenty-five years have passed since we ceased to die, but

it took a long time before we began to live again. The transition between

the cessation of dying and the revival of life was very difficult indeed for

each and every survivor. After all, those liberated from German concentra-
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tion camps were physically and mentally far more dead than alive. Of the

more than approximately seventy thousand Latvian Jews who fell into the

hands of the Latvian and German criminals only a few thousand escaped

the claws of the murderers; and of the liberated only a small number were

children. Many who succeeded in surviving died shortly after the liberation

because of illnesses contracted in the camps, and because of sheer physical

exhaustion. Unfortunately these victims only sensed the rays of hope but

were not able to experience freedom itself.

In all, only a few hundred thousand Jews survived in the various con-

centration camps. They constituted the small remnant of the many millions

who had inhabited Europe before the Nazi and Fascist onslaught against

them. With the liberation the new problem we had to confront was : “The

future.”

My future I have crystallised in my book ,

13 and I assume that the rest

of the survivors shared the same thought : Am I free ? Yes, now I am really

free ! It was far from easy to believe and comprehend that after many years

I was free again. Was I really happy in the new situation ? After all, what

should I now begin to do ? My wife had been killed, my son murdered,

my relatives and friends exterminated, and my possessions robbed. How
should I, ill and weak, construct the future ? What now with all this free-

dom ? At the moment I was liberated I had the wish to perish with the

rest of the world and disintegrate into ashes and dust. However, I proceeded

to listen to my inner voice which gave me courage because I was again

presented with life, and thus I began to follow my new path into the un-

known future.

Immediately we began to feel the warm and helpful hands of our Jewish

brothers in the rest of the world, particularly North America, and this gave

us the sense of security that we were not alone. The Joint Distribution

Committee, HIAS, as well as other organizations, extended their activities

to all corners of Europe. Displaced Persons’ Camps were established and

committees formed for the distribution of food, clothing and medicine.

Former concentration camp inmates could now receive medical and legal

advice, since many Jews were stateless. Also not forgotten were the cultural

aspects, and even a Jewish press was established. But lacking a printing

press with Hebrew letters, Latin characters were utilized instead. A Jewish

police force was active in almost all the camps.

Slowly many of the displaced persons in these camps succeeded in

1 3. Die Vernichtung . .
.

,

p. 508.
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establishing contact with the world. Some found friends and relatives who

had escaped the Nazi holocaust and now helped them with food and clothing

parcels, thus improving their existence. We, the former producers, the

philanthropists of the past, were now on the receiving line.

In the camps we lived a kind of transitional existence, as though con-

stantly in a railroad station with one’s newly acquired belongings, waiting

to be called by somebody. Small groups migrated illegally from these camps

to the Holy Land, and many were intercepted on their way by the British

and sent to a special camp on the island of Cyprus. The free Aliya to

Israel commenced only after Israel had become an independent sovereign

state in the middle of 1948. The President of the United States, Harry Tru-

man, was the first to recognize the State of Israel, and was also instrumental

in providing the possibility for many European Jews to come to the United

States. The example furnished by America was followed by some other

nations, and thanks to these various factors the Displaced Persons’ Camps

in Germany were finally closed in 1950.

The main purpose of this essay and my book has been to put down

on paper my recollections of those terrible years, so as to recall the words

of David,

that the latest generation might know them, even the children

that are to be bom; that they may arise and relate them to

their children (Psalms of David, LXXVIII, 6).

n*?v om rnrm m irr> nrctf?

•(6 ,ri"v a^nn)
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AFTERWORD

IN this volume we have set out to recapitulate the History of Latvian Jews

from the time they are first referred to in the sources until their bitter end,

in the Holocaust of 1941-1944.

Yet that does not mark the final conclusion. The chain has not been

broken. Latvian Jews, those of Riga in particular, have gradually drifted

back from the vastnesses of Russia. With them have come a stream of Jews

from places that are geographically close at hand or distant. But the new-

comers all feel an affinity with the former Jewish community.

The people and the place exert a mutual influence on one another. We
are witness to the fact that the Latvian Exile of today maintains the tradi-

tions and vitality of the bygone Latvian Jewry we knew. They uncompro-

misingly and resolutely hold by their Jewish nationality, they long for liberty

and yearn for a Jewish life together with their brethren in the State of

Israel.

A full and objective historical account of the post-Second-World-War

period will assuredly be prepared in its own good time, after present events

and vicissitudes have ended, marking the close of a later epoch. That will

be another volume.

One thing is certain. Jewish life during this new era will be no less

worthy of record than that of their predecessors, an account of which will

be found in these pages.

We leave the preparation of the next volume to the generation that

comes after us.

Association of Latvian and Esthonian Jews in Israel
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